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UCEA

The mission of the University Council for Educational Administration
is to impr6ve the preparation of administrative personnel in education. Its
memberShip consists of major universities in the United States and
Canada..UCEA's central staff wOrks with and through scholars in member
univeisities to create new.standards and practices in administrator prep-
arati6n and to disseminate the.resultS to interested institutionS:'''

/UCEA's interest in the professional preparation of educational ad-
imnistrators includes both continuing education and resident, preservice
programs. Interinstitutional cooperatiOn arid communication are basic

;tools used in development activities; both administrators and professors
/ participate,in projects.

The Council's efforts currently Are divided into six areas: developing
and testing strategies for improving administrative and leadership prac-
tices in school syStems; encouraging an effective flow of leaders into.pre-

. , ,

paratory programs and posts of educational administration; advancing
research and its dissemination and ideas helpful to those in universities
responsible for designing preparatoty programs; integrating and improv-
ing preparatory programs in specific areas of administration; and develop-
ing and e'valuating a wide array of instruchonal materials.

This report was generated with financial support provided by the
National Institute of Education. However, the content does not necessar-
ily represent the position or policy of Chat agency, and no U.S. Govern.;
ment endorsement should be inferred.
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Foreword

These papers were prepared as a collaborative effort among the National
Institute of Education, the University Council for Edugational Administra-. ...

tion, and nine federally supported educationallaborntories 'and resear6
.

and development centers. Centers included those 'at the University of
California at Los Angeles, the University of Oregon, 'Stanford University,
the University of Texas, and the University of Wiscomin. Also coopera-
ting were 'leaders in the Far West Laboratory for .EduCational Research
and Developmentthe NOgthwest Regional Liducation Laboritory, Re-

search for Better *hools, and the SouthWest. Regional Eth.cational
Laboratory. The r6ajor csLiTposp of the voluthe is to highlight areas of
agreement 'and disagreement within iiiiTreseakh, development,, and
practice communities on the functions and support needs of those per-
sons with a central responsibility for program improvement.

One of the goals of the National Institute of Education is assistance in
construeting'back-up and siip'port services for schools and school systems
attempting to improve educational practice. There are many Institute ef-
forts directed toward this goal, and this volume is relted to two of those
efforts: the training of linking 'agents and the interpretation of research
for practitioners.

The chapters provide a conceptual bast, for What was initially called
the NIE Cooperative' Dissemination and Linking Agent Training Project
and What is nOw called the Linkage- Training/ Seivice. This project in7
volves the colleeton, Organization, .and transmission of infnrmation about
.human resources and linker training materials tO linking agencies and
programs. We have pected the consultation and training experience of
the 'Linkage Training Service to keep the papers tied to reality, and we
have expected the ideas in the 'papers tb assist in describing and making
sense of the experierke.of ,the linking agents and agencies.

These papers and the process used in their preparation are also re
lated to the NIE Knowledge Transformation Project which encourages
the transformation or interpretation of research findings for application.in
educational practice. The process of interpretation is seen as an on-going
.cOnsensus-building activity in which there is'a broad involvement in the
process of writing and revising interpretive products. We are currently
supporting work under- the direction 01Paul. Hood at.. the far .West
Laboratory for Educational Researeh and Development whiCh constitutes
a further'effort-to identify ways in which Organizations and people relate
in the complex. process of, enCouraging echaeational improvement.

. ,



The chapters also respond to a commitment shared by both N1E imd
the University Council for Educational Administratkm (KEA) to ,com-.
municate tO professors informatkm which can be used in administrator
preparation programs. nit is hoped that potential and practicing adminisL
trators in these, programs can make better use of the availableand enwrg-
Ing resources 'and agencies and that professors and universities can func-'.
tion more effectively as linking agents and agencies.

This particular interpretation activity began in June, 1975, with a
review.of the.literature on linking functions and1inker training by Philip
Pie le. That review and the resulting discusSions highlighted a number of
problems in the available literature: The important system variables Which
Jntluence change and improvement in schOols are not typically related to
the functionsof linking agents; there is Mile attention paid to the nature'
and quality of the information to be conveyed to ,practitioners; linking
tends to be equated with change and 'with adoption of innbvations rather

;than with support to program improvement efforts; the role of the school,
administrator in- the linking .procbss is oftervignored; the functions of
information provision, technical assistance provision, and helping the
school system build its capacity to assess and improve education are
usually seen as separate anti Unintegrated roles; and .finally, there is little
research on the functions of the linkingagent.

These chapters were planned to address.Several of the issues iden-.
tified above. We do not expect them to:provide a final statement on any
of the issues identified, but we do hope that they will move us a step
closer to an 'understanding of the crucial and complex problems of sup-.
porting perSons and organizations in their efforts to'improye educational
practice.

Spencer Ward

: Consumer Information Branch
School Practice and Service Division
Dissemination and Resources Group.

Washington, D.C. National Institute of Education,
June, 1977
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Introduction

Introdulltm

It 's a rare individual, a rare organilation capable of altering its bi.havior in
a ignificant way. In .education, as in other complex systems, leaders
id4.ally .shuuld reach beyond thernselws to other individuals and agencies
jut ged relevant tt a proposed change: Tested ideas, useful products, and
rel ted services ought to be gathered, organized, and utilized in thought-
ful ways to undergird any concerted effort directed at improving ptrfor-
matice.

However, at prcsent these various resources ate largely Unavailable
inc herent and useful ways, and the number of individuals and organiza-
tions readily and widely available to serve as a "link" between resources
and users is very small indeed.

Beyond this environmental.ambiguity, educational leaders have diffi-
culty captUring the opportunities which are known because they ar
presed tAmtinuously to maintain organizational structure and processe
rather than to,try to improve them even though there is evidence
suggest that the organizational capacity to change is positively related o
both openness to new ideas and to exchange Opportunities with th se
beyond, the bot.ndaries of the organization.

In recent decadei, scholars and leaders have paid increasing atten ion
to -ways. in which' communication between organizations can faci tate
change. One result has been a growing body of ideas and findings bout
the linking process and the individual or,.organizational role th Ough
which it might be expressed in order to assist organizations an their
leaders in acquiring and using ideas and practices in those area where
.improvement is seen As deSirable. Many see this linking role. a 'one of
significance in supporting change, and a new synthesis-of the terature

. on-the concepts and applications of linking seems appropriate.
This volume addresses the problems and opportunitie through

linking within the.larger context of improvement, leadership, nowledge
utilization and support organizationilrorn a variety of pers ctives. The'
primary,focus is on the improvementeeducational manage ent. This is ,

not to imply that aspects of maintenance are ,not importa t, for clearly
they.are. In fact it appears 'that maintenanceand improve ,nt are not 'so
neatly isolated. The way in .which a schoolimaintains its o. Fation has a
great iMpact on both the effectiveness of current program and the recep-
tivity of the gaff to improvement efforts. It should be a ded that while
the literature addressed is often focused.around "change " defined as the
adoption of a new program which iS assumed to be an iniprovement,
number of studies have suggested that "change" is n t necessarily im-

1 2



provement and may have-even More of a deleterious effect,
There are all sorts and conditions Of linking agents at the .natiOnal,

regional, state, local, and building level. What are the critical differences
between internal linkers (within an organization) and external linker's
(oUtside an organization) and the other diverse linking roles of research-
ers,.developers, and trainers in thef'support of_change? What are the
problems and opportunities inhere/it in linking agencies as opposed to
linking agents? The volume recogniles and deliberately treats linking roleS

from different vantage points in responding to these and other related
questiOns: Spqcifically, the organization of the book iss intended to 'illumi-
nate:1Drimarily the role of those linkers engaged in or providing support
for improvement in local educational agencies, eithei internally or exter-
nally."

These differing vantage points do not defme a linking agent as ser-'
.vkeably aS some readers might prefer It may be disconcerting to ftnd

, differences in interpretation of so criticar a concept, but it is from such
differences that the most uSeful sparks fly tO outline future diScussion,
thinking, and xesearch., In general, however ihere is agreement that a
k6, 'function :Of linking agents, whether internal or external to:a school

,

,systerm, is to help those engaged in improvement activities acquire and Use rele-

vant i4as,-priiducts, and related resources. In'one sense, the linker function is
-to he43 bring great& rationality to change:oriented decisionS in school--
systems by increasing the nature and extent9f information utilizedlic" .

dieision Making. However, a more specific question arises:'Wh6 qualifies

as anlinternal or external linker? This questiOncan be answered both from
an agency and an individual perspective. Underlying thiS-volume are two
assumptions abopt linking agencies Frst internallinkers, by definition
must occupy posts within:eduCatiOnal systems and be concerned about
improvement within those.-41stems' and, second, there are several key
agencies insofar as external linkers are concernedL- state education agenr:
cies, intermediate service agenCies; research and development centers;
departments and related units in, higher educat;on institutions; educa-
tional laboratories; and leagues, netivorks and related otganizations serv
ing,tritiltiple school systems.

Not, all personnel in school systems or the external agencies listed
above qualify as linking, agents. What iS it, then, that.distinguished link-
ing agents in these organizations from non-linking agents? Three criteria ..
appear to be critical. First,- linking-agents direct their actions at the im-
pravement of individual or institutional performance. Second, they use

!Readers may note -clilfgrencefrom auttior to author conceming thj.z.use of "linking" agent
and "linkage' agennethile one may contend the former suggests the process and the .

latter the manner of the process, in general the terms are meant to be interchar*able.
.
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,

knowledge or knowledge-based products and Services,as key instruments
of improvement. Thirdly, in order to connect thoSe engaged
with ideas, findings, deScriptions of prI matctices, training .

in change
erialS and

other needed knowledge-based products, they must perform
spanning roleS. A.. princiPal, Ffor example, might span his/he

.boundary-
school and

an educational laboratory to connect teachers wiih materials designed to
help improve.the school's reading program. Or. a *staff member in an
intermediate service agency might link selected individuals in a university
with a superintendent's cabinet:in orderto iMprove education through a
newly designed administrator staff development program. ,..

To qu'alify as linkers, individuals need, at d minimum, i. 0 meet ae
three criteria listed iaboye. An associate-superintendent, foi. example,

.

could meet the boundary-Spanning requirement but be co hcerned with
.. maintenance rather'Iftan improvement. Or (s)he could direct efforts to-

ward changing staff Without using knowledge as a means for change. In
neither case would the associate-superintendent meet the c1'ireri4 for a
linking agent. ,

*,

,

' The volume is designed to achieve 'Several objectives, the first of
. 'Which, as already implied: is to produce for educational ICIaders an .up-

lo-date synthesis on.,the-*'.9f linking agehts.and agencies in educational
improvement actiVities and';.'in the ptocess, to identify and discuss impot-.

. tant knowledgeutilizatiomissues of interest to the research; development,
and t;:aining communities. The -synthesis reflects and, in part, is shaped

...-:.-by the clear and continuing need to iiMprove education, the
,.,.ntimber °Oinking agentS and .the More visible role of iinkinr.

growing

<and the increase in scholarly activity directedat linking roles
6 agencies,

'and their educational improyernent fanction's It is hoped th
aPd.agencies

at 'the sYri-
thesis will be of value -.to a:range of individuals who haVe...a Stake in

'imprOving education at natidnal, state, and lc:al letiels, from leaders di-.
rectly involved in educatidnal:change to linkers Seeking to facilitate'the
change process and to researchers, develape'rs,-and trainers who contrib.:
ute to educational iniproveibent.

A second objective of the paperS is to htsaddres_.,e*immediate realities
which ibtemal and external linkers confronfand to shed ligl.lt on the kinds
of organizational,.huinan and knowledge resources available'tthem. For
example, the maiginalcharacter of the linkage agent role isdepided, and
the attributes needed by linkerS for:effective perforina,nce are
The s,pecific constraints and opportunities shaping linker rOles

postulated:

tified and described. In addition, the macro-system Sf know' A
flea:gee* !dim:

.. arid linking processeg, whiCh offer a resoUrce for linking agents; is'Out-
lined., Also treated are the myriad complexities;inherent in linking and .

change processes ft is likely that contenton theimmediate.. realities,. and
'environmental complexities of linkage will be Of special value to age/lops .:



and individualS engaged in linking. projects and to those with respon:
sibilities for,training linking agents. .°.

A final objective of the synthesis is to provide better baSes for adVanc-
ing linking through new plans and developments. The vOlume not only
shOuld provide better frarneworks for enabling leaders in schools to o127

. tain resources for improving or Changing programs but also should en-
courage and should :Follicle bases for better cooperation and communica-
tion between prodOcers and users of resources. Since leaders in the Co-
operative DiSsemination and Linking Agent Training Project very early
recognized the need for more effeeliVe planning directed at improving.the
training of linkers, the volume gives special attention to this area. More
specifically, it presents concepts basic to the design of a more adequate
training system for linkers and basic to the collection and development of.
.relevant resources to support the projected system. Thus, the hope is that
the concepts presented both will 'advance' new developments and plans
arid will stimulate new inquiry into linking agents, 'linking agencles, and,'

their functions.. Clearly, such inquiry is needed to illuminate the complext:;
processes of linking and. on their role in facilitating change.

The chapters in the book.move 1rpm the.more general to the more .
specific insofar as linking agents directly involved in change activities are .
concerned. Douglas Paulin Chapter pne focuses upon change Within
the conie5d of educational organizations:: Differing rnodels of . change
Which can. inflUence anclior be used by linking agents are presented): The
four model's of change discussed are problem-:solving; social interaction;
reSear0i, development apd diffusiOn; and linking strategies related to
knowledge utilization. A wide- bOdy yf literature is drawn upon to pro-
ducethe generalizations covering adapting unit'sprocesies' for bringing
abOui change, impingements of chan1ge and the effectS of change.

fack Culbertson in Chapter Two treats froma broad perspective the
larger.erviirOnment of knowledge resourceS and Uses relevant to change.

.:.° The chapter postulates-fiVe uses of knowledge which can support those
Who' are directly engaged in change or are.providing support forit. Sub-
thseS for each category of use are described along, with ntktcomes pro-
duced., Types and sources of kn. ,wledge used, characteristics of users, and,
their links with other users and linking agencieS are alSo treated. Illastra-
lions from the literature an,c1 from practice to illiiminate concepts are lim-
ited to the fieldsof educational adrninistratkm.; however 2t isassumed that
the basic &incepts elaborated can be applied 'equally well to other fields of

.,education; such as curriculum. -

James Upham in Chapte.r Three focuses principally on the role of the
- /administrator in implementing educational improvement. Administrators

/are viewedby the authoraS playing a crucial role in the linking pro4ss.
Amongthe topics treated are adminiStrative..functions, sUprort needs of

. .



/
administrators, and, the training required of administrators. The eMphasis

, in this chapter i upon-the leadership functions of the administrator rather,.
-than upon the maintenance functioni. Consequently, both the internal
and externai linking roles,of the administrator are highlighted. Relation-
ships between the local school and external linking agents are also treated.

Ann Lieberman in Chapter Four eximines linking agencies and the
functions these agencies perform. The discussion is set within the context
of 'the school as a social system" and the ccimplexities Inherent in this
-system. Featured in theyeatment are the understandings, processes and
influential conditions that affect agency functioning, and the generaliza-
tions presented are-documented from an array of studies. Three vignettes
of change andhnkage in education conclude the chapter.

bavid Crandall in Chapter Five addresses issues 'directly related to
the. external linking agent.. He examines the client system served by the
linker and some of the resotirCes which can be used in wo*ing with
clients: A special section .on the "host agenty" where external linkers
reside is presented along- with the multiple roles they perfbrm. Stresses

, inherent in the role are identified and the skill clusters needed for effective
linking performance are described, as well as important implementation
iisues faced by linkers.

In-the last chapter, Jack Culhertsondepictsi in the form of a scenario,
a nation-wide system for trainiiig linkers. Cast within a 1985 time period,
the,sceriario also describeS the pertinent support fuhctions, as well as the
concepts and events which shape the emerging syStem.

' The scenario is deliberately optimisfic in view. With the current pes-
---ism surrounding education, many other less hoperul views could have

presented. Thus, the scenario should. not be viewed as a prediction
e.i the future. Rather it should be seen as a directional statement designed

'to provide leaders clues abodt the yVays in which they might address the
various) fatets of linker training in the future.

. In Sum, the voltinie synthesizes key -concepts and findings about
change. processes, uses of knew/ledge in change, the Management of
change (Or improvement), the functions of linking agencies in improve- .
ment actiyities, the attributes arm skill:clusters needed by external linkers
to function effectively, and a national training system for both internal
and external linkers.

The boOk is offered as one means fOr advancing the-training and ihe
functiOning of linkers.and for' stimulating needed new inquiry and de-
velopmept related to the role of linkers in improving education.

,
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Change ProCesses.

EA 009 710

Change Processes at the
Elementary, Secondary And

.post-Secondary Levels of Education

Douglas A. Paul

SECtiON I

INTRODUCTION

Paw-to-Face Communication. Between Helpers, Trainers And
Conveyors On One Hand And Users Of Innovations On The
Other's More Effective Than Print Media Alone. .

Piint Media does not afford the reader to question assumptions, sain
. feedbatk, or Clarify meaning. More importantly in Most schools.the ur-
den of finding time to read material ig placed en the teacher and principal

. who have little free time. In contrast, face-.toTface communication may
,.provide immediate feedback, is usually accompanied by releaSed time
'and allows the teacher'anct hincipal to -question and clarify Meaning. In

. .



Douglas A.. Paul

addition, face-to4ace interaction; allows the .sender to instill enthusiain
and excitement and, provide encouragement.. ./,

. , ./ . .'
The .Frequency -of .interaction Among Helpers; .Trairiers And .

Conveyors On- One Hand And Users ptInnovations On Tile
_Other .Should:Be MutUally Deterthimid.

ibo little interaction results in feelings of abandonment, WhereaS.too
iniich interaction results in feelings of being. invaded. The status of. the
organization's being helped determines the optimum frequency of interac:
tion..School-staff exptirienced in using outside help may profit from ex
tensive interaction over a limited time period followed bygradual disen-

.gagement;In contrast, staff not ready for or willing to utilize. Outside help
may profit Worn a gradual increase in the frequency of assistance. This

...strategy reduces feelings of being invaded or feelings Of being inadequate.

. /These are examples of the generalizations presented in tt;iis revie'w of
/

dchange processes in e e
yelop the generalizations. Eipirial studies were identified; finding/

icitication. Ar
rrci

inductive apprcaCh was taken tt /ci -.
were categorized and tabUlated, arid generalizations ,.'el.-e ifOrmed :closed

' on both the:tabulations and On the/judgment of the feiiiewilr fie&tise the
3:'''.-.4-,'": studies reViewed did not address 411 areas of concern, important,issueS for
61;4'7
, hose involVed in designing linking agent training pro0ains 'may not/be

covered here: These and other/limitations of the revieW areidiscu;4sed
subsequently: ',.- ' ' .

. . .
,

RevieWs of education 'res 'arch findings and sumMarieS of eluca-
tional literature promise to. pr vide hew insights and syntheses. 9ften-

,,.:, times' the revieWs conclude that there is much disarmy, disorder, and.
*disillusionment 'in a partkular area of study. Weak 'methodologies are
frequently Singled outas one of the prime culprits for the sorry state of the
research reviewed.-Gene Glass.(1976),.in his presidential addreSs -to thd '
1976 annual, meeting.of the American Educational Research Association,
'Obinted out.'".the need for extracting the knowledge from the inforination

'scap on design .deficiencies while trying to integrate studies usually re- ,.
which is buried in hundreds of research studies. I-re went on to Say that to

r
sults in advancing a few acceptable Studies as ;the truth'. These Studies

, . tend..tO be either one's own work, that of students, or of friends. HOY"' .
;r t /

' 'ever, this approach takes design and analysis too seriouslyand results in
the discarding of a vast amovint of important' data. 'Glass:61W .on: the
researchtommunity.to engage in the meta-analysis of resea'rch, the sfati-

. ...
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tical, analysis of a large collection of analySis results from individual
stuØ.ies.

The 'initial draft of this review of educational change procesSes.re-
s lted in aslabored.list of 'contradictory findings and charge's ,of deficient

search designs. The. feedback generously given by colleague's, .Coopera-
tiVe Project st ;and NIE personnel pointed to the need for going beyond
.a traditional feview. Issues; relationships, and concepts which hold po-
tential for m jor! theoretical insights should be Stressed, and judgments
should be made about the findings reviewed. To aybid making judgments:
.about contradictOiy findings may be. scientifically safe on one hand, but it
is,a disservice to Ithe reader seeking insights, advice, and knowledge op

. the other. It is hOped that this review of. change procesSes may- provide
new insights, advice, and:knowledge to those concerned with educational
Change and imProvement. In addition, this review should be of use to
those involVed with studying change processes in that potentially fruitful
areas of study have been identified.

The purposes of this revioV,are twOfold: to summarize the major
models of educational''Change and to present a° series of-generalizations
based on reCent empirical studies about educational change.: The first half..
of this chapter summarizes the major change.models in education, and
the last_half includes a serieS-lif. generalizations based, in part, on ,rnore
than 100 studies. Before the surninary o1 thenlajor changepodels, .recOg-
nition will be given to major reyikvs previously conducted on the topic of
change and innovation. Then.three major dimension'S which proyide an
overarching siructure for analyzing the models of change and the findings
from thv empirical studies.are intraduced.

Previous Literature Reviews

There.has been a variefYOf comprehenSive 'reviews of the change and
innovation literature. A cornprhensi-ve review of the,change, dissemina-
tion, and knowledge utilization literature was carried out by Havelock,'
(1969) ancrnow encompasses an updated bibiliographybf over 4000 en=
tries (Havelock, 1972). An equally comprehensive review of change re.--r
searCh and findings, although nof focusing exc1usively on education, has
been provided by Rogers and Shoemaker.(1971); it is a,revisiOn of one of .

the earliest reviews of the change literature (Rogers, 1962). ':14ver 1200
empirica1studies and 300 non-empirical reports were used to gdiktrate 100
generalizations about the diffusion of innovations. The growth and magl:
nitude of the change)iterature mayLbe seen, by. comphring Rogers'..1971

kg
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bibliography of 1500 entries with his. u
, entries (Rogers and Thomas, 1975).

tonsiderable tiMe apd energy ha
expanding literature on dhange arid di
research falls outside of jducation: ru
Neverelfss, recent revIews of studie.

y available: F
1976), Maguir,
Id (1976).
for classifyin

models in education wpi now be intr
, f.mmeWorle for compailing change m

from recent ernpirical stutlidS revieW

ithproveinent are reacli
(1975), Hall and Alford
Short (1973.), and Sikor

Three dimensions

dated bil lo raphy of over 2700

been d vo
fusion.

al sociolop,
involvin educational change and
Ilan an , pbrnfret (1975), Gaynor
(1970), osenau and Hood (1975),

ed to reviewing the
ge proportion of the
business and health.

and comparing the major. change
duced to.serw, as a broad organizing
dels and for presenting the findings
d in the second seCtion of the paper.

THREEIDIMENS ONS OF CHANGE

Thre.e -dimensioRs of change are described below to summarize and
compare four major Models Of c ange, and they are used to organize and !
categorize the researeh finding 'reported subsequently. These three di-
mensions were developed indu tively, th4 is, thfough groupings of fin&,'
ings," rearrangement of catego 'es, and evaluating alternative taxono-,
mies.' They are nO intended a a model or as a strategy of change; their
.purFose1s to provide' a logica and parsirnohious Set of dimensions fdr
classifying change findings, c ncepts, and relationships..

ProCesses

..:T.he..first dimenion is çjrocesses of change, the action and modifiers,
'which belp.describe action . s change occurs.. There are a number of ways
of categorizing the actions- hich make up change yrograms. For exam-

. 7 ... .3

.

lAltetnative cattlgories are 11isct ssed in Paul (1975a): Se6 also.Kester alici Howard (1975)
whotonkructed a sirnitar set bf dimensions: They:included 'stages of change, characteris-
tics of innovations, interaction i.i.mong advocates, and consumers, and circumstantial and
structural influence:

.2.,

'
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ple,.eisewhere in this book Upham describeS activities such as purposing,..

...planning, organizing, training, implementing, and eValuating. Change
process is defined here as one or more activities conducted through one or

more modes of.cornmunication and taking place over a pel9iod of time.
The three components.which make up process..are activity, mode, .and
frequency,' and these are- discuSsed more fully below.

A(...tivities, The actiVity category represents the' energy expended. in
order to bring about a change program or school improvement.. The activ-

ity grouping answers the question of "what" activities are carried-out:
Activities commonly Used to bring about change are: Peiping users diag-

nose problems;initiate,imProvements, or implement innovations; trainins
users t6 sOlve problems and Use new ideas and technOlogieS; and-conivy-

ing to users informatiOn whiCh may be.Of interest. This certainly is not an
exhaustive list of aCtivities, although they were the most -frequently .

. studied activities.

Mb& The mode, a term borroWed from the field of coMMunication, is the
theanS- by which, change' actiyities are Carried out. The mode of; change

may lat.2 thoUght- Of as anSwering the' question of "how" .activities. are
carried out:. Examples inClude face-to-face interaction dy.t.wo-vy cor.Th

.i . .

.;

munication and print media or one-way communication. ,Two-way corn,

inunicatiOn refers:to sending:messages and receiving feedback: This M6de

enablesthe serlder to,a,vesS.the:.effectiverress, appropriateness, 'and time-

,.liness of messa0s..Feedbackitlows for-modificatiOris of messageContent

and f6rmat, ey'aibilfiCkns,8f the capabilities of' t he receiver tO understand.

. future Messages, .and assessmentsof ihe needs anCl interests and receptiy-

ity.Of the receiver. 6y contirat, oneway.cbinmunication,perm4§ sending -

messages only Mthourreceiving feedback, a, situition.whih Makes it-
difficult to evaluate.-thessages ,anci,interference wtikli may be occurring .

betvem the sender and rct.1civcr

. .

Frew-racy. Frequency-refers to the quantity of Hie activity Of change:. For,

eXample, help from external change,agents may occur daily in One'disttict
--..but occur only once a year in another district.. Even though.frequency is; a

factor that .6n usually' be modified and controlled, it has'received very
little attention.. Frt.xl'uencY is included here because of the:logical progres-
sion from asking the questions of what and how. The queStiori of, when is

often .lpiored, but it is no less important.
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Influences

.

ft.
The second-Ctimentyrj,n. has been labeled influence of change, and is

made up of three maim groups of factors which influence the processes
and.effects of change: internal.orgdzational factors (endogenous) such
as organizational climate, administrative procedures, and staff attitude's

'and personalities; external organiiational factors (exogenous) such as
time, funds, and!coirtmunitv; anclinnovation characteristics such as com-
pleiltY,"compatability, and relative'.."advantage.

.. There-are:many factorS..which influence change Processe. and con-
coMitantly the-effects.ofxhange; some of these are barriers to change,
while others support and facilitate change. The .i.,upings of factors mak--
tng up this dimension were developed inductively by tallying.and arrang-
ing the findings from the empirical studies review:A in section:.two.

Effects

The. third dimension has been labeled effects and it refefS to the
outcomes of the change proceSs. There is a 'Variety of.ways of looking at

'change Outcomes, hvo of. w'hich are listed. bdow. The. list by Hall (1974). .

,assumes that the use oef an innOvationis intended, in contrast to the liSt by.,
Sieber (1974). Sieber contends that use of an innovation.ionly one 'of
everal outcomes and that.''use" has been.stressed at the..eXpense of less

visible outcomes'. Hall's list includes:
.4..

. r
. .

. .

Nionu3e'(iritended or not intended)

Information .se ,king activities

Prebaration for .use

Mechanical use

Routine use (or miSuse)

Refined use (or maladaptation),

Integrated use'

ReneWal activities
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.:-
The-se levels of use are not exhaUstive but rather represent one view

of-change; Sieber (1974) was.concerneci that knowledge utilization was
being directly assoCated with the implement.a.tion of, innoVations. As a
reminder nat the effects of a. change process are. not 'always the im-
plementafion and use of 'an idea or innovation, he listed ten frequent
needScand motiOtion ._. of school Staff in seeking information. Conveying
information may be seen as a change process which may yeSult in effects
quite different from implementation.

Sieber's list 'includes:,

Legitimating what one is alreadydoing, or has decided to
do or not to do .

Winning an Irgurnent

Satisfying inteAectual curiosity

Learning about practices that ought to be shunned

Becoming aware of possible barriers or pitfalls p course
of action .

Keeping abrehst of what educators are doing elsewhere

Learning about courses -at local colleges or fulfilling re-
quirements for courses

Raising awarenesspf the worrci of edUcational R&D, e.g.,
learning about the existence Of a 'regional lab

Caining a clearer conceptual 'map of one's
context i

-(
...,.-.. ,

Being inspired.t6 higher levels ofenergy or
(p. 65)."

aaivities or

commitment

. .

Anothereffect which could be added to this list is using knowledge ,
. . .

for completing a task at hand,
These effects of chang2 are frequently: overlooked, ignored, or ac-

. .

corded little signifkance. Nevertheless; because they emanate from the
realities faced by Practitioners of edpcation, they are important Outcomes.
In other. words, these effect's refleet a larger world within tvhich teachers
arid principals opemte, a world more complex and dynamic than is dm-
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\
- TABLE 1.1

DISTINCT STATES OF.THE LEVEL OF USE OF 'INNOVATIONS
. \ .

Levels of Use Description ..
.

\
. .

. . 1 .

Level 0 .. NON-USE: State in which the u-,9- has MO., or no kdowl-
edge of the inmivation, no involvement with the innW-
tkm, and is doing nothing toward becOming involved.\ ..

. t
.Levd I .ORIENTATION: State in which the User has acquired oi`i is

. acquiring informition aboutthe innovatitm and/or his
4...explored 'Or is estploring its value orientation and its di.\-...',,mands upon user and u rnser syte.

k..:.,

ILes..el..11 PREPARATION: State in which the user is preparing for,t
fiNt use oithe inno%;ation.

I....vel III MECHANICAL USE: State in which the pser focuses most
c:Ifort on the short-term,.day-to-day use of the innovation'
with littIQ tirne for reflection. Changes in use are made mOre
to meet uSer needs than client needs. The user is primarily
engaged in a stepwise attenipt to master the tasks required
.to use the innovation, often resulting in disjointed and till-
pe.rficial use. '.

Levt.1 IVA ROUTINE: ,Use. of the innovation is.stabilized. Few if .any
changes are being" made in ongoing use. Little preparation ....-...

7:

or thought is being giVen`to improving innovation use.or its:,,f-:.-7:
consequences.. ,

:.,
-----:

..:
.. ._..... . ,.

Level IVB . REFINEMENT: State in.w hich the User Varies the use of the
innoVation to increase the impact on clients Within. im-

-,nwdiate sphere of influence..Variations are.. based on
knowledge 6f both. short-and .long-terrin consequences for
clients..

l'

Levd V INTEGRAI l()N:. State in Which the user is combining own .
efforts to USA! 'the innovation .with 'related. it-ctivities of col-
!eagues to achieve a collective impact on clients Within their
,comnion sphere of influence. .

. ;
.. , ..... .

Le% AVI RENEWAL: State in V% nich the user te-evaluates the quality
of use of the innovation, seeks major -modifications. of or
alternatives to present innovation to achieve increased im-
'pact on clients, exaifiines new devehTriVEMS -in the field,
and explores.new goills for self .and the .sy,..tem.

. .
, ...... .. . .......

Adapted by pers6i4sion of the publisher from G. Hall, S Loucks:W. Rutherford, and B.
Newlove, Levels of Use of the Innovation: A Framework for Analyzing Ifinovation AdoP,7
'don. pimial of Teacher Echioqm, )975, 26, 52-56. ©1974 by the American Association of

..
Colleges for Teacher Education.

.1
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veyed by measures of the degree io which a partictilar product or new
behavior is used.

Sieber (1975) Was concerned With the assumphion made by many that
utilization of innovations means implementation:He has noted that in-
formation may be assimilated as, well as implemented. The former is
cognitive, whereas the latter is behavioral. Most studies of change deal
with implementation of innovations.in a behayioral sense and, therefOre,.
the level of use scale described in Table 1.2 is an appropriate and useful

'listing. .

Effects are the immediate resUlt of a change process, as opposed to
the hoped-for-result usually associated with; for example, changes in
student behavior. However, such changes depend on the degree of im-
plementation and effectiveness of the innovation. In other Words, there is.
a_clifference between the effects.of change processes and the effects of ar.
innovation. The 'former refers to .the degree to which the innovation is
implemented and used, where the latter refers to the degree to which the
innovation makes a difference in learner or staffibehaviorr?--These three
change dimensions.are pictured in Figure 1.1 as moving left to right over'
time. In reality there is likely to be much back and forth movement.

Figure 1.1 portrays an underlying assurnption about change, namely
change processes are initiated and then modified by internal and external

,conditions and by the nature of 'the innovation. These 'modifiers help
, determine the effect of the 'change 13rocesses. These three dimensionssof
(+Inge are intended to be general enough to incorporate the -More .

well-known models of change and yet have sufficient structure so that
comparisons between models can be made..Four change models are pre:-
sented 6elow.and compared ih ten-it's of the three dimensions just de-

.

scribed.

MObELS OF CHANGE

. .

One longtime observer of and participant in educational change re-
search has observed:

In approaching the field of knowledge utilization, in edu-
cation, one soon encounters a' beWildering arrayrUf so-

2ec Appendix A for a fuller discussion of this and related Measurement problemS.
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/called 'models and strategi s. Here is One area of educo-
tional interest wherein co
erous as the schemes of

,iny opinion ahnost as, u

Sieber. went on to sliggest that
aboUt change Models is the fr
-norm
to be useftiLit should be cap
However, ideologies occasio
view of change; .and the no
phasiied with little regard
emotionally comMitted to
views Which May be hel

Change. is.not dom

ceptual schemes are .as nurri
e medieval scholastics, and in

(Sieber1974,

e factor contributing to the confusion
uent intermingling of descriptive and

escribe; the latter ribe. For a model
le both of describing ,ar,if prescribing.

ally develop around a patigniar Model or
ative capabilities of a model ire then erri

given to descriptive limitations. To .become
particular view Of change is to limit alternative

ful. , .

ated by linear, sequential, or even rational pro-
cesses. Nevertheless,: /model that Puts fortka process for accompliShing
change which i$ lin r, SequentiaVand rational may be .highly useful.,
FirSt, it may ident) potentially Critical/issbes. for those encouraging
change aS well as Air researchers studying change, e.g., user recognition,
of problems; sec4nd, it may provide a starting place for launching a'
change process;'and third, it may serve as a framework with logi'cally
spaced checkpoints for those engaged in the. change process.

Compounding the confusion over Change models are inadequ,.."
conCeptualizations abOut change in eduCation.. Baldridge (1974) h., .
.contended that unsuitable paradigms for.°studying change haVe been
adopted, along witka focus on .and 'analysis olthe wrong problems. For
exaMple, the early stages of change tend to be enwhasized;'the' innova-
tions studied tend to be 'techniCal and edsily evaluated, and the unit of
analysis tends to be the indiVidual adopter as opposed to the complex,
organization.3 As if Baldridge's condemnation not severe enough,
Giacquinta (1973).blasted the literature on -education change.' He con-

. tended that (1) the literature is atheoretical, with little testing of theories ,.
or explanations of change; (2) the findings of .change studies cannot be
.vieweri with confidence due te\inadequate research Methods; and (3) the
emphasis of studies_has been toward precipitating change rather than
studying it.

The following four models shovld be viewed as complementary
perspectives emphasiOng different aspects of change anq involving dif-
ferent SetNof a'.:umptiongl'As suggested earlier, ideologles and aincomit-
ant loyalties have developed around the mos:iels: Followers of a particular

3Cf. G. Zaltman, R. Dtincan and J. Holbek, hnwvations and Organizations:Nein, `;'Ork: John-

. Wiley &.Sons, 1973 , p. 61 , for a lisr ofindividually.odenled modelA.of change.
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perspective proclaim its virtues while rembirking mute to its inevitable
weaknesses. And although no one model is .2omprehensive enough to
satisfy all ideological groups, a complex thosaic:does begin to take shape
when the thodels are viewed siMultaneously.

1'roblem-so1ving.Mode14

The problem-solving model of change is well developed, has many
adapted forms, and enjoys a considerable number of:proponents. It grew
out pf the work on..group problem solving andinteraction'phicesses:such
as sensitivity tra.ining and T-grOup Sessions .pioneered .by. the National
Training Laboratories. The most distinctive coMponents of this model are
user centeredness, user diagnosis of probleMs, and/or emphasis on build-
ing user capability to solve. problems.

A simplified synopsis of the model would. gb .something a follows:
The first stage is user diagnosis of'problems, perhaps including the help
of outside facilitators. Next, the user, in .collaboration with the outside

....Jacilitator sea rche7T. -4)i'.7-artjernative solutions to...the..problein;
is chosen from a list compiled by the user and/or facilitator, and. is
plemented,on.a trial.basis; if it,appeats promising, it is then incorporated .
into the user system. It is important to.keep in mind, 'however, that thek
is probably much movement back;and forth ammig the., problem-solving
stages (Thelen, 1967). Early dev,:lopers and proponents of the problem-
solving mddel of change include.: Bennis, Benne andsChin (1969); Lippitt,
Watson- and Westley (1958)r.<1-nd ,Vatson (1967). .A current and well ac-

cepted view .of the problermsolving model and user centeredneSs.mayle
. found in Fullan's (1972) article on users of innovations. . .

In terms of the three dimensions of our general seheme; the
-problem7solving model can be described as folloWts Helping and training
by an external agent-characterize the major activitieSof the change process
orra face-tol-face basis in order to promotetwei-way communication. The
frequency of face-to-face contact is high at the Initial,, problem diagnosis
tage but then levels off at the later.stageuf institutionalization to prevent

awunhealthy dependency. ,

Examples of influences oh the Problemsolving approach are: (I)

. norms and organizational, support for problem-solving,,(2) effective lead-
ership fdr initiating and maintaining problem7solving; (3) staff percep-

4The problm-solver, Social interaction, and research-development-diffusiOri models pre-
. sented in tfie following sections repii2sent diyisions used by Havelock (1969) in his review

4 of change literatuie.

..
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tions of, the legitimacy of a problem-Solving approach; (4) openrninded-.,
ness or staff, (5) sufficient time, funds, and absence of community eon.:
trovarsy, (6) adequdte space for staff to meet comfortably. In fact, capabil7

..ity to* solve problems is, in itself, an innovatiOn..The user organization
may decide to develop, or implement an innoVation congruent with and
sUpportive .of increased user capability. .Such an innovation wOuld be
complex. On the Level of U.Se Scale presented e. arlier, level yl.would be

'sought. Figure 1.2 depictsthe problem-solving model in terms of the fOur
dimensions of change.

ProceSses for enhancing .usei capability .to solve problems May be
considyred as aspectS of the problem-solving. mOdel. Because.organiza,-
tiOndl.development (OD) is..aimed at building.schoolwidecapability; it
may be classified 'as part -of the problem-solving model of change. OD

..-IproceSses-foctis on social systemS as contrasted to. indimiduals (Sthmuck,
.1974;'Schmuck and Miles, F.171). This distinction is important for differen-
tiating arming change modelS; the prdblern-solving model includes bdth..

Some recent studies ard reports of change progranig help illustrate
the user-centeredness dithe problem-solving View of change, PreliMinarYs
findingS from:the.Experimental Schools PrOgrani fdr Sinall Schools Serv-

ing..Rtiral. Areas (Kane, 1976) showed that- recognition-of educational:
needs, participation in identification/of needs, .acceptance;of change'pro-

_gram .by staff, and congruence of/Program with 'locally identified prob-
lems .are important at the early stages dr a .change effort.

Findings frorn a large-scale study of federal 'programs supporting .

educational change conducted by, the .Rand,Corporation .(Berman et al:,
1975;. McLaughlin, 1976) pointed to the importance of centering change,
efforts on users of innovations rather, than on developers oi delivery
-systems. The Rand 'studies stressed user adaptation and. re-invention of
innovations to a greater .degree than did the early problern-solving re- .
search.'

An additional reviseclyiew uf the problem-solving model to include
political poWer has been suggeSted by Mann.. (1976). For-example, user
adaptation Of change programs may .be better understood as a partisan J
struggle among power holders. The addition of ,political considerations to
.the.problem-solving approach .yas also documented by Maguire (970) in

. a st'udy of a planned change project7He found that the.structured steps
the problern7solving model had less impact than did informai inter er-.
sonar relationships and political considerations.

The League of Innovative Schools In Southern California, initiated by
the Institthe .for Development of. Educational Activities (IID/E/A), is a cur-'
rent example of an adapted problem-solving approach. The League was

,..cre,a_ted by first focusingon the needs and concerns of principals and their.
.. , .
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eit,her case users see benefits ,(reb

tive advantage),-cornpatibility, and

'rompleXity.

t

LERLS OF USE

hamples:

Information Seeking activities are

followed by preparation for use,

routine itse, and renewal ac.

livities. The ivnewiil activities'are

sought by the problenHolving

approach. lienewal and cap'aCiky

to solve future problems are

considered equal here,

I I I

...1 I I ,
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. staff, rather than on a specific innovation or change program.,EVentual y
' . the school% began helping each other through the league arrangeme t

and implen-Venting a complex instructional and organizational innovation
(Bentzen et al., .1974). Lieberman has drawn upon her experience in "the
IID/E/A League in the chapter on linking agencies elsewhere in this book...
Aspects 01- the problem-solving model are found in other change proc-

/ grams which have been developed from other perspectives, and these
similarities and differences will be discussed subsequently. .

..

;

Social Interaction Model

The social interaction model ofichange emerged from, the early re-
search Qn the diffusion, of agricultural innovations, such as hybrid corn
seeds (Ryan and Gross, 1943), and the early work qf Rogers is asociated
with its development and refinement igogeys,....1962;-Rogers-and---Shoe------r
maker, 1971"):-DiStiiiguishing cliaracteristics of the social interaction view
of change arelhe emphasis on (1) communication channels and messages
for diffusing innovations, (2) interpersonal influence patterns leading,to
'adoption of innovations, and (3) stimuli for adoptiOn originating outside
of the adopting system. The characteristics of the, innovatibn and in-
novator are given much attention in the social interaction view. There are
four essential stages to the rnoclét,(1) knowledge of the innovation, (2)
persuasion leading to the formatonof attitudes about the innovation,. (3)
decision aboUt adopting or rejecting-the innovation, and (4) confirmation
froth peers that rhe decision was a sound one.

. In terms,:of the three dimensions of the general scheme,.the majOr
actiVities of ti4is model .invOlve conveying information about innovations
through both face-to-fate contact and print media. Although face7to-face
communication may occur, the extent of twO-way communication would
not be important. 'Because the-needs and capabilities of the potential user
are not a central concern, the frequency of coMmunication may be low
.the start, but as more potential users become interested in the innovation,

uency of commUnication may increase. After the decision tb,use the
inno%mtion has been made, .the frequency of interaction generally levels .
offi Example.s of inflUences of the social interaction model are: (1) organi-
zational support to eStablish outside contacts, (2) opportunities for travel,
attending conferences, and buying journals/ (3) cosmopolitan orientation,
(4) time to talk with colleagues, (5) funds to purchase products, (6) prox- ,

imitY to sources of new ideas. Because thq characteristics of the potential
adopter and the characteristics of the innovation are major influences,
they have been given comprehensive attention by social interaction re-

;
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searchers. The inndvations 'With which the social interaction model usu-
., ally deals tend to be observable,/ technological, and susceptible to evalua-

/

tion. Proponents of thesocial interaction approach Woold consider.adop-.
. tion (the decision to use an innovatkin) as the major change effect.. The

qUalitative distinctions between level4 of...use would nOt be. a major issue.
...: Figure.1.2 depicts the sodal interaction model in terms of the threechange

clitnensions. .. . . .

The-..model's applicability to education has been .questioned. or
eXample, (1) eduCational Systems a'nd staff are .not comparable. to far'rns ,,
and farmers'Hthe focus of the sOcial interaction model during its early
development; (2) agricultural, innovations are .ealy evaluated, visiWi,,/.
and reliable in contradistinction to educational; innOvations; and (3)
emphasis is placed on the early phases orchange=awareneSs and adop- .

don rather than the implementation.. stage which is-believed to-be.a-7.---
lila*: stOmbling..bliRk inau-cation (Baldridge, 1974; Havelock, 1969;

: McLaughlin, 1976), NeVerthele,Ss, the social interaction perspective doeS
:offer a different and constructiVe view of the change process as the follow-

/,. ing three Studies. illustrate. , .
.

..

. Carlson (1965) studiecith,..cliffusion and adOption of new curricula in
Pennsylvania and West Virgiinia by examining the social structure of and ,.
communication networks among superintendents. He concluded thatdis-.,

.., tricts that ,were early adopiers had 'superintendents with higher peer
7:..... status than did late dr.noniadopting districtsand that these superinten-

dents tended td influence Other superintendents through perSonal adyice

, ..4.0
. ..giving. : ., / .

Two recent.tudies..whiCh 'focused. on post-secondary institutions
were h.ased onthe soeisajinteraction model. Brown (1974) investigated the
rbre ;Of Opinion leaders andNtheir sources of inforination regarding the
diffusion of community/c011ege instructiOnal innovations. He found that

Nopinion leade were' se/Worn influenced by impersonal sources of .infor.
: mation eithkat *.awarenessOr evaluation stages. Rather personal face-

to-face eXthlinges s.,N.'"ei-e the mostimpOrtant source Of infOrmation not only
fdr.The opinion leaderS, but also for opinion followers. However, a. recent
stii'dy of the diffuSion of fourinstructional innovations targeted at univef-
sity professors revealed-contrarY restrlits..Rogers et al., (1975). found that
more th.n.:11alf of the professors' requeSting more infOrmation about some
targeted nnoVations first learned of their existence through a brochure. In

., additiOn*COndary diffusion tended to consist of...information exchange
rathqr.,tifariAnfluence or opini.pri leadership. And in contrast With findings
from studies supportin.g a problem-solver view of change, the Rogers
study fOund that rate of adoption of the innovations wag not strongly i

related to needs/or existing values Of the adOpters. .

1

."
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SOCIAL INTERACTION MODEL IN TERMS OF THE THP DIMENSIONS OF CHANGE
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Research-Development-Diffusion Model

Although the primary creators of the Rearch-peJelopment-
Diffusion modei(RDD) have claimed that their conceptualiz tion of.the
change '. process was not intended' as a. model (Clark arid uba, .1972;.
House, 1972): it isnevertheless referred to as one. Two 'critical assUmp-
tions of the ROD model are that there is a_rafiOnal -sequence-Iiibm-de,--

.--..-velopmentto-implerheiitatiOn of Research 'and Develophient (R&D). pro-
__ __._.....____

. ducts and that the user Of R&D 'products is rational and will 'cooperate in
the inaallation ofR&D.roduct's. A synopsis of the model might proceed
as follows: Basic reseah:1-1 is folloWed by applied research; th6e findings
serve as a framework for the development of a new techniqUe, product, or
design for iMproving educational practice. Thedevelopment is procinced
and then disSeminatedto a wide audience-who receive tissistance in in-

(Cuba, 1968). .

.Conveying information about new R&D products kharacterizes,the
initial approach of the RDD model.. 1.1ers then search kir help M installihg
the innovation. Print media and interactive computerlsearches for neW
R&D preducts typify the mode of change, and the frelluencyof convey
Jog activities is generally higher than the frequency o helping actiVities.
Exah*les of influenees in the RDD approach include. (1) cooperative in-
stitutional arrangements between developers, dissimi ators, helpers, and
users; () leaderihip which encourages utilization of research; (3)- R&D
prodUcts perceived:as legitimate solutions to, proble s; (4) attentive.and
receptive audience ior messages`from developers; (5) tirhe to diScover and
implement new products; (6)'funds. for learning a ut and pUrchasing
new products; and (7) absence of community.antag nisrn. The R&D pro
ducts' which 'serve as innOVations may vary in corjplexity, but they sel-
dorn tend to be simple: Fidelity of implementatio ) or routine use is the
major ccincOrn of the ROD model. Products are fi4lciTtested to overcome
potential, implementation. difficulties. Ho%'iever, he .RDD model places
responSi6ility for accurate replication of R&D pro uCts in the user 'organi

*. zation. Figure 1.4 depicts the RDD model in term of the three dimensions

:' t

of change.

Linkage Model

The most recent and probably moM popu ar change model in educa-
tion today is l'Abeled generically the linkage r odel. An early propanent

I

[
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...

And user-Ol&-;rin-litikage in education was liho la (1965). He advocated
a configurational theoryaChange in which potential adopters of innova-
tions were linked through patterns of kommunication or interaction with
souces responsible for the innovations. More recently the work of
Havelock (1969, 1973) is widely viewed as 'responsible for raising
educators' level of.awareness about linkage as a proCess of change,

. The emphas s of the linkage model is on the establishnient of com-
munication netw rks between sources of innovations And users via an
intermediary fad itating .role either in the form of a linkage agent or a
linkage agpncy,Aspects of the former three change models (problem-

\,..sncial interaction, and research-development-diffusion) are in-
corporated in HaVelock's cOnceptualization of linkage. For example, the
needs of users should be sensed by the intermediary agentan aspect of
the prOblem-solving model; communication patterns should be estab-
lishi:A ay aspect of the social interaction Model; new knowledge' and.
innovations should be transmitted from their source to potential ukrs
an aspect of the RDD model5

There is no single modj1 of linkage. However, a recent conceptualiza-
tion and empirical tests of a promising dissemination and utilization link-
age model have been completed by 'Havelock -and Lingwood (1973),
Lifigwood and Morris, .(1976), and Paul (1975). There are five indices
which: comprise the model:

. (1) User Problem Solving and Helping
Foeus on. helping user groups develyp capadty to
solve problems and on identifying users -to help in
disseMination and implementation activities

.(2) Need Sening
.

Focus on develOping mechanisms for regularly de- .

termining user needs and for tfansforming needs into
problem statements.

(3) Client-Centered Solution, Building
FOcus ondoing research, which is directly applicable
to users and for exploring problems at the time they

.art4 critical for users.

Cf. Ron'ald E. Hull (1974) for An amalgamated view of the , 'ID a\Id linkage models.

6
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(4) Solution Processing Channels
Focus on producing summaries of research, rewriting
findings into language users understand, identifying
irrq.lortant users tor specific findings, and selecting
appropriate channels to reach. users.

Focus on establishing structures so that users and re-
searchers can work together on joint projects and ex-
change information.

'(5) Micro-System Building .

The model is depicted in. Figure 1.5. It begins"with user probleni-solving
and helping on the left and moves L ockwise with micro-system building

in the middle,
The emphasiS (lithe model is on inking those organizations which '

can use new research and product.s of research With thOse organizations
which can provid c.. new research and products of reSearch. In terms of the. '

three dimensions of the general scheme the linkage\model includes, help-
Ing users identify problems and training users for independent problem- ,

solving. Conveying research findings and products is also. Used, however,

and face-torface contact on a. regular basis between users, linking agents,

researchers,. and developers is suppOrted administratively and organiza-
tionally.,Written materials are provided in a. language understandable to

users. The frequency of interaVion is sufficiently high so.tha trust can be ..
establiFhed on one hand, but not So high that the parties involved feel
unnecessarily burdened on the other. EXamples of some:major influences

are: (1) incompatible language, values and reward systems that separate
reselrcherS, linkers, and users; (2) weak institutional support, secutity,
and recognition for linking agents; (3) substantial imbalance betw
number of users and number of linkers; (4) demand On linkage agents to

process both research, subject matter, and change process competencies;
.(5) organizational struCtures and administrative. arrangements.which limit
involvement of linkage agents and. which limit time for user/linkage agent1

interaction; (6) no formal training and/or le Ititniling of linkage agents;
and (7)- keographical limitaticrs on the e tent of researchenlinkage

agent/user interaction,
Innovations are viewed in terms of users needs and may vary.from

.complex capacity-building programs to providit g upto-date information.
The intended effect of the linkage process of c ange is.toward a higher

_
level of refinement of innovation and s bsequent,rthewal of the

.
usetorOnizafion. An eslablished and regularly L. perating mechanism for
communkating needs and for learning of new yleis carfalso be an impOr-
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'

tantlinkagt. effect. Figure U, depicts the linkage model in terms of the
three chang dimensions.

Thefla. clock and Lingwood (1973) study which resulied in this con-
. ceptualizatio of linkage foclised on the dissemination and research utili-

zation activi es of folir government agencies including the National
'Center for E ucatfonal CommUnicatkm. The dissemination and utiliza-
tion indices (u.r piobleni-solving, need sensing, client-Centered sorution
building, solutk n processing, and Micro-systeM building) were related to
such factors as the resource system's organizational support forlinkage,
researchers'opportunity to work on user problems, and importance of
local problems. Organizational leadership supporting ;dissemination and
utilizatiOn functions was found to be important as was the .importanee of
adequate opportunities to. work on user problems.

These findings, were reinforced by a latter study of tho research. utili
'zition practices of the U.S. Forest Service (Lingwood and Moiris,.1976).
Replication of the dissemination and utilization indices and modifying
factors was applied to an educationall-eSearch, development, and teach-
ing institution, .andsimilar findings emerged (Paul, 1975); For example,
organizational leadership supporting., dissemination and utilization 4c-
tivities was stressed as being critical, and the linkage betWeen field agents
and faculty and field agents and clients usually depended on idiosyncratic
factors, frequent face-to-face interaction,-coMpatible values, Mutual re-
spect, and. mutual .benefit.

There -are numerous adaptations and refinements of the basic linkage
agent. Two e:xamples are the Concerns Based Adoption .Model (CBAM)
developed at ihe Texas RXrD Center for Teacher Education (Hall, 1974) and
the pditical linkage Model proposJd by Lindquist (1974). TheCBA Model
was developed to represent the ."tlynamic and intertwined process' of
Change. Underlying the model is collaborative linkage between the. user.

. and resource .system, and 'this linkage is based on a mutual openrieSs in
Communication and mutual benefit from, the collaborative .association.
Linking or adoption agents help the user system implement 'innovations
by assessing .the readiness and capability Of .the user, -and based on this
assessment, help is provided incontrast to an externally prepared time-
table of implementation activities. Interventions are then developed from,
user needs and are related to the Level of Use (LoU).introduced earlier. .

The:political linkage model proposed by Lindquist has drawn atten-
tion to the governance sYstem M higher education institutions. Since
obstacles to academic,innovation are great, and academic motivation to
change is low, three:Strategies have been pcitulated: (1) Increase research
and developMent of academic. innovations, .(2) strengthen linkages be-
tween different individuals on campus as well as between power centers
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and innovation diffusion channels, and (3) develop collaborative
problem-solving practices whkh focus on need for change, for diffusion
channels, and for.identification of those who can sanction and implement
changb. These strategies should reult in an acadernic self-renewal pro-
gram, expensive in terms of time and energy but without which little
change in higher education Is likely to occur.

MMARY

These four models of change represent fOur different approaches for
improying,existing school practices, eliminating ineffective practices, and
adopting new practices. They are based on different assumptions about
what it required to bring about change. TheSe assumptions are reviewed
and a new, somewhat controversial view of ch.ange, is introduced in the
following paragraphs.

One approach-for comparing tht.t, four models of change was to de-
scribe-therii in terms of the .three dimensions of change. However, another
approach is classifying them in terms-of the three Strategies for changing
proposed by Chin and Benne (1968). The three strategies are described as
follows:

Empirical-Rational Stratesy: Assumes men and wdmen are
rational and that they' will make rational decisions.
Changes are adopted, if*they can be jt.itified rationally
and if they are shown to be, in ope'S best interest.

11!)rmtitivejRe-etti1catipc Strategy: Assumestnien and
Women 'are heavily influenced by and corilmitted to
socio-cultural norms. Men and women hold attitudes
and values supportive of thesenorms and havecommit-;
ments to thern. Change in practice tomes about when
people change their socio-cultural norms and thereby,
change,their attitudes and valiies -which sumorted the
old noims:.---

Potoer-Coercine Sfrafrgy: Assumes men nd women will -.
.cortiply with.those with mow power and therciby change.
The power. ma*be.legitimate and represent formal au
thA'ty, e.g.; loWs and policies. Conyersely, the Tower:
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may be coercive regardless of perceptions of its legiti-
macy., ...

'These threestrategies have been turned into three images of prac-'
titioners that designers 'or initiators of change hold implicitly (Sieber,
1972). These images are the rational man, the cooperators-and the power-
less functionary. If an empirical-rational strategy is undertaken, then its
initiators assume that practitioners are iational. If a normative-re7
educative strategy is begun then practitiOners are considered to be
'cooperators. A power-coercive strategy assUmes that practitioners act as
powerless functionaries. The four models of change are summarized In

terms Of the following three assumptions.
The problem-solving model assumes that practitioners need con-

siderable support, 'help, and training to overcome established norms
unsupportiVe of self-renewal and capacity building orientation. A

rionnative-re-educative strategy and a view of the practitioner oas a
cooperator underlies the problem-solving model. The rationality of prac-
titioners is necessary4 but it is not as critical as their attitudes and values.
Practitioners ire clearly not yievred as powerless functionaries.

The social interaction model assumes that practitioners need informa-
tion and persuasion in order to evaluate the change and to.overcome
resistance to change. Using information reflects an empirical-rational
strategy and using persuasion reflects a normative7re-educeive strategy.
The practitioner i:s assumed to be rational and cooperative rational
because new information about better practices is being disseminated to

.-zhim/her with the expectation ,that it will arouse interest and search ac-
tiyities, cooperative because opinion leaderS and/or field agents will
approach the practitioner to.persuade, influence, and conirince him/her
about the need, advantages, and effectiveness oPthe change. But also
there, is an implicit assuinption that extensive marketing will result inevi-
tably in adoptions of new products regardless of need. In a sense this
represents a.view of practitioners as powerless functionaries at the mercy
of advertisers, salesperson'and opinion leadeo. °

The research, deve.lopment, and diffusion model assumerrhat prac-
titioners need sound information and knowledge about new practiceS and
R&D. haSed.products. An empirical-rational sfrategy is used whereby
R&D informationand produCts are made available to Practitioners.At is
assumed that practitioners are ratiOnal arid, therefore, pre ation of
hew information will:set off a chain of logical reasonin , he result of
which is 6 decision to adopt a new reearch-based product. The informa7
tion may originate from preparation programs, journals, ,or ERIC, for

example. To achieve efficiency, initiators this approach may rely on
federal or state legislation andlor ruleyand regulations tci .brihg about
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change: Laws and regulations reflect a poWer-coercive strategy and imply
that practitioners are powerless. However, the goal of the RDD*pFoach
is the narrowing of the gap between the diScovery of new ideas and their
uses. Sometimes narrowing the gap may be achieved more quickly by

< passing new legislation, but acceptance of laws and regulations need mat
imply poWerlessness On the part of practitioners but rather acquiescence
to a belief in an expeditious approach to change..

. The linkage model assumes that practitioners live within a user sys-
tem comprised of socio-cultural norms which are' different 6om the sys-,,

tem involved with creating and developing new techniques and practices.
Interaction betweenThese two incompatible systems is achieved through
a collaborative:reflective, and sensitri,e linkage relationship. This ap-
proach reflects a normative-re-educative strategy, since the practitiOner.

_and researcher are assumed io be cooperative parties in the linkage rela-
tionship. The linking agent spalining the 'boundaries of the two systems
may use normative-re-educative or empirical-rational strategies to bring
about close4 collaboration, it is unlikely that power-coercive strate'gies
could be used since the linking agent: and Most linking agents lack
formal iuthority or power. Figure 1.7 d6picts .the, four models, of change

.and the, three strategies and concomitant views of practitioners.
Figure 1.7 permits a comparison of thermodels of change and fulfills

an heuristic function. The results of the,comparisen point to -a strategy of
change which is frequently ignored by researchers: the power-coercive.
Except.for the occaSional moderate Use of power-coercive strategies based
on the- RDD model and the implicit use found in the'Social Interaction
model; the models ignore power as.a mechanism for change: However,
change in education has frequently been brought about through power-
coercive strategies. School integration is one notable example; others in-
clude legal decisions involving teacher unions, students rights, and ctUe
process. The community control moyement of the late1960s (e.g., Ocean
Hill...Brownsville) and recent citizen reluctance and, in some cases, refusal
to pass school budgets are additional eXamples. One reason for thelack of
attention given the power-coercive' strategy enay be the rational academic'
bias of model develomerS on one hand and on the other the persistent.
belief that educabional decisions are not political. Regardless of the
rea ns for ignoring power-coercive strategies, the fact remains that suth,
strat Ties are among the most effectiye and powerful in education today.

\his section of the review of change processes will close with a recent
and pi-ovocative view of knowledge produCtion and utilization called the
configUrational view by its developers Clark and Cuba (1974). The confiW.
uratianal view is airried at reorienting eductional policy from empirical-
rational stl'ategy (termed the system view) to a transactional collegial-

.
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based 'strategy (termed the configurational view). The architects for the
/Configurational view contend that most educational institutions are not

. / primarily concerned with the production and utilizatiOn of knowledge
/ (KPU). In fact, KPU is:an of en ignored peripheral concern. Th!.y go on to

suggest that disapp9intinen with many of the "GreatSpciety! programs
of the 1960s is due, in part, t ) the centralized, hierarchical, ,extrinsically
baSed nature of the programs. hese and rilor6 descriptors Of the 'systems
and configtirational view are listed in Table i.2

: The implications of the configurational view have yet to be adequate-
ly identified and discuSsed. This new view of.change has been briefly
introduced in the hope that it will stimulate discussions about the implica-.
tions it holds for federal pdlicy in the area of knowledge production and
utilization.

In.this section a foundation was constructed for the generaliiatioris
and inferences about to be presented in, Section IL Previotis reviews of.
change literature were presented in order to establish a broad perspective
boncerning research in this area. Three dimensions of change emanating.
from previousresearch and from the empirical stOdies cited in Section II
were proposed. The dimensions iirovide a succinct means for classifying
the wide variety of research oil change, and they fulfill.arrheuristic." fune-
bon by suggesting overlooked issues and relationships. The four models
of change were described and compared using the three, dimensions..

, .Studies assOciated with the models were cited, and a summary of the
:., rpodels fvas attempted, by using conceptualization§ about change

strategies and images of practitioners.
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SECTION II

INTRODUCTION

1\In this section.over. 00 empirical studies completed -,ince 1970 .have
been analyied_in order to provide the basis for, a series'ot eneralizations
and inferences hbout change. These generalizations and inferences do not
distinguish between elenientary, secondary, and post-secondaiy levels in
education. However, studies dealing exclusively with the post-secbndary
level are gummarized in Appendix B where a rationale for considering the
differences betweenInstitutional levels as a' matter of cli_gree rather than c

subst4nce..is also presented. . . . ...
\ The studies sururnarized.here were identified according to key words

in their titles6 or according to references in the change literature: Studies
ublfshed.before 1970 were eliminated because of the many fine reviews

overing earlier periods. An extensive search for empirical studies ,re-.
aled that the'vast majority of this work oneducational change is being

d ne at the,doctoral level in departments of educational administration,
c culurn, 'and general adudation. In addition, sponsored government
re arCh has been conducted by private firms such as Rand Cörpbration
and. bt Associates; selected educational laboratories and R&D Centers
have ublished studies on changein edutation. ..

. T e studies were reviewed and theit major . findings summarized.
. Those actors which received considerable .Attention by researchers

formeti e basis for a grou ping of findings. The groupings fell into three .

broad di iensions: Processesinfluences, and effects. Within the process
.".dirnensio three categories were used to subdivide the findings: (1) ac- .

tivities, suL actions as helping, training, or conveying, (2) mode, tl-ie
méaiiS of c mmunication such as face-to-face,,one-Way, or two-waY, and

.sq) frequency, the amount of interaction between change' facilitator's and
the target s Stern.

. . .

:Within t e influence dimension thtee categdrieg'divided the findings:
d) factors int rnal. to. the organization (administrative practices, structure.;
staff attitude-, staff personality), (2) factors external to the:organization

.
.

:' °Keywords were. change (-s, -ing), diffusion, dissemination, implementation, innovation,
link (-age, -ing), organization (-al).
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':(time, funds, and tom nity), ind (3) factors associated With innovations
"- (their cornplexity, comFatibilit , and relative advantage).

The summary and groiLng of findings did not produce sub-
categories for thed' ension f effects. Most Studies treated effects as a

...dependent. Variable:Ay differentiationamong possible.levels of -use.
Mbst of the stu ies foc isedon attempts to use an innova_tion; the

,factors.whieh.hirideid or h Aped the use of an.innovation Otthe.dissemi-..

nation of inforrnatic n. For he Most part, the' remaining studies focused
on facilitating activ. ies for ,nCouraging and helpingschools and teachers-
learn.abotif or lase innova ionS. A wide range.of institution and institu-
tional:levels Was r 13rese ted: elementary, secondary, poSt-secondary in-
stitutions, school 'district R&D centers, and.state education agencies. In
addition, interor anizatbrial arrangeinents between institutions were

. studied ina nu ber of -ase.s. .

General:za ions a d inferenees were drawn from the .studies;.if the
generalization T inferdnce is strongly supported by a number Of studies,
then it inay be consid -.red "firm,' ."moderately speculative;.! or "specula-
.five." in that order. Tlsc judginents accompany each generalikation. Im-
mediately folk).Win'g 1he generalization or inference, a rationale and cita-

tions supporting:it e giyen.".

GENER LIZATIONS AND INFERENCES

. /
'Pipcess 15-im ision .

/

Ex erhaI, Change Agent,s May Bring About Greater
areness of Innovations and Change, But They Must

O. erCnme Resistance. [Firm]

/Exteni01,change agents may stimulate, collect, and provide sufficient
huiian and technical resources to faCvilit'ate the adoption' of innovationS.

...Be ause teachers .have few linkages with outside groups, the.external
ch nge 'agent can be an important sOurce. of information: In this role the
e temal agent acts as con.veyor of information. Howeier, .the.agent must

ercomeeither covert or overt resistance. For example, covert resistance
ay ,take the form of ignoring offers fOr help, a situation Which may be
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cbuntered bi, repeating and infusing the tarset with messages. Overt.
resiStance may take the form of sabotoging new prOgrams and diluting .

the efforts of outside agen'ts. Without suffickmt legitimacy in both terms of
politkal poWer and programmatic, need, there is little that the external
agent can du tucombat Widespread over resistance.

Support: Corwin, 1972; Keller, 1974; Kiser, 1973; Naumann-Etienne,
1974; O'Connell, 1971; 'Richardson, 1974; ,Niyner, 1974.

The P,erceived Legitimacy of Change Agents Is a Major
Influence On Ihe Effectiveness ofEntry Into the Target

'. System and Working With Staff In the System. [Firm]
.

I

...

.The question of legitimacy concerns change agents located inside or
outside a systernH and it ako includes sources of inforrnatibn. For exam-
ple, central office staff may be Seen-as legitimate chAnge agents by some.
feachers.but not by others. Fa'culty from teacher education institutions
may be seen as legitimate source's of on-site assistance or, as meddlers
tre passing ern school grounds. Superintendents in one

. state may per
cei - the state education agency: (SEA) as a legitimate and primary soUrce
of n-w ideas, whereas superintendents in another state may perceive the
SEA as a source Secondary in legitimacy to their own district.Superinten-
dent tend to rate professors as more.credible sources of information than
.fe110% superintendents or professional associations. The question of
legitunacy helps to explain why teachers seem to work well wilh other
teach rs,,yiz., mutual legitithacy.and concomitant credibility, trust,- and

: shared values. :

SUpport; Baron; 1972; Bowens, 1975; Farag,1970; HartgravO, 1973;
Korba.,.\\ 1975;, McCoy, 1975; McKeique, 1976; NUl, 197.4; Prafaft; 1971;
Stephens, 1975; Trent, 1976; True, :1974; Ttishingham, 1974; Weigle, 1975.

/
i

.WhenOutside Agents Advocate a Particular InnovEltion,
/Their Legitimacy Decreases.,1Moderotely ;Speculative.]

. . .

If change agents are1dentiffed with.a solution to a problem prior to
entering7the user system, then .legitiniacy, credibility, and truSt with .the

.. user will be delayed or even precluded. The user system May believe its
, problems to be unique enough to deserve a customized solution, and it

. also .may be' suspicious of. outside 'Agents entering the system. with
ready-made solutions before.theagents are aware.of the needs, concerns,.

...and characteristics of the. system. As trust and legitimacy develop, then
ready madesblutions and innovatiOns may be needed-and introduced.

- ..upport: Sieberet al., 1972. .

. .
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e.

Teachers Work Best \With. and Rely Niosi. .,-)11. a.,Ilow.
.

.

Teachers in InforrpatiOn Sharing and Collabotatiiin For
.. Change. [Fipm I - t

/ , \ .

i

It, appears ,that _teacher collabqratkyi for change ca be effective.
However, group composition is a critical issue, that is; a n ix Of teachers
and administraton; or outside consultants may create tensit in and suspi-..
cion among tbachers. Fellow teacher's have more Credibility aild are able to

...
elicit greater trust and reduce discomfort. Iv

\Support: Carr, 1974;. Goodridge, 1975; Herring, 1973;. Keenan, 1975; .
Peny, '1975; Sieber,. 1972. \

1

4i .

1

: Ho.wever, HierarchiCal Support May Be Critical. I.AVer-P
ately Firm) .

.

,
. ..

. . .

, .

Although teac'hers wo'rk well with fellow teachers, their effa ts. may
prOve-insUffijient unlesF, hierarchical support is provided. In other words,
formal authority may he needed to legitimize teacher efforts, to rovide
resources, and to furnish neices-sary coordinating activities.'

Support: Berger, '1973; Pitmdri, 1974:

Teachers May Be Reluidant TO Get Irwolved With Linkin
Agents' Unless /There Are Direct and Concrete Benefit..
I.Modqately SpetfilatitYej.

.Since teachers have little extra time or spare energy they are relpitant.
to take on wmmitments/which invoive additional demands on theii`7.,time,
or on their physical or iipsychological energy. However, studentcile4j4
repre-sent concrete b'enefits ;:vhich may result in teacher rel6se arqi
sharing of the workload. Consequently, faculty'Who act.as linking agents
and who also .have stUdentteachers are in a better position to gain teacher
support, interest, and" cbo'peration than 'linking agents without compar-
able benefits.

S-upport: Paul, 1974;,Phelps,

,

-?

Teacher WilrTend To Rely 0 Their Own Elxperience For
cdrriculum ideas Rather Than Use Curriculum Gdides
Prepared b)% 'Central Ad.mini,strative Staff, Ideas from
Principals, Or Ideas from University CourSes. [Moderately.

'Firm .1 .,' ./.

..CorivprselY, Facilitating ACtivit es Promote, Encourage,

I
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11.

and Stimulate Teacher Use of Curriculum Ideas and
Information Developea or Furnished Outside of the
Teachers' Classrodm. [Moderately Firm]

,

Producing and providing information and curriculum guides are ot
sufficient for assuring their use. T6 influence positively the. arriount nd
extent of use of new knowledge, one must engage in facilitating activiti's.
These attivities range from providing sufficient amounts of help in usi g
new curriculum guides, fashioning new information so that it is acces
ble, interpretable, and understandable, to training teachers, providi g
encouragement, and 'stimulating confidence. The neect, for facilitating.a--
tivifies is baSed in ',Art on built-in resistance users have4o new curricu a
and information, based on their need to protect themselves from informa-
tion overload, to protect their limited time and energy, and to protect '
themselves.from difficult, esoteric or unworthy. techniques.

Support: Havelock and Lingwood, 1973; Keen.in, 1975; Louis, 1975;
_Poll, 1970; Sieber et al., 1972. .

Training Activities, If Properly Applied, increase the
Likelihood of Successful Implementation and COntinua-
tion of New. Prograrics. [Moderately FirmJ

Properly applied training activities explkitly deal with such issues
as new, roles and functions stemming from an innovation, detaiked proce-
dures,and specific techniques associated with a particui.4 -ation as
opPosed.to general principles, and entire staff involvemei. g as
opposed to partial involVement.

.Support: Bassi, 1974; Clark, 1974; Gross et al., 1971; Hunt, 1975; Robe-
son, 1974; Vance, 1974.

tr'

Face-To-Face Interactkm and Two-WayCommunication
Are. a Most ..Effective Mode:of Conveying information. ,
[Moderately.Firthl

Face-to-face interaction alloWs mutual needs to be determined, mes-.
sages to be adjusted according to reactions, and mutual influence to occur.'
These are characteristics ortwo-way communication, and they are absent
from alternative modes of communication such as print media. Encour-
agement and support may be stimulated and nurtured through face-to:7
face interaction. This May .be especially important at initial stages of
change where 'resistance may be high and confidence low. Because it
allows.users to evaluate senders of information On One hand and it allows
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senders to demonstrate nonadvocacv of Specific innovations on the Other,
-face-to-face interaction also helps to deVelop legitimacy.

Supporf: Brown, 1974; Ebner, 1973; Hood, 1973; Keenan, 1975; Paul,
1974Sitiber, 1972; Vold, 1975.

A MutuallV Agreed Frequency of 'FaCe-TO-Face Interac-
tion Will Help To Optimize the Effectiveness of Helping
Training, or Conveying Activities. IModereitely Speculative]

Agreement overlhe frequency of interaction depends on the.needs
and status of both parties. For example, staff from a'schOol need and want

daily,help fora semester with implementing an innovation, but facilitators
have only me day a week to provide help. A year _later the status of the
school has c'hanged. N-Cnv they only., need and want help ode day a week. ,
In another instance, the staff or principal of a schOol may feel invaded if'
the.. frequency of interaction from facilitators is too great Vis-a-vis the
school's statiis orneeds. In other words, the school (1) may not be ready
or prepared toaccept frequent help even though it may need it, (2) is

, rea4 to accOt frequent help,,but does not need it, or (3).is ready only., to
. accept a k.!sl,Ver frequency of help even though it needs more help..

Each 1ndivi4ual School Has It's Own O.ptimal Frequency
. of Interaction Curve Which Varies Frequc..ntly.[Speculativd

, , .

FIGURE 1.8.
. CURVILINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

a L
INTERM:.:TION AND FREQUENCY FOR SCHOOL A' .

_
_..........

. ._ ... . .
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The curvilinear relationship betweeri the frequency of interaction and
the effectiveness of the interaction is partly a function of the status and
xleeds_of a school which vary over time and from school to school. An
indhridual profile.shciwing the optima frequency of interaction reflects
the status needs of school A for a pecific point in time as shown in
Figure 1.8 which represents a hypoth tical school. At point "a" there is
not enough interaction with linkage ents, at point "b" there is an Op-
timum amount, and at point "c" tiler is tOo much interaction. However,
prior to the initiation of outside faci itative relationships; some schools
May have established norms fOr prOlem-solving. The gtaius of these
schoolS is different from schools without these norms, and the two differ-
ent schools should be treated diffefently. Figure 1.9 represents -the fre-
quency of interaction with a hypothetical school B that has pre-established2
norms for problem-solving. The status-of these schools is different 'from
schools without triese norms, and the two different schools shoul& be
treated differently. Figure 1.9 represents the frequency of intetaction,with
a- hypothetical school, B that has pre-established norms for problem-
solving. In 'this hypothetical school at pOint "a" there is a fairly high level
of effectiveness even though the fiecfuency ofinteraction is low, because
the school is already solving problems. At point "b" an optimum level of
intetactions is reached much earlier than in the previous hypothetical
school because the second sthool was capable of using help earlier. At
point "c" the school is,beginning to suffer from too much help.

c" ,, FIGURE 1.9
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN. INTERACTION AND

'FREQUENCY FOR SCHOOL B

High

Level of
Inteiaction
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What is too much inteiaction for one school may be optimal for
another school. And what is too little interaction one year may be too
much interaction another year. Sensitivity to the frequency of interaction
is called for on the part Of linkage agenrs and principals and teachers.

Support: McKeigue, 1976; Paul 1974; Tushingham, 1974; Wyner, 1974.

Influence Dimension: Internal and External Organization
eq

Factors and Characteristics of Innovations

An Gpen Organizational Climate May Facilitate the
troduction and Use of an Innovation, But It Does Not
Assure Introduction and USe. [Firm]

The organizAtional climate of schools, commonly measured by the
Organizational Cliinate Descriptive Ciuestionnaire (0CDO) developed by
Halpin and Croft (1963), is one of many factors which influence the degree
and extent of change. Taken alone, it is not a sufficient explanation of the
variatIce in the extent of change. Merely supportihgthe nOtion of an open
climate is not enough to bring about the capacity to initiate and carry
through school improvement programs.

SupportBehrmann, 1975; Berman et al., 1975; Brown, 1975; Cahoon,
1974; Christian, 1972; David, 1975; Gridley, ,1975; Jarman, 1974; MontAm-

, ery, 1975; Rasmussen, -1975; Trent, 1975; Swirsky, 1975.

Involvement and Participation In The Decision-Makirig
Process By Those Affected By A Change Program Will Be
Beneficial. [Firm ]

Involvement, participatiOn, and decentralizatic,n inflUcitce the sirc-
cess of Change efforts. Involvement .and participation are usually the
result of decentralized organizational structure, i.e.,-decision-making au-
thority is more diffuse than in a Centralized structure. Widespread partici-
pation of staff at the early stages of a change program will help to create
coMmitment to,and identification with a change effort. In addition, exten-
sive.in6lvement provides opportunities for program planner's to assess
the extent to which school needs, as .perceived by staff, are addressed by

. the change. On the other hand, widespread particieiation and a decen-
tralized structure May dnhibit coordination and control which.are neces-
sary .for the implementation of new. programs. In other words,,,a loose
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.; organizational arrangernent.rnay. facilitate awareness of needs and com-
mitment to change, but a tght.organizational arrangenynt -May be
needed to implement the chang1;7'fihis notion is discussed more fully. by.

.`.Zaltthari et al., (1973).and Duncan (1976).
. Sypport: Bowers, 1975; Kane, 1976; Miaialetz, 1974; ReYnolds, 1971;

Skor, 1974; Sullivan, 1974. :
,

i

Leadership For Change Is Important, But It Is Not Suffi-_,...
cient To Counteract All Barriers To Change. [Modmikly-Firm] .

:.
---i ./. :- ° ',. .

',Most: principaN probably see themselves as chanoagentS. among'
their-other roles. However, leaderShip for changycs often found to be
.missing. There are organizational conditions which influence the effec-,
,liVeneSs of leadership, for example, norms fp!. Problem.-solving andclarity
-.Of project,goals. Leadershiphich.promotes, supportS, and shoWS cOn-
f cern,for partiCipation duringlhe change proCess will influence the level of
:.atisfaction among the staff, a situation:which.in turn results.in .ositive
:.reactions toward the change.

.

..Support: Berman et al:, 1975; Cahoon, 1974; Havelóck and LingwOod,
'1973; jones,1.973; Millet 1973; Paul, 1975;'Smith, .1972; Starling, 1973.,,

_. ..

,

Increased Yertical And Horizontal CommuniCation Facili-
tatc,s`Change. [Modc'rately Firm]

Increasedcornmunication at the early stages of a change effort.can
result in greater awareness of the program, rnore frequent and open disT .

cussions of needs and.solutions, and. greater commitment to change. At
later stages.of the -change process, increased:horizontal communication
can.allow staff to 'better coordinate 'among themselves, to learn frorn each
other and to provide psychological-support to each other. Increased ver.-

Jical commynication can result in feedback being .sent to change:program
:.coordinators.and designers %.,vho in turn can assess,the status of- the.pro-

gram and MaWe necessary adjustments.
Support: Edwards, 1973;.HoWes, 1974; RobertS, 1975.

Linkages Betwoen Organizations Such As Schools and
Colleges. Should Be .Accompanied by EXterisive CoM-
munication And Flexible Arrangements. [Moderately'
Firm]

. Without,eidensive communication, parties to interarganizational ar



rangements may become disinterested in the program or suspicious. Sus-
'picions may arise from speculativn that one party to the program will
behave in its own sdf-interest at the expense of others. Extensive Com-
munication may also limit the substitUtion of personal goals and objec-
tiveS for cooperative organizational goals.

Support: Florio, 1973; Pohland, .970; Winkelpleck, 1974.

Recognition of chool Needs and Congruence Of the
Change Program With. the Needs f-acilitates Change.
[Moderately Finn]

Recognition that sOlvable problems exist ri a first step toward success-

ful change and schooLimprovement. the solution or innovation should
address the needs that have been recognized, and conversely, if teachers

do not perceive the need for a paiticular innovation then its implementa-

tiOn is donbtful.'
Support: Kane, 1976; True, 1974; Vance, .1974.

Experience In Past Change Programs,.and Expectations.
For Future Programs Influences the Change Process.
IModerafrly Firm]

-Past expFrience in federally funded change programs provides op- ,

portunities for learning abOut the preparation o(plans and proposals, the

requirements for reporting progreSs, and the techniques for evaluating .

pmgramlaiceess. in addition, positive expectations for fliture change and

innovation (!o4tribute toward successftil progiams.
SupporL Daft, 1974; Kane, 1976; Whiting, 1972.

Acc u ra te Perceptions and Expectations Which"Are Mutu7
alty Agreeable Between Organizational. Levels (Entra-
Organizational) and' betweerOrganizations (Interorgani-
Zational) Facilitate Change. IModenikly Finn)

Lack of agreement among groups involved.in change efforts results

In misunderstanding, frustration, and ,conflict. For example,. disagree-:

ments over barriers to c'hange or the extent of change have been

dgcumented among principals, teachers, cerifral office staff, and external

groups. Such widespread disagreement and conflicting eXpectations are

themselves barriers to change.
Conflicting.expectations between organizations involved in a change

program:are also serious, as the more Organizations involved, the'greater
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the likelihood that misperceptions will develop. MisperceptionS in turn
can lead to dissatisfaction With the interorganilational effort and a corre-
sponding lowering of expectationS for the prograM, and weakening of

.coordination and cooperation.
. ,(

Agreement over expectations for change programs and understand-
ing of.concerns facing the various staff grOups of the variovs organizations
involved can be facilitated. For example, greater frequency of commimica-
tion, recognitfon of different .goals or shared goals, and resources which
*are eomplementary rather than competitive are three factors which in flu-
ynce intra- and interorganizational agreeMent and Looperation.

SuPport: Abraham, 1974; Blumenkrantz, 1975;.Chapey, 1975; Evans,' .

1973; Paul, .1974; Schumacher, 1975.

Positive Attitudes Toward Change ,Facilitate the Change
Process. [Moderately Firm!

Positive. Commitment Toward Change Facilitates the
Change Process. !Moderately .FiratI

Attitudes and 'commitment toward change in general and. specifie
innOyations in particular influence the change proCess. In addition' at-

'.titudes are themselves subjectto influence. For example, attitudes of prin-.
cipals towardchange are influenced:by the attitudes:Of superintendents.
However, positiVe attitudes or commitment are ndt Sufficient in them-.
selves to bring aboUt.a successful' change effort, but Widevread negative
attitudes orlifek of.commitment toward change or a specific.innovation

. might 'be stifficie.nt to prevent .successful implementation. *
Suppdit: BettaS, -1974;13.rantley, 1975; Edwards, -1973; Gridley, .1975;-

Kendall, 1973; Loffredo, 074; Newman, '1975; Peterson, 1974; Richardson, ,

1974I Roberts, 1974; Roberts;1975;.Sutter, 1974;. Washington, 1974.

The Orientation Of Staff Will Influence the Change:Pro-.,
eess. A Systemwide or an OrganilatiiAnal Orientation
Will Have a Positive Impact, Wherea-s a'Classroom .or
Self-Centered Orientation. Will Have, a Negative Impact.

IMmkrafrly Speculatit;eI

An organizational .orientation encompasses concern with perfor-
maney of an entire.sehool,or district, collabOration with other profession-
als forschool improvemeni, and the improvement (if individual expertise
to help with improvement efforts. The orientatibn of staff may 'change
over time;.:for example, at early stages.of change staff'may demonstrate

5 7
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self-centeredness and an egocentric orientation. But as the' staff becomes
comfortable with and know It..dgeable alvut the change, then concert) may
shift toward' organizational. issues (see Hall's Coni,em Based Adoption
Model. 1474). This shift may be difficult oto bring about because ,of the
'nature of schools and the expectations of teachers. Teach...r autonomy,
lack of .interdependence among . teaelwrs, vague educational 'goals, and
satisfactiOn base& on student rather than adult contact act together Co
ptinnote a cLititiroom-ccntered orientation.

Sieber's .(19t.hS) analysis Which found schools to be isolated units with.
rewards 'for teachers derWed froM classroom activities reinforces the idea
that staff orientation influences change..Vords such as isolatedilienatid,
and lonely are .used to de-scribe teachers (Schmuck and Miles,- 1971), and
the role. of teaching, is t-haracterized as being carried out invisibly .with
minimal differentiationacatrding to teacher ability or integration of corn-
mon tunctionsN Hes, (967).

An organizational orientation implies that staff are.concerned with
' the school as a whole, inieract with Colleagues on schipolwide problems,

?rid strive for integration and differentiation of roles in order to bring
allont.school improvement. Rewards are centered on schoolwidesactivities
and peer assessment rather than classroom activities and student reac-
tions.

Support: Carr, 1974; Keenan1975; Knopke, 1975; Magee, 1975.

Per'sk.inalitv Characteristics Influence Change Processes':
Open. Minded ness and Experimenting Personality Types
Ilave a Positive Influence On Change. [Moderately rirm

Although .personality characteristics are difficult to define and mea-
sure, they appear to in fluence't he change process in some bt.4 not all
instances. In all likelihood the 'extent of influence is mediated by other
factors such as role status'and administrative practices. Examples ..of per-
sonality.characteristics positively associated t,;'ith change include venture-
some,.. imaginative. creative, ,experimenting, accommodating, lyss anxi-
ous, openmihded, concern with societal well-being,. less .dogmaticand

. less conservative.
'Support: David, 19 75; Hansen, 1975; llodgkinson, 1974; Swirsky,

1975; Townely, 1973: (*L. also Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971);

The .AvailaWity Of "l'ime To Plan and Imploment School
ImprOvements Influences the (Mangy Process.. [Moder-
atiqy .
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,Time is Money; and in education approximately eighty percent of the...
school budget is for 'personnel costs. .fherefore, time, money, 'and per-
sonnel are-entwined. To assert that change activities take tinw th prepare, 0

initiate, and complete is also to,.conelude that funds are necessary to
-purchase leacher release time. Conversely, the lack of adequate time to
learn about new techniques; to discuss implementation problems, and .to
assess and revise innovative programs is a major barrier to successful
change. Organizations with stable resources are,able t6 provide tirne for .

'perslinnel to devote to change activities.
Support: Banfieki, 1975; Bowens, 1975; Rolvson, 1974; Vold, .1975.

Availability Of Funds Influences the Change Process, But-
the Motivation Of Districts-Requesting Funds May Have
a stronger Inflnence. [Moderately Speculathyl.

Although, as noted above, fUnds and firm are related, the availability
of fund,Sdoes not assure that they will be used to provide, time for change
activities,.and even if time is provided there are no assurances That it will
be used effectively. This is one .reason why ;'ciriie studies have revealed
that.increaSed funding did not always make a difference 'with i-espect to
the imPlementation iff; innovatkins. The Rand Studies (Berman et al.,
1975) concluded thal .funding was not a major factor in successful irn-
plementatioi; more important was the motivation of districts seeking
federal..funding. Intrinsially motivated districts tended to implement
programs well'. They were aware of probleMs to be solved regardless.of

.the .receipt of, federal. dollars. Extrinsically motivated districts- tended to
implement programs poorly; they Were opportunistic in their requests f6r
federal dollars. Te.proportion'of districts intrinsically mOtivated toward
federal funding is Unknown, but in one state 40 percent of the districts
which were rejected for ESEA Title III funding implem.ented the proposed
program neverth e 1 e

Availability. ,.)5 funds for initiating new *programs is, however, as-
sociated with successful implementation. Ay, school .budgets become
tighter, and as slack resourees become more scarce, then the availability
Of funds is likely to becoMe more' critical.

Support: Berman et al.,.1975; Jarman, 104; Melby, 1975; Richardson.
1974; Sullivan, 1974; Vance, 1974.

Boards Of Education Appear To Be Either Passive or Neg-
ative Regarding Change Programs. (Moderately. Spec-'
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Boardi.; of kducation do not Lk...rid to initiate change. They.will ove,r-
lookinnovatikms (i.e., be passive) that cause little or no controversy in the
community. Community c(mtroVersv w ill stimulate negative board reac-
tion.

Suppkirt: Cobb, 1174; I lampson, 1971.
..,.

(:ommunities and ParefitS Are More Likely E. Prevent
Change [hail Thev Are ro Promote Change. Model-Wily

Wive 1

ComMunity and parent gi9oups. are difficult to energize; their in-
: volvenwnt with ,school affairs is difficult to maintain. Instances where

involvement of parents is stit;tained show a positive effect on the school

program, hut insitances of negative community reactions.,to a pripOsed or
implemented change appearlo ,have a greater effect. Attitudes of parents
toward specific innovations may not be influenced by increased participa-
tion in schoOl programs. In other; words, regardlOSs of pubilc relation
efforts, their minds are made uRabout certain innovations. An innova-
tion which serVes to antagonize a community has little, chance ocbeing
implemented. Thu imnlementatibn of a neutral innovation (one that does
nolantagonize the community) vill proceed wi'th little influence fronfthe

coMMunity.
Support: Hampson, 1971; 1<ope.-k, 1976, Pinch, 1975; Vance, 1974.

.

The Physical, ConfiguratiOn Of A School May Influence... .

. The Implementation:0 f InnovatiOns.. [lvIt'deratelij
!Pei:Main. I

Some innovations work better :n certain facilities, e.g., teamteaching
in flexible space schools. Not all innovations are influenced by the school
facilities, but those that are require careful assessment of corrent building
spaceand phySical layout. Otherwise spatial considerations can prevvt.
successful imple.rpentation. 'For exampl&, an innovativ.e instructional prti-

, gram Mat- call'ior crosli-grade.grouping where tivo grades share..instruc-,-;- ,
activities and perform in group.: of various sizes. However, if the

Ks/kJ:grades are located in distant classrooms, then disruptions'may occtir
when pupils wali c. through the halls tO the other classrooms. The noise /-7.

and disruption may.be.enough to dampen enthusiasm for and prevent
implementat'on of the innovation. A different physical cOnfiguration may
have. redui.ed walking distance and tk, )ncornitant noie and disruption.

Support: fv1,.?yer, 1971; Caul, 1974;Vance, 1974; Walker, 1975.
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Perceptions Of The Characteristics Of Innovations May
Vary From Gniup '16 Group, And Disagreement I finders
Implemen tation. IMotterahly Speculative]

The users of..an innovatil,n may-perceive its attributes quite differ,
.ently from the developers or disseminators of the innovation, This has
serious implications because the developers hoM certain 'expectations for
the.users based, in part, on their perception of the attributes of an innova-
tion. The lack of agreement oi'er the attributes of a specific innovation can
restilt in misupderstandings, frustration, and conflict. For example, a de-
veloper May feel that a particular product is easy to understand and is
compatible with existing practices and behaviors in schools; however,
teachers .may perceive the product as complex and Lncompatible with
preVailing practice. In order for the. two groups to work together effec-
tively, they should become aware of the differences in their perceptions of
the prodUct. ,

;5upport: Evans, 1972.

The Relative Advaritaff, The Compatibility, .and the
Complexity Of.Innovations Influence/l7heir Implementa-
tion. [Firnli

The attributes of innovations influence th degree to which they are.
accepted and the degree of successful imple fentation. Relative advan,.
tage refers to the degree to'Which an innovation is'perceived as bettest han
the idea it. supersedes. Compatibility refers/to the 'degree to which an
innovation is perceived as consistent with past experience, .existing val-
lies, and needs. Complexity is the degree tH which-an innovation is perL
ceik,d as..difficult tO understand and hard. to.use. Teachers may perceive
an innovation as having partifil compatibility. For:example, a:new cur-.,
ricultim w Hai. included 'changes in conten( and practice was partially
implemented:Changes in existing practices Were rejected, but changes in
Curriculum content'were. accepted. It is usually.easier to substitutp .one
contentfor another, but it Ls much more difficuh to change behaviorone
redson Why innovations w.hich are not compleN aro more readilj.-im,.
plemented. They usually require only substitutions of Content ratherthan
'changes in practice, roles, or behaviors. It May be, however, ,that be-
havioral change:has a 6reater impact on school improvement than content
change.

The balance between complexity and compatibility presents .a di-
lemma for develOpers of innovative products and progmths..On the one
hand, 'simple, 'compatible, and easily substituted, innovations are. more

.

"I
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. . ,

like& to bv. implemented successfully, but on the other hand,. co nplex,
Ancompatible, behaviorally .based innovations have greater ihijact.
Clearly, .a middle ground must, be reached hetween trivial inn( vations
easy:to implement and significant innovations difficult tt iiu6lement.
Prop oSittais. related h.) the 'above generalizations are:

The Greater the Relative Advantage Of An Innovat'On,
Then the Greater the Likelihood of lmplemcntatioY.

-TlG-reater'the Complexity Of an 'Innovation, Then'the
Less Likely It Will Be Implemented and the Less Likely.lt
Is,Thvial.

,The Greater the Com mtibility Of an Innovation,. Then
the Greater the Likeli ood Of Implementation and 'the
Great r the 1.JkelihOod1fThat It Is 1 rivial.

i
. Support: Brantley, 1974; Cli ton,1971.; DeArman, 1975; Goodridge,

.1975; Hall and Kester, 1973; Hau 'hey, 1974; HoWes.,,:1974; Ixl.ewman, 1974;

.` /Rivera: '1975; Smith, 1972; Starlir g, 1972; Swirsky, '1975; Wyner, 1974. (See
./ also Rügers and Shoemaker, 19 ,L)

Organizational and Administrative Factors Mediate In;
fluence'On.1mplementation In Addition to the Influence
Of the Attributes Of Innovations. [Moderately Speculativel .

The attributes of an innovation comprise only one dimension of the
coMplex:posaic of change: Other faCtors may bear More influence .than
the attributes of:an innoVation. For example, the influence structure of a .

.
'school may Have a greater impact on the principak decision to try partieu-
lar innovations than do the .attribUtes of the innovations. In other words'
there is a wiriety of factors to be taken into account for understanding
change. \

Support: Littler,

Effects Dimension

Little has been said abOut the effects dimension eXplicitly; neverthe-
. less, it nos' b,een treated implicitly in the preceding inferences and:
generalizations. To.Say that an activity iS effective is to imply that a higher/
levet of use will result, in contrast to another activity. The effects dimenr
sion has, therefore, been treated as a silent dependent variable through-

.. .
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Out most of the inferences and generalizations.

ncom pkqe Im &men to tion 0 f Innovations Is More
.Cornmon . Than C.omplete. implementation. IModenifigy
Firm

There are Many factOrs which impinge upon the degree of implemen-
tation, Some factors- promote complete ,iMplenwntation, white others
hinder it, and still others push for functional adapbtions. For innovations
invOlving changes in teacher behavior and rifles, the.pnibability for coin-
plete iMP1ementation is low. If the change process does not take into
account user needs and concerns and is.not based on &mutually agreeable
frequerky of fac-to-face interaction, then the Probability of .complety
implementatkwi is low. In addition, organizational, administrative, psy-
chological fOctors, and factors related to sources all influence the degree of
implementation..

Support Brantky, 19i5; 'Ebner, 1973; Gatney, 1974; Reynolds, 1971;
Rivera, 1975; Wacaster, 1973.

SUMMARY

A series of generalizatiOns and inferences about change in education
has been presented organized according to an inductively ..developed
fromework..This framework consists of three major dimensions: change
prOcesses, influences of change, and change effects. All the studieS re-
viewed here focused On one or more Of.these dimensions.

The first dimension comprised change processes including cs.uch ac-
tivities as helping, training or conveying..The manner in which the,ac-
tivities. were conducted and the frequency ofinteraction were also part' Or
the first dimension.

The second dimension included a wide variety of factor:, which influ-
erree 'change' activities ond change ''afects. These factors_con be grouped
according to internal and external organizational factors and .characteris-
tic's .of innovations. Factors w ithin. organizations which influence change
tend to be centered on organizational structureS, administrative practiceS,'
attitudes, and personality characteristics. Vactors outside of the organiza-
tion undergOingchange tend to by centered pn. resources such as time .and
funds. Characteristics.pf innovations such cis complexity, compatibility
and relative advantage make up the third grOuping of factors which influ-
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'ence c ange processesand effect's. In addition, the chat iCteristics of inno-,
vation intlhence and are in fluenced by the internal and external organiza-
tional 'actors, 0

Th third dimension included the effects of change processes which
are.yies 'ed as a function of change processes. And chat ge processes are
viewed is being influenced by,internal and external orga iizational factori;
and cha acteristics of innovations. The influencing factor, act as mediators
of,both- nicesses and effects.

Imp ications fOr practice emanate from tke generaliz Vions and from
, the basic logic unde4ing the framework. The generaliz, tions and infer-
ences sp4ak for. thehielves. The basiO logic ofthe fran ework suggests
that ene y 'introduced 'into a system; regardless of it: sourOe, will be

,
mediated or influenced by system and rioh-system facto s..Over time the
mediatiof will produce an effect that deviates in sonw degrei.. from the
idealized state envisio.ned at the start of the interventiOn. There are so
many faCtors which ehter into the picture-at any ohe time that expecta-
tions for 'achieving the desired effects without deviation are. unrealistic,
Thjs multitude of factors is not.lo suggest that program objectives are
useless. kather, what iSbeing suggested is a broader range of understand-
ing ti,a help explain why program effects vary from organiiation to. organi-
zation and from one lime period totanother. By picturing change pro-
grams in terms of the three dimensions cif processes, influences, and

:effects an heuristic perspective is .provided to those responsible for ini-
tiating change program's.

Implications ,for research dre Centered oh the heed for a systematic
analysis of 'empirical studies dealing With .change in education, health,
and related peOple processing institutions. The meta-analysis approach
sUggested by Glass (1976) is one means for achieving a logical and empiri-
Cal synthesis of findings. Such a synthesis would lend itself to compara-
tive studios, model building, and middle-rarige thOory development.
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APPENDIX A

Measuring Implementation

Measuring where a particular innovation lies on the continuum from
rain-use to renewal is a critical iuethodological problem nd challenge.
Measures of implementation tend t,o be unreliable, contlic'ing, .or not
subtle enough (David, 1975; Ironside, 1973). In addition, self-report mea-
sures for determining implementation have been found to ,i-onflict.with
observatiOnal measures (Behrmari, 1975; Fullan and Pornfret, 1975).

Output measures such as test score's are sometimes used to index the
effect of an innovation. The scores of the Mnovatiee school are usually
compared to the scores of a control school, and frequently little difference
is 'found, ,The finding of no significant difference .niay be the case eVen
when the innovalive school has implemented the innovation. One reason

..for the lack a difference is that the .control school may .be performing .
similar activities- as the innovative school; the only difference is that in one'
school it is a new activity and in the Other school it is a routine activity
(Loucks, 1)75; Smith, 1972j.

The. measurement of change and innovatiim factors is.difficult and if
'done pniperly, time consuming. Fullan and Pomfret (1975) have critically
reviewed studies of implementation and have concluded that (1) user
perceptionS are not adequate 'measures of implementation, (2) question-
naires for assessing degree of implementation are of doubtful validity, and
(3) principals' knowledge of degree of implementation is .of doubtful
value.. They suggest careful observation of extent of implementatiOn
rather than relying on questionnaires.:Harl (1975) also stressed this pOint
and has since developed comprehensive :instruments to measure im-
plementation. vin addition, Fullan and Pomfret have identified tree

: characteristic's of implementation that deserve study: structural, be-r:
havioralmd knowledge characteristics. Structural alterations correspond
to:changes in' formal arrangements and physical conditions. They are
easily defined and relatively straight-forward to measuru. Behavioral
changes are difficult to measure, yet they .forni the base of impleMenta-
tion All key. factors (including students) involved with the implementa-
tion.of an innovation should have their rolos defined and relationships
between roles defined..Degree of knowledge about implementation fea-
tures is the third implementation characteristic discussed byFtillan and
Pomfret. This cOrresponds to 'knowledge of the okjectives, content, and
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philosophy underlying an innovation. Although acquisitipn of knowledge
is not a sufficient measure of implementation, it does provide a broad
orkmtation for the behaviorally based measurement of implementation.

Four kwels of effects have been distinguished by CharteN nnd Jones
(1975):. 0) early intention .and commitment, (2) changes in the fOrmal
arrangements ant* physical conditions, (3) changes in role performance of
staff, and (4) changes in learning activities in students. Figure HO illus-
trate's the four levels of prOgram change' as described bY Charters and
Jones.

FLGURE LIU
R)1.11: LEVELS OF CHANGE

Extraneous determinents

Insttt utional
L.ormnitment

12o1e

perftmliant
(staff)

Learning
. activities

l'Audents)

Level 1 evel 2 Criterion

.,Uiiritt-mied consequence::

. .

Reprinted by pvrmiss.,... of the pubhsher from W. W Chdrters. Jr.,.and J. 1E. Jones, On
Neglect of the Independpnt .Variable in Program Evaluation. In J. V. Baldridge and T. M.
Deal (Eds.), Managing Change in Lduca1iona1OrganiSitions. Berkeky, California: McCutchan,
1975. 1975 by'McCutchan Publishing (Jompany.

To evaluate the eff&tiveness of implemen tation. efforts by measuring
;tudent outcome is to assume that the four levels of change have been .

successfully aChieved. This is seldom the case. In addition, measuring
student behavior also assumes that the change being implemented makes
a difference in student outcomes. In )ther words, the effectiveness.of.the
chanse itself and the 'effectiveness of the irmilementation process are two
separate questions. Implementation may be successful but the change
unsuccessful. HoWever, it is more likely that iinplementation is partially
carried' out, and .concomitantly the change is partially successful. One
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way of niea Iring implementation involves determining the extent to
which the ft ur, levels of change have been achieved.

Some examples from various studies illustrate the pitfalls aqd dif-
fictilties.involved with measuring implementation and associated depen-
dent variables. A study set out to measure teacher acceptanw of 41 Vriety
of innovations in relation to a typology of innovation attributes. Accep-
tarice,. the gependent variable, Was measured according to one question-
nairellem: dogree of experience the respondent had with the innoyaAon.
The problem with this approach is that prior use, i.e., experience, does
not liecessarily mean cognitive acceptance; conversely, cognitive a&ep-
lance does not iwcessarily mean prior use. Perhaps a mire dirvct ap-
proach for determining the reaction of teachers to an innovation would be
to construct an index based on the ahriblites of thii annovation. High
comipatibility and relatiVe advantage on one hahd and low 1.:ompletity on
the other are likely to be a basis for high acceptance._

A second example stems from an attempt to identify innovative
teachers. In this case, principals were nSked to identify innovative and
traditional teachers so that their receptivity toward change could be com-
pared. There was no difference between the two on the receptivity scale.:
This result waS probably due, to the predisposition of the principal to
-identify traditional teachers as innovative, i,e., teachers who represent
stability, relial;ility, and who rause little trouble. An iilternative approach
for identifying innovative teachers would be.to interview students using a
cheat list o'f behaviors considered innovative individualizing instate-
tionc, for example. A

. A third study illuStrates the .difficulty with'Measuring' iMplementa-
tion using.questionnaire ifems. In a School district teachers, principals, a
project.directa, a federal program manager, and the superintendent, all
of whom were invOlved in change programs, responded to a question- ,
naire. There was little agreement among respondent groups for the items
used,to measure iMplementation. These items were: (I) percent of project
goalS achieved, (2) extent of change in .behavior, (3) extent to which the
project has been implemented as planned, and (4) degree to which the
project was difficult to carry out. However, these items.show there was
concern 'hy, the researchers for developing an accardto measure of the
degree iMiilementatipn'.based on changes in beh'avioi and.goals. .

°To ask a respondent to..reflect objectively upon the, clegrq to which
his or her behavior has changed due to an innova9ori or to ask the project
manager to assess the percent of goals aCkieyed expects toO Much objec-
tivity and reflection by those' emotionally, behaviorally and politiCally
involved with the change. An alternative approach might involve obser-
vation check lists. c'xpressly tailore*d for the chahge. The results, of -the
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observation could be used tO validate questionnaire items, and this was
one of the recommendations for measuring'implementation put fath by

Fullan and Pomfret (1975).
l summary, impleMentatiob and associated dependent thiables.are

difficult to. measure. Faith in questionnaire items for measuring im-
plementatiOn is unfounded and unfortunately widespread, Cer,tainly,

. careful observation of implementation is called for because of the com-
. plexity of the change process,

I.

=
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Studies of Post-SeeOndary ,Edtkation
,

. ,
Empiricalresearch has been carried mit -on dissemination kind change

in post7secondary institutions, and by and large the differences,between;
elernentary, Secondary, and post-secondary, leve)s are a. matter o:f degree
rather than fundamental differences. A number.of 'examples support this
yitrtV: .

.

Central,odministration din..ctive; stipulating adoption and implemen-
tation: of new currictilar prat ices were not folkiwed in two community

icofleges and tWO.vocational education centers; the stag* gave lip ,Service to .

the new curriculum', but they did not imPlement it (Davis, 1976), The lack:;.:
of staff partidpation in the decision tu adopt the new curriculum- Was on
reasem for its failure, and lack of staff pruiticipation' is a common theth

ti

e

throughout studies ,f change, regardless. of institutional level.
The effects of diss'emination programs 'on faculty- does 'differ some-

what between post-secondary and lower institutiOnal levels. 'For example,

. awareness of new curricula may be effectively achieved through a print
-.mode.of communication. In one instance jotirnal articles 'were smccessful,
and,in.another instance a brochure was successful (Kinerney, -1975; Rogers .

et, al., 1975).. However, face-to-toce Contact and two-way communication
are also important. At two. coMmunitY Colleges opinion leaders _relied
upon colleagues forawareness.information and conferences and journals
for. evaluative-information (Brown, .1974). A4though staff at the post-
'Secondary level may rely upon print media:more ofwn than their cutin- /
terparts at lower institutionallevels, nevertheless, .thily place conSiderable".
emphasis on face-to4ace contact-at the later crkical stages of change, viz:,

adoption and implementation. 4f).

The orientation o post-secondary faculty, appears to .be similar to that
öflower inkitutional levels. A major change in curriculum 'at a school of
.nursing revealed that staff were primarily.concerned with personal issues
...and Changes in.their own instructional methods. Concern Withthe sehool
-as.a whole, its standards, or drive foe ifnprovement was minimal
(Knopke, 1975); The autonomy of faculty on One hand and the. lack of
interdependence on the other results in on individualistic orientation. In
.addition'," disciplirzary Orientation!r s at many post-secondary institu-
tionei.e., status, 'rewards, and infit. iiication with ones discipline and
aSsociated peerS.

49
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The lack of an organizational Orientation is sithilar among institu-
tional levels, but there is a difference. across thelevels. The lower the level,. .

the greater the. orientatin on student welfare, with .rewards emanating.
from students:The higher the litvel, the greater the orientation on the
discipline with i-ewards'emanating.from-peers.

Leadership is a critical factor influencing change at, the elementary
and poSt-secondary leyels.A comparative Study of department chair-
persons at a major university also.revealell thai leadership was an impor-
tant factor. Innovative departments. tendal to have chairpersons .who
'Were able.to influence political events, were capable of obtaining outside
.funds,, and coped well under pressure. In contrast,:chairpeeSon from low
innovative departments reported major differences of opinion between
themselves and .colleagues and avoided 'people and responSibilities in

. order to avoid pressure (Davis, 1975). The role of department chairper-
sons in regard to L'hange is centered on supporting..und facilitating-rather
than on initiating and implementing. The role of'the" chairperson in post-
secondary institutions is somewhat analogous to the prin6pal in elemen-
tary and secondary institutions: Both .can suppol't and facilitate change.
The impact of personality characteristics on receptivity toward change ha's
been investigated at the post-secondary level in a study .at a. major univer:
sity. The stotus of university personnel found was to beyelated to reCeptiv
ity rather than to their personality: High status respondents reported. high
resistance to change, and conversely, lower siatus.respondentS tended to
be more 'receptivt:'. In addition, the level of risk associated with a change .

was related to the status of respondents and their receptivity or resistance.
.High status and perceptions of high risk went,hand in hand as did low
status and perceptions w .iow risk (Kailt., Ft76). In other Wol'OS, triey
higher the formaj status of respondents, then the greater the perceived'
risks due to change. The greater the risk, then thegreater the resistanceto
change.

Studies.of elernentary and secondary institutions revealed that rpis-
perceptions .and misunderstandings within and between *organizational
Units lead to friistration, conflict, and poor coordination. Misperceptions

., and lack.of agreement.may also result,in resistance to change. A study of
the diffusion of innovations from their sourc'e to their intended .users
illustrates a similar. relationShip for post-sei:ondary, institutions. Innova-
tions developed by a national center-supported with federal funds were,
diffused to systems, at the post-secondary level, A !.thidy of the percep-
tiOns of the,intended users of the innovations.and the developers dis-
agwed'about the characteristics of theinnovations, e.g., their corpplexity,
compatibility/efficiency, utility, trialability, preliminary use.without com-
mitment to, implement, and visibility (Evary:, 1973). These differences re-
Suited in misundeNandings, frustrations, and. low' lewels of adoption.;

r'x
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The misperceptions 'between the develop& organiz.ation and the user
..organizations resulted in user resistance to adoption. The user organiza-

tions probably inferred that the developer was unre of local needs and
concerns becauseof their inaCcurate characterization of their products. In
other words, if on one hand the deVeloper claims that a. pa rticular innova-
tion is compatible with the user system, is efficient, and has low comple,;-
ity, and on the Other hand the user Claims the oprosite characteristics,
then theuser is likely toconclude that the developer is unaware of the
'user's problems antior characteristics.

The studies cited here suggest that the differences between elemen-
tary and 'secondary levels on the one hand and post-secondary levels On
the other are 'a matter of degree. Basic issues and problems appear to be
shared by all leVels: need for participation, need for multiple modes of
disseMination, need for an organizational orientatiPn, 'need for strong
leadership, need for less risk associated with change,band 'need for per-
ceptual agreement between,groups involved with change. Although dif-
ferences betWeen institutional levels may be a matter of degree, in at least.
two instanceS the degree of -difference is great. Faculty autonomyand
power are much greater at the post7secondary level. Decisions' over
'course .-.ontent can be made independently in contrast .to the narrow
latitude ofdecision making associated with elementary and secondary'''.
teachers. The strong addition of academic freedom at the post:secondary
:level supports the practice of faculty controf over courses. AlSo, univer-
'sities are unlikely to consider'-institution-wide innovations, whereas
school .districts frequently do. A counterpart to the autonoMy and power
of the central administration in, a school district is missing at the post-
secondary level. Their power is diffuse, and consequently initiation of
itistitution-wide change is limited. The poSt-seCondary lexiel may be_
characterized by individual faculty as the primary unit for adopting inno-
vations. And the innovations at the post-secondary levermay be charac-
teriied as course specific, in contrast to innovatiops requir;ng
institution-wide support and involVeMent. The empirical Studies of
change at the post-secondary level ore too few from whiCh to generalize.
Nevertheless, the suggestion that the differences between the institu-
.tional dre not a matter of .kind .but ratherof degree provides a
jumping Ofrpoint for future study and comparisons.

Post-secondary institutiOns have Many of the same characteristics as
their elementary' and Seeondary counterparts. The technology is Mostly.
:large gniup instruction carried out independentlY, goals are diffuse and
*tie, vulnerability to outside criticism is high, and indices 'orefficiency
and effectiveness lack concensus and acceptance. That many'of the same
kinds of .problems hinder 'change at the post-secondary leyel should;
therefore; come as no surprise..
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Linking Agents and the
Sources and Lises

of Knowledge

Jack Culbertson

0

4inking .agents and agencies have as.one of their central concerns the
sodrceS and uses of know1L4ge. This chapter delineates the wide'rangeof
resources drawn upon 'by linkers, dekribes important knov. ledge uses,
and showS their Complementarity.
.., Based on a national perspective of the cornplex American educational
system, the,chapter focuses on the sources and Uses of knowledge Within
that syste,rn. Through an examination of these variables, Perhaps some of
the excesses of faddism in the area of change processes.and of
adequacies in linking roles which are nOt knOwledge-based will be made
more eVidenI. In a period when there is a growing presS for di,ssemination
and 'application, a tocus.upon multiple .knowledge uses can also remind
'us that differing knowledge users, both in,the short-term and long-term,
are highly dependent upon one another, mid, in turn, uporethe continuing
generation and flow ofmew concepts, generalizations and findings.

Varied uses of knowledge imply varied forms; consequently, .no- for-
pal or encoMpassing definition of knowledge will.be ofkwedat this point.

.. Rather, the grategy will be to clarify these variods forms within the con-
text of the different uses of knowledge descnbed below.... ;

At this point Some of the .1-imitations inherent in.the.categories of
. -
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knowledge: utilization elaborated need to be identified. First, the

cakgories are not. presumed to be totally comprehensive; rather, they

constitute knowledge uses which the writer deems as highly criticajA

.dot.ibtedly, additional uses coald be postulated, and certainly othfr s'ub-

,. uses could be formulated. Secondly, as with other categories of human'

behavior, the different uses are not totally discrete. A reading of the

deScripiionS will slim% not only their close interrelatedness and inter-

dependency but also some overrapping features in the categories de-:

veloped. A 'third limitation Stems from the relatively small amount of

'research available on knowledge uses in education. Since FAidies which

are available on the general subiect of knowledge utilization come largely

from the more established sciences, there is no guarantee that the results

of these studies, apply precisely to 'the, field of,education.' Fourth,. sinse ,

education .is a developing rather than a developed field, the division of

labir implied in the description of different users is probably more
maiked than actually exists in practice Stated in another way, the number.

of indiNidUals specializing in a single use of knowledge is extremely lim-

ited Finally,'some of the 'dimenSionS of knowledge 'use are described.and

illustrated froM the perspectiVe of educational administration. As the

categories:of knowledge use are assumed:to be generic ones, one Could

haVe used a different field, for illustrations curriculum or educational,

psychology, for eXample.
While the categuries have limitations, they also can be used .bene-

ficially. -First, they can provide/concepts, for use in the design 'of training

..ahd support systenis for various knoWledge users, including linking .

agents directly concerned with improving 'educational practice. Second,

they can provide a basis for assessing current knowledge utilization ef-

forts and for identifying priorities deserving special funding. Lastlythey,

Cap stimulate study directed at the attainment of a. more refined system

for classifying kriowledge uses.

Knowledge uses will be discussed from various perspectives: the

outcomes produced by the uses,.the distinctive features of uses and out-

cOmes, illustrative types and sources of knoWledge used to produce dif-

ferent outcomes, key characteristics of different users of knowledge, and

the settings in which users work..

'For a pioneering review and synthesis of knowledge utilization from the perspective of

different fields, See Konaki Havelock, Planning for Innovations Through . Dissemination and

.
Utilithllon of Knowledge. Ann Arbor. lilihigan: Institute for Sticial i si.oxh, Center .for

Resebrch on :utilization of Scientific Knowledge, 1969. ',

8 5.,
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*hema I pinpoints the shorter and longer range otitcomes of the
differing.,uses of knowledge.

Using Knowledge to Create New Knowledge

Research is the process used to create new knowledge.= Twt1 major
classes of research are postulated: conclusion-oriented and policy-.
oriented:3 each of which has significance for linking agents.

Conclusion-Oriented or Basic Research-%

Conclusion-Oriented research is 'designed to advance
knowledge, and.inquiry of this type is represented in valid
and explanations of the interrelations' nps. between and low
inherent: in or impinging upon a given, field of stud,.
example, thOse Studying the economics of (.0 tkation
Ways relationships between investm,mts in education
ety. Psychologists, during .the..sarrie period, shed new lht
tionships, between early' childt ood 1ecinirn and futare
achievements.

Basic researchers who are likeiy to reside in research and ,levelop-
ment centers, university departments, oi institutes a motivatod largdy
by curiosity and by the Lhalenge f discover14 new relatioiithips
through data-based inq,:iry The result, of tht-i. w.olk c r stimulve new

. inquiry by other basic resea: -her, .ind curl lead to More iitNy developed
or even new theories."Over Fn.'', results aiso can .have ljor influence
on the directions of policy, rr.wt:,.e, or new developments. Findings oh

frontiers of
descriptions
,g variables

Vs for
ied in new

urns to soci-
tin the rela-
^ducational

2The discussion immi;.diat..ly folLie jng draws upon:concepts ft-e,..--iteu in.:. Jack Cul.
bertson, "Speciali/vd areer Pattern, an (. 'tent 5e!cc Owl . St.q. Jack C:ulberison, L;( .51.,
Social Scicna Contort tor Preparitts Lducational Leadeys, Columbus. Charles
Publishirig Company, 1973.-pp. 327-35=i.

1Among the scholars .+Arho haveprop, PSV1 .iiltinct tvp..s of research ..,re Lee J. Cron -
bach and Patrick SupPes. See their hiok, T /row' ,!71. :olds. New Yuri,: Mt:Mil-.
Ian Cowpony, Piro.

1The temis -bask: research'. and "conclusion-orientul re!,. arch used interchaniz,ea17ly
in this chapter.

8 6



SCHEMA I

KNOWLENE USES AND CON5NUENCES IN EDUCATION
01.1moo .

General Uses of Sith.Uses

Knowled0 Knowledge

To Create New

KnOwkdge

Conclusion 14'WarCh!

Micy Rewarch

To Develop New (oncept.Oriemed

Syntheses .ivntheses

'

Synihesis

,

To Attain New Product D6elopme

Developments

idea Development

To Achieve New Improved Policies

àr ImprOved and Programs

Practke

Newly Instituted

Policies or Programs

. To Imiirove lOer vice Pmgrams

Training

Programs ,

'

Shortlerrn Outcomes

L

Valki descritition,, and orplanati,ons 0, ct.ucaLon

and leadership,related phenomena.

Geueraliiations about how and wehy

educational programs work and the, degree

to which they are effective,
"

Newly ()Nailed bodies of knowbdge within

or ilCrOs!;

Research findings and.generalitations

inganited in relation to leadership

oblectives, functions, problems, bsues or

other aspect's of practice.

Nvw,materiak, te:chnologies, systems or

processes of specifie use to leaders.

Future-orknted and untested alternatives for

improving edUcation or its leaOership or

both of,them,

0

Longer Range Oun omes

Mu& bodks of knowledge.

Modil 's in educational pi licies andior

" vO; .

bases for advancing conclusion

research and for'preparing SCholars.

,

Rational dec'ision.making 'off training

basis for leaders,

N options for leaders interested in

illiproving existing programs;

Nov. options for I

instituting new 'policies or programs.

An increase in the quality or quantity,pf program Improved or more efficiently delivered

outcomes or a reliive decrease'in the ,education to the clients of schOols.

resources used to produce similar outcomes,
. . 10

Changed objectives or new programs.

New job.;related karnings for currently

, functioning leaders,

More promising bases for improving or

delivering education to the dients of schools.

More effeetive and competent behavior oti the

part of selected leadas currently serving in

administrative pts.

Pre.Service Programs New leamings for, personnel aspiring to initial Mure effective and competent behavior among

or more advanced leadership positions, those aspiring to ludership posts,
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the rblationship A.tween early !earnings and later acadeMic achiev'e-
Meets in the loons provided One source of,support ,.for early chikl hood
programs'., tlowewr, the most immediate and, direct inipaLi ot basic re-
search tends to be on the discipline or body of concepts from which the
research evolved. ;'`

,Major SOU'rces ob knowledge used by basic researchers studying edlt-
cational administration are the modes Of inqUiry and concepk of social: .
sdence"disciplines: History, social psychology, sociology, economics,
anthropology and political science all have tested concepts and methods
which can be used to..stUdy educational administration. Thus, pertinent
ba'sic research has been done by scholars truined,in disciplines. Theories

* of human motivation, leadership, conflict, informal organizationor other
.leadershApIrelated phenomena, in other words, have evolved from this
hasis. Nlore-recently-prepared professors in education have had better
opportianties to acquire and use knowledge from one or more social
wience'disdplines, and an increasing number of those professors are
producing basic research,.

With the very -ubstantial ambiguitY confronted by basic rescao.ners,
the procedures outlined for dealing with problem.definition,. hypothesis
or question deVelopment, research design, and data acquisition and
analysis in textbooks on research tend to be oversimplified. In most in-
stances the discovery of new knowledge, in othei words:involves ex.-

'tended Search, pony false stark,. and long periiids of consciousthinking.
Basic research' is typically the product of individual effort, and fellow
resea rc he rs, a re the 1'1'1,110r syurces both of psychological support and yf
quali,ty assurance.,

Instead of encoMpassing a wide range of ,variables as leaders do in
:decision-Making situations, basic., researchers commonly ',focus their in-'
quiry on a limited number of car.,,fully defined variables. Even a few
variables such as leadership r power ,strutture can: guide a lifetime of
search for knowk.age. and basic researchers, as a rule, are not cOncerned
about 'how their findings will, impact on practice.5

r,Fhelsey linking agencies for basic researchers in thc J --ciencec
aresuch.national professional asSOciations as the Ameri..a,
Association and the Amerii:ant'olitical Science Associatimi, ',or
cOntain sub-fftitips interested in the sociology of educati-

Lhere is evidence frem the scientific community more generally it tEe impmtant
discoveries are made by researchers when they are in their twenties and thirties (Lehman,
1953). apai ev to identify and purme new questions in highly fruitful ways. in other
words, uk, . r.'.idc n thow with ,fresh and flexible perspectives. Thus, seasoning and
experience, which seem to be a requirement Mr effective Sdminist ration, do not neiessarily
enhance the basic 1-1:searcher's capability. L.ong seasoning within a context of practio is
likely in fact to be antithelL:al to the achievement of major discoveris.
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tics of .education. The officers, staff and informal leaders.of these 'associa-,
tions play important roles in the diffusion of knowledge by spOnSoring
annual ronferences 'and protessionallournals whichreport basic research.
Some universities have taken the lead in disseminatirig basic research as

..witness, for example, Tlu' American Journal of Sociology, published at. the
University of Chicago,

Professors of educational .administration engaged in discipline-based
research frequently join relevant social si'ience asSOciations. Other impor-

-tant and relevant linkingagencies are he University Council for Educa-
iional Administration (UCLA) which sponsors the liducationalAdministra-
lion Quarterly, the National Conference. of .ProfesSors of Educational
Administration (NCPEA), and Division A of the American Educational
Research Association.

Basic researchers, then, link with fellow researchers through national .
associations and their systems for diSseminating knowledge. However, at
times they'may be called Upon to preSent their knowledge to policy rnak-
ers,at he state, Jocal or-federal levels, and in addition; they may be asked;
to' present, their research 'at meetings sponsored/by other local or
regional professional associations. in the main, the major task of translat-
.ing basic knowledge into practice is left to knowledge users other than
basic researchers.

Policy Research

Polfcy research foctiSes upon the results of chosen courses of organi-
zatk,nal actiOnb: CoUrses of action can reflect either chartges in policy or
efforts to implementestablished policy efficiently and effectively. By pro-
viding a better understanding of the degree' to which and manner in
which given courses Of action work, policy research can provide useful

: feedback to policy makers. Ideally, this form orresearch should provide
policy makers continuing bases for changing and acLipting policies as the
latter are studied ,md expressed in coursos of action.

Philosophers, for a long time, have.maintained that the political. pro-..

cess from which-policy:is developed should be conceiVed and conducted
as an experiment:7).0:n Dewey argued that the scientific method could be

,"For ah 'insightful disiussion y Tesuarch see lames Coleman. Policy Research in the
*ha .Scioce.;. Morristown. N.1_ I. ( ..,Oor,11 Learning Press. 1972..

Tor, a coMparis in of the tivtr, or two philos..phers oh the subject, see. L.nyreo,:e
"Haworfh, "The I' Society.: Diwey anti Jordan."' Ithis Vol, TAXI, No.1, Oc-
tober, 1960, pp. 27-40..
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brought to bear on "experimentation in policy and improve the proces,s.
In additidn, hehelieved that theapproach could help resokle, over time, a
fundamental 'problem: l'hrough the use of research on social experiments,
Dewey believed', the irctrumes ot regimentation and license could be
avoided,

While the ctmcept of poliev studies has been established for some
Link., it has notheen easy to implement." During the last decade there has
beengrowing interest on the .par t of Lhi public and its elected representa-
tives in the idea. Legislation has emphasized the Tole flicy studies in
assessing the (.flicacy of newly initiated programs. For example, there is a
ange of current studies to evaluate ritle I programs of the Lleriloptary
and Secondary Education Act and, in tur.n, tu help legislators make deci-
sions concerning the continuance, expansion, .curtailment, or change in
'Fide I program;.. Policy studies are ako encouraged more 'generally by
the so-called accountability movement which presses schOol leaders and
scholars. to depict More clearly what the Schools are doing ani how well
they d re doing n. .

At this fionit, um& Aunvrol contrasts between hOsiC nd policy re-
search may be helpful in further efining the latter con ept." Basic re-
search is,c6hcerned inurc with the development and testing of theories,
%Vhile policy researdi is oriented more,..to'.'.action. Therefore, the inajor
iinmediate audience for policy research 'I's decision m kers; the major
immediate audience for basic research is scholars. Basc research tends to
originak. in disciplines and to 1..; ted back into discipline On the othur
hand,, policy resear ' 1,is its origins in actioti, dnd its results are fed back
into action..Thus, basic research seeks princir :ly to modify bodies of
knowledge. policy research seeks principally to modify policy..

Coleman has,identified a number of "world-of-action" properties
which help to define and. clarify policy retiearch (1972:3-4). First, .since .

decisions must be taken at fixed time points. poiicy researrh must be
keyed to these points. More comprehensive o! now findingse'veloped
aft& deciskm points are reached are not helpful. Generalizations, even.
.when limited in scope, can be helpful when provided on time: Second,
language and concepts used in the worki 01. action aredifferent from those
used in dr,ciplines (Coleman, 1972:5). the language of the practitioner, for
example. differs froin the language of the researcher: .1- he formor.tends to'

"For a disAi..n red.:4,n, h% the concept i, difficult to impl..ment, see Donald
'Campbell. Net, win, I, 1., pertinent, rti Psy,./10/0xl,t, 101. Z4, N. 4, April 1,40, pp.

411-12. .

dis, 1.1,-,ion to follow will tool. :,,rge- !iron reseal% ti directed at new programs rather
than on the more. env,. nye, or ettit le.n administration of exi,ting programs. The same/
euncepts. however. an he :ipplied, it assu.ned, k tfie study of existing programs.
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be popular in tone, and the latter to ke technical. The larfguage of basic
researchers is oriented toward inquiry and has no concern for action,. but
for educational leaders the converse. is more often true.

A third property identified by Coleman is that the world of action
involves "interests, control of resources, and conflict."' Conflict and con-
trol reflect differing values which impact upon groups differently. Certain
findings may add to the pOwer.of certain groups and simultaneously
diminish the power of Others. This property hat; implications for the
commissioning ot policy studieS, the definition of policy problems, the
designof policy research, and the translation of findings intO the world of
action.

r The concepts and methods of inquiry available to policy researchers
are neither as Well developed nor as tested as those available to basic
researcher., for not only is policy rerch a much more, recent phenome-
non than basic reseal-al but also the rewards for university professors
.continue to favor basic research. It is also true.thatin such areas as school
finance, policy studieshave been conducted for a number ofdecadeS. For
example, the studies of the impact of,state.foundationsupport..programs
at various periods in the last four decades have led to changes in state
financing patterns.

Since evaluation research focuses upon studying the outcomes of
new progran or courses of action, it represents one approach to policy
research. S,allulated by the growth in federally funded education pi-6-
grams, a variety of conceptuali/ations for guiding evaluation research has
emerged. Different approaches are 'found in the objectivc/s-based, the
instructional research, composite, goal-free, manageMent-decision,
transactional and adversary models of uvai:uation.'"

During the last decade there also,has been considerable growth in
university centers concerned With policy studies in education:. Although
these centers have not focused on studying the outcornes of programs as
consistently as haveevaluation centers, they have added to the number of
policy studies available." It is also 'significant that7Cveral departments of
educational administration have cooducted'usefu2 and systematic.studies

,

a brief d,skription of these mydek plus referentes describing their original formula
lions, see Dereo, Taylor. -k.eny, Moony, Miney, Meals/Alternative Evaluatioti Models.-
TheNorth Centrog ,?uarter/v, Vol. 50, No. 4, Spring, 1976, pp. 353-58. For a more
thorough tre:i!ment of evaluation see Mafcia Guttebtqg and Elmer Struening (Eds.), Hata-
bo,,tc of L;valaation R 'watch. Beverly Hills, California: -iage Publication, 1975.

,

"Many of the centers encompass under policy stpdies inquiry directed at.generatiny, and
assessing alternative courses .1.4 actiowpot yet nóplemented. This type ot inLury, i hich
contrasts sharply with research directed at stuyiying the impact mf programs alread i im-
plemented, is discussed later in this paper under "Using Knowledge to Attain New De-
irelopments."

,9 1
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ever, this value c n easily clash with th se h}:ld in decision arenas where
timing and col rol of information a e in/portant. For thiS and other
reasons, Colemon argue!: that indepet dent/research organizations are bet-
terequipped t Ian are universities it carry outdpolicy rese.arch (1972:15).

The. mot 'anon of policy rese rchers is to understand what works
and why, gi en specified policies and, defined courses ohiction. These
researchers iavt:,.si:s..cial links .bo h to responsible policy makers and to
other grou s affected by policy, the results of this type of reSearch not
Only can h dp modify policy b it also can provide content for training.
Thus, polio, researchers. ploy a unique role in bridging the world of ideas
and the % 'orki of action, and j i the process, they rmist confront difficult
scientific as well as o,rorle. olitical issues.

AlthOugh.many nationa professional associa ions provide forums for
the dis. mina tion of policy r 'search, currently tl ere areno formally estab-
lished l nking agencies wh ch specialize in cr:seminating such studies.
Since , growing amount i t policy research is performed by non-profit
organi .ations, there is co/isider,hle info al and individually initiated
Comm mication between nd'among per; mnel in these agencies.

I e written results of policy studies ,enerally are disseminated in the
form of technical. report ... Because t studies are frequently done for ,/
gove nmental agencies, he latter ofte i play an important role in distribut-/
ing hem. In sonic case the major I-tidings of reports are disseMinated in'

ime
i
ia especially designed to serv practitioners in school systems such aS

in uch journals as the Phi Delta. appan or in more specialized publications
lik , InteNration. ,

/ In summary, policy reSe/
defining research, conducti

./

rchers link closely with decision make,rs in
g research, and interpreting the resultsAhey

re more likely to link ith other policy research,:rs than withi.those
pursuing basic research .he.products they produce,. if effective, tire use-
ful to decision makeis iterested in changing policy or practice kir both:,

:Data on selected f atures of basic and policyoresearch are su rnarized
itySchema
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USING KNOWLEDGE TO
ACHIEVE NEW SYNTHESES

As research studies. accumulate, their findinAs and ciinclusions tend
used tor purposes.of consolidation or synthesis. I.wo general classe

ot synthesis are postulated: concept-oriented and practice-related.
Further clarification of these two types follows.

Concept-Oriented Synthesis

.
Those pursuing concept-oriented syrithesk seek to produce newly

organized bodies of knowledge which reflect a re-ordering of concepts
and research findings about selected aspeets of education organizations or
leadership. Ralph Stogdill's publication oh leadership is one example of
such 4. synthesis (1948:35-71). In contrast to the basic researcher who
gathers data through new studies and engages in the primary or second.;

'ary analyses of the data, the synthesizer uses existing studies as Major
data .bases."- Synthesizers may use existing studies to conduct "meta-
arialysis," a form of inquiry which Gene Glass has described os "the
statistical analysis of a large collection of analysis results'from individual
stidieS for the purposes of integrating the findings" (1976:3).

When effective, concept-oriented synthesis amasses and gives new
meanings to existing knOWIt.'dge, and such synthesis may be within the
framework of a discipline, for example, the politics of education, or it may
transeend`disciplines as.in the case ijif Stogdilk work on leadership refer-
red to above.

The concept-oriented synthesizer is. much more concerned with ad-
vancing knowledge and understanding than. With advancing practice;
consequently, concept-oriented synthesizers tend to serve more the needs
of scholars in universities than leaders in practice settings. Their products
can raise new research questions or point new directions.for inquiry. At
best, they can athieve new paradigms which will markedly reshape in-
quiry in a field." They also can provide.contont for trainingfuture re-

ri:;earchers cryge 1n a kind of synthesis. .--lowever, their purpose is more to
.iderttify the "edge- of kruo.'lido arid to' formulate hypotheses to guifie research rather.
than to cumulate more tomprehcp,iv, bodies of knowledge,

"For details see Thomas S. Kuhn, 1 he Stru,:u o of Seientlfie Revolution. Chicago: The Uni-
versity of Chicago PIVSS: 1970' .

4
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searchers and scholar practitioners, and occasionally syntheses can he
used iy developers, practice-oriented synthesizors, and others concerned
with the use of knowledge in practice.

Major resouri-es used I concept-oriented s I thesizers are theories,
concept*, and research findings produced by-basic researchers or by other
concept-oriented synthesizers. Tlw first task is one of collection:

The written work of others (whether or not formally pub-
lished) constitutes "raw" data for the integrator. In compiling the

' initial list of :matet=i41s to be read, the integrator makes use of
6ther bibliographies,.rCiviews integrations in the specific areas of
his [herl concern, os well as the variety of more general sources
of information . . . . Further, as any given report is read, the
constientious integrator will make it a point to track down any
references given in it that seem relevant to his (her] topic. After a
given .period',-- it may be a long one little in the way of "new"
references will .be found. (Feldman, 1971:87).

After pertinent studies are collckted, inquiry is concerned with the
definition, classification and re-ordering of findings to cichievel;eneraliza-
tions, A miljor challenge, as Glass has demonstrated, is that of deVising
ways of comparing diverse findings.(1976:3-5); another is'the treatment of
studies .with confycting findings. "

While synthesis entails integration, the process also. requires. the
ordering of knowledge within the, components which comprise the
wholejAn early step in ordering knowledge is the discovery and mastery
of scholarlyworks and fragmented bodies of knowledge, a process which
must precede that olintegrating -concepts Ond findings. In the processof
achieving.integration there is the challenge of identifying and elaborating
.those organizing Principles which can give order to the knOwledge mas-
tered.= In cOntrast o thc_basic researchers who tend to concentrate inten-
sively upon a limited number of variables, the synthesizer may concen-
trate, upon a wide; range of voriak.,s.

Although there are other alwncies Where they function, the typical
work setting of the- concept-ori, :)ted synthesizer is the university.
Conceptloriented synthesis tends to require individual activity, but group
effort through some division of labor is not uncommon. Scholars in social

."For one 'treatment of this sublect see Richard Light and Paul Smith, "Accumulating
Evidence: Procedures for Resoli.fg (. untridictions Arnmig Dif,vr..nt Rewarch Studies."
Harvard Educational Revieu. Vol 41, N. 4. pp. 424-471.

9 5
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science departnwnts play leading roles in synthesizing knowledge as do
selected professors of education.

Concept-oriented synthesizers have a high degree .of autonomy, As
with basic researchers, they typically do not require public legitimation
for specific oblisAives they piirsue. They require extended periods to p'ro-
duce, Opecially when the target is comprehensive synthesis, and their
work may go through many revisions and may be subject to varied cri-
tiques from other 'scholars who help to contnil the quality of their work:

Linking agencies which serve basic researchers also serve concept-
oriented. synthesizers. Included would be national professional associa-,c,
tions serving social scientists and professors of education, the national
meetingsOf which promote exchange as do pertinent journalsthe /onr-.
nal of Personality and Siwial Psycho:oxy, the Administrative Science Quarterly
and the Lilheathma/ Administration Quarterly,, among others. Major synthe-
ses, of course, make their way into monographs and books.

. Since concept-oriented synthesizers are not concerned immediateiy
or primarily with practice, .their linkage is much J1iore'4to fellow scholaN
and graduate students. However, some synthesizers may present neW
consolidations of concepts to practicing educators; in addition, other .
knowledge users will use the consolidations developed by synthesizers to
influence- education and leadership.

Practice-Related Synthesis

The major goal of practice-related synthesizers is to organii.e
ing Icchowledge,in ways whiCh will help educational leaders in their
decision-making roles. This goal is achieved by ordering or reordering
knowledge in relation to Criteria outside "academic", disciplines as, .for
example, goals or objectives pursued by leaders, functions.they perform,
programs they seek.to implement, problems or policy -issues they con-

. front.. The typical textbook in education represents a practic -oriented
synthesis gnd is deSignedlo produce meanings for practicing and pro-

. spectiv7e educational leaders. Knowledge' in a textbOok, on educational
administration, for example, might be organized around such functions as

. staff Tersonnel administration, evaluation, resource managerent,
school-comMimity relations, educational program improvement, and SO
forth: Less comprehensive syntheses .can- b organized, around such
specific topics as school insurance, staffrecruitment, implementing open'
schools, among others'. In other words, the topics and the concepts which
illuminate them have clear links with practice. n contrast to concept-
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oriented synthesizers who ose criteria internal to disciplines to cumulate
knavledge, practice-oriented synthesiz.ers use categories designed to
help administrators.and other professional personnel link knowledge di-
reCtly to deciSions and actions. Their goal is much more to improVeprac-
tice through the use of concepts .and informatkin than it-is to point oew
directions .for inquiry.

The sources used in practice-orknted synthesis are varied. As al-
ready noted, ideas and information irom'concept-oriented syntheses. can

'be used even though .a new framework for ordering these concepts is
required. The findings and generalizations developed by policy-oriented
researchers are especially pertinent because the,latter are concerned with
demonsteating lirOw Programs for, which administrators am' msponsible
work. Certainly, ,the results of both product-oriemed and idea-oriented
development:(sec below) are pertinent, and specific studies conducted by
basic researchers may at times be grist for practic6.-oriented syntheses.

Modes of inquiry are perhaps not substantially different from those
used by concept-oriented synthesizers as definition, classification and
.generalization are *required. A key rdifference, howeVer, is that value
judgments enter mtich more .clearlY into practice-oriented synthesis..
Since generalizations seek to. describe or -explain things.: as they are. .in
concept-oriented -synthesis, scholars can stay within- the framewOrk;
but in practice-oriented synthesis; on the other hand, relationships be:.
tween actual and itat conditions are involved. In other words, the
generalizations devekiped am designed to help leaderS.and organizations'
make decisions which will move education toward more idealized states.
Choices made about objectives, problems..and'other rubrics used in pro-
'clucing practice-oriented syntheses are shaped inevitably by the ideas or
values of syntheSizers and/or their 'clients. The practicc-oriented-synther-
sizer, then, has an important role in identifying and clarifying values,

An Carly step in practice-oriented synthesis is the definition of ele-
Ments which will serve as organizing links to practice and which will
require value clarification. These eleMents will vary' deptmding upon
whether educatiOnal or leadership objectives, functions, programs, pro-
cesses, issues, problems, or other phenomena are chosen for organizing
.framcworks..The rwmber of organizing elements will increase andvaltie
questions will become more complex as more ecii4rehensive syntheses
are sought.

A range of organizations perform linking agent ioIes bearing upon
practice-related synthesis; especially important are national professional
associations: Serving administrators, for example, are the American
AssoCiation for School Administrators (AASA), the National Association
fpr EleMentary School Principals (NAESP), and the National Association.
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forsecondary School PrincipalS (NASSP). Other Organizations with large
numbers of adMinistrators as members also perform effective roles as, for
exarnple, Phi Delta Kappa, Regional and state educational associations
also'disseminate practice-related, findings.'

Many practice-related syntheses are published in periodicals spoil-.
sored by national associations.serving particular groups of administrators
as. for example, the National Elementary School Principal. The ERIC,
Clearinghouse on Education Management at the University ofOregon, to
.take anotherexample, publishes syntheses fen- educational leaders under
such titles as The Bussing Controversy, Vandalism Prevention, and Account-
ability and Thsting. Practice-related syntheses also make their way into.
monographs, occasional papers,...and-more 'recently, into audio-cassettes.

The major or controlling judgments about the quality of syntheses are
rendered by practitioners and, in some cases, by .prospective practition-
ers. Consequently, p:resumed measures Of effectiveness are often reflected
,in the number of readers of given syntheses or the number of subscribers
.to a specific journal which specializes in 'synthesis.

Practice-related synthesizers tend to be boundary-spanners much
more than concept-oriented synthesizers. Many of them make oral pres-
entations to practitioners and write for practice-oriented0ournals; they
also have links' into literature published in the research coMtnunity where
they obtain conce'pt's and, findings to give meaning and' shape to their
generalizations.*-they are in a university community, they'link with
prospective administrators, in,training situation's.

.
As alreadriniplied; synthesizers may be found:in a variety 'of set-

tings. Seholat-practitioners in school districts or other education .agencies,
may effectively serve. as practice-oriented.Synthesizers; graduate students
in training may also perform this role, as maydevelopers in educational
laboratories9r research and development centers. OtherS performing the
rOle would include leaders in 'School.:study councils, leagues o. schools.,
ERIC Clearinghouses, and divisions-of research in large school systems.

Schema III presents summary information on practice-related and
conCept-oriented ,yntheses.

USING KNOWLEDGE TO ATTAIN
NEWDEVELOPMENTS

NetV developments in education depend upon the inventive uSe of

. knowledge. Two kinds of development are postulated in this part of the

.1;
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chapter: product devek+pment, through which specific tOols of general
use to educators are'createdmd idea devehipment, through which pro-
,.jections of new educational or leadership states are ttained. Exampk,s of
product development are instruments (or ssessing teacher 'performance,
computer .programs to facilitate deciskm-making, guidelines for implt.,-
menting educatkinal innovations, programs and material.s for use in train-
ing. E..xarnples ofea ueve..id1 IopmerPt would include projections of lterna-
tive educati,onal futures, delineations til, new or untested organizational
arrangemenk: descriptions of untried means for dealing with .racial inte-
gration, and the like. Both pmduct and.ida,Jevelopment provide signifi-
cant content For linkage networks.

Product Development

//
Most exi.x.rien4. with product developnwnt has been gained in the

' industrial sector' where knoledge from the physical and biological sci-
ences. has had major devekpmental Utit'S. Fliiwever, during the last.few
decades everience with produd development in education has increased
as federal funds' for the first tinw 'have been allocated to educatkMal
laboratories, research, and evelopment centers, and other organizations
to support developmental activitie. . .

Product dewlopment involves the utilization of knowledge to design
and create useful.materials, technologies., syStems, or processe's of general
use to educational adnUnistrators.'.5 illustrations of products, would .be,
among others, Ernstsviel, a game designed ..tojteach communication skills
and understanding to school personnel, devel)oped by Frank Thiemann at

j.1

the University of Oregon Research and Development center; compuk,r-
based simulations of various types, inclUdin , one developed through the
National Education Finance Project. which v as. designed to assess the
impact OA state school finance of diFffere?t allocation formulae; and
guidelines for innovations such as those developed .at the University of
Wisconsin Research and Development Cent..,r which are directi.,d at im:.
Plementing the multi-unit school. . .

As used in this paper, product develop neni is designed to be of. use
not just tdone school system but to many. Effective product development

....

one di,:cus,:ion of Lieveropment st;e Ri.:hard Schutz, "Tht... Nature of Educational .

Difvel4rnent- in the Puma/ of Re.,earch and Development MU:teat:on. VoL .3, Winter, 1971,

pp.3O-o2..Also.sec John K. t lemphill and fred !:;, Rosendu, Lancathmal Development:A iVew

Discip1ine"0 Self-Renewal: Eugene; Oregon: Center for the isd.i.vanced Study of It.ducational
Administratkm,1972. .

00
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involves .a procet4s of invention where effective problem defining and
prOblem sOlving ate required. Problem defining often entails the use of
data from a range of school situations and may require both needs as-
sessment information and feasibility studies. However, data from real
situations are not always sufficient in and of themSelves for effective
product devdopment. In addition, the.results of pertinent basic and deci-
sion research often need to be utilized as do relevant syntheses of knowl-
edge. Pnt differently, product deyelopment involves the bringing together
of problem definitions and /basic or 4pked knowledge in new ways.
When .product development is infective, it is a means par excellence for
bridging the so-called "theory-practice" gap.

In Contrast to basic research, product development often requites
team efforts, and dozens of individuals may be involved in product de-
velopment projects. For examplemore than 185 professors from nwre
than 45 universities were involved in the development of the several
UCEA Monroe City School System simulatiOns, and scores of adminis-
trators and teachers provided data and suggestions during the develop:
mental process.I'

There are widely recognized problems of quality centrol in product
development 'and. use. Although 'a process of objective evaluation of
products under conditions of use is highly 'desirable before distribution,
the informed judgnients of actual or potential users tend to.by the major.

, controllers of quality. These informed judgments can .be rendered at vari-
ouspointsat the time when a prototype is completed, during the initial
dissemination stages, or after distribution, and use. The substantial ex-
pense required by systematiF evaluation and the difficulties often encodn-
tered in obtaining valid dateabout product impact have led to the increa's,
ing reliance .on informed judgments.

Nationally': recognized linking agents specializing in transmitting
educatioNal products to administrators are limited in number. Publishers
and other companies in the privatesector, have traditionally performed
key distribution roles through mass production. and .marketing
techniques, especially in terms of books and other mitten materials. More
recently, non-profit organizations, including federally supported labs and
centers, have played an increasingly important rOle in distribution. For
products not handled by published companies there are mahy decen-
tralized efforts; consequently, product developers themselves often play
key linking roles as the ouotcomes of tht2ir work represent very specific

. uses of knowledge which can be more e,asily 'communicated than abstract

' 'See the LICEA ltitructional kesources Cahilog. Columbus, 'Ohio: Thii University Council
,. for Educationa(Administration, 1976.
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i

ideas. Because those who cn.!ate products are more familiar-With them and
their purposes than anyon else, they inevitably play important. linking
'agent roIeL They may cho ,ise to limit their roles by helping those in the
publishing companies or fthers serving in special dissemination roles to
assume thu, task. On the ither hand, they may elect tO become directly'
and heavily .involVed in ielping leaders acquire, use, and evaluate .the
products. In'either case,. product developers can have a major impact on
.the improWment Of edu -anon and its management.

Idea Development

. Idea developmen is defined here, is ',designed io produce new
perspectives on .proble and/ornew decision opiions. Such Perspectives
or Options are usually, projected within intermediate or longer range time
frames. In contrast to/product development which results in.specific tools
with relatively rapid.; implementation ,. idea development . requires mOre
change in the educational systems than doe* product.adoption and more
time, toimplement ehange. By definition, the ideas developed are un-
tested in practice; thus, while they can be a.tisessed from a logical view-
point and sometiMes through Simulation for their efficaey, they cannot be
assessed empirically until after they are disseminated. One advantage.,
then, that idea developers have is that :their imagination can be uncon-
sfrained by, the status quo. Their major functions are to .describe and.
assess alternatives which transcend ctirrent,societal, educational or lead-
.ershipstates, to delineate untried, strategies for realizing.identified alter-
natives, or to describe new or different tactics 'for implementing alterna-
tives.

Imaginative or inventive thought is 'critical to idea developmtSnt.
There are various approaches and many potentiarsources of kriowledge
and "of information which can .undergird such thought and which cari iead
to idealized futnre sta$es or impjementation strategies for moving toward
.sUclfStates. Comprehensive surveys of educational; practice in given sys'7
tems have frequently been Used to identify discrepancies between .goals
and accoMplishments, and the identified discrepancies can be used, in
turn, as a basis for generating goals for, neW action alternatives for deci-

"4ion makers..Another *trategy is to use trend data about past and present
, conditions in order to project future goals or programs. Since the last

tratesw_notesi is ba...s.ed tp_.?ntrerdzit-i, it assumes a continuatioripf past
and present tendencies with minor vaTicifitTrrs7--A.third-Strategy involves
projection* of the future in which discontinuities in present educational

. trends are deliberatelyassumed and in which quite differenfoptions- from
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present and past ones are pri4ected. In recent decades there has been an
increasing number of studies rojecting future states or alternatives:that
depart from present trends. Pik h's "de-schooling" idea, for example, rep-
resented development which b oke sharply with,the sthtus quo.

While imaginative thought is a critkal ingredient of idea develop- e
merit, various methods in recei t decades have been develOped for, pro-
jecting or deline'ating future sta}es." As .edwation and 'its purposes are
linked inevitably to societal -conditions, knowledge about the future of
such conditions is important to iidea developers. Many aspects of educa-
tion i'i ,t,b,$1 coming decades w ll be affected, for excimple, by. changes
in the family, in populatk A dist ibutions, inethe rote of energy depletion',
in economic developments, in c anging governmental structures, in new
legislation, in international events and in many other variables. Effective
idea development, is a earrple undertaking reqiiiring the use of many
concepts and much information.. .. .

;Although comparative studies of product and idea developers are not
'available, one.may hypothesize that the idea developer,' much more thane

the product developer, proceeds through individual effort. A. perusal of
"futures" publications will show that individual effort and perspective
predominate, while the evidence' is clear that products develooed in
education are frequently realized through team effort.

Idea developers generally tend to reside in specially created 'institu
tions such as, for example, the Puturbles in Paris, the Huds'on Institute,
the Rand Corporation and other "think tanks." In education, two feder-
ally supported research and development centers were established in 'the
late 1960s to study 'educational futures, one at' Syracuse University and
tSe other at the Stanford Researchinstitute. A wide range of disciplines in
'universities now offer courses bn futurology .and such uj4iversities as
Wisconsin, British' Columbia; Wayne, New 'York, OntariØ InstitUte for
Studies in Education (Toronto), State University of New 7ork at Buffalo,
Texas, Tennessee, Texas A&M, Uteh, the 'University of 'C.alifornia at LOs
Angeles, 'and Illinois State offer course's- on educational .futures for pro-
speCtive leaders in educalion. . .

There are severe problems of quality control' on idea development.
Because the ideas produced deal with future states, .there is no scientific
way to establish their validity immediate'ly. However, these ideas tend to
receive' critical examination when made public, perhaps more su than
does knoWledge about the present and past. The major quality assurance
is found in the judgments of other idea.developers. Since future-oriented

'.1For a deScription of a range of methods for studying the future .see StePhen Hencley and
James Yates, Educat iouut Futuri n Methodokrgics. Berkeley: John A. McCutchan Corp., 1974'..
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ideas often have more 'popular appeal than present 'or past-Oriented ones,
one may surmise that they come under the purview and judgment of a
greater number of citizens than do.the latter.

,Cuttently there are no .specialized linking agencies for twsmitting
future-oriented ideas to educators.. However; the World Future Socie,ty
dissemin'ates ideas on education 'to interested members through a special
newsletter..On the other hand, national .organizatiotts with purposes
specific to education. and' leadership are much nu re concerned With
transmitting ractice-related ryntheses or policy research studies' than
future-oriented ideas,"

The outcomes of idna development are disseminated through jour-
nals, monographs and books in a manner similar to the results of research
anti synthegis. The Futurist, for example, iS a periodica4 which publishes
an array of ideas about future ,tispects of socljety, including those related to
e.ducatkin. There are no journals in educatioh devoted specifically .to the
dissemination of future-oriented ideas. Thire are occasitenal books which
depict educational futureS such as The'Future: Create or Inherit hy,Charlt;s
W. Case and, Paul A. Olson and Learnnig for\limiorroio: ROle of the Future in
'Education by Alvin Toffler.

.
'Schema IV summarizes selected infoh /nation on idea and product

development.

USNG KNOWLEDGE TO ACHIEVE IMPROVED
OR NEW EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE .

The use of knowkdge in decision-making by edUcational leade,rs and
policy makers is a key instrument (or aLtering.practice, and one of the'
more Significant tests of all knowledge use is wheftwr in fact it alters
.educational practice.. To what extent, in other words, does relevant
knowledge or do knowledge-related producis and services exist vis-a-vis
t..,,iven decisions, and do administrators/and policy makers useavailable

....knowledge, products, or services 'in decision-making to change' practice?.
Iwo general, if somewhat relat4 categories of knowledge uses

/For one examOkIff futures thinking sponsorudty the University of Minnesota and The
'versify Council for EducationalAdminktration see'Sam Popper (Ed.), itna.0401hVia-

tizy Future School. Organizations, Minnea'poli'i. Minnesota: Department of EdUcational 'Ad-
ministration, College of Education. University of Minnesota, 1972. Also see Louisj: Rubin,
11;44uture of Education: Pert.ip&tives oh. Tonlorrow's Schoollg. boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1475.
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decision-making Can be fkiSttilated' the impmveritent of effectiveness or
efficiency of existing programs or ,policies, and the institution of new
programs or policies.19. Each of tht-.e uses will now be illustrawd and
elaborated.

Improving Existing Policies or Programs

, li thiS leadership category, polky and program objee fives are already
..;establisneu. rill'cllytTle'Sti is improved as the quality or quantity of rele-
vant outcome is increased, lu improve efficiency is to decretcse energy,
time or othe'r resourct.,;s required to produVivett outcomes or to use the
same rewurces to achieve improved outcoMes. Since there are countk!ss
variables bearing tilxin the attainment of effectiveness and efficiency,
many illustrations of knowledge use could be offered,2') but only a few
will be'set forth at this point.

Given e!itablished objectives, what planning ivill ensure their effec-
live achievement? Using knowledge thrOugh management planning is
one important strategy for increasing efficiency.

One body of knowledge related to management planning and
decision-making is Operations Research (OR). OR methods, devyloped
within the last three decades, have their origins in mathematics .anii
economics; their rigorous.application through the,use Of computers can
illun.iriate the consequences of given decisions.For example, linear pro-
grammintt techniquesin cafeteria management can be used to help lead-
ers en, greater economy; better food value, and more chokes for stu-
dents.=1:The basic cOncepts of the methods can be applied usefully with-
out.the use of mat,hernatical formalae, as in the Program Evaluation and
Reviev, i-chnique (PEKI). which can be used to ensure the efficient

. "It is rk,,,goiheil ho a givat deal of the behavior of even tho most effective leaders is
directed !naintaining the lqganuation rather than at changing or impnwing programs or
policies. hoot pnncipaK tor e.ample, spend much time on such mattors s responding
to cen.0 .ffice inhirmation reque:a4,. handling parents' complaints, or. administering

, grievan. a edures. Since the thrust of this paper is toward change rather than mainte-
nance, the use of knowledge in maintenance decisions %via not be treated here.

="Schwab has thi.orwed tharthere are 50,000 potential variables to be considered in any
intpvrtant decision made by an educational administrator. See Joseph I. Schwab, "The
Professorship in I:ducational Administration: Pieorv-Art-Practice." In Donald 1;Villower
and Jack Culbertson (Eds.). The Prvfesorship..in Ljucational Admmistrati, h. Columbus,

. Ohio: LICEA, 1964 pp, 47-70.

11For a review of different OR methods, seo Russell L. Ackoff and Patrick .Rivett, A
Manage6Guide.to OPerations Research..New. York:. John Wiley .and Son, 1963.,
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scheduling and monitoring of w Ark.
Efficiency can also be *night throtieh the adoptitin of instructional or

management technologies. Using knowledge to implenwnt managenwnt
infomation systems or data processing systems can make management
moie efficient, Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) or janguage,labora-
tories ore two illustrations from a ..range of instruct6nal technologies;
efficiencies are iwhieved when tasks ate performed through technology as
well as, but less expensively than, by school personnel.

-Available knowledge bearing upon organizational effectiveness is ako
varied. For example, school.prineipals represent,a key management sup-
Port system for facilitating effective teaching 'and learning in schools.
Management support may involve such functions as recruiting and plac-
ing competent personnel, providing these personnel needed means to
achieve objectives, maintaining fruitful links with parents, giving person-
nel needed reinforcement and feedback, and so on. In making decisiomi
to implement these and related functions, one can draW upon knowledge
about many subjects knowledge of communication processes, 0oup
psychology, the politics of education, among others.

Effectiveness can also be pursued through special management
strategies. One approlch is found in management-by-objectives (M130),
an essential feature of which is its capacity to monitor progress toward
objectives. Through the .use of knoWledge about this method one can

eqntinuously target efforts toward more effeetive attainment of gools.22
-Rnowledge-based approaches to effeetiveness and efficiency are always

. applied in a social context; consequently, organizational climate beeomes
an important cOnsideration. The degree' to which leaders motivate and
reinforce personnel arid the extent,to 1,Vhich.they contribute to wideSpread
understanding and comMihnent to school objectives are among the fac-
tors Whi.:h shape organizational climate. By using knowledge 'about

/ morale, productiVity, organizational communication and motivation,'
/ leaders can achieve.greater effectiveness and efficiency.

Among those using knowledge to improve the efficiency andOff97-
hveness of programs are principals, superintendents and:other leaders in
school systems. They may choose to play an important internal.linking
role by providing a bridge between external linking agents'and agencies
and those seeking improvements in SchoOl systems. They may, for ex-
ample,' contact product developers, for instructional or management
technologies,.or practice-related synthesizers for pertinent knowledge.
Publications which provide product descriptions and practice-related

1

22For one treatment of management-by-objectives, see Terre! Bell:1 Perfinmance Accemnt-
ability Syqem for School Administrators. New York: Parker Publishing Company, 1974.
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syntheses are major source's of kpowledge bearing upon efficiency and
effectiveness. Leaders in networks, leagues, intermediate service agen-

,' cies, and universities who are specialists in external linking all can offer
resources to leaders desiring to make programs more effectiw or efficient,

Instituting New Policies or Programs

The goal of new policies or programs is educational change. Again,
decision-making by administrators and other sch,',4 leaders is an impor-
tant instrument.,for change, and knowledge is a servant of th e decision
process.

Leaders .concerned 'with the establishment of, new objectives or
policies can use knowledge from many sources including reterencorwi
strategic planning. Strategic planning, for example, involves the estab-
lishment of new goals and objectives, and therefore, an analysis of con-
ditions requiring the establishment of new directions and the kinds of
policies needed to achieve new directions. A widerange of knowledge is
alsO available about societal needs which edoiation might serve and to
which its policies and objectives should be related. For instance, there is
growing arnOunt Of knowledge about the depletion of energy iesOurces by
society. and such knowledge has import,Int implications for the setting of
objectives having to do with conservation education in schools, as well as
objectives for managing the schools themselves.

Any effort directed at new policies or programs involves change pro-
cesses. Knowledge about these procesSes has been growing in recent
years; and there are ni;iny sources of knowledge which, can be drawn

:upon. There is knowledge, for example, about adoption of innovations
'Ind about the problem-solving approach to Change. Such knowledge is
very relevant to educational leaders Committed to the attainment of alter-
'ations in practice.

Decision-makers concerned with change occupy posts in school sys-
tems, institutions of higher education. 'and other educational agencies.
They often perform change agent %les themselves as they link school
leaders and .knowledgeable experts. If decision-makers are interested in
.establishing new programs to achieve established objectives, especially
. pertinent is the work 'of policy researchers whose function is fo evaluate
programs. Also pertinent is the work of idea developers whose .Major
'function is to project new decision alternatives for leaders: If decision-
makers are concerned abolit the establishnwnt of new objectives and
policies, synthesizers- who treat such topics as strategic planning offer
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usefUl knowledge, as. do thoSe .con ed with analyzing societal and
edUcational_futraratir--"

ucational leaders .concerned either with program or purposi..e
-cehange or. with .greatet effectiveness of effidency.;da. not :pri.rduce..out:- :_

HcOrneSa-yiSible or as specific as those of other knowledge userS" already
i.diseussed. There may be tangible results of:the decision process in the
-.-fonri of Minutes or' reported actions. More intangible. residues are avail.-

able. in.the mernorieg or actions of those comprising the infOrinal-network
. of the organization where change is implemented. Theartifacts produced

by:leaders in their work; 'then,. are different- from those produted by .,
researchers, .synthesizers, andlOvelopers.

ThOSe iri. leadership posts, More qhan Other knowledguseis, are .
severely time-constrained. in decision-making situation&f4411Lcontino-...H'....
'ally...pies:;ed:to take action.' The .,decision-making arena is much More
CoMplex and attended by more Uncertainty than 'are the arenas of other

. knowledge Userq. .. .

Otherleaders may have a role in,-Ivaluating the quality of the leaders'
performance; thi's performanCe, however, is evaludred ultimately by the,

.-",Riblic-,rnore.specifically, by its designated repreSentatives. School board
irrembe:r...plaY an important role.,in decisions about the current:or' con-

. ,

.tinued'performanceof .school. suRerintendents,
Many.:factOrs Other than,eXlicit knowledge.shape.decisio.ns of lead-

ers TheY:Ineliitably must be coneemed with the differing interests of,the
xiaous grdUps .affetted'by..:decision outcorries.'In.'addition,...'the cntical

- values_ both-shaping 'and :transcending decisiOns which form,..the public
intereks of .education .are _highly .significant variables in decision making..7.

is understandable that-experts with yarioUs types .Of knowledge are
seen by decision.. makers..as only one . of many referent groups.. in -the-
-decision proceSs. . .

...r."The same linking agencies provide support for leadergwhether they .'

--are..engagt-.1.inirriproving existing policieS.Or programs or are instituting
nevv-.1)olicies and programs. National adminiStrator Asociations ate Ahe

. rnajor linking agencies, and staff.in these organizations, leading members
and others play key linking role.through .a variety of diSseihination-
-activitieS.

. During the last ,decade especially, there has been marked' gri*rth in.
external linking agents who facilitate change .processes through knowl-T

edge utilization..They facili.tate change.: through a'variety of tactics as;
for'example; performing StudreA .and develOping recommendations for

7.,change in prograrns orpolicy; facilitating group problem,solving -directed
at:change; providing.informational or human yesoutte linkages related to
programchange; offering needed training Rrograms; and so forth:
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Selected information on knowledge uses in improving existing
policies or programs and in instituting new policies and programs is
surnmarized in Schema V.

USING KNOWLEDGE TO
IMPROVE TRAINING PROGRAMS

Even though there are Many ways of claSsifying programs, only two /
categories be discussed in this paper: pre-service and in-service. It
is widely recognized that these two classes of training in fact .are often
interrelated in practice, but the two appedathes can Usefully be distin-
guished for heuristic purposes. Given the author's background, the ap-
proaches will be diScussed and illustrated within the context of adminis-
trator preparation.

In-service Programs

In-service training, definedin ternis of Client population, is oriented
to those already in leadeiship posts. Its major purpose is to 'produce

6'4 ,jobreelated leamings of immediate use to those in leadership posts. De-
sired outcomes, then, are understandings, skills, or attitudes which have
identifiable uses on the job. Leadeis might .acquire; foe example, new
skills in the resolution of conflict Or more positive attitudes toward afjr-
mative attiop prbgrams.

In-service programs differ from pre-service programs on several
counts. Typically, these programs, aS compared to pre-seryice programs,
are:

shorter in duration even though they may be more iii-
.tensive
focused more upon immediate problems (or crises);
shaped more by the immediate desires of the,clients
served;
more flexible in format, methods and staffing;
less likely to carry academic credit;
less cOntrolled by certification or .university require-
merits;
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less likely to require formal yeading -and study;
oriented afore to present than to'future career positions;

-available from .a greater variety and number of spon-
sors:

Effective inserviee programs result in new learnings which in turn,
Can be used to improve decision making. Att heir best these prograMs can
provide personnel .better baseS for leadership. In today's complex envi-'
ronment, in other, words, those who would lead in change efforts are very
dependent on new learnings. More and more leaders in school districts
see in-service education as a major mechaniSm for organizational re-.
newal.

Trainers, as special users of knowledge, play a key role in designing.
and conducting in-Service education programs. They must pay careful
'attention to client . interests by using needs assessment procedures ,.-
other feedback mechanisms far determining training objectives, and since
in-service programs are not mandated, their continuance is More depen-
dent than that of. pre-service Trograms on the perceptions clientS 'have
about their value. In-service programs enable leaders to acquire;.and use
new knowledge about administration.

.

Three client systems to. be served through in-service prOgrarns.can
h '.ConceptualiZed: individual, group; and organization. The Kettering
Foundatiili -has helped stimulate the developrnent of individually 'xi-

"' ented learning opportunities-forschool personnel (Brainard, 1973).. In this
approach, principals (or other leaderS) eStablish learning objectives
specifically for themselves, and in addition, they 'define indicator's to
note when objectives will be achieved. While they may rely.upon groups- 1
for support at certain Stages or help with certain objectives (e.g., group
skills), both the targets and the. processeS of learning are.their own re-

., , sponsibility. As a resutyhere can be much flexibility both, in objectives'
and in processes. This approach assumesthat individuals differ in leam-
ing objectives they value, as well as the learning styles they prefer...:It is
significant, however, that a recent 'study shawed that a relatiVely small
percentage of principals (five per cent). in a national sample Of 500 re-
sponding expressed a preference for individualized in-service programs, .

(Davis, 1976).
The group i's another client system:Small-group theory arid research

have long influenced in-serviee education. A variety of knOwledge,about
methods and:Content' for facilitating group learning is available: If the
group's learning objectives are of an affective flange (e.g., interpersonal

., understandings), for example, sensitivity methods might be used. In this
case members ofthe grpup would-generate their own content largely-filom

" their own experiences, .perceptions, .and hteractions. If, the objectives
7
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egy might well be used.23 The group, under these
circ/unstancesould likely seek wntent or knowledge beyeind that avail-
able fr m 's Own membership. Whatever approach is *chosen bY a small

loup1l a findamental assumption holds namely, .that the learning pro-
Cess is a cial proCess, and the dynamics of learning are best exp essed .
through. group interaction.
.... .There are contrasts between small-group and large-group client sys-
tems: 6reii, interaction is not so_ much the 'mode of, learning in iarge
group.; rather, it is typically based upon ond:Way communication by
tectu. rs or speakers. participants often corne frcim many systems _rather

/than pne. A result is that large groUps are usually an aggregate of indi-
vidithls.rather than a cohesive social system. Learningobjectives, particu-
larl)/ at large conferences, tend t6-1,7-; associated more with awareneSS '

Idevelopment and understanding than, with skills or attitudes. Large-
group instruction operates on the assumption that the diffusion of ideas
to individuals Will lead to new understandings and that these understand-
ing will be applied by participants in' ccintexts of 'practice.

.

A client/system of more recent vintage is the organization, and orL
ganizatibnal development (OD) is the approach custornadly used by those.
'focUsing uf)on this-client systern (Argyris and Schon, 1974). The approach
d o s niziij deny that learningr.: can result thraugh indiVidual. and groUP '
Of r ts;",however, students ofOD argue that the transfer,of individual or -
groupleaming to organizational systeMS is likely to be nil or Very limited.
Rather-, for organizations to grow and .deVelop, the learnings of their
merObers mast be intimately related/to the problems and processes of
their wgrking environment. It folloWs, then, that learning needs to in-

,. V91ye'teams of leaders from specifiC organizations. In general, the learning "-
Objectives ofteams are stated in relation -to increased organizationi health,'

/plannin&.capability, probiem-solving ability or some similar g oalf 24
/ . The types of:knowledge and information used inin-service program§/ are Ivaried. Needs assessment informationand concepts for arriving at
-training objectives constitute one type which can come from multiple
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2;3,For 'an early disZ:ussionfOf group learning based upon problem-solving strategies see
...Patrick Lynch, "Inter-Institutiona1Model for In-,Service Training and Changes in School

Sysiems:" In Patrick,Lynch anct Peggy Blackstone! (Eds4, Continuing Ethwation of School
AdniiniftratorS. Albucjuerque, New Mexico: Department of Educational 'Administration
an&FoUndations, University of New Mexico and the University Council for Educational
AdMinistratidn, 1p6o.

;
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.2'For a. succinct and useful description Of organizational health criteria see Matthew B.
.Miles, "Plahned Changein'Organizationaltiealth: Figure and Ground" in Richard Carlson.
(Ed;); Chahge processes in the Public Schools. Eugene, Oregon: CASEA, 1964.
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sources. Perceptions of trainees (and/or their suPeriors and subordinates)
about their training needs, as gathered ,through instruments or inter-
yiews, are one source; generalizations about needs deduced from iden-.
tified discrepancies between actual and desired performance in schools or
school systems are another. Third, needs can be derived from theories
dealing with aspects of organizational life such as Hertzberg's theory of
motivation: In still another approach, emergent training needs are de-
duced from trend exti-apolations designed to identify projected leadership

/ problems or challenges. Finally, training needs can be inferred from nor-
mative forecasts ideal programs, ideal organizations, ideal leadership,

" and so forth.
Another illustrative type of knowledge involves concepts, research

findirigs'and generalizations about aspects of administration. Knowledge
inherent in practice-related syntheses and policy research is especially
pertinent. For in-service programs focug upon the adoption of ad-'
ministrative or instructional teChnologies,\knowledge-based products
designed by, deVelopers are relevant. Idea ,a welopers, on the other
hand, Qati.offer content for prograins in which th objectives encompass
futtire-oriented but untested alternatives for improv. g education or its
leadership.

The,sources to whiCh trainers cari go for knoWledge and-informatiOn
are many: journals 'books, mv.ilti=media systems, films, VMstrips, video-
taPes, and audio cassettes. Incwasingly there is the use:of the concept' of
human resources" in staff development. Such resources might ,include

individuals who have developed 'products or promising practices whicli
.are not yei widely disseminated; individuals who have ,pecial content
to supplement or teihiorce, that alreacJy disseminated; individuals who
themselves are familiar with a wide range of in-service ,resources; and
individuals who are skillful not just in comMunicating.,content but 5h
:seeing that it is applied.

'As already noted, thok engaged in in-service programs reside in
various agencies: A growing numbe4 of the 11,560 school systems with
minimum.enrollments of 300, for exanipre, are adding new staff develop-
ment directors or are assigning in-service, re'sponsibilities to existing staff.
These individuals serVe. a§ important knowledge Users as they draw upon-'
coneepts, findings and experiences in school systems and as they involve.
external. linker's or4rainers--irrin-service. progranis for personnel.

buring the seventie's especially professional associations ser,ying
educational adminiStrators have expanded markedly their ,;ole in in-
Service. education. The American AssoCiation of School AdministratOrs,
with a membeiship of most of the country's school supeyintendents, has
pioneered the National Academy for School Executives (NASE). Thi's\new
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organiiatidn has a full-time staff and offers approximately 70 seminars
'annually. Other associations have developed similar but not as extenSive
in-service systems. .

Professional associations also perfprrn a major role in getting ideas to
administrators through .national, regional, and state conferences and a' .

wide range of publications. The numbers °served. by associations reach
into the tens of thousand's. The National AssoCiation for Secondary
School Prl-Acipa/s; for example, 'has in its membership most of the 23,585
high school principals in the United States .plus thousands of vice- .

. principalS..The National Association of Elementary School Principals, to
take another example, diffuses ideas and information to most of the na-

.. tion'S 62,750 elementary principals pins a substantial number of vice-
principals. Thus, the role of national (and state) professional associations
in in-service education is both an iniportant.and a growing one.

'Since the new federally, supported labs and research and develop-
ment centers came into being in the 1960s, they not only have develOped
training.materials but'also have become involved in using the matZ!rials in
in:-service programs for administrators. Assisted bY the National Institute
of Education, nine labs and centers have formed in recent years a coopera-
tive designed to enhanCe staff support fOr aaministrators and others in-.

;. volved' in Improving educational processes.25 LinkeiS in these agencies,'
,

then, have eXpertise both in the content and format of training materials
.and in ther,Use.

.reeenf years intermediate service' agencies have, also played a.,
groWing role' in.staff development activities for administrators. The, Board,
of CooperatiVe Services (BOCES) in New. York would be an example Of '-

agencies which offer planning, administratiVe staff development and
other support serviceS'.to the-diStricts..to which 'they are linked.26 Most
States have intermediate agentles arid':the number of states now.creating., .

or.strengthenin; intermediate service agencies is growing. The probabil-,,
ity that there will be an enhanced. role for these agencies offering in-.
service eduCatior to' leaders is also increasing. This is only one expre'ssicin
of.thengrowing role of states.in advancing in-serVice training. . ,

In 'mole recent years, new emphaSq in in-service 6duCation are be-
ginning to emerge in some higher education institutions as selecte&pro- .

fessors. areAssigned full-time to in-sei e education- programs, as more

,,23For a i! log ,. a enals produced by the group See Educhtional Dissemination arid Linkingl'iotItii t
Agent St2R1A Washington, D.C.: NationalInstitute of EdUcation, f976; (FirseDiaft).

26SeeTroy*Kelvey and Williani B. Harris, "The Board of Cooperative Edticational Ser-
, Vices-MOdels:':.t.ip Troy McKelvey (Ed.); Metropoiltan.School Organization: Basic Problems and
Patterns.. BerkeleA,CahfUrnia: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, Vol.-1, 1970.' ".. . ,
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workshops or short coUrses for the practitioners are designed and offered,
and as. the Mission of campus-based school study councils is changed to
encompass more in-seryice activitieS. There.aiso til'cals to be a trend to-
ward in-service education based upon special types of interchange be-
tween and among school systems and,universities. Witness, for example,

-the D.anforth F6undation-supported program involving cross-system ex-
change, the Kettering-suPwrted educational dewlopment management
centers, the Rockefeller-supported urban internship and the USOE-
suPported and I:JCL:A-sponsored, university-school sySteM-state educa-
tion partnenniP program.. .

During,the rnid-sixties the number of profit-making agencies offering
staff, development prograths foneducational personnel- increased as fed- .
eral funds became available and the so-called "business-education-inter-

. face" was .encouragecy7 However, as federal funds for training have
decreased-and as the complexities involved*in effectively joining the pH-
vate and education sectors have become. more evident, the staff develop-

. ment role -of profit-making.organizations in edaation has apparently
declined.

Linking agencies advancing in-service education programs, then,
tend to be varied and decentralized operationS. However, it is significant

..that a neW nationalorganization,(The NationalStaff Development Coun-
cil).has recently emergedto serve directors of staff devefopment in school
districts. :An erriergent national network of profess&s and administrators
interested in staff development is also being sponSored by UCEA;

Pre-Service Programs

Pre-service programs are &signed for those ,who are aspiring to ini-
tial administrative posts or, if they already have.one,. a higher or more"
attractive,post. In other words, a teadler may aspire to be a printipal, or
a principal maji-aspire to be a superintendent.. The Maior goal- of a pre-
service program, then, iso produce !earnings, of use to individuals in
future adrninistiative posts.P' Fhese !earnings may-be based on general-
knowledge (e.g., organizational theory), or theY may be based on content

. 2:See Jak Culbertson', "Business-Education Interface," in Jack Culbertson, et al., (Eds.:),
- Preparing Fducational It:atlen; fitr the tievasties. Columbus, Ohio: UCEA,1969, pp. 30-76.

-2"The distinction is it relative l'ine2A principal, for example,'i+,,ho is seeking to meet state
'credential req,direments for:the' ,Mperinteruiency through-a pre-seryice pwgram can ac-
quire knoirledgx,of7n4,0n his or'her cu'rreni. post.

41.6,
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'specific to a given poSitiori such as superintendent-board relations.hips.
Pre-service requirements are commonly stated in terms of state cer-

tificatiOn or degree requirements. In siime cases they may copcide, as in
the case of the two-year specialist 4gree and certification requirements in
some states. Doctoral degrees are for those interested in preparing for.
positions Which require more'training than certification standards require.
Pre-service prograrns.differ from in-service programsinseveral Ways..
They are: '

Longer.in duration, especially for students meeting de-
gree requifements.29

. More conceptual in content
More likely:to involve on-campus residence experience
Less flexible in Staffing, format and Method

.More likely to carry gradUate credit
More the province of institutiOns of higher education
institutions .than Other agencie5-
Directedat preparation more for future than forpresent
poSitions
Nfore controlled by state and/or university requirements
More likely to involve ,the study of social scince and
related disciplines

Nloi onty do. effective:pre-service programs Produce neW feargings of
use tothose desiring .tO enter a .new 'administrative post, but afsO they
serve as A sCreening mechanism for administrative and leadershiPtalent,

9 as wen as facilitating the flow:Of talent intr administrative posts. .

Key knowledge users in pre-service programs are profesSors of edu-
catiOnal administrationAyllo. concentrate, either upon the uSe of,. formal

-knowledge in the university orUpon the use of tadt knowledge in school
systems of associated agencies. In the former case, a part of their role is to`
link with pro fessors.beyond departments of. educational,administration in
drder to'see that the bage. of prepratiOn is hroaddned and the number of
learning options available to studentS is inCreased. In providing, linkage
'between universities and admMiStrativepractice the profeSSor an play

I
. various roles, but an important one is to see 'that the knowledge used.in

preparatory prograits has relevance fa poSitions and environments in .

. which administrators serve.
Rationale. for pre-serviceprograms and, in turn, the crit.!ria for select-/

ing and using knowledge are diverse. This diversity-in rationales is inevi-/

'29Differences between pre-servke and in-serVice programs are More marked in advuiced
degree than in certification offerings. :.!
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/
table:There aee differing assumptions ahoUt and definitions of adminis-t . .

/tration and leadership. There is the asSumption, for example, that admin- .
ii'strationis very similar eVen in such differing organizations.as hospitals;

.

i business organizations, school systems, and government agencies. Under
'

/ this assumption one can argue that graduate schools :of administration
should be created to'prepare personnel for positions in quite diverse

l organizations utilizing a curriulum which incorporates dgeneral core of
knowledge' and concepts alynit organizations, leadership and administra-

/ tiön generally."
vOthers would .assumt. '..hat the role, ofthe,administrator is to lead in

the .iniproverrient of instruction, an assumption.yvhich differs markedly..
from the pro-y:otis one that administration is similar in.all organizatiOns, in
.that it implies that instruction is a primary and unique fu ction of schocls.
Knowledge used in building upon this rationale would diff from know!-
edge selected for use in graduate schouls.of administittion.

Even though assumptions about what administration is'm differ, it
haS been:Wiclely accepted for some time that three agencies haveinnpor-

. tantrolesin pre-service i:rograms: institutions of higher education, school
systems (or other contexts .of practice for which adininistrators are pre-
pared) ancl professional associations.3' Institutions Of higher education,
have.a Major responsibility for developing, organizing ind presenting the
theoretical ot conceptual bases of adminiStrarion; school syStems make a
sUbstantial contribUtion hy providing field settings in,Which prospective
administrators .can apply.knowledge as well, as. acqUire CliniCal or tacit. j

.knoWledge.about administration; and professiOnal administrator asSocia-
tions,ahd 'agehcies can monitor and study pre'paratory programS generally /
and, in the process, use the knowledge gained to,articulate standardS'and

'identify, epos and meansrlftir improving programs: ./

In more recent-years the old 'debate about-the reiptiVe value :of clinical
or tacit knowledge available in practice settings and the more theoretical
knowledge otfered in universities 'has been reactivated.. From the mid-
'fiftiesto the mid-sixties the role of theoretical' knowledge in preparatiOn

. was clearly in acendance, but more recently, .the proponents of cliniCal:.
knowledge havj: gtown in number, and:theoretical knowledge hag been
called into,question. Thus, the latter group supports:field-based prepara-

. .

"'See Erwin
.
Mikk)s, Tiaining-in -Common for Educational, Illiginess and Public Adminigrators.

Columbus, Ohio: UCLA. 1972.
'1. . . .

.. .

1See b.an.C. Lortic, "Complexities. Specializations and Pmfest;ional Knowledge: Overall
. ,

.Strategie's in the Prep.:I.-anon of SchootAdminitraiors.",Mlack Culbertson and Stephem.:
Hencley (Eds.), Preiring Administrators: New Perspectittes,: ColuMbusi, Ohie.,UCEA, 142: .,

. .. .
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tion and a much greater role for school iystem leaders in training.32 They
are very Critical of. traditional traininglivograms and tend to sdPport
competency-based preparation, since th0 believe it helps ensure that the
`knowledge uied in preparation will' be televant to practice. .

Three general types Of krtOwledge of use in pre-service programs Can
be identified. There is knowledge WhiCh can be used in the design or
updating of programs, in the implementation of programs, and in the
evaluation of programs. Especially during the last two decades, the
number of studies reloted to design has grown substantially. For,example,
a recent publication Which reviewed the,1962-72 period contain, i 91 refer-
ences on administrator preparation, and the large majority of these dealt
with pre-servict programs and such topics as program content, prOgram
structure, recruitment and selection, instructional approaches, and field-.

. related experience (Farquhar Ond Piele, 1972).
`. KnoWledge which has; beemand can be sekcted and used in prepara-

tion is Many-faceted. One reference, for example, has identified four
types..., practice-based content, social and behavioral science content,
discipline-based content and content from the hurnanities (Farquhar and
Piele, 1972:4-14). These categories, in turn, can be broken into more
specific Sub-categories. Practice based Content can include knowledge
about functions performed by administrators; processes or technologies
used, problems addressed and so forth. In other words, a pr9bkm faced
by program implementenf, is that administration, .how.?ver defined, is a
very broad concept; there are-Many categories of knOwledge which can b,e
Used. This knowledge is found in hundreds of different journalS, books
and monographs as well as in practice settings.

.. Finlly; there is knowledge which'can be 'used in evaluating pro-:
grams. This knowledge illdminaies how programs work and the degree to 1:::1'

which or manner in which' they have impaCt. In this sense one can speak
,abOut policy, :research On pre-service prugrams.. Because most of the
studies, involve.generalizations based upon perceptions abOut effective-
ness, policy research-on .pre-serVice programs is limited. A sivall number
of studies hos hiVolved criteria of actual leornings and other objective.
measures of effectiveness.

As noted above, pre-service preparation takes place almost totally
under the auspices of instituti)ns of higher education. A 1972 study found
that' there were 362 institutions offering Programs for educational ad-
ministrators;.further, that the groWth in programs between 191J-70 was

32Far a treatment of how concepts can he used in field experiences see Joseph M. Cronin
and Peter T. Horoschak, innovative Strategies in Fields Experiences fir Preparing.Educational
Ailministrattirs. Columbus, Ohio: UCEA, 1972.
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very rapid (Culbertson, 1972)7Fov ex'ample, the two year specidlist pro-
,gram, which increased twetty-fold between 1940-70, grew much more

rapidly than.did MA, Ed6, and PhD programs.
In the United Stategrthere are approximately 2100 professors of educa-

tional administration'. Others in colleges of education and other university
colleges or depa/ments also participate in pre-service programs. These
professors puyitie many specializations and offer diverse sets of know!-,
edge:33

For rograms directed at certification requirements the state serves as
-a m3j6ruaJity assurance agent. It draws together representatives of
sch6ol systems, professional associations, institutions of higher educa-
tidn, and other agencies to establish or revise certification Standards.34 It
also approves institutions judged capable of offering pre-service .pro-
grams and in some cases also monitors actual courses or programs to

determine if they meet specified standards.
. With regard to doctoral, specialist, and masters Programs, institu-
tions of higher education have a major role to play in quality control. They
establish criteria which programs must meet and processes which'eare
used for reviewing both new and existing program. tfley also control the
.staffmg of programs and establish admission criteria for students.

There.are ars) others involved in- quality Control. National and re-
gional accrediting associations seek to establish and maintain. minimum
standards of quality. University and administrator associations perform
stUdies .as noted above and seek to identify ways to improve program%
quality. The reactions of clients to programs over time also a(fects qUality.

A majorlinking agency for those inVolved in pre-service preOration
is The University Countil for 'Educational Administration, the mission of
Which is the improvement of preparatory programg for educational ad-
ministrators. Concentrating principally upon the development and dis-
semination of kno%;rledge related to ,program design and quality; it also
facilitates the conduct of evaluation studies of preparation and the dis-
semination Of these studies.. _

l'he National Conference of Professors of Educational Administration- .

(NCPEA) is another important linking agency which.disseminates perti-

. nent knowledge. at its annual meetings. ProfeSsional administrator aSsoci-
ations serve important linkihg agent role§ especially r-lated to standards

" Fo r a d....scription of pmfessors of cducational administration see Roald E Campbell and.

L. Jackson 1\1,wZ.Il, A Study'of ProfessoN (If Educational AdrniniVration. Columbus, Ohio:

UCEA, 1973.

:i4For a recent study of certification ..see UCEA Cornmission Report, The Preparation and
Certification of educational Administraior5. Columbus, Ohio: UCEA, 1973.
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of preparation. The Committey/for the AdvancYment of School:Adminis-
trators of the. American AssoCiatiori 61 Sch6o1 Administrators, for exam-
ple, has, been active in fOrrnulatilg standards for preparatory programS

. and in disseminating the r/sults. . .
. ..

Schema VI summarIzvS selected information on the pre-service'.and
'. in-service programs. /

SUMMARY

.Some of the major underlying asSumptions of this paper are that
there are differing ,types of 'knowledge users;. that they make differing
uses of knowledge; that if the linkage agent concept is to be understood
and deffned within 'education as a macro-system, the uses of knowledge
and the conditions affecting knowledge utilization need clarification.

Toward this end, five Major uses and ten:sub-uses of knowledge have
been set fnrth., as have been some f conditions affecting knowledge
use. The chapter, written largely from perspective:of educationaLad-
ministration, has sought to docurne n the objectives sought and the
outcomes produced by different use- T; that knowiedge-uSers draw
upon differing.types of knOwledge am! in with different groups as they ,

seek outcomes; and that different settings iicourage diffiTing uses whieh;.
in- turn, are influenced by ..diverSe quality assurance agentS. Thus, the
environment of knoyledge-sources and uses is a diverse. one %Vhichncan
influence and- abet linking agents in many ways. :.

KNOWLEDGE SOURCES AND USES:
SOME GENERALIZATIONS

With the wide-ranging knowledge sources-and uses outlined in the
previous discussion, whSt are some u the major imj5lications for linking
agents and agencies? This'paper wiil conclude with selected generaliza-
tions bearing upon this question. /

Eftective linking agents will need some understanding of the larger
environment of knowledge sources and uses, because the major bases of
their authority reside in their ability to tap relevant knowledge sources
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and in their skill to help others acquire and'use these. sources. Since they
are dependent on help from others in order to help those directly involVed
inlinking activities; they need many use options. The fact that they pur-
sue imprOvement through rational persuasion rather than through the

exercise,of power highlights further the critical role of knowledge in their
pertutiance. It is true that linkers may have adequate sources of knowl-
edge and still fail because appropriate commitments to improvement,
needed interpersonal or proC'ess .Skills, or required planning. capacities
are lacking. HoWever, they cannot,succeed,without an adequate grasp of
aiiailhble knowledge sources and uses. Nor can they, without an Under-

. ,
.standing of.their larger' environment, maximally influence policy deci-
siohs. affecting.this environment. Finally, .by understanding key .dimen-

'siOns of knowledge use, linkers can influence the products, achieved and,
the, proceSses used by res.earchers, synthesizers, developers and trainers.

This volume focuses principally upon primary linking agents,
namely, internal .ind external linkers Who are directly inVolved in educa-

-tional improvement activities. However, implicit in the previous discus- -----
sion is the generalization that all knowledge users are linkers;_and-ffir
linkers differ to the degree that they specialize in distintaii-owledge uses.
ThuS; distinct uses or knowledge make-la different linkages, different
groUps spanned ,. diffeient-stfitegies of improvement, differertt knowl-
edge used :and different outcomes achieved. The basic researcher, for
examfall,Thses knowledge from disciplines while iriternal linkers con,-
cerned with educational improvement can draw knowledge from disci-
plines, from practice, and frdm prattice-related synthesis. In the process,
the internal linker would span School organiiations 2.nd organizations .,
external toschools while the t.asic researcher_wouldank with researchers-

. in settings other than his on.her own improvement would be pursued by
hthe basic researcher through the attairnent of,new knowledge;" the inter-

nal- linker would pursue improvement through the. implementation of
neiv. practite. Such differences not onlyshoW that there is a close relation-.
ship bebireen, linkage_ and speualized knowledge use but also help to
explain why" so many differing concepts of linking agents are.found in the

. Scholarly. literature.
The information on knowledgersources and'uses SuggeSts why there

,iS-asgrowing 'need for Support systeins to help.internal and external link-
ing 'agents. The growth in recent decades both in specialized knowledge
and inspecialized uses of knowledge is one oi the critical factors shaping
the need. :As knowledge grows, theophons for its use increase; and this
Creates a special problem for those involved in finding, selecfing and

. . -
using knowledge to irnPmve practice in varied settings. A-basic Tese" archer
Concerned with USing knowledge to study. poWer strycture.can master all

, .
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ofthe pertinent sourCes. internal and external linkers using knowledge to
improve various facets of education cannot begin to master all of the
pert:Tent sources. Because they must draw upon an expanding universe
of sources and uses, they need special support.

° With different sourceS and uses of knowledge' of potential use to
linking,agents, where might investments best be made? Conclusion re-
seafc-hers and, to a lesser degree, concept-oriented syntbesizers, have the
capacitY for providing major bases for providing long-range support Co
internal and-external linkers, but they have limited capacities for provid-
ing short-range or immediate support. Policy researchers, practice-related
synthesizers, product developers, idea developers, in-service program
designers and trainers all have the potential for providing linking agents
immediate i:upport; in the long range, however, linking agents are de-
pendent upon researchers and concept-oriented synthesizers for a con:-
tinuing source of "conceptual capital."

Immediate inVestments to strengthen linker support for those desir-
ing to achieve new or improved practice, then, might Best be made in

-knowledge users producing in-service programs; intermediate invest-
.: ments 'ml-ght best be made in practice-related syntheses. development

products and development ides; and longer range inveStments might
best be made in basic research, policy rest arch and pre-servjce programs.

-124
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The Administrator's Role in
Educational Linkage

Jarnes M. Liphani

INTRODUCTION

.1
The school admipistrator, particularly the prindpal, performs a key
boUnclary-spanning role in bringing human and material resources froM

the larger environment to bear:upon improvement of the uhimate client'
sy4em to be served. the local school. As an educational 'linkage agent,

the administrator .is positioned at the 'critical confluence of the. intraor-
ganizational and extraal:ganizatidnal forces which either foster or impede
educdtional change and, improvemeht. Although much has been,written
to date regarding the rOutine managerial aspects of the adminarator'sL, ,

role, less has been .said abomt-the role of 'the administrator in fostering' -

educational improvement; and still less is known about the unique linking
functions of the" local school adMinistrator.

Since concern witheducational linkage is relatively recent, the term
connotes, a variety of meanings. In this paper. educational linkage is.'
defined as a mUtual process which makes available'the conCeptual, tech-
nical, huMan, and material resources required for improvingindividuaI
'and intitutional performance: These resources may cOme frorn ihside

128
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well as outside the school or,amzation. All educators somethbe serve as
linking agents; adminiStrator frequently do so in phjviding leat4ership to

.;,, the process Of int plementin , educational improvement in The loeal school.
In examining the lipka e aspects'o f the adrninktrator's hile, one must

seek answerSto three basic questkms: W hat leadership funclions.must be
performed by the adminitrator? What,supports are needed.by the ad-
ministrator? What trainik; is required of the administrator? AnSwers to
these questions should erve two purposes: (1) to enhance the under-
standings, skills,and att tudes of practicing administratorS who, as ipter-
nal change 'agents, pro ide leadership in educational improvement, bnd
(2) to improVe and stn. gthen relationships With eXternal linking agents
who provide assistan e to the local schools. Increasing the' degree Of
congruence between the expectations held by internal linkage. agents
-.(e.g., administrators) and external:linkage agents (e.g., consultants) for .

their Mutual roles s ould facilitate the implementation of programs. and .

,.practices which .m. ' lead to Oucational improvement (Ferneau, 1954; ..
Litwak and Meyer, 1966).. : 1. , . . .

One asSumpf m .in ibis paper is:that increasing the quantity and
quality ot linkage relationships in the iield of education has great potential .

for:improving e ucational theory a.nd praetice, nmy and in the future
(Walter, et al.,, l'! 77). To implement edticational improvement, one 'must ..
develop needei and appropriate linkages both, within the school and
,between the sc )ol and theestablished and emerging,institutions, agpn-
cies, and grou s'which suppOrt,educational innovation: the school dis-.
trict, interme tate educalional agencies, regional leagues...and tea&her
centers, priv, te educational enterprises, Sfate departments of education;
.teacher 'educlation institutions, multi-State Consortia and compacts,, .and
national and international agencies and professional organizations. .

In' implementing educational improVement, many .persons in addi-
tiOn to the administrator coordinators,' specialists,...tpchers, .artiong
ot hers --- also serve effectively as educational linkers. :Research has
shown, however,:that administrators are crucial authority figures, particu-

.. larly in. the introduction of innovations, and can .hapdle system.problerns
associate'd with change more effectiyely than can other staff members

.'(Carlson, NO; Griffiths,1964; Miles, 1964). Sinceit is likely that no major.
prOgram of educational improvement can succeed without the under-
standing, support, and involvement of the 'administrator of the locol

,. school, this paper deals'only yvith the role of the administrattir.. Future,
effOrts should also be directed toward examining the linkage aspects of

'.other major roles within the sehool. .

. .. .

The opening section ofthis paper treats the first basic questiom What
are the-essential functions of the administrator in' implementing educa-

.
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tional 'change arid improvement'? Here the ftkAi4 is on the substantive
content of a,programmatic change. the task or functional approach.tn

.'''.educational leadership. Attention is then directed to the leadership fune-
tionsthe means by which the:administrative proc6sses are utilized. This
seetion concludes with a.cOnsideration of the interaction of the functions,
with the processos in implementing any minoror Majdr phigram.of edu7.
cationatimprovement.

The second part of the paper addresses the nextbasic cptestion; What
kinds of support are needed by the adMinistrator? biscussedhere are the
.persoirel,..financial, informational, institutional, and politk:al supports

. ,needed.,in the various stages of implementing an educational innovation.
Some iMPlicatiOns for.the locatadministrator's role are then drawn from
examining the interactiOns of the supportS with the ina;or phases of.the

... ,

. tmplemen ration, process.
In tke third sectioh, the f011owing queStion is considered: What train-

.

/
ing is reqUired of the administrator? Here, attention is.given first to the

/ competencies mimed of the administrator who would be a leader in
educational impmvenwnt. hen, the. .m4:11) ired comrtencijS and some

.procedures utilized to develop them artYdiscussed. In.t.hefinal.part of the
paper; the interrelationships .of the functions of the administrator, the
supports ne6ded, and the agencies involVed (ire presented in termS of an
interactive model which is used to pinpoiht issues needing furtheeatten-
tion if linkage in the field oteducation is to be improved.

THE LEADERSHIP FUNCTIONS
OF THE ADMINISTRATOR.

The administrator engaged in educational imp.-wement must pro-
vide leadershiptn each of the basic functions of the school. In the func-

:tionatapproach tnadministration the concern is with the, activities to b.;
'performed "what" tasks are to be done .by each role incuMbent in the
school. Literally thousands of normative studies have been conducted; re-
garding the tasks that aciwitly are performed by administrators and other
role incumbents ihthe school, and everta greater nurriber of preScriptive
articles have been written concerning the tasks.that idea11i4 should be.
performed itthe !,;chwl is to be improved...In fact', the functional approach
to education:- was Jtir several years dispSraged in educational adminisL
tration as-being.unduly presCriptive, technique-oriented, and recipe-

. './centered (Halpin, 1958), If prograMs ot.educational improvement are to/
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be implemented appropriately, however, tine must give attention to
'.'what", should be done, or the improVem.ent program is without sub-
stance.

In addition to considering "what" is to be done, the adniinistrattir is
also continuously, concerned with "how" the functions are performed
the aliministrativ process. Bemise improvement programs inevitably
.involv.change (although the converse' may not hold), it is also helpful .to
note that both the change process and the .administrativ, process inWlve
similar typeS.of activities and behaviors &ntral to the performance of each
administrative 'function. Thoi;e who would provide leadership in the im-
provement of the school, therefore, must .underseand both the adminis,
trative functions and The administrAtive processes, as well as their inter-
actions.

The Administrative Functions

Typically,, any major program of educational improvement .focuses
upon the objectives to be achieved by the schoiils. Whether in terMs of
the classical Cardinal principles of.education or the.traditional taskS: of
education, this approach considers both actuaLand idealized instructional
Outcomes ,ind'includ6s such objectives as the folloWing (Downey, Seager
andSlagle, 1960):

I. Gain a foundation of facts as a basis for kmiWledge.

.2. De6.lop skills in readirig, -writing, and 'arithmetic.

3. Learn how to weigh facts.as the basis for COnclusions:

Devek4p a desire for learning, now and in the future.

.. 3. Learn how to xesp.ect and get along with people with
whom we work andlive.

b. Under-;tand 'and Practice democratic ideas and id.a.1

7. li,n"&rstand and respea pcbple. from different cul:
Aral and religious backgrounds.

8. Learn about the relationship between hurnans and
their environment.-
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9. Practice and. understand the. ideas of health and
safety.

10. Develop,a reeling of sell:respect and self-vorth.

11. Develop moral character and a sense of right and
rong.

12. Appreciate culture and beauty in ,the world.

13. Develop an awareness..of careers and .t.lw world of
Work.

14. LInderstand....and develop the skills required for.
homemakini; and .home maintenance.

I. Loam how to be a gOod man"ager of money, property,
and resources.

16. Learn-how to use leisure time.

Most existing or pmposed .programs designed' to achieve-the objec-
tives of education can Llt. related to' the following functional.sategories
(Lipham.and Hoch, 1974):

I. Curriculum and instrtiction ---,assessing the communi-
ty cantext for ediscation, determining .educatioñal
needs. stating educational objectikes,.implementing
curricular programs, and evaluating educational out-
comes.

2. Staff llersonnel .:.recruiting, selecting, assigning, .de-
Yeloping, and eValuating ceitified and nori-cerkilied
staff.

3. Pupil personnel ;counscling, 'testing, placing, oval-.
uating, iind governing students.

4. Finance and business manageinent acquiring, pl,m-
ning, programming, budgeti.ig, accounting, purchaS-
ing, and inventorying resources.
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5. Educational facilities planning, constructing, main-
taining, and. operating school plant and equipment.

6. School-community re,lations analyzing, com-
municating with, ,and involving the community, and
resolving actual or potehtial confliOs between the
schoor and the cOmmunity.

Current edUcational innovations, are directed at improvements' in
each of the above functional categories, hence the administrator must be .

skilled in Managing 'each function. In addition to concern with "what" is
to be done; hoivever, the administrator must also give attention to "how"
the functions are performed.

The Adthinistrative Processes

Scholars have long been cuncerned with identifying and describing
thoseproCesses considered crucial to effective administration. As early as
1916, Fayol described the life processes of an organization to include plan-
ning, organizing,.Commanding, 'coordinating, and controlling (POCCC).
Utilizing the framework of .Fayol, Gulick (1937) formulated POSDCoRB
which included': planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating,
reporting, and budgeting. SubseqUently; Sears (1950) sawthe central pro-
cesses as planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling.
As applied to education, Gregg (1957) .synthesized the administrative
prOcess in terms of the following stages: decision making, planning, Orga-
nizing, communicating, influencing, coordinating, and evaluating. In this
paper, the.view is taken that the administrator engaged in educational
linkage Must be skilled in the following processes: purposing, planning,
organizing, training, implementing, and evaluating.

Purposing. The first stage in the administrative process is that of pur-
posing, often called goal setting. This stage involves identifying, clSrify-
ing, and defining goals and objectives. Needs assessment, isSue analysis,
and value clarification are typical relevant techniques far rekhing agree-
ment on proposed programs.

Although it may se.etn superfluous to ask what our purposes are, this
obviotis question unfortunately, is often ignored. Yet miSperceptions and
niisundesstanifingS about the objectives uf an innovative prograni often,
contribute signifiCantly to program failure. Administrators engaged in
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-implernenting,improvements are well advised, therefore, to utilize .Ap-
propriate goal-clarification and goal-setting techniques as a basis for pro-
gram planning.
:Planning. Despite sustained attention to aWhorities in educational ad-

ministration to planning, there is widespread disagreement ,over opera-
tional definitiOns of the term. Sorne view planning as a highly personalis-
tic process and tend to equate planning with the 'rriental effort" from
which a plan evolves (Drucker, 1966). Others define planning as 'forecast-
ing the future" (Gregg, 1957), and still otherstake to a much broader view
and make planning almost synonymous with the total administrative pro-
cess including such stages as determining goals, specifying objectives,
developing strategies, and making long-range decisions (Simon, 1957). In
effect, planning involves hvestigating.conditions and operations related
to purpoges. and objective!..: considering possible alternatives, and reC,
OMmending changes to be made. Thus while, planning may precede a
major decision, it may also follow a decision and be concerned with its
implenlentation.

Organizing. As the concept of planning, different viewpoints
exist concerning the concept of organizing. Again, there are those .who
yiew this stage of the administrative process in highly personAlistic terms,
in the sen5e of an ability to organize (Dale, 1960)..In other definitions,
organizing is seen in terms of the entire structural-hierarchical view of
forrnal and informal Organization (Barnard, 1938). Other conceptualiza-
tions use the term "coordinating" to include the processes utilized to
make p plan operational (AASA, 1955). The .stage of organizing includes
the following :. selecting specific rational processes to implement a plan,
assigning primary role responsibilities, and relating people and tasks. In
effect,- organizing includes activities designed to increase the degree of
cbngruence between organizational anti individual 'goals, roles, be-
haviors, and outcomes so that organizational effectiveness and individual

'effidency may be enhanced (Getzels and Gam, 1957).

.
Training. The fOurth stage of the administrative process includes prd-

viding pre-service and in-service training for those engaged in the im-
provement effort. 'An adequate program of staff de,elopment is abso-
lutely essential if a major educational change is to be implemented effec-

tively. Since the field of education involves an intensive, .interpersonal
technology,%7the quality of most attempted innovations depends directly
upon the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of eitch meniber. Of the staff.
Staff development also includes, recruiting, selecting, assigning, orient:-

' ing and evaluating the staff, as well as motivating them to implement a.
program of educational :mprovement.' .

Implementing. The fifth administrative procesOs that of implementing,

<2.
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the program as planned, ,At.thisstage, even the best laid plans may go
astray. To implement programniatic change, One not only must define
tasks.and assign roles but also Must set timelines and provide the rkes-, .
Say Ocilities, equipment, and n atenals to accomplish each Tesponsibility.

Several management tool. have been designed to assist with pro-
gram implementation, One is ow charting which' permits a synthesis of
both the elements of the system and the Operations that the system per-
forms. It is particularly useful in relating functions t() decisions. Another
is network analysis, which includes program evaluation review technique
(PERT) and critical path method (CPM) (Cook, 1967; Evaris, 1964). Such
methods are particularly valuable ii, that they. shosv not only what is
happening in an overall effort but also.how each part affects all the other
parts of a system. , .5

In implementing a change one must determine,whether the program
is making gains toward achieving itsobjectives. A program may be im-
plethented exactly is planned but still not reach its ihtended objectives.
Obviously, it would be wasteful to install a program.in the Fall and to wait
Until Spring to learn that it had failed or that it might have been effective

'had correctiVe action been taken earlier. Administrators need information
about progress during the course of a program so that as'problems de-
velop they can be identified and corrected' qsnckly. Thus, process evalua-
tion provides information on how a program is being implemented rela-
tive to short- and long-range objectives.

Evaluating. The final stage of the administratiVe procesS is that of
determining theworth of the implemented *gram. Such judgments,
typically called program certification, are based upon outcome .evalna-
tions (Alicia, 1969). These evaluations are concerned with examinina the
extent to which the objectives have betdn achieved, as well ps with assess-
ing the impact of the outcomes on subsequent decisions. Outcome evalua-
tion.deals with questions such as the folloWing: Shall the program be tried
in different subject fields? Should we continue the program next year?

Evaluating includes: reviewing plans and'dbjectives; obtaining data ,

regarding inputs, processes; and outputs; interpreting the data obtained;
drawing implications for.future planning; and reporting results. Evaluat-
ing, therefore, may 1;e-defined aS the proceSs.of defining, obtaining, and
.providing usefill information for judging decision alternatives. Because
local school personnel tend to ignore evaluative processes,- greater attea.
tion to systematic evaluation is now mandated for participation in many
educational imprcivement programs particularly, those that are feder-;
aily 4unded. .

. The foregoing stages in the administrative process closely parallel the .

steps in the probli!m-:soiving , iodel of change (Jung and Lippitt, 1966)
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which by now are familiar to most educatkmal administratorS. Those
engaged in educatkmal impmvement, however, immediately recognize
that the implementation of change is not ahvays' setjuential,
rational process, Inste4d, the several steps and stages are "hested within
each other" and tare cOntinuously recycled as major educational im-

, provement is being implenwnted. Moreover, there k a continuotk dy-
- namic interaction between the administrative processtk and the adminis-

trative functions.

Function-Process Relationships

Analyzing the administrative fUnctions as interactive with the .ad-
ministrative processts is useful to the. administrator engaged in imple-
Menting a program of educational improVement t die local level. Con-
Sider, for example, ,typiCal, targeted curricular improvement --A- that of
selecting a new- reading text..In terms of the administrative functions, it
can be seen that this "simple". curricular change 'either immediately-tir..
ultimately impacts 'upon the'staff, the students, finances, .sChoolr-
community relations and other functions. Clearly, it is not Stifficient for
the adMinistrator simply to be proficient in mapagingsertain of the func-
tions or each of the functions. The administrator who.wOuld be,a- leader
must bckilled 'in assesSing and structuring th-6 nmuired functional inter-
relationships since the school" is a dynamicr-interactive. social. system
(cetzels, et al:, 1968).

In terms of the administrative, processes involved in this straightfor-,,!
ward example, the following kinds of questions must be ansWered: What
are the reading objectives to be achieved? What alternative 'texts and..
programs are available?..Who will work on the problem? What entrtise .

within 'the'schoOl or from outside sources is required? When will
theddoption be made and the prOg.ram be implemented? How will pre-

.:;ient and future materials be evaluated?s. stated earlier, answers to each
of these questions can onlylv fonnd by continuously recycling the. pro-
cesses. within each ofthe rejevant,.:intrrelated functions. Atirinistrators,
therefore, 'find the function-process relationship,to be useful in discover7
Mg "how to do what nest': .io implementing even 'a minor educational
improvement.

As with the previous example, many educational innovations are
quite narrow in scope, including community involvement projects,,cur-
riculum development projectS, in-stmvice training programs, gu4danCe
prograMs, school' building' projectsand a host of other specific , en-
deavors. Most ofthe major edUcational innovations today.however;,are
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quite broad and deal with such issues as equality of educational Oppor-
tunity individUalized instruction, interpersonal and intergroup relations,
environinental utilization and preServation, and similar perennially per-
'plexing social and educational iSsiies: In fact, these broad prOgrams typi-
'tally include components:which attempt to deal with all ofthe functional
categories.

. AS art example of a Major eciacational-inMiation we can consider not
a minor improvement, such as seleCting a new teXtbook, but 6 rnajorone,
such as implementing Individually Guided Education (IGE). 'This: pro-

. .

. .

_grammatic innovation includes components which simultaneously re-
quire changing to the multiunit school Organization, utilizing compatible.

curricular matefials, installing a system.of evaluation for decision Making,
imprOving home-School-community relationships, providing i facilitative
.environrnent for learning, and enhancing continuous tresearch and:de-
velopment in the school (Klausmeier,:1977). The lotal administrator
mounting such a massive effort, of'whichIGE is only an eXample, finds
consideration pf functional-process relationships to provide.a useful ges-..
talticit only for guiding his orher daily activities, but also f6r mobilizing

'the:intraorganizational and extraorganizational supports needed to effect
a:major_ program of improvement.

'
THE SUPPORT NEEDS OF ADMINISTRATORS

Pose the following question to practicing adrninistrators: "Suppose
that you wish to implement a Major educationalimprovement. Tell me,

: what suPport would you need?" Overwhelmingly, the immediate re-.
'sponse is, "I need support personnel." These include teachers,'cOnsul-

; tantS, specialists, parents, citizens, and.others. Next in importance is
finanCial support for facilities, equipment, boOks, and other instructional
materials. Informational, institutional, 'and . political supports are 'also
needed to pUt "people" and "things":together.

The implementation.of a major educatidnal innovation requires dif-
A

'.ferent kinds of support ardifferent stages in the implementation process.
,.In ,the pre-decisionaV awareness phase, for exaMple, the .need for
adequate and appropliate: information is acute. During the decision-.

.

making or commitinent *phase, financial and political supports are
paramount. During the post-decisional phases, of changeover, refine-
Snent, and renewal; individual and institutional §Upport are crUcial, sOit is

,
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useful to conSiderlhe kinds of support needed bytheadministrator in
terms of the major phases of the implementation process.

Kinds of Support Needed

Depending,. Of course;.on the nature of the program and'the process-
es utilized, seVeral.kinds of support are necessary to rneunt a suceessful
prOgram of educationatirnprovernent.,TheSe,include personnel, financial,

.iniormational, -institutional, and:politicaL.support. ,
Personnel 5upport.'The..'41mini-strator obviously needS'the support -. of

many .persons to .implement any educationalimprovement:;,At the..1ciea.k.
level the -essential 13.'.rsorinelmay include school board members, other- ..
administrators centnl offc.:e:Supervisors, teachers, parents, citizens, and
several significant.c,ihers.. Major innovations may_also require the help of
profesSors, practitioners,..consultants, and other..specialiSt....inational,.:

: state; intermediate, and other educational. agencies, institutions, and'
associations.

The administm'cor must exert leaderShip not only in the appropriate '

utilization of each individual's .skills and abilities but also .in obtaining
psychological (if not moral) support .for program improvement. As' Hall
(1974) has demonstrated, the concerns,' attitudes, involvernent; and com-:'
mitTneM of participants are the essentia1 ingredients of educational
change..,TO obtain the support of personnel; the administrator' must be;
able to demonStrate the.ratiOnality of the effort in teims of both organiza-
tional and individual goals so that personal identification, belongingness,
satisfaction, effectiveness, efficiency, motivation, and morale may be en-.
hanr...ed (Getzels, et al., 1968).

.

Financial Support. In 'education, considerable 'resources typically -are'
allocated to t.mgoing operational prOgrarns,-yet scant monies are available
for the improvement of educational theory and practiCe. 8ince most major

Innovations require tirne, mcney, and rnaterials,,the administrator who is
a 'leader must either "scrounge" 'for new resowces or "juggle" e>ysting
ones to accommodate the demands of the prograitr:-Moreover, increasing
dernands for accountability coupled with declining enrollments, inflation,
and other 'cbnstraints, haVe re'cliiced resources, still further. In fact, the
administrator .often is placed in the incongruous position of having to
dernqnstrate that in educational innovation is cost-effective even before it
has been attempted. Even so, it is obvious-that in addition to perSonnel,
provisions must be made for obtaining the requisite .facilitieS; equipment,
books; supplies; audiovisual and othe.r materials required to implernent
the impioVement program.
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Inprrhational Support. In_ any prOgram effort, participants must be
adequately. inforthed about the nature of the change. To establish
adequate twoway communication, the administrator must pay attention
to the amount, form, and flow Of information (Lipham, 1974). Regarding
amount of information, those involved in educational improvement fre-

..quently err by engaging .in "information overload," that is, proViding
infonnation on tho basis of comprehensiveness, rather than selectivity.

'Anothetommon tendency is to cutilize one-Way, formal communication
channeK.:..such. as, newsletters; questionnaires, bulletins,-and report
cards, o the neglect of informal, two-way communication techniques,
such as conferenceS, interviews, and visits..

Concerning form, information must be more than,a mere collection .

of random data; it must beoorganized, and often reduced. Thus, consider-.
.able..attention is directed within organizations. to the importante of ex-
changing infOrmationRecently, powerful management information tools
and techniqueS hayebeen developed which use computers to reduce and
present data according to relevant parameters.

Finally, concerning flow, information must be made available at the
time that it is needed; otherwise, it is useless. The*. administratbr, there-
fore, must.provide leadership in structuring responsive communication
channels which foster the flow of information doWnward, parallel, and
upward within the school organization, as well as oUtword to the larger

'enViroament. .

' Institutional Support. Since ethIcation is a hierarchically structured en-
teiprie, at the leost the local administrator must obtain institutional op-

. proval ancl'at the best must receive institutional support for theannovative
effo:rts being attempted: Depending upon their sizejocation, and a host
of other environmental' contextual variables, school districts and schools
differ widely in terms of their.structural-functional processes (Hoge, 1965).
Most school system's are .cp.iite centraliZed in their decision-making pro-
cesses. Some are quite formalized in terms of the policies, rules,:and

regulations to be followed, to the extent that the informal organizational
Climate is often neglected. Many are'quite stratified according to differ-
ences in 'status relationships between and among role incumbents. In
terms of desired:educational outcomes, sorne schools stress productivity
more thanqhey,do flexibility; others stress cognitive achievement more

..::than affective development. Therefore, the administrator who would lead
Must both understand the institutional context for an innovation and.
exert leadership in changing the school from a. mechanistic, ritualistic
institution to one that is dynamic and organic (Schmuck, et,a1., 1972). ,

Political -Support. Whether conceived in terms of *Mal power or
inforrnal.influence,.political Support for a change program is,absolutely,
essential in a democratic society. It is not enough for the administrator
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to be supportive of a change effort; Significant other opinion leaders and.
policy nfakeis must lend their support. GOVernmental bodies,..teachers'
organiiations, parent and community groups:a' nd others must become

_involved.
To niarshal appro-Priate political Support, the administrator must be

skilled in .analyzing the value% expectations, and behaviors of many
.groups and individuals; EffeCtive two-way channels of communication
must .be established and maintained. 'Latent and manifest conflicts muse
be resolVed and coalitions built. Then it iS possible to engage in collabora-
tive effort to implement the program.

The Phases of Implementation

When any major complex educational innovation is being attempted, .

it appears to proceed through several broad phases which May take
several years. Implementation incorporates elements of the various views

of change, including the problem-solvingmodel (Jung and Lippitt, 1966),

the social interaction model (Rogers, 1962; Rogers and Shoemaker,-.1971),
the concerns-based adoption model (Hall, .1974), the reSea-i-C-11--
development-diffusiOn model (Cuba, 1968, Guba and Clark, 1974), and.

the linkage model (Havelock, 1969, havelock and Lingwood, 1973) of
, educational change.

'he major phases of implementation 'have beery conceptualized, as.
folloWs (Lipham..and Fruth, 1976):

. 1) Awareness Phase.' Local educators become sensitive to
the need for change and become informed about- pro -sg

,grammatic alternatives. Decision makers are given an
overview, of a program in order to stimulate them to.

f,..consider it and ,information regarding the required
comnilements to adopt it.

2) Conunitment Phase. Local decision makers compile the
n'ecessary information and secure the necessary com-
mitments, approvals, and; cooperation of people
staff, parent% community groups, and the school
board. At the end of this phase, the decision to adopt
or not to adopt the program improvement is made. 'In
making the decision to adopt, local educators are pro-
vided with information describing the change, cost fac-
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tors,,evaluation results, andthe requirements fcir irn-
plementing the:Change.. . . _ . . i

....:-.-z
. .

. -.:0%-...,. .

3) Chadgeover Phase. .Theschool..staff becomes prepared- tn'
make the changeover. FirstleaderS are identified, re-

.ceiveinstruction .tegarding, the' change, and develop
p1ans 'for implementation. Specific plans are
operationalized Cluring the changeover period, and,
throughout, the school stiiffparticipates in. ongding.. :.. .. .staff development. .,.. .

- ... '

4) .Refinement Phase. After .school .staffs have begun im-
' plementing the change program, they find that .new

understandings and .skills.are required. to refine their
implerhentation efforts. The need. for refinement

..emerges out of the fact. that .the staff members are ex-
pected. to perform their responsibilities.in new Ways'.
On the basis of 'systematic, feedback, the change prog-'
ram itself may also be refined. , :i

. . .

5) Renewal Phase. This stage includes ,actiVities"designed
to identifrand resolve unanticipated problems to de,-
velop improVed ways of- implementing the change,
and to prepare succesSive generatiphslof professional
personnel to fill new and expanded roleS.

Most theorists of change processes and many tducational praCtition-
.

ers have been quite conce'rned with numbers two and three above the
commitment and changeover phises of implementing an educational in-
novation. Considerably less attention has been paid to the .awareneiss
phaSe how local educators firid out about and become interested in an
innovationor to the refinement and renewal.phases.in which an inno-
vation becomes institutionalized. It is useful, therefore, to consider the
interaction of the needed supports and.The implementation phaks.

Support-Implementation Relationships

As with the function-process relationship, there is a continual recycl-
ing and interaction or the needed supports and the implementation
phases. In a su'cceeding chapter by Crandall, for example, the func-
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7.1

tions, processes, and relationships aie shown to differ substant Ily be-
tween the pre-dedsional and the post-decisional stages of the s eral .

phases of implementation. , .

How do local administrators become aWare of an innovation
. .

Through reading, attendance at conferences and seminars, contaet IV ith
'other practitioners, visits tdother schools, and many othermeans. In fact,

most of the dissemination efforts in education aie probably more ii-ifoi',

I mal, if1not haphazard, than they are forinal and systematically.plan ed.
Greater, attention must be given in the future to providing accurate and -,

adequate inforrhational support to 'local administrators to increase their
awareness.and understanding of educational innovations.

, During the commitment phase, political and- financial suPports be-
come parainount, because jt is here that thedecision is made to -adop.t.an
educational innovation. Frequently, policies, rules, and reguIations must
be' changed, permissions granted, and financial and other commitments
made in order to attempt the improvement program. .

During the changeover pliase, personnel support-is most critical. The
needs and concerns of the- staff must be identified and met. Adequate;.
in-service training mtist, be provided, and specific plans developed for

.....making the changeover. . ,
.

During the refinement and renewal phases', insti.tutional support .is
paramount. Role relationships must be mstructured ahd provisions made
for involving others in making decisions which affect them: Through ,
continuous and systematic feedback, both the school as an institution i_II,Icr'.
the innovative program itself become modified, dynamic,......and'self.

.- renewing. Likewise, the individuals within the institution become bettei
)-re_pased to engage in future implementation effortS.

THE TRAINING REQUIRED
OF ADMINISTRATORS

What competencies are required of the adminishator engaged in im-
plementing a program of educational improvement? What programS are
needed to develop the competencies? Whid-i training procedures. are use-
ful? If innovations are.t6 beimplemented in the focal.schools;appropriate

..answers to these questions must be sought.
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DUring.this decade enorrhouS effort 'has .beenexpended in develop- /
.ing the competency/perforMance based approach td teacher and adminisL/
trator. ethication. Basically, this approach aSsumes that persons 'can be/.
professionally prepared to be leaders because systematic attention in their.
training has,been. given tO (1) identifying requisite,programinatic inputs;c
(2).specifying the desir'ed.behaviOrs and assigning priorities to them; (3)
developing measures Of ccimpetent performance; (4) providing indi-
vidualized, reality-cehtered learning experiences; (5) eyalhating the/ ac-

. 'quisition of understandings, 'skills and attitudes; and (6) certifYing
competency tO perform' as educational leaders (Lipharn,1975):. /

As allUded to in previous parts of this paper, the ad,ministratbr -must
be competent in several domains including educational change, program
.knowledge,.decision involvement, instructional leadership, and/facillta--
.tive erivironments: 0

,

, . .

Educational Change. It.is likely, that many administrators hay° been SO,
heaVilY engaged in maintaining the educational organization that knowl.-

. edgeXedacational change has largely.passed thern by. Everi.So, it seerrk
apparent.that in order to implement a major educational innovation one
must understand theories of educational'change, must posess.poSitive

'''-attitudes towaid change;.and niuSt be skilled.in the processes of change:
As indicated in the earlier chapter by Paul', educalOrs should be

thoroughly knowledgeable aboir the following descriptive and prescrip-.
tive'rnodels of change: the social interaction model; the/concerns-based
adoption model; the research-development-dissemination model; the ra-

." tional process. model, and the. linkage model of. change.. Each of 'these
perspectives is -heipful to practitioners engaged in imPlementing major
educational improvements. / ,.-

Knowledge about "macro" and; 'micro". theAes. of:educational
.change, hOrever, serves.only as the cognitive basis/upon which specific.,
skills'may be developed and exercised. Research tHowes1 1974; Good-
ridge, 1975) has shown tharthe successful adoption. and ir'ktitutionaliza:,..
tion of ayri7ijor educational change is directly and systemaiii:ailY'related .
to the extent,tp whieh local leaders are informed/abbut the:nature oi the
change., areable to coMmunicateeffectively with/PtherS engaged in.rhak-
ing the change, and are abl.to. re'ceive and pride support during irn7 .

plementation of the change program. Thus, administrators must develop.
the understandings,. skills, and attitudes r.7uirtdto flitiatc .r:rr_anage

1 4 3
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and sustain the edUcational change procesS.
Program knowledge. Perhaps.the greatest.impediznent to e ucational

innovation is the lack Of awarenesr; about .7 much less undtrsanding
,

of innovative prograins, and :OracticeS' already available. :Alth-Ugh re-
cent effort has bee,n deVrited td ahstracting and diseminating a1(least.the

; _

products 'of the educational laboratorieS and research and cmelopment
centers (Far West Laboratory for 8ducational Researctrand peYelopment,
1976), additional attention Must be given to disseminatioi,refforts.-7 par-
ticutarly in programs which prepa're administrators. Systerriatic dissemi7,.
nation- is critical since most of the extant educational change prograrns

/ //are-quite complex and require specific technical and int ,rpe'rsonal skills.if
they are to be,implemented.appropriately. ,

.Recently it has, become quite popular to emph Size process skills .

and to downplay content knowledge. Research (Klausmeler, 1976) shoWs, .

howeVer. that those who would implement 'a majo educational .change
effectively must beCome thoroughly knowledgeab e abdut the program
prior toits attempted implementation..In educatio ; there is a widespread
tendency to adopt innovations without foreseei g what one. is "getting

'into." Instead, adequate and appropriate inform, doh about the 'demands,
..constraihts, and relatiVe merits ofeach compontint/ofan innovative ,prog-

ram should be communicated and understood during each of,the phases
of implementation. awareness; commitmen , changeovet. refinement,:
and renewal. A comprehenSive nationwid dissemination nehOrk is
needed in the field of education in:Order to -nhance program knowledge..

gecisiOn Involvenwnt: iftieppropriate i Jivolvement of others in .deci-
sion making is a crucial 'domain olcorripet9 ce.for administrators engaged
in educational ii4rovement: Although 4houl-wide 'decisions Were once
the prerogative of the principal, and inst uctional.decisions were those.of
the teacher, today,moSt of the' major C isions are shared. Knowledge of'

.

decision theory Should provide the pratlitioner with appropriate answers
to the following questions: What ispe .real and ideal decision-Making
structure`of the school as an orgahizption? Which decision content iteMs
are perceived -as potent? What are 'the actual and desired levels of in-

,.

vOlvernent? What structures and n .chanisms- may .be utilized to enhance
involvement? How satisfied are articipahts with their involverhent in
the decisionmaking process?

Recent research reveals th- t organizational participants -desire in-
creased involvement in makingvotent ingtructional decisions (Holmquist;
1976; Wright, 1976)'and that a prOpriate involvement in deCision making.,
is significantly related to tea her satisfaction (Feldman, 1976; Menden-.
.hall, 1977) .and instructional effectiveness. (Nerlinger, 1976). Until:riow,
administrator preparatiOn ograms have largely emphasized individual

14
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decision-making skills, but in-the .future they shobld Stress shared
detision-making skills and competenCies. . .

/ Instructional Leadership, Instructional 'leadership is universally pre-,1
scribed for those engaged in eduotitional improvement. Although vari7'
.ously.defined, it includes those behaviOrs which initiate and maintain' L..

:structures and prOcedures, for aceomplishing instructional goals and
objectives or for changing those goals and objectives (Lipham, 1973).
Prepafahnn programs should help the administrator in developing and

"exhibiting the following kinds of leadership behavior (Stogdill,1963):/

1) Represerilation the leader speaks and aCts as the/
representative of th12 group.

2) Demand. Reconciliation the leader reconcileg con-
tlicting demands and reduces disorder ty the system.

3)Llblerance of Uncertinty the leader is able to tyler-
7. ate uni'ertainty and j.lostponernent without anxiety or

, upset.

:4) Persuasiveness. the leader uses persuasion..and ar-
guments effectively and exhibits strong convictions4

4 5)
.

Initiation of Structure the leader clearly defines. his
or her own role and lets followers know what is x-
pected of them:

61Tolerance of Freedom the leader ,allows follow&
scope for initiative, decision, and action.

7).Role Assumption the leader actively exercises .the
leadership role.rather than surrendering It..adership
others.

8) Consideration the leader regards tne comfort,
well-being status, and contributions of followerS.

.

9) Productive Emphasis the leader applies pressure
fo'r productive Output.

.

10) Predictive Ft&uracy the ;leader exhibits foreSight
and ability to predict outcoMes 'accurately. .

'`
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11) Integration the leader maintains a closely knit or-
..ganizatiOn and resolves intermembe:r conflicts.

12) Superior Orientation the leader maintains córdial
relatioris with superitirs, has influence with them; ancl,
Strives tot-higher. performance.

'Recent research (Gramenz, 1974) .on .eddcational leadership has .,

Shown that the behavior of the principal bears a.significant-and systematic
relationship to the effectiveness of the instructional program of the schobl.
Hence the adthinistrafor must providi: instrumental and .suppbrtive
leadership both within the organization and betNeen the organilation
and its larger environment if the ins.tructional program' is to be improve'd.

Facilitative Eni,ironments. As .an agent. of Change,, the administratol.
must be competent in strengthening the facilitative environment for inno-
vation and improvement. This supportive environnienf includes, nc,t only -
intraOrganizational function's, processies, structures, and relationships, .

but ako extraorganizational linkages with institutiOns, agencies, groups,,
and individuals concerned, with educational-.improveMent: These extra-,.
organizational reSoUrces are numerous; but for, analysis they may be
grouped as follow's:

.
. .

.'1) National editcational agencies, including such goy-
ernmental grOuPs *as the National Institute of Educa-
tion and the U.S. Office of Education; professional
organizations and .associations' of . administrators,
teachers and 'mthers; 'private consulting firms; and
commerciatpublisheis of educational 'material:4.

- .

2) Colleges:aiid universities, particuIarly those engaged
in administrator and:teacher education.

3) Educational laboratories and centers, including uni-
versity-based research 'and devel6pment centers and
regional educational laboratories. '

4) State educational agencies, including state depart-
ments of education.and state professional associations
in education.

5) Intefrnediate educational agencies, in some of the
states, including general and specialized cooperative

146
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service.agencies, teacher centers, and regional leagues
and consortia:

6) District agencieS, including central office personnel
and locAl professional Organizations and associations.

, Although the above agencies appear neatly arrayed from the broad' na7
-tional level to .that of the local school, the implementation of a major
educational innovation may require Simultaneous assistance and.support
from several ofThe sources:

In establishing . facilitative environments for educational improve-
ment, the administrator must be coMpetent in clarifying the roles of re-
.souites personnel in terms of what Will be done, how it will be done;

. and when it will be done, since ambiguouS or assumed roles will reSult in
frustration, dissatisfactiiin, and conflict. Identifying &msilltative re-
sources, orienting,consultants and participants, ensuring that interaction
is direct and personal, establishing the nature and frequency of..ifterac-
tion, and evaluating the quality of relationships are central,respdnsibil-
ities of the administratot in the area of facilitative environments (Walter,' et
al., 1977).

Recent stldies .(1ronside, 1973; Paul, 1974; Turnbuh, Thorn, and
Hutchins, 1974) have found that the frequency.of interaction, structures

- for collaboration, and "reso,irce capability between and among local
.schools, colleges .of edui . departMents of education, and re-
search and development ce.04.,......;,:tribute.significantly to the sUcceSSful
implementation of innovations. To structure appropriate facilitative envi-
rontnents,administrators must be professionally prepared to perform ef-

, fectively.as educational hnking agentS.
Prmaratiim Programs. A wide variety of undergraduate and graduate,

-pre-.56rvice and in-service -progranis is currently utilized to develop the
leadership-competencies reqUir6d of the admiNstrator. These. include
courses.and seminars_workshops, conventions, acadernies, leagues, and
independent study.

Lourses and seminars Continue to constitute the basis for most pro-
grams of professional prepAration in educational administration. Many
'colleges and universities, however, are 'reexamining their programs in

:terms of the objectives to be included, the competencies to.be mastered,
And the sequence of prerequisites required.Some areexperimenting with
'reStructuring their programs 'into Hoek-of-time arrangements, instruc-
tiOnal modules, common and unique learning*, and other creative ap-
proaches tO professional .preparation .

.

. Workshops; whether conducted on campus or in...local-school dis-
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tricts, provide opportunities for informal as well aS formal knowledge
acqui-sition and skill development. N-r-ticularly potent are workshops de-
voted 1:th to individual and organizational developinent. Valuesclari-
fication, 'interpersonal communication, interpersonal influence, and
grou Educational Laboratory; -1976)
are among emergingareas of emphasis for 'thqse (tigaged in .implement-

ing educationAl thange.
Although'conventions and conferences of_state and national profe-

to beattended a's Much for
their.recreatitina -is for their edtiCational benefits, such meetings continue
to serVe arvimpor int.training function particolarlyin linking Commer-
cial publishers with local educators. The Substantiw priigrams at -such
cOnveritions, howevt.r, are now characteri.ced by the following promising
\,practices: a focus on t ematie--issiT-1-1;Mphasis on small grOup meet-

an t e sehedulirig,Of meaningful presessions and postsessions.
Academies and topical.institutes offered by private and .profossioriat

Organizations have proliferated in education during this decade. Usually
ofshort duration, they perMit theexamination, of an issue in depth and
provide opportunities for developing skills and changing attitudes. Espe-

-tially exeMplary in thiS.regard is the.National Academy for School Fxecu-.
tives,(AASA, 1976) which might well be emulated by other 'associations..
and organization; as a prOductive 'mechanism for stimulating educational
irn provement. , .

Leagues and consortia of cooperating sehooll.; a1so provide uifül
training 'for those Who are ihr-ipleitiry educational irnproveinent:
search' C e-,--1975)Fas demonstrated:that classes, books, films,
conferences, consUltants, and other means are quite helpful in stimulating
awareness of an innovation, but visits by educators-Jo other schoOls utiliz-
ing an innovative program dre .the most'powerful stimuli in making the
adoption decision. Leagues of cooperating schook engaged in innovation
provide the means by whic'4t practitioners can test theory, exchange ideas,
observe practices, share opinions, and otherwise. groW professionally.

Independent study includes.those formal and Mformal activities in
which one 'partiCipates to enhance professional competenCe. Reading, I
reflecting, ob,serving (even other linking agents); trava independent re-.
search, and a multitude of other training procedures are available to those.
mOtivated to imprOve.

Training Procedures'

A wide variety of procedures can.Lie Utilized to develop the desired
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competencies, including lecture-discussion, case analysis, simulation,'
,observation, :and internship. Some -suggestions are offered here for
improving each of these training procedures.

Perhaps the greatest iMpediment to the effet:tiveness of the COM-
manly .used lectUre-discussion method is the lack of awareness on the
part Of professors of innovative practices in education. Commonly; several
years elapse before the products of educational research and development
find their way into refereed journals and standard textbcoks. Means rnust
be found, perhaps by federal subventions, to incorporate new knn,wledgF:
into the substance of college and university lectureS and seminars 40
education.

The case study method not only permits the application of cognitive
knowledge but also' lends v;tality to the teaching-learning process. Video-
tapes and problem films are partkailarly productive for the exercise .of
specific skills. Here again; numerous instructional resources deserve dis-
semination.

Simulation represents '5 Significant improvement over the case study.
method in that both the background situation .a.P-4iffieproblems to be
solved are held constant for all participantving role performance as
the critical, variable tO be analyzed.-In administration, the University
CoUncil forEducational Administration (UCEA, 1976)-has pioneered in
the development and dissemination of several substantive sets of simula-
tion materials. Recent research (Myren, 1976) reveals that computer based
simulation is particularly piomising in 'that it provides instantaneous

_feedback regarding the achie'vement of Specific leadership and decision-
making Skills..

".. Participant and non-participant obSerVation, although time_ consum-
ing, are well worth the effOrt particularly when augmented with. rec-
ords analysis and individual interviews..Multiple schernes for observing,
categorizing,, and analyzing adininistrative behavior Fiave been devel-
oped, and their use, even by noviCes, undoubtedly improves subsequent
.role performance:

. .

Internships, apprenticeships, and other clinical experiences have
long been recognized as perhaps the most Viable component of teacher
educationpro-gran-1'g: but fin- administrators these programs are not as..

. prevalent as they should:be. For persons without previous' administrfive
experience the administrative internshipls particularly valuable for de-
veloping the conceptual, technical, and human skills required if linkage

'in the 'field of eduoation'is to be improVed.
,

t
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF EDUCATIONAL
LINKAGE

To improVe linkage relatiOnships in the. field of education one muSt
consider the functions performed, the supportS;needed, and the agencies
proViding the services as three interactive dimensions. In the first part of
this chaPter, the functional dimension-was shown to 'include piograms
and activities in curriculum and instruction, staff pursonnel, .pupil per-
sonnel, finance and business management, educational facilities, and

school-commUnity relations. The second dimension includeS the follow.-
supports needed: personnel support, financial support; institutional

support, and political support. The third dimension encompasSes the
following kinds of educational agencies: national agencies,colleges and
universities, laboratories and centers, state agencies, intermediate :agen-
cies, and districtLagencies.-

A Model for the improvement of educational linkage which depicts
the interactive relationships ariking the three dimensions --:-.educatIonal
kinctions, educational supports, and educational agencies is shokYsi in

.kFigure 1. Consideration of some of -the .cells of this taxonomy is helpful
;both in describing current educational improvement efforts'and in target-
.ing ceetain cells needing additional attention if _linkage in the field of
'education is to be improved. . ,

Before considering specific interactive cells, however, one should re-
membein- that. the basic dimensions as defined ,are more exerriPlary, than
they are exhaUstive..,Each of the function, support, and agency dim0-
sions could. be expanded indefinitely. Moreover, the interaCtions of Ehe
dimenion'are Shown as heat, symmetrical structures, when, fact tliry

. 'probibly ire. more like '.'btilgy boxes." Even so, it may beAnstructive to
,examine certain of them. . 7,

Co9pder, for example, cell' 1. in the top left corner which contains the
.functio of curriculum ancLinstruction, the-support need for personmil,
and the agencies ii-Tvolved asbeing national in scope. During the paiist
decade, many major nationwide efforts have been devoted to this cell.
Massive curriculum development projects hal? 'been .mUtinted .in suCh
critical fields as reading, mathematid, physics, biolUgy, career educatio6,
and many other subjects. The Education ProfesSions Development ACt
(EPDA),- Title Ill:programs of ttie Elementary .and SecOndary Education
Act (ESEA), and nurno-ous other prograMs haye beendesigned'and im-
plemented to upgrade the subject matter knowledge and teaching exper-

..
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FIGURE 1 .

TAXONOMY FOR IMPROVING EDLiCATIONAL LINKAGE
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tise Of personnel in education. Evaluations of these efforts,have led some
to cénclude that while certain of these efforts haw been effective, .other
cells irt the educational linkage system are weaker .and should be given
their share.in the.system of national priorities. SOrne, kir example, would

-.move the emphasis of national agencies from the functions of curriculum .
and staff development to that of student personnel and would focus upOn
improved guidance and other pUpil personnel services. Still others would
cite the( need forimproved-school-community relations and would pro-
vide subventions for cofrimunity actiOn and similar community involve-
Ment program.,.,

Moyin'g from national tO- other agencies, we can consider, for exam-
ple, ate trile of colleges and universities in educational improvements.
The most powerful linking relationship for irnproVing education is that
which exists between college's and 'universities and local schools. They
assist the schools with problems in all of the functional areas and particu-

:lady provide inforMational and personnel suppOit. For example, student...,
teaching .prograrns, internships, and similar clinical experience'Scontrib-
ute substantially to the resource capability of the local school (Paul, 1974).
These`programs also provide feedback whereby:the colleges and univer7
sities can-update and upgrade their conceptual, research, teaching, and
service 'capabilities. Even .s6, the relationships 6f colleges and universities
with the loca1schools can continue to ,be strengthened.

Moving along the agency dimension, we 'can consider the role, of the
educational laboratorie:...and centers in performing the several educational
functions. Some laboratories and centers haVe been heavily engaged°in
curriculum development project's; others haVe been concerned primarily
with,staff development actiVities; others have'been engaged ihdeveloping
management systems; and still others have been cbncerned simultaneous-
ly with 'all of the educational functions. In terms of the su.pport dimen-

'Sion, what kinds of support can the regional e. ducational laboratories and
university-based .research and development centers provide for the

'local administrato.r? Clearly, personnel support and financial support are
circumscribed, as are institutional and political siipport. What the.labora-
tories and centers can do, and perhaps better than 'others.. is to provide
informationaLsupport' knowledge .of tho research and development
programs and projects' which the local adminisfriiibr can use effectively.
The dissemination effort of whith this chapter is a part is, only a modest
beginning of this domain.

Moving from a conSideration of.the.role of. laboratorieS and centers;,1
we47.aa_tapomine- the fole'iof state education agbricies infostering educa-.

1 54
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tional improVement. Except for a very few strong state departments, rhost
are not structured to provide assistance to.the Itical adminOrator, except.
perhaps in the functions of finance and business.managernent and educa-
tional facilities.. Substantive .programs in, curricurum and instruction, staff "
personnel (except for teacher certification),,pupil personnel, and school-
community relations are notably lacking in most state education depart-

' ments with the pmsible exceptions in/the fields of special and voca-
tional educatiOn So.; programs to strengthen statedeOartments of educa-
tion in all of the functional areas' and in-providing each kind of support are
a particulady pressing need..

. The responsibilities of intermediate educational .agencies are even .

less clear than those of state departments of education. As the "Johnny-
.come-lately" to the field of education, 'many intermediate educational
agendes are torn asunder regarding both the stipports they Should pro-
vide and the functions they should perform. In terins of personnel sup-
port, their staffs are woefully inadequate in comparison with, for exam-
ple, extension .agents in the field Of agriculture. In terms rof financial
support Most intermediate educational agencies cannot give it; they must
reCeive it in order to survive. Their inforniational and institutional sup-
'port systems are also :..mbiguous. In some situations, however, their polit-
.101 support has beer: productive. Therefore, the entire functional-support
relationship.of intermediate educational agencies should be re-examined
so that these agencies can help the loCal school.

Without continuing to consider specific cells, we can move to the final
Ones in, the taxonomy the functions performed and support provided.

. by school district agencies vis-à-vis the individual school. Included here
are central office personnel and local professional organizations and as-
sociations. Here again, one may encounter more impediments than asSis-
tance -- at least as viewed by the local school administrator. Recent re-
search (Benka, 1972) has shown, forexample, that central office coor-
dinators and consultants are not in the vanguard of change, and that the
activities' of many' local unions and associations seem more directed to-
ward forbidding than fostering educ'ational innovation and improvement.
Despite this,somewhat pessimisti C. circumstance, some Schools do con-
tiriue to improve owing to the efforts of concerned administrators and
others.

Each of the remaining.cellsin the taxonomic model shown in Figure 1
could 6.e examined in detail in terms of the policy decisions to be made to
improve education. Suffice it to state simply that this framework is pro-
posea and presented for future analysis.

153
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SUMMARY

In this paper educational linkage has been defined as a mutual pro-
ceSs which makes availablethe conceptual, technical, human; and mate-
rial resources reciuired for improving individual and institutioital perfor-
mance. Three dimensions; one dealing with the eduCational functions,
another with the support needs, and the last with educational agencies,
'were used for considering theissue.. involved in training administrators
and others to engage in implementing educational change and improve-

. ment in the locaisChools. . .

. The .educational functions include curriculum and instruction, staff
personnel, pupil personnel, finance and business manageinent, educa-
tiohal facilities, and school-community relations. The administrative pro-.
cesses are purposing, planning, organizing, training, implementing, and
evaluating. The functions and processes interaCt continually in the im- .
plementation of.an educational innovation.

The supports needed by the administrator are comprised of 'person-
. net financial, informational, institutional, and political suppOrt during;

each phase of implementing an educational innofration (awareness, com-
mitment, changeover, refinement, ond renewab. Again, the needed sup.:
ports and-the implementation .phases are interactive.

Programs that prepare ..administrators should be designed tb develop
competence .in the following domains: educational change, program
knowledge, decision involvement, instructional.leadership, and faciIita-.
tive envinments. Programs needed to develop these competencies in-
volve courses gnd seminars, .workshops,, conventions and conferences,
aCademies, leagues, and independent study. Helpful training procedures
include lecture-discussion, case analysis, simulation, observation, and in-
ternship. The..programs and proceduresare provided by numerous edu-
cational agencies.

A 'model for the improvement of educational linkage encompasstYs-
'consideration.of three dirhensions: the educational 'functions performed,
the supports needed, and the agencies responsible. From a multitude of
educational'issues, a few examples have been cited to illustrate th e. utility
of thismodel for enhimcing educational improvement in the local .school,
both immediately cmd in the years- ahead. .
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Linking Processes
In Educational Change

Ann Lieberman

There is a great need for
the synthesis and integ;ation

of existing information as there
is for the gene4tioon of the new.

Research in the Service Of Mental Health: lkeport of the Rese,arch
Task.Force of the National Institute of Mental Health, J. Seg3l,
(Ed.), RockviHe;'. Marytand (page 398)

In the last fifteen years there has been a marked change in the view that
schooling can be improved by outside agencies: In the late 1960s, many
projects and the agenCies which planned them developed at federal, st4te,
and local leels and created new sets of relationships between these pro-
jects' and local school 'districts (Bentzen, 19.74; Berman and McLaughlin,
1974;. Klausmeier, et al., 1977; Takaiiishi, 1973; Tempkin, 1974; Tye and

.Bentzen, 1971). The eoots of creating a linlage between institutions came
in the 1940s with Paul Mort's organization of the Metropolitan School

- .159
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5tudy Cotincil; a group of schools linked to 'Teachers College (P9isley and
Paisley, 1975).'

These linkages have created new possibilities for the iipprovememt
oi schools and have brought forth some complex research questions
(Berman and Pauley, 1975; (.'orwin, 1973; Fullan, 1972). Additionally,- these
questions have involved a number of persons in a quest for a better
understanding of what factors.lead to their linkages, of Olat transpires
between these agencies and schools, and of-what work is accomplished.
((.; oodlad 1975; Miles, 1976).

Even-though thi.we are many *people involved in all kinds of agencies
fulfilling these linkages functions, 'there has been very little systematic
study of people whodeliberately intervene in social systems in order to
bring,abourchange (Baldridge and Deal, 1973; Hall and Alford, 1976;
Eieberman, et al., 1973; Tichy, 1972). This paper is seen as oni building
block in a continuing effort to understand the nature of school improver-
ment by looking at what needs to be known by those participating in
linkage efforts and what support needs to be provided for schoOls by
link-ing agencies. The current state of the art includes' model building,
hypothesis testing, propositional thinking; case studies and the like, but
we .art; only now at the point of being able to.form an initial conception
'of the processes embedded in models used by linking agencies as these
agencies interact with school systems:

These processes.may be performed by one person or by several per-
.

Sons working in various organizational patterns. (More important are the
processes, not the creation of a super-person to perform them.) -

Agencies vary in the way tasks are asSigned. His more usual today
to think of a team of people working as linking agents performing com-
plementary functions, or at least the possibility that one person can call on
othe'r.petiple to perform :1 variety of functions) These linking processes
occur withih- a given social 'context, that is,. those performing linkages

'Linkage refers to the possibility ot c6nnecting peOpk., institutions, agencies, and the like
in.such a way that they eschange information and resources (both human and material) to

'help solve their problems. Further illumination of this view can be found in Seymour
Sarason's h)ok.Fluman Recources. forthcoming.

2Crandall's chapter takes issue with fhis stance. He describes a "super person" with an
enorinous amount .of conceptual knowledge and skill. At least part of the difference in
viewpoints may he explarrTrd by whether we,are talking abt.ut a-"new. role" as Crandall
does, or about 'a broader definitinnof all kinds of people in all kinds of 'organizational
arrangements,perfomiing linkage tasks. T he latter view is taken by this Writer. One must
also note'the differences in range, complexity and duration of the linkage. Some agencies
arerembedded in a larger social contest, wilereas Others might perform a single job or have
a specifiedjask, and these procsses may be performed by Slate Education Agencies(SEA),
intermediate agencies (1EA), research'and development centers, projects, local education
agencies (LEA), district-in-serVice programs;teacher center's, cooperatiye agencies, etc.

6 o
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move back and forth between the oontext of their own agency and that of
the social systen3. How 'one sees the job of linkage has a great deal to do
with how one views hiNher clients. Me foCus of this chapter is on the .

school system and the, way that system affects.the people in it, and con-
sequently, the processes utilized by linking agencies. :1'he next chapter
includes a discussion of the host agency of the linking agent.

Folfr assumptions underlie the paper and can be used to guide the
discussion.:

1. Knowledge about the school as a social system can
reveal sonle understandings essential to those who
would seek to build and to participate in linking agen-
cies.

2. Sufficient research ejdence and experiente :with at-
tempts at linkage exist so that some basic. proiesses
which. these agencies perform can be identified.

3. Linkage, by definition, implies some concept of collabT.
oration. Ways of organizing, of acknowledging this re-
latiOnship, t-an be inferred from field experience.

4. Certain conditions which influence both linker, agency,
and school system can be identified:

The paper will' close Cvith.some vignettes that reveal some of these
understandings, processes and conditions as-they affect the linkage rela-
tionship.

THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM

A substantial' number of educators and some research L;vidence
suggest that innovations, however defined, fail to be implemented,be-
cause the social system. of .the sChool is neither understood nor dealt
with adequatoly (13aldridge and Deal, 1975; Giacquinta, 1973;.Goodlad and.

. .

Klein, '1970; Gross, et al., .1971; Jackson, 1968; Liebermamand Shiman,
1973; Sarasori; 1971; Smi'th and Keith: 1971; Tye, 1975). qt'hers' have studied
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schools 'as social systems to dewlop a better understanding of what they
are like, what behaviors occut in them (Sarason, 1970, and what pres-
sures, contradictions and Conflicting sets of t`\pt'Ctationti make up school
life (Bidwell, 195.; Dreeben, N73; ( tzels,,Lipham, and Compbe.:: J968;
Gordon and Adler, 1%3; lanni, 1974; Lortie, 1975; Miles, 1%7; Waller,
1932). Based on these z4udies, on can divide the school system into three
entities the teacher, the principal, and the environment ip order to
understand better the functioning of school and the way in. v.hich these ,

undeNtandings can be important 6) people Nrforming linkagti processes.

The Teacher

Since 1932 whn \taller WrOte so .poignantly aboOt the teacher
numerous people haw attempted to' describe the role; of the teacher
OacksOn; 1%8; Lorne, 1975,, Sarason, 1974)ind still othtf;rs have yied to
identify teacher characteristics as they affect learning (ItOsenshine, 1973).
But by far the most helpful understandings for our pOrpoSes are those
that describe.the teacher as (s)he resptmds in a varitity of ways to in-
volvement in a:social system of contradictory pushesiland pulls.3

'Contradictory Nature.of Teaching
Teachers are-exNcted to deal with all children/who come to school

arid with each childjactyidually (Bidwell, 1965; Goiition and Adler, 1963;
Lortie, 1975; Waller, '1967). 1

Umkrstandins 1 To deal with this contradicntm, teachers develop a
set b,f skills that work for them. These skills or mC:thods.fOrm the.basiS of
their "style" and ,. as such-ire highly personalized. It is not hard to see
ithen why so m'any'teachers hold on tightly to what they knmv artd resist
neW methods of teaching. This condition has implications for agenci s or
agents bringing in new packages, new programs, or what appears to be
"different."

Multiple Interpre6tions of School Goals.
Goals of schooling'are. global, sometimes cOnfliCting (Miles, 1967),

'Snd tytaire open to many interpietations as they are translated into prac-
tice. No one view preaominates or gives direction to that translation. This
discrepancy between goals and one's mode of putting those goalsinto

"This discussion is not meant' io imply that all teachers an the same. Tremendous %.tariation
exists amoml, teachers in terms of their Nhavior toward the ItSb, toward each other, re-
soute5.
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practice forms the basis on' which teachers learn to teach,
When "new curricula" or "better methOds" are promulgated by

"experts" (usually from outstue tile school), teachers are wary bc.cause
among odwr reasons -- their own learning Ins been forged through their
own strtiggle to link theory and 'practice, The assumption that otw is or
should be open to fresh ideas does not account for teachers' .modes of
learning, nor does it consider the reasonable skepticism .of teachers to
ideaswhich commonly fail to attend to the complexities of their 'role.
Openness to new.ideas is something that needs to be nurtured continu-
ously.

.11ititerstanding 2 - Teachers are in a &milk. bind over new ideas. On-
the 'one hand they hold on to their tried and tested ideas; on the other,

'they become dependent on ideas from the outside as the primary source
of new knowledge (Lieberman, 1972; Smith and Keith, 1970,

Teacher Isolation.
Most teachers perform their teachingiunctions in total isolation from

other adults, and yet they are expected to cooperate and collabttrate on
ideas, new programs, ct i.etera (Sarason, 1472).

thulerstanding .3 - Collaboradon and cooperation are only possible
when isolation is broken by organizational arrangetnents that allow, even

.-encourage, teachers to participate with one another.

-
Autonomy and Control

There is no real "program" in most schools in the sense that there is
c..

coordination antong teachers, 'subject areas, and. 'so on, Even -though
teachers seem:to haye a great deal 'of independence "behind the class-

. 'room door," there are norms controlling the behavior of teachers (Good-
_.:..lad and Klein, 1970; Meyip-, 1975). .

Understamitns.4 -Ont.; -inuj learn what the norms are in a school to
_understand organizAtional bchNvior, individual bchayior, and the tiffer:

iint perceptions of thoSe norms by groups and individuals within groups.
.' The existence of group:norms has implications for evaluating the situa-
:don, having perceived who volunteers, who is 4een as "opinion leader,"
who.will.resist . . : .

'individual vs. Collective kctivity. ._

- Much.has been written describini; the fact that teOil'hers are' not in-
tet,pendent (Meyer, 1975; Miles; .1967,- Sarason, 1971)1 that is, they 'per-

. .

" form their jobs without Much interaction, evenneed of others. This condi-
tion leads to an individualistic view of what 'each teacher thinks teaching
is. Yet when teachers'are 'asked to engage in innovar c activity, there is

. .
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'commonly' anurgent need to support others and oft .n a need fin some
people to assume leadership roles (Culver and Hoban, l973). Pnivision
.for,discussion 'about the complexities of the teaching role ana for thi.
constructrm of a set of shared definitions boulleaching can provide an
antidote to the isolation and "individualism" of teachers.

Uhikrstanding 5 --Engagingpeople in innovative activities will involve
breaking two powerful norms in school life: that of teacherslhinking
that all teachers do the same thing, and that being interdependent in-
trudes upon one's view of teaching. The breaking ot these norms leads to
the next understanding, intricately woven into the one above, that re-
wards must be consciously provided as these norms are replaced with
others (Miller, I975).

The Principal
s

There is substanti'al evidence that the principal is a key controller of
, what happens in a sChool (See I.ipham in the previOus chapter, lieran

and Pauley, 1975;.(;ross, et al., 1971; Gross and Herriott, 1965; Lieberman,
1973; Smith and Keith,)971; Williams, et al., 1974). In other words, the

'principal has been ikss&iated with powerful effects on teachersthe way
they work with one antther, the wayothey feel about the work, the way
new.ideas come into the school and, in'gteneral, with che way the stay
assumeWtheir morale. Woking at thes i. associatituis leads us to consider
several understandings of the role of tht principal.

Involvement of the Principal
If it is evident that the principal is a crucial figtire in the local school

setting, through he:her active involvement with teachers, then -any in-
novative activity must involve the principal.

UnderstinlON InVolvement of the principal can take many formS:
.depending upon the ideas, the innovative project, ond the princ.ipars
-interest, capabilities, and skills. Involvement may t-e only.hisiher under-
standing .of what is.going on; .or. it may be lc,nowing 'enough to.support
the teachers, or it may 'be gnihering'community support.4_

Principal as Learner . .

Most principals now in leadership positions are being asked to per-
form functions for whiCh theyhave had little preparatitin (Tye, 1973): For

-

'Community 111Vrtl be rs .md stud4us r.. tv,Iguyed as key.rnerutlers )f the 4'4)61 system,
:1 but the emphasis here is t ho.y fxspte.Vbo artNie witial focus of most linitage::aeuvities,

4-1

1
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exarnple, nesotiations with unions, initiating and maintaining innovative
projects, involvement in legal decisions affecting the school, and provid-
ing for the continuing grow.th of a Stable staff are.a few areas for w'hich

j principals have received little training.

_f Understanding.7 Part of our .understanding of the sodal system must
;tinclude a diagnosis of hisiher knowledSe and ability to perform, to sup-

port and tO facilitate functions for the school staff. Does the principal
_ have access the meatolz-earn? To observe? To disaiss? Who will

su rtile_pnnop-srg(s)he learns new behaviors? Are principals being
given feed6ack on what is happ,_.nii-tg so they can enlarge their behavioral
repertoire (Miller; 1975)? (See especially Bentzen,: 1974; and Klausmeier,.

1977.)

Principals in the Larger ConteXt .

Principals are enmeshed in a larger socio-political context (Tye, 1973),
and there, are all kinds of pressures apparen_tto teachers and linking
agencies .

.

Understanding 8 People in l'nking agencies must look at a principal
with an understandinsnot only of his/her position Within the school but
also of the larger context within whick the principal r'esides. For example, .
a Oncipal with a great deal of skill and enthusiasm but no central office
supi5ort will suffer from isolation, whereas a principal with district sup-
port and community problems, a reluctant gtaff, and lack of ozganizing
skills may have plenty of external support but no means to do anything

b" with that support. Each case compels a diagnosis that- considers the .
source of constraints, and facilitating forces and their impact on that

,
principal.

The Enyironment

Because local schools- have both internal and external environments
that affect the linkage relationship, Our understanding of the social system
of the school needs to be placed in a larger framework.

. .

External Environmental -Constraints of. the School
It Is naive to think that the local setting is unaffwted by the external .

environment, that is, we must recognize.the extentto which schools.ate
:1-,rations of the world around them. Sometimes there is,a tendency to be
.-,Infortable by forgetting or ignoring events beyond the school building.
Listricts differ in their-philosophy, state support, utilization and alloca-

.
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-

Hoer of resources, Size, organizational complexity, organized consfituen-
cies, history of innovative activity, ahd stability of populations (Baldridge,
and Deal, 1975; Tye did Novotney, 1975).

Understanding 9 - School people respond to external conditions as
these affect the local school. Small and large district's communicate differ-
ently and are connected to the outside':World differently. Stable and
rapidly changing communities deal differently with their schools
budget cuts, teacher lay-offs, new superintendents all affect the local
Scene.

Consider the difference between a principal in a large city district
who has learned hOW to circumventrules and regulations and Make,use
of a "variety of linkages versus a principal in a district of four schools
Where decisions, people, and conversations are major topics of concern to
all living within the village. Or the difference between large city districts
where high level bureaucrats decide which schools to close as opposed
to a smail, closely knit district where plans are being discuSsed five years
before a decision to close a school is made.

The Central Office Staff, -

Clearly, the central office helps create part of the climate of the school
by the number of personnel, their availability, their relationships with
school,-Aaff, the types of activities in which they engage, their numbers
and functions, and their presence in the schools:

Consider the differences between a superintendent who organizes
the principalsio supPort one another, createS problem-solving groups for
teachers to work on a specific problem, and uses district staff to 'facilitate
schools' working together on common problems, as opposed to a super-

' intendent whO provides district staff with total autonomy to run their own
projects W-ith no linking be'tween and among the schools, versus a
superintendent who invOlves principals in every and any project that will
look favorable to the community.

Understanding 10 - Additional data from the Central office provide
information on general questions. How much support are the schools

. (principals and teachers) getting? How are decisions made in the district?
What is the history of the district in terms of stability and change? How
cosmopolitan is the' leadership? How open to ideas are they? How
cooperative will the district be? What are the motivations behind linking
efforts?

.3COnside-r the difference between a small Westchester Village in New York, where there is
no growth, and a community with rapid turnover in the San Fernando Valley in California.
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PROCESSES OF LINKING WITH SCHOOLS'

Having kioked at some selected understandings of the scgool as a
social system, one can now expand the view of the interaction of that
system with linking agencies (i) by looking at the dynamics of the change
process as school peopie interact with it, (2) by reviewing linkage studies
and propositions, and (3) by inferring linkage processes.-

Dynamics Of The Chan,ge Process In Schools

6

The different foci of three major studies underlie the discussion of
dynamics of change within the schools: the Hall, *tit al., studies the
1/DIE/A study, and the Rand Change Agent studies. One may, look at the
User (the teacher) as (s)he interacts with new ideas, ito the school as it
looks at its problems and attempts solutions, to a cros sectibn of schools
as they implement new ideas. (See Tables 1, 2, 3.)

The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (H1,Il1 and Rutherford,
1975),assUrnes that to understand how change takes place, one can look at
the..teaCher and see that (s)he seems to go through stages of development
of personal concern aboUt innovation, matched with stages of actual use"of
the innovation (Hall and Loucks, 1975). Teachers move from very personal
concerns, the time involved (Hall, 1975), through task concerns to con-
cerns about the impact of the innovation on other teachers. At the iarne
time, one can observe a developmental pattern of.how teachers use'neA'r
ideas (Loucks and, Hall, 1976). Teachers alter their behas?ior aking a con.-
tinuurn .from wanting information and feeling unsure about using their
innovation to trying it out, exploring its consequences, and talking about
it with others. The last stage of use becomes one of asking and searching
for "more universal benefits" (Hall, 1975).

These stages of concern and levels of use can be linked to findings of
the long-term IIDIEIA study of eighteen schools in Southern California.
These schools were joined together in a "league," and this group of
Schools engaged,itself in a study of *school improvement and in the
documentation of the change process for a five,year period.6 Those who

6For.details of the entire study, see Culyer and Hoban, 1973, Bentzen, 1974; and Goodlad,
.1975.
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. were studying the league observed .the process 9f Dialogue, Decision-
.' Making, and Action (DDA). As schools'begah tolook at their problerns, a

common process was observed: Teachers talktid. They talked:about hew
ideas,,their,ability to.perform new roles, and whether support would be..
forthcoming. Thenanother stage was observed: Decisions were made.w:-
toindividualize reading, fo create a learning center,' to team teach (usually
by a few teachers). Field notes vfere kept to identify patterned behavior
acioss schools, and these patterns 'were like those identified in CBAM.
.Thachers talked, engAged in an activity, then compared that activity to the
eest of what they were doing. As they felt cOmfortable managing change
in their claSsrooms, they sought collaboration between and among
schools.

Both these studies revealed a pattern that clanified the dynamics of
school improvement. Teachers, as individuals and as partiCipants in sub-
groups:in school social systems, appear,to move from personalized con-
cerns "(after they become Aware of new ideas), to more task-oriented man-
agement problems, to questions about the effectiveness of the new ideas,
to concerns ahd strategies foninvorvement.with more people. Questi'ons
that might involve "programi;" or aillaboration came after a period of trial-
and satisfaction with their competence in integrating new ideas: .

a

0

TABLE]
THE DYNAMICS OF CHANGE IN SCHOOLS-

..

THE USER
Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM)

Level of UseStages of Concern

.0 Awareness
Informational'

2 Personal
3 Management
4 Consequence

5. Collaboration
Refocusing

NOn-use
Orientation

II Pneparation
III Mechanical use
ly A. Routine

B. Refinement
V Integration

VI Renewal

Adapted fnom Hall, C. "E., Wallace; R. C., and Dossett, V. F., A De-
vclopmoztal Conceptualization of,the Adoptim Process Within Educational hi-.
stitutions.. Austin, Texas: ReSearch and Development Center fon Teacher
Education, University of Texas. at Austin, 1973.
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'.TABI E 2

ME DYNAMICS OF CHANGE 'IN SCHOOLS

PM? OF SCHOOLS

IIDIE! A STUDY

Diinevsions of Receptivity to ChangSWhich Were

Used for Measiirement of the PDAE Proc6s

Dialogue Dedsion Action

Scope P How open is it? How consensual is it?

linportance How nwaningful is it? How.substantive is it? How, significant is it?

How atensive is.it?

Relevance How sustained, is ii? How consistent i,s it? How, pattaned is it?

Flexibility How inquiring k it? How fltAible is it? How iNdifiable is it?

c biNc.

1) ]lk about new ideas.

.44

2) Someone individuar!zo reading,

changes the furniture ,

'3) The innovative activity makes the

.tesf 'of the program look shabby.

4), People ask questions like "[low

can the st'lloo1 provide for iiidi

vidual differences'?"

5) Dialogue begins again on new set

of questions.'

',Adapted from Lieberman A,, and Shiman, D., Stages of Change in Elementary School Setting. In C.'Culver and

G. Hoban (Ns.), Power To Change, New l'ork:NcGraw.Hill, 1973; and firom Bentzen, M. 'M., Changing Schools: The

Magic Feather'Plindple New York: Mc(raw:.Hill, 1974,

4

0
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Linking people mirst recognize the developmental .patiern of initial
taCher '.'self" concerns" which demand a supportiveenvironment in deal-
ing with new ideas...Collaboration and questions inVolving large numbers.
of faculty appear after.-teach'ers are comfortable with neW ideas and have.

. learned .to manage rh'e.riI.
A third study thzq added t9 the. underStanding of the dynamics of

school'change and serves as a link to a discussion of the prOcesSes.'of
'linking' is the Ranchange Agent-kUdy (Berman and McLaughlin, 1974;

.

tABLE .3
THE.DYNIAMICS OF CHANGE 1N SCHOOLS

,7

NATIONAL SAMPLE OF SCHOOLS
Rand Change Agent-Study

Simmary of Major Findings

1) Effective implementaiion dependent on supportive Setting and on a
..strategy.that fostered;mutual adaptation of staff to project demands.

.

2) Within:program variatiims affected implementation more significantly
than did differences among federal programs.

;

3) Projects using similar rriethods varieclin theft' implementation strategies
arid institutional settings. The vdriations were more important th:an the
methods or technologies..

4) Elementary school.prinaipals facilitate or inhibit implementation.

5) These elements of implernentation strategies promoted .teacher change;
a) Staff training
b) Frequent and regular meetings
c) Meetings and training'
d) Quality and amount of change required by project
e) Local material 'development.(in Title III.projects).

6)The ...oncentrated the resources. were (Title III), thei more likely
was teac:)er change.

. Adapted. from Berman, .P, and Pauley, F. Factors Affecting Chajze
. Agent Projects: Federal Programs Supporting. Educational Change, Volume IL
Santa Monica, California: Rand Corporation;;April, 1975.
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Berman and Pau ley, 1975). The researchers looked at.2.93 kcleially funded
change agent projects across' the country and focused on implementation
of innovations through agencies of ,in-depth case studies. Their major
findings corroborated earlier findings about the effectivenss Of involving.
people in decision-making (Lewin, 1947) and the irnpOrtance of building
group morale "as an important.. factor facilitating .changes. in behavior

. (Cartwright, 1968).
. The Rand study, like the and 1lD/EIA studies, documented Once

again .the l6cal setting inflUences the course:of innovatjon. Their
focus on the local *setting revealed that the principal -could facilitate or
block innovation and that there were certain strategies that appeared: to be
linked to Successful implementation. These strategies, .usio g. different\
terminology, Were also to be found in the Flail .research on :individual
teachers and the 1/1),EiA in-depth study. These strategies include:

1. Active participation

2. Face-to-face interactions

3. Opportunities to learn new behaviors

4. Local materials development

5. Support from the, Orincipal

.These three major studies give us a more comprehensive picture of
four factors which are crucial to the processes of linkage...They are:

1. The natdre of participation.
.

2. The sUbstance -of educational change

3. The mechanisms used

4. The rewards of,the syStem (Lieberman, 1976)

C;Iganizing fok Participatio, Prveess1 Organizing for participation
,appears to require the principal, some initial volunteers, and eventually a
"critical mass" of people who will create mnovative norms. However,
interesting qu6stions arell being raised abOut the nature o(participa-
tion. ,dross; et 41., (1971) .fotind. that initial volunteers became resisters
when'they were not adequately supported. The Rand study concluded
that volunteers did not necessarily lead to more volunteers. And the
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League study found that although initial .voluntaOsm appeared to be a
legitimate- way to organize for-participation; there was a continuing prob-
lem of socialiiing th e. new volunteers. Sharing 'eXperience often was
unconvincing. New recruits needed their own experiences:to Provide for
their own ?edming. Considerable care, then, needsto_he taken as.one
organizes for involvement.

De-velopmental Sul ;stance, Process'2 Regardless of the substance of an
educational change that might eventually be Implemented (team teach-.
ing, individualized reading, alternative teaching strategies), initial sub-

., stance. should revolve around questions of personal conem and local
problems, as well as new ir,orrnation. Tor example, if faculty in a- school
are discussing individualk reading, it is Common-for someOne to talk:
about organizing the classroom, the number of books to have, and rec-
ordkeeping, among other topics. It is less common; but essential; to have
as part of the discuSsion such queStions as: Can all teachers handle this
type of organization? .What :skills, abilities and attitudes doeS a teacher
need to do it? What emotional tensions does such a Program initially
,create? How does one deal with the, initial uneasiness of learning to do
something new and unfamiliar? .

. Developmental Meehanisms, Process 3 Mechanisms (meetings, groups,
. workshops) can be .organized around a developmental cycle which ap-
pears to be, first, acquiring information related to personal and.local con-
cerns, then, trying out the new idea with a focus on management prob-
lerris, and ultimately, making .provision for0 sharing,: collaborating and
integrating the ideas into a larger context..

Planning New Rewards, Process 4 Rewards for learning neW skills or
becoming more competent must be planned for both the Short-term and
the long-te:m. What is being called for includes timing, meeting new
people, creating new relationships, being involvecIin a larger world and a
larger network of ideas (Goodlad, 1975). For a long time we have been

.atpched to exirinsic rewards; these studies provide' evidence for the grea-
pOwi!r of intrinsic rewards.

Linking Studies

There have been nuinerous people studying and describing models
of linking (See Appendix 1), roles of various types of linking agents* (See
Appendix 2), and the processes by which people organize for and interact
with linking agencies (See Appendix 3). From an analysis of these works.

Linking agents are itlso described as change iigents; adoption agents, innovative or iier-
sOntiel consultants. .
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and the.understandings Of the school as a social system, the remainder.of
- the processes used by linking agencies Can be suggested. .

Prohlein Solving Orientation, Process 5 Whether one looks holistically
at the models proposed for linkage or the roles proposed for linking

..agents, every model refers to, the process of problem solving. 1Tlavelock
*(1971) discussed the linking agent's aid in problem identification as a.Sig-
nificant function- (See Table.4).7 Lingwood and Morris (1974) .fUund that
the federal agencies they studied provided for the AiserS [sic] ability to-
solve their own problems"' (See Table 57). Jung (1967), Miles (1976), Tichy.
(1972) and Wallace (1974) began to flesh out the process of problem solving
orientation when they referred to "diagnosing of the situation" (Wallace);
"earning the right to Jielp" (Miles),, and "relating to staff in identifying-,.
needs and:training" (Jung). There seemsz.to be .no doubt in all /these
Studies and descriptions that 'n order for people to be open to new ideas,
to adapt to changing conditions, or to. deliberately make changes in their
own s3,stem, they must develop the capacity td solve their own.Oroblems.

If one refers back to the previous description of the school social
system and its complexity, it is clear that professing an ideal/model of
problem-solving capabilities involves a linking agent in a complex .array
of !earnings especially .When linking schools to other agencies is in-

... cluded: Again,. tl-ire is thepossibility.that it is more reasonable, with our
state of knowledge, to think developmentally about problem .solving.
People need to learn td talk about their needs, and they.may rt.luirehelp
defin.ing their needs and putting them in a forh to beacted Upon. (Some
may be unaware .that they have problems or needs at all.) Th capacity to
solve, problems involves one 'in- the sensitivity to the work-life of 'School

--people and .the.ability to engage thern in activities in which they have a
vested interest (their competence and self-betterment as teacherS and
principals). This situation creates a tension for a research and develop-
ment center with a specific, program or product 'to be difftised, or a state
department mandating a special program. When there is a spec:fic pro-
duet, to sell, it is hard to be sensitive to the work life of clients.

A problem solVing orientation must guide the activities of the linking
agency And orientation means developing activities that will increasti
individual capacity' to identify and clarify' problems, to identify alterna-.
tiyes, to develop criteria with which to judge alternatives, to try out solu-.
tions, to evaluate their utility, and to start again'7-- regardless of the .sub-
stance.that is being offered. Here a person-oriented approach is linked to
a task-oriented approath.

7(...eAppt.!fidixtTables 4 and 5

.85 ee Tablvs_6, 9, 8, and 11
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/

Diagnosis, Rrocess 6 The importance Of diagnosis as a process/ for
:, those engaged in linkage is closely linked/to a problem solving orie'nta-

:: tion. Diagnosis can be described as a proCess on ,a continuum, ranging
from informal procedures in assessing a sltuation (Tichy, 1972) to a/set of
more substantive questions such as, "What beliefS and knowledge are
held by various persons to be affected by innovation?"

Miles'9 focus on linking planners and environment; as well as on .
looking at power strategieS, cognitive clarity (does everyone share at least
pari of the same reality?), affective support and reflexivity are ,part of the
substance involved in the diagnosisof a situation. Havelock (1971)1° and
Griffin/Lieberman" view diagnosis as one flinction of the linking role.
The current phrase "needsassessment," we suspect, makes a mechanical
process out of a well developed skill in deciding how to enter a sYstem,
with whom to work, what the state of the field is, how fast or slow to
move, what activities are most relevant, and where to start building rela-
tionShips. Diagnostic procedures need to take place as a/continuous pro-
cess; they will be:informal, fOrmal, or both, depending'on the skills of
whoever is making the asseSsment and the exigencieS of the Situation.
What is important is .that sOme diagnosis take place' it provides the
information for present and/future workabout the State of the relation-
ship between linker and,,ciient; and that it take place on all the levels
involved in the linkage relationship. Diagnosis that has as one of its
outcomes leaving clients with the ability to use new information and to
help solve,their oWn problems must continually involve the construction
of new support systems (Griffin/Lieberman) and/the recognition that the
Most successful linkage' Will leave the school peOple as linkers (Havelock,
1971) and the linking agent out of a job.

- Strategy Building, Process 7 Closely associated with a problem solving
orientation and a diagnosis of the social System with its complex 'array Of
variables is ,the ability tri build strategies. Strategy building is the process
f creating a plan of actipn, in our case, one, that considers in its simplest
form where one wants 'to end and the Means to get there.' Building strate-
gies is at the heart of any intervention,' for it is here that one must 'deal
specifically with the conflicts, tensions and complexities of linking tWo
social systems the school and the linking agency.

The literature refers to solution-building functions (Lingwood and
Morris, 1974), or linkage as described by type, mode and frequency of

'Sw..Appendix 2, Fable 11

"'See Apperldiv.2,.Fable 7

'"See Appendi,x 3, Tabs-110-----
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interaction (Paul,.4976), or the manipulation of human financial and
material reSources-(Wallace, 1974). Griffin and Lieberman refer to plans
that include:acting upon subsystems, whereas Jung speaks about creating
.the condition's for training, demonstrating and- arranging access. to re-
souires. Havelock's strategy building moves from bringing ney informa-
tiOn into the system tb planning linkage functions that deal With how to
use the knowledge, to the clients' initiation of activities on ;')is/her own
behalf.

Sieber et al.,. (1972) began to build a way of lodking not only at the
-strategies one uses but also at the relationships between.strategies and
particular settings:

Most strategies are described in specific terms, such as:

1. Trains staff in skills (Jung)

2.. Works with groups (Griffin and Lieberman)

3 7. Focuses oh cognitive clarity (Miles)

4. Carries information .(Havelock and Havelock)

. Focuses on affective support (Miles)

We must again stress the neea for a developmental approach to
strategy building in schoolsylf one wants to build' (the schdol) a self-
sustaining problem solvin,K 'approach within the local setting, then
strategies,need to move frbm ,involving people initially in fresh ways of
thinking about their Work (information giving), to building suppbrtive
structures (linkage) where trial testing of new ideas can take place, to
engagement in problems of management (finding resources).to building
cooperative structures that cin be mutually suppbrtive (networks).,

Strategy building processes must ayt dynamically to move frog' de
pendence on outside sources to mutuaLsilaring, from information receiv-
ing to creation of new knowledge,t.-frOin immediate, concrete strategies
(meetings,. workshops) to long-term straleAies (institutionaliZed strUc-
tures), from inva,ement of twO interested teachers to a "critical.Mass"
of teachers. The essential core of this process is, again, that strategies

,include:
,-

1. Knowledge of the specific social system, as well'as new
inforrnation.

2. Movement from concreteto.more global concerns.
:..

.1.7s
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3. Movement 'on several fronts at once: personal, organi-
:zational, programmatic and inter-organization.

Organization for Linkiw, Proccss 8 Perhaps one of the Most _crucial
processes, yet one known least about, is the creationof supportive struc-,
tures that will facilitate improvement of schools. Although there are sev-
eral:long-term field studies upon which to draw (Bentzen, 1974; Corwin,
1973;Goodlad, 1973; Walter, et al., 1977), scores of agencies have created
linkages Of all kinds, and the experience base is far larger than the written
materials would indicate. (For example, research and development cen-
ters, ESEA projects, teacher corps, teacher centers, existing state, .county
and local agencieS, to name a few.) Two large scale linkage projects have
been selected here because of the author's long term involvement in one .

of them; because others have written...about them, and becSuse as a group
they offer an ihitial understanding of organizing linicage purpOses. One
other is referred to, as it iS in process of being organized (See Appendix 3).

The League. The League of Cooperating Schools, a consortium of
eighteen schools, was organized and studied between 1966 and 1971 (See
Table 12). The purpOSe of the League was t9 improve schools and to have
schools innoVate in dealing with their own prolems. The nuances of
dealing with individual schools;.the creation of a group of schools, .and
the problems of: linkage with ,one agency, I/DIE/A, will be the major
foCuS.1= This project highlights some of thedifficult problems with which
linkage agencies must deal if collaboration is to be effective. The'essential
problems of linking are that school people and the outside people wh9
become involved with schools have different purposes, perspectives, in-
terests, work, styles,.and time frames. These are a source of tension, but
these differences muSt be worked through to achieve the basis upon
which p collaborative relatiohship is built. The League study draws atten-
tion to the.fact that schools tend to distruSt outsiders, to see research and
development products as "not helpful,"- and .to see most outsiders as
"too theoretical" and using th.e school for their own purposes.;(These
problems have been' cited elsewhere Baldridge, et al., 1973; carlisle,
1967; Miles, 1976; Takanishi, :1973). ,

Collizboration Orientation, lt is necessary, thencfore, in a collaborative
effok :to build an orientation toward Collaboration .that considers the.
school's time perspective and work life. Collaboration means-a-mutual..
respect and understanding for the differences which exist between schools--
and linking agencies, and that this respect and understanding is retlocted

"The Institute for Developmerit.tif Edwational Activities al.) ,LA) was the funding agency,
and also the name given to the office.Where the re4earch stall woiiced.
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in the expectations, activities, exchanges, and strategies that take place."
Working the C011aboratiou. The League -study.suggests that a:-"hub" is

. needed, a clearinghouse to "work" .tbe relationship between sChools an,d
agency.(Goodlad, 1975). It also suggests that expertise,is already in the
system and that this hub.can facilitate useu such experts: These realities
of School life suggest that new knowledgecan be institutionaliZed and

. .spread by Ihe'very people Within the school social system by their own
involvement in solving their problemS. But this collaboration is a process,
and the process includes actiVities which move through a developmental
cycle (as has been suggested above), a cycle reflecting the fact that. differ-
ent people will be at dfffaent places in their development at different
times and that .activities Will be part of a strategy that reflects knowledge
of this cycle." Tob. often the assumption has beec-?inade that if,a group iS
formed for collaboratnie purposes, it will collaborate. The League study
extenSively documentS the need for Understanding of and building plans
for creating .a working collaboration.

IndiAdually Cuided Education (I.G.E.). From the, components of
I.G.E. .as institutionalized in several states, some structural reqUirements
of the collaborae relationship can be outlined. I.G.E. uses° d term,.
"facilitative environment," and-a structure to understsInd what may be
the must elaborate linkage that exists to date. The design includes five
syStems: The/local school, the, teacher ethication institution, an .intim-
mediate agency, a state eClucation agency, 'and I.G.E. agencies (a research'

..And development center, for example). The phases of building such a
linkixg .enViionment have been identified: awareness, commitment,
changeoyr, refinement, and renewal. Each phase is .associated With
'specific #Ctivities to be performed by each supportive agency." From
I.G.g/wOrk it seems clear that the local st.hool, in order to effectively.. .

implement new roles, and relationships, needs support from within the
local school andreinforcement from outside agencies. A developmental
sequence of how these agencies work from phases of awareness to re-
newal can be 'cielineated (See Table- 14, 'Appendix 3). . .

Organizations as Complements. Linking agencies gan take advantage of .

their differences and serve cornplemt;ntary rOles: Research and develop-
ment centers can create materials, teacher education institutions can pro-
vide skills and knowledge, and state departments can provide financial

"For an exteilsive discussion of the nature Of collabo;ation and the probl!...rns of Bilking
severa4institutions, see Corwin, 1973.

'4For an extensiv, discussion of such activities, see Bentzen, 1974.

"For detailed phases and activities, see Klausrrwier. H., et al:, 1977, ecpecially Chapter 11,
."Facilitative'Enviroriments for Individually Guided Education."
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. support and, human resources, What has been missing froth our know1-.,
edgei and experience of linking organizations together haS.been 4 clearer 4
uncl standing of the need for comPlementary functions, antra develop-
ment delineation of 'these functions .

_ , ,5
Lyelopmental Nature of Linkage Relationships: No matter how complex

the linIcage, it appears that the linkage raa-tionship itself is, developmental
at every leVeL.Each level of the school system appears to go through. the ...

processed described, from those at the teaching level; to the managerial
levet, .alicl tO the P-olicy-making level.

-I t._

The processes described do not imply any,particular order; as a mat
. ter of faCt, one of the.pithw. difficulties of tbe linking relationship is that

these processes occur and overlap in.a dxnamic.Way. We have suggested
... :a developmental approach, father'than a'linear one, because we recognize

that, althOugh one.plans linrcirt activities, organization tot' linkage occurs
on wverid. fronts at the same time. Conside.r the creation of a network
inVolVing 'several states: An agency must decide on who shall participate,
how to begin activities, what kinds of mechanisnis to create, the sub.
stances ofinitial meetings, -who...Will take what responsibilities, how to.
create stipportive conditions, and how to keep the process going. (See
Louis (1975) and Sieber, Louis, and Metzger, (1972). C.I

ea

INFLUENTIAL CONDITIONS

At the outset it was recognized that giyerfAinderstandings of she..
school sOcial system and processes describing linkage would be 'affected
by, certain conditions: We discussed these'conditions.to create an aware-

'ness of the delicate balance of forces, inVolved in linking activities arid
to recognize that linking 'activities are embedded in i larger socio-histor-
ico-political context. And as such, these conditions teed to be better un-'

.derstood as they represent a non-linear, soinetimeS idiosyncratic, Often
unexpected view. of the way things are.

. v
'6.Both these referenc:s refer to the Pilot State 9ksernination program which involvd

: study of,' among other things, tht ,Ad agent role:-'fhe discussion include's references to
'different cOotingencies that different field agents have as they work with people 4t varied
. organizational settings..
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History of the School/District

We assume that different districts have a history of different types o(
involvement with outside agenciA: Some have always had agencies such
as county services in Los Angeles or cooperative services in,New York,
,while others have been relatively isolated. This variation rnakes`a differ-

. ence in the way people view ideas, are open to them; and are ready to
engage in activity. TIK history of previous linking and linkages would
Serve as part of the diagnosis of the linker. Such questions as who is
involved, for how long, and with what kinds.of involvenient Wouki de-
pend on past experience..in general, the less the experience, the more
tinie needale spent on linking activities.

- Nature and Scope of the Linkage

There will be a differencQ between a specific project iSuch as Heaci,
Start) and a linkage that joins states together. In -general, the larger the
number of levet, the harrier it will be to ir.Sure adequate communication
and shared unckrstandings. The amount ottirne and the 17. urposes of the
linkage will be an influential factor. Consider the Aifference between a
one-year project that attempts to implement a reading program and
three-year project that attempts the builccing.of a network ka coordinate
district activitieS. Time is a crucial factorand is seen differently bk school
people than by those working outside the school.

Availability of Resources

Districts differ in both the availability of human and material -re-..
sources and their,allocation of such resurces. This condition is becoming
increasingly important as districts struggle, with decreasing student en-
rollments, fewer teachers and fewer of everything else. But schools are
not monolithic in the way theydeal with abundance or poverty. The 'Way
school districts "think about" their use maybe as Significant as the actual
resouro s themselves.

4.
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Organized Constituencies

PoSitions on school improvement held by, teacher, comm'unity, and
other lOcaTorganization,A, and their general attitudes toward collaboration,

' are significAnt factors'affecting linkingagencies. Two contradictory trends
seem to be a Piirt of American life a trend toward greater centrahzation
and control and a trend 'oytard decentralization And "grass, roots" cOntrol
and:both these treridare easily obserYed W hen various constituencies
.vie for power oyer decisiOn..making in schools.

Unanticipated Events

.
TaN cuts, changes in administration, strikes, national disasters all in-

' fluence the local sceiie and, consequently, linking activities.- (Consider
the morale of the New York (ity schools as their.staffs have been Severely
cut by the recent Whet Crisis. Or the closing of a four year old iunior high
school for lack of suidents. Or . firing teachers under the Taylor act after
the strike has been settled.)

General Ethos of the State ,

States differ in their support, interest ant', organization of educatio.n.
Some states have.consistently been supportive of schools and ta'orn lead-
ership positions in their. improvement: Some haYe a hisl.;ry of cUnserv-
ing, while others'share a,history of experimentation. Elaborate.organiza-
tional structures supporting schools historically have been a part of some
regions, While pthers have been relatively isolated .from schools in other
partSofThe country. Clearly these differences toward stability and change'

'will affect linVages,
'Havingdiscussed understandings of the s,hool social ,-;ystem, link-.

ae,e prOcesses,, and conditions that may in.luence the linkage' relationL..
stiff's, some vignettes 1,v ill illustrate these prqpositions in practice.
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VIGNETTES

1.7

Newspaper Ruins Strategy!

This writer.was a linkir.g agent for one of the schools in the Le.ague
of Cooperating Schools. Arrangements had been made with boards of
education and principalsto free one school in. each Of eighteen sele,cted

districts in California to participate in the League. These schools w6re to
be linked .to .10/EIA, the research 'division, and to the University of
california at Los Angeles. Schools then would be linked to the knowledge
base of a graduate scho'o1 of education, and the research division of the
graduate school would provide the actual linkage. Our major purpose
was to gain a better understanding of the way inwhich schools cope with
adaptation to a changing environmenttheir solutions to their problems.
We defined this adaptation rather broadly, assuming that all kinds of
changes were happening in the society and that schools would take cog-
nizance of thoSe changes.

Our first strategy Was to go to the schools, make friends with the
people, and introduce the idea that they were now a part of a new organi-
zationthe League. This was clearly our first attempt to make a linkage
which. we hoped wOuld.be mutuallybeneficial. We would have a labora-
tory for finding out what the 'process of school improvenient looks like,'
and the schools would have access to people, ideles and an organization
that focused on them. Theretwere few, if any, 'precedents to guide our
work. But we were all experienced school people and were excited about
the possibilities of such a linkage.,

One of the schools was situated a. few miles from. the I/DIE/A office
,and close to the 'university. The principal was working on his doctorate in
education and was extremely knowledgeable about the curriculum reform
movement of the 1960s. Recently the district had, hired a research-oriented
superintendent who had told all the principals zo get their doctorates.
All the teachers had master's degrees, and many of them had worked on
district committees writing new curricula for district adoption. Because of
its ready access to resources, and the sophistication of staff and district,
the school seemed ready to assume leadership in the League. The pi-Mei-

:par had been to' the Le ,gue offices and was.eagerly ready to participate.
We agreed that a meeHt g sbould be set. up where the principal and I
would introduce the idea 'of ;he League and its possibilities. We. would
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diagnose where we were at asiwe went along.
The day before the scheduled meeting the local newspaper an-

nounced that schoo: was, to participate in the League of
Cooperating Schools, an organiiation interested in studying te process
of change in schools... Til1 teaclwrs rushed into the principal's Office and
demanded to krkow the meaning of th article. .fhe principal explained
that they had been se1eited to participate, that the school would be con-
neaed to UCLA with' a grourofother schools,. . . . The teacher; voted

.no4..,to participate.
,

. The principal called the office and asked what he shuld do, lie was
.uPset about the ni wspiper story but more upset about what to do to
rewrse.the teachers' decision.

Against this background, the first meeting"wascalled. Before this
'writer orthe principaf could build o case for the linkage that 'was to take
place and the scitors participation'in the group, the teachers lashed out .
about the newspaper story."Why.were we not consulted about whyther
we wanted to be in this tirganization? How: did the newspaper get the
story? We are ptufessionals! We do hot...need this organizatiofi. Don't you

low-we all participate to the fullest in our school, our district eld in the
university?"
' The bad been made by the. superintendent:

And priocip ;one along with the decision. No real attempt had
been mad,, initiaky . gain the consent of teachers in any of the schools.

six nio; meetings toOkp!ace in the school and a few teachers
d(gnina`ed the ineetiiv ;. Att,,mpts yere made to get at the problems of
Ihe schooi; the theme whkh oft.!n ..'merie .! was that the neighborhood

,was changin and th.'t th .!,e were different children..
One ..-; write: leapeo upand blurted out, "T assume t ',pre are

Nople wh o. might want the opportunity of being in the League and of
working or, solo to problem by seeking fresh ideas. 1 will be'
her' 10,(t . tfl.' Yil'ilit,:efs who vant to can sign their names and we
will meet and rlah t,,i0Oler." Ten people (ou.: of 17', showed up, and over
time, w( bean fo -.plore the curriculum and organizatk;n of other
chools to gain )12.V.' ways of viewirig the sihool. Teachers' eventually

decided to to:!ro. Hach, to break down the .calls of isoi:.tion, and the
school °et. me the .iocusof tremendous aetivi:.. ,.s.,7,Ioration and involve:-
-nient.

The .an .,estanc ugs of the !...:hool system wr -Al,: vaguely ,artof
fllertoire,. .ind the .processes of .nkage were totally un-

knowyr to her ''urthermoi.e, so involved was she iv the build,ng of a new
organization that conditions hich affect her work v erc not seen.

schoci. iS a good example of Our need to be.sensitive to and
develop an u'ridtirst.nding of tl:e naty.re.of schools as organizations, The
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teachers were furiOus at the newspaper si cause it ignored their
sense of professionalism and self-esteem. It ..-sented an external cori7

.dition 'which could have been spoken al,out . linking agent. It could
have been an opening to a discussion o I making it: the school
which only 'eventually became salierc oring it had the effect of
teachers not trusting both the principal ano the linking.agent. Neither of
us realized thi., insularity of teachers, nor- did we see 'that the isOlation,
multiplicity of goals,. and contradictory nature 'of teaching created in
teachers a strong defense against the oir,ide world and each other.

The principal, too, had 1."-...en so use, o telling the teachers what the
deciSions were that when an opportuni presented ,itself fur collective
decision-making, he wasn't prepared.

' Although these teachers had been heavily involvedin district affairs
and university courses,,their involvement was individual; they had never
b.een called upon to work together in their own school, and the solitary
.nature of the self:contained classroom was clearly not an effective socializ-
ing agent, ,

The process of building linkage, in this case, would haye-been aided
by starting with a volunteer group. There were only alew resisters,, but
they dominated the gr6up. Als absent was a conscious plan to move

.developrnentally with these teaehers in terms of substance and form. Both
principal and linker misdiagnosed where the teachers were. We assumed
that the sophisticated nature :of the distriCt and teacher involvements
made them sophisticated in how to Work together. We were wrong. Self-
Concerns were high. (What is being in this organizAtiongoing to do to my
.autonomy? Where :will my reWards come from as I :work with adults?)
Such questions, eventually were dealt with, but should be a conscious.part
of the diagnOstic process as describedabmm. .

Although this case could be described ;iv failure in the short term,
it was a sUccess in the long term because the organization for linkage
proved to be a powerful force in overcoming initial resistance, and re-:
socializing people to deal collectively with school problems. The linking
agent became "a friend in the school, bringing information, arranging
meetings, ta.'ilitating new relationships, and the principal and teachers
participated in ln organization that drew. them out of isolation aed put
thein in contact with outside resources.

Principal Left Out!

A University team had been awarded a three year gra: t to "colleho-
rate" with a local school System to prepare teachers for a move to a new,
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flexible spaced school. The team was present in the school four days a
week -providing workshops and demonstrations, facilitating resources
and deating opportunities for teacher growth.. About one-third of the
schoUl faculty was enrolled in a special university in-service degree pro-
gram. The project team had established a Teacher. Resource Room in the'
schooi, and thy Resource Room became' a new locus for teacher pbnning
and activity. .

, The project was based on a knowledge of the social syStem of the
,school and was designed to create a series of alternative programs to
augment the conventional school organization of the school..From the
.outset, ihe project Aras perceived in different.ways by different groups.
The district officers saw the project as a way to make needed changes in
the structmre of the high school as 1...ell as a way to prepare teachers tor
the new building. The superintendent had set a policy ofregarding.each
principal as "in charge" of hisl,her bwn building; as a result, he considered
it-inappropriate td mandate changes to any principal. The superintendent
hdped the project team would "i educate" the'principal to see the impor-
tance of school change.

The principal saw the project as a,. way to improve, instruction of
individual teachers within their classrooms. Fie saw probleins in the
school as resulting from ,problerns in teacherS classrooms and viewed the
projed as providing remediation for,"weak" teachers and as providing
hew techniques for "strong" teachers. .

:-.The teachers viewed the project as both a way to improve instrUctiOn
...Varld a way tochallenge the structure of the school and the authority of the

principa. Teachers were divided on this laSt point: Some welcomed the
challenge, motivations were mixed. Some teacher: genui, P. anted to
'change structures;.others wanted to change the prin, paL Th prct staff
viewpd the project much as did the.superinterulen. Tete). ,ualizeJ
range of conflicting perceptions.

The project team was rather succissfu u it. .- t.r, teachers.
Almost two-thirds of th eacu!tv uiok advantage o, ...oject activities. The
principal vie.wed thi iih favor when the activities were directed
towards teach'eis, viek ;:iroji. with alarm when its activities were
directedtowards the s !. a: i.ii irization in need of change. The
hope that the r th twincipal was not fulfilled.

Key Incident

. .

A group of ,teachers wrote pOsal for the creation of several
alternative programs which reqi. ;red- .-hanges in the school's organization

t
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,tilariti ,,

and' behaviOrai r°' nt L 12. he principal dismissed the proNs'll'as im-

,acti

possthle t" troplertlYo'ach-"" Project team had exPected a more
reaction, the ' c.0krative

'rs stated later that they' never should have ex-
pected a kii"frorerit-r4- "h and regretted having taken the risk of suggest-

w.
rant ,,irig st,?rn dething ric .

Decatise the git the ei-nded on the en'ation of alternative programs,
the pruicQt ctaff fef the

Principal's actions threatened the grant. The
called a'rtteettog L) c"ntract officers, ,the dePuty superintendent, and
the sitegrant'lal c(n)d de.clared that 'the grant money could not con-
tinue if the princir tnhtinued to block schoolwide change.
.officer, sobscrib'd nni

The
.ing "In charge,"el notion' of the principal as bc

stated that he 63t,i,w id\ ' 'rect the pAncipal to cooperate. A cpmpromise
Was rekhd a ils" '.y committee was established to facilitate the

the advWrY, Mittee, composed of the principal, districtgrant.

si)ni teachers, 'Irw Fldvie. ". team members met pL
,rved to make

to review all
new proNsals...4 -1; ntibl,s(. ).ry committee structure'rsci°dically
principal's deci!,1Oh vor Ile- in .thiS way, the principal ...iw it to be to his
advantage

the
to arryd

Principal
waritenirntoit)ix_iTh' "f the new proposals and reject others. since

Principal of the new school; the public nature

of tilt
Vair:ccipia:

of the ativisory co hte,

vg( 01 :lis

made him cooperate with the grant.. I)
advi 0 destroyed his chances of becoming Principal

.

ublic

Lying our piaej, -scussion to this case, several generalizations
bec".'ne apparent ih--.'oSis includes ark understanding of, first, the dif-

. fering pereentions °_,..Z..Participants. In this case, the views -,stric,
office staff i-Of the PZ'pal,

of the d; : F

and of the teachers toward the Purposes of
the linicat4e proicctides" ci have been paramount in building strategies.
19iagr6sis.also iricl' tu re 4 realistiC Wnse of the location ot all these people
iii the NliticaL
pal, but Jhe dr tic d h

i5trtii-al h.t-tcr the school. Teachers could

'the Priheiparl [Well the e

the powqr tO block withers. On the other hand,
Project taff' to viehtert his credibilitY xis the

..PosSible PrinciOal ,t ,Lnev ',chool. This ..torination was knoyn to the
project st*. but L't: t;Int-ilose to work with the.teachers.

frOffit 1:1rn o th''y

were
Were not .rn the principal. .v.

bncierstandings undeigird the
as P Partich,ant in Isange.process. In this case he was a gatekeeper,
and this itiormatid
of three, ,
mutually

crucial to.the linking team's work Like a trittly
.vhete tvv"..!',. 1,1, LIP against o:Ae, teachers and team hec4rne a

ding -cot '.)-.P' leaving the principal isOlated ar
changt's T'ather thni s P,e.rative..

I resistant to

The two' .

Ychl is not jUst teachers and .princiPa'

. a
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dren but a complex set of exchanges, rewards, activities and behaviors, as

thiS vignette has suggested. .,

The.external system (the district) was pushing for re-education of the

principals hut ihat re-education could come about'only as the principal
became an active participant in hisiher own growth. :

In this case, the teatntook the teachers as their clients. Although this

may be legitimate under certain conditions, the.stakes for the principal

were' enormou's and his capacity to block changes ve.ry effective.

This team was skillful in political negotiations and in dealing with
district offices, And although the teachers and team project suffered a..
set-back, the comprOmise allowed them.to continue working with a bettei

set of understandings about teachers rptd princibals and a sharply honed

set of diagnostic skills which included support mechanisms for both

teachers 'and' princi pal. It also includ,ed a recognition that organizing for

linkage must consider the different perceptions of all the actors and

actresSes.'''

SUMMARY

.

This Paper has been concerned 'with a.set of Understandings which

the people in it. Processes Performed by linkage. agencies in interacting
lew of the schodelineate the , ol as a social system as that system effects

with schools were discussed',, and cognizance was taken of these' linkage

ProcesSeS' being affected by certain' conditions. The approach to. the ?

proce.sses described was basically developmental and interactive; It was

suggested that linkage agencies recognize a dynarRic respOnse to the func-

on; al/ take place continuous!,
Perform, that thetions they process of diagnosis, strategy huilding.and so

y and notin 'any linear order. The processes

described recognize that there is a tension between leaving school people

with the ability to solve their own problems and learning specific informa-

Outsiders. For the I;tion trorn unkage AgcnCy, this tension creates the neces-

sitv to work with both a peoole and task orientation. Content must be

linked to the-social `.Y ''tern of the school and a respect for the realities of

the work life.of the People involved.

,.-71 his viviette considers
school-wkie change. Linkagk's taking place-in individual cla-ss-

ruonts would to deal, %yith pruviding enough supp'ort fOr that teacher.

I o 6
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APPENDIX 1
Models of Linl6ge

TABLE 4
MODELS OF LINAGE

HAVELOCK
.

i) Linkage

Degree of interrelated relationships.ness of coilaborat:iNe

2) Structure

Degree of organization and coordination.

3) Openness

Climate favorable to change.

4) Capacity

Capability tt.i get and use diverse resources.

5) Reward

Planning .of positive Teinforcements.'

6.) Proximity
-

Nearness in time, place. and context.

7) Synergy

Forces that can .be Mobilized to produce knowledge use.

Adapted from Havelock, 1971.
1,
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TABLE 5
,

MODELS OF LINKAGE_

LINGWOOD AND MORRIS
-.------.-',---

1) Users! ability to solve own problem;

2) Need proct.-sing function

3) Solution building functions

4) Micro-system building

5) Macro-system building

Ada ood and Morris, 1974.Ned from Lingw

APPENDIX 2
RoWs (if Linking Agents

TABLE 6 .

ROLES OF. LINKING AGENTS
7

TICHY'S CHANGE AGENT STAGES OF WORK

Initiation

2) Diagnosis

3) S,trategies

4) Implementation

Adapted from Tichy,.1972

.1o8"
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1

TABLE1
ROLES OF LINKING AGEN'N

,

HAVELOCK'S LINKING ROLES AND FUNCTIONS

Linkin.ERoles Functions

1) Conveyor. Corn' information

2) Consultant

3) Trainer

4) Leader

5) Innovator

6) Defender

7) Krniwkdge builder

8) Pr'actitioner
as linker

aid in problem identification

help user understand knowledge and
practices

179

effect linkage through power or influem:e

in;tiate.pew ideas

sensitiw user to problems

opening up to new ideas

-engaging clients as linkers

9) User as linker initiating activities on One's own baalf

Adapted from Ilavelock, 1971.
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TABLE 8
ROLES OF 1..INKING AGENTS

. WALL,NCE's ADOIMON AGENTS

1) Each agent was his I bed own person.

2) Diiignusis of situation.

3) Know your innovation.

'4) External agents need to link to administration.

.5) Manipulation of human, financial, and material resmrces is
a major job.

6) Time commitment is great.

7).People vs. program.

Adapted from Wallace, 1974,

tABLE 9
ROLES OF LINKING AGENTS

JUNG'S "CREATIVE MARGINALS"

1) Relates to staff in identifying needs and:training.

2) Provides demonstration of some skills.

3) Trains staff in skills.

4) Supports people.

5) Ananges access to other resource!;.

6) Works to coordinate administration, reSearch and learning
as integrated parts.

A.lapted from Yung, 1%7.
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TABLE 10
ROLES OF LINKING AGENTS

GRIFFIN AND LIEBERMAN'S "INNOVATIVE PERSONN1,1.-..
1) Diagnosis

2) Work with groups

3) Self-awareness

4) Knowledge of change process

5) Shared decision making

6) Gradualism

7) Construction of new support systems

8) Action upon subsvstems

9) Kpowledge of own social s) Acm

lO) Cosmopolitanism

11) Development of core support,group

Adapted trom Griffin and Lieberman, 1974.
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TABLE II .

ROLES OF UNKING AGENTS

MILES'.EFFECTIVE CONSUMING FOR NEW SYSTEMS

4Earn the'right to help.

',.2) Focus on linking pranners and environment.

3) Focus on power strategies.

4) Focus on cognitive clarity.

5) FocuS on affective support:

6),Focus on reflexivity.

7) Focus on leadership and social structuri, of planners/implementers.,

8) How to handle stress.

9) Willing tb be expendable but not a deserter.

Adapted from.Miles, 1976.
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APPENDIX 3
Organizing for Linkage

TABLE 12
ORGANIZINd FOR LINKAGE

LEAGUE OF COOPERATING.SCHOOLS

1) Organization of a group of eighteen scho6ls in Southern California,
linked to U:C.L.A., an office ( I/D1 E /A ), and each other.

2) Key Learnings;
a) The individual school is the agent for change.
b),If change is to occur, creation of a new system seen as salient may

be critical.
c) Change must he accompanied by new knowledge and skills.
.d)A "buV .must be created a. clearinghouse that works the

parcueralip.
e)7Th.e process the "hub" helps facilitate is Dialogue, Decision-

Maidng, and Action (DDA).* . .

.f) Identification of a peer strategy would Mean teachers and princi-
pal s. serving as experts, eventually for each other.

*See Bentzen, 1974.

Adapted from Goodlad, 1975.
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TABLE 13
0 :GANIZING FOR LINKAGE

INDIVID ALLY. GUIDED EDUCAHON (I.G.E.)

1) Organization of -adlitative. environments linking:
a) LoCal scho ,l,district
b) Teacher ec ucation institution°
c) Interniedi ite educational agency
d) State edu/ation agency

encies (e.g., Wisconsin Reseorch and Development
Center)

2) Stages invo yed in a facilitative environment are:
a) Awareness
b)Com itment
c) Chan eover
d)Refint men t
e) Rene al

Adapteci fro Walter, et al., 1977.

TABLE 14
ORGANIZING FOR LINKAGE

/

NM IONAL DIFFUSION NETWORK (IN PROCESS)

Developer

/Dem- nstra ors, state facilitators, and adopter projects linked together
tO find oat h( w to creite and Make use of a National Diffusion Network,
tb encourag communication of successful ideas, Materials, and prac-
tices.

Statement o intent from Hall -and Alford, 1976.
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Training and Supigorting
inking Agents0

, David P-Crandall

INT ROD UCTION

The last decade has seen hundrede of millions of dollars epent in atthmpte
to improve the quality. of American schooling dollars for new open-
space buildings, dolhrs for carefully developed R&D (Research and De-
velopment) products, dolhrs to establish massive computerized informa-
tion banks. These investments have yet to produce widespread improve-
ments in schools; yet despite disappointments, there are nuinerous
exaniOles of modest hut significant improvements in many schools across

. the cotintry. An assessment of this recent history leads to the realization
that things alonemoney, buildings, products, information-4re insuffi-
cient to change schools. Only people 'drawing on these resources, can
produce, the needecl improvements. Despite the centrality of technology in
American culture, and the similarity of our system of schooling to an
assembly line, éducatiOn-within individual buildings' resembles more of a

.coitage industry;.staffed by craftspeople plying their trade in idiosyncrat-
ic, non-standardized ways. Schooling thus remains a highly interpersonal
enterprise, mediated by humah consideratione, not by the requirements
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of technology or considerations of the marketplace. It is not surprisioy,
that a personalized medium the linking agent ----- has emerged as the most'
promising means of bridging the gap between technobigical advances and
individual educaters striving for quality education.

.The purpose of this chapter is to present a view of the realities'facing
those playing linking roles and to give direction to renewed efforts to
develop training and support mechanisms for linking agents. Several

, years of experience as a linking agent and in managing a linkage agency
have shaped the sobstance of this paper; during that time, successes and
failures in work wiih hundreds of schools have led to insights and obsr-
vations which may be useful to, a larger andience;

'This chapter is written for several audiences and will leave something
to be desired by each, .First, it rill introduce the problems and potentials-

. linking agents' face, an introduction which, in the second place, may be
.

useful to those responsible 'for managing the efforts of linking agents.
Third, the next steps for Federal planners and policy makers who are
increasingly coricernedwith the.state of dissemination and the proper role
of the Federal government in providing leadership to improve American
schooling,will be outlined.

' . The literature, with few exceptions (Jackson, '1968; Lortie, 1975,
Waller, 1932), tells us, little.of what actually goes on in the classrooms of
our schools. Similarly, wc know little of the dynainics of...educational.
program improvement effOrts (but.see--Bentzen, 1974; Goodlad; 1975; and
Smith and Keith', 1971). Although this paper, by its nature, is'not itself full
of rich details of "life in the, trenches," the observations and conclusions
have been filtered through a knowledge of the practical gained from ky-
eral years of first-hand experience and pain. What follows rings true for
rne and 1 hope will be received in that light.

Progress in undeNtanding the complexities of linling will be rvde to
the exient that interested parties are able to suspend disbelief, jump int6'
one vision of the subject, poke around in it, push against it, te..s.p it out in
their owri...sOting, and through such experience find ways that:work for
them.
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Assumptions

The folkiwing.assumptions are intended to restrict the content of the.
chapter. To the extent that the assumptitms are not shared by readers,
'they can be thought of as springbthirds for dialogue in other feirums. This
Ryer does not attempt to justify them in detail.

L The "clientS" of linking agents will be people in
schook, pmarily in pitblic schools,

2. In general, schook are unlikely to undergas'any sub-
stirintiat .structural .changes in .the next decade in the
ways they organize and conduct instruction and at-
tend to organizational functioning. Furthermore; in,,
rnost places the nature of-teaching staffs will remain
relatively stable ;Ind conservStive although their mobil-
ity nd numbers will be reduced by declining enroll-
nwnts And unused buildings.

. .

3..Linking agents areessentially intermediaries bebven
the school systems they serve and the world of knowl-
edge production and utilization; in general, their homtY .
base is external tei the school system.

4. In the larger organizational- environment ,which im-
pingeS on the school there is a complex of acteirs who
must be consciously:dealt with by linking agents.

When linking agents' work with a client system in-
voives a full-fWgect problem,.it must account for the
organization itself as well as the'individuals within. it.

6. Linking agents must deal consciously and competently .

with the iSsue of power distcibution and its potential
effects on both maintaining the Status quo or support-.
ing program-improvement efforts.

7. E::xperienced.educators new to linking agent roles will
require substantial re-education, touching on cognitive
and affective areas in addition to behavioral skill, de-
velopment.
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Organization of the Chapter

This first of four sections has set the stage and presented the assump-
tions underlying the paper. The second se. tion, "The Universe of the
Linking Agent," consists of four principal subseAions,,The first presents
three major perspectives on the current, practice of liaking .agentry;' the
second .addresses the nature of the resource system and the common
sourct;s and attributes of the innovations that an! typically the nncleuS Of
program improvement efforts; 'I'he third subsection discusses the client
system as a complex social system and as an organization subject to .a
multitude of in fluentes, and thiginal Subsection deals with the host agen-
cy respaisible for supporting The many needs of Linking Agents they
house. The third section on.."The Linking Agent. A Speci.ilized
Qeneralist," deals in depth with the Linking Agent proper. The many
dimensions of this multi-faceted creature are articulated and illostrated,
the multiple roles to be playedare .described, attributes and skill clusters
associated with the multiple roles are presented, and 'the question of
selection versus ethicafion versus training is touched on. The last section
presents a summary and argues for a world-view emphasizing systematic
pmblem-solving as a means of focusing future efforts.

THE UNIVERSE OF THE LINKING AGENT

Linking 'agents are involved in a little tinderstood constellatiOn
the educational and R&D community --:which isaself Part of a larger and

.more complex universe. Within this constellation, collectkins of individu-
als are in motion' around the individual linking agent. These individuals;
as well as individual linking agents, are affetted by oilier influences.
While the object of primary interest in i'his paper is the linking agent, a
briel.inspection of the major influences and.of the other entities should-
help us understand the sort.of nebulae the linking agent inhabits. In this.
section, several issues about the major influences,, the resource system,
the client system, and the host agency will be presented to facilitate a later
full consideration of the linking agent.
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. ,

Three 'Major Perspectives on Current Practice

el

The diavrent upiniohs about what constitutes an effective- linking.

agent reflect the different orientations pcissesSed by those actively en-
gaged in studying, recruiting, or training' linking agents. From ply van-,
tagepoirjit, three major perspectives are presently intermingled in the field
.those reflOcting the behavioral science tradition, the information science
tradition, and the i:urriculum theory tradition.

'Historically, the potion of a linking agent .,role followed from 'an.ern,
phasis in the last decade on improved dissemination of information. The..
study of communication channels, hoW information flows fitrn person to
person and structure to structure is the basis for the work of the Far West
[tab's Educational Information Consultant (EIC) program and much of.
Havelock's ..arly work. The old National Center for Lducational Corn-
lnunications, which-housed the ERIC system, sponsored many important
.early inquiries by Paisley and others. This view is presently reflected in
efforts of the. Information and CoMmunication Division of NIE to estab-
lish a capacity in each of the fifty states for more effective dissemination

"and utilization of information.
The. influence of the information science schonl in the public educa-

tion,arena is manifest in the' variety of information centers which can .

access a myriad of data .bases via computer in response to educators'
inquiries. The most prominent of the comprehensive.information centers
are' R.I.S.E. (Research and Information Services in Education) in King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania and E.R.C.. (Educational Resources Center) at
ACES in New Haven, COnnecticut, in the East and Northern Colorado
BOCES in Longmont, Colorado; and California-based SMERC (San

:Mateo Educational Resources Center) in the West. Our own NET-
WORKINaLDAP. InforMation Resources Center is an example of a
.specialized center serving a restricted clientele Learning Disabilities
Demonstration Centers) in contrast to the 'general service offered by the
comprehensive centers.

ERIC remains a prominent, and increasingly' useful, element in an
information center's reSource arsenal, Complemented in more sophisti-
cated centers by "fugitive" data collected from local services or not .vail-
able 'through.cOmputer access. In their interactiOns with school people,
specialists With an information science orientation strive to improve the
quality of decisions by concentrating on what goes into them. They hope
that the array of alternatiVe inPuis presented in response to a focused .

request will be carefully considered and a more rational sequence fol-
lowed by the -decision maker(s).-HoWevet, the nature of their relation-.
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ships, with clients' typicaIlly il'reeludes involvement In the dynamic
processes surrounding a particular decision. Rather, transactions are dis-
crete events, i,e., the request, -I need to make a Presentation to my bt)ard
on alternatives to closing schools," leads to the preparation of aQnforma-
tion packal.le sent to the clienL presumably used in some wa'y with the
board. How the information is considered and its effects are rarely ascer-
tained. It is Unlikely that a client Would request or that a person in an
information center would maintain ongoing.interaction during the many
cyclings of deciding, trying.out, reviSing, deciding, et cetera, involved in
instituting a significant new praCtice or policy.

In contrast, the concerns of the behavioral science school exemplified
by OD efforts grounded in the social pSychology of inditiduals, groups.
and organizations, attend more to the process itself, Practitioners in this
School emphasize human interactions and relationships, and advoCate
employing consensual means to make better decisions through active
collaboration during implementation :Ind by, confronting and working
through the inevitiible difficulties that arise in the course of instituting any
significant change into an otherwise siable systerit Kurt Lewin is the

.
grandfather of this tradition, with Miles, Jung (former direct& of North.-
west Lab's Increasing leacher Competencies Program), Lippitt and his
pSsociates in Michigan, and Schmuck and Runkel in Oregon as exemplary
contemporary practitioners of rhis approach. Schmuck and Runkers
"Strategies of Organizational Change" program at the Center for Educa-
tional Policy and Management (CEPM) located at the University of Ore-
gon is one of the few efforts which integrate action interventions in
schools with ongoing research into the processes involved. (The program
in Educational Administration at the State University of New York, at

.Buffalo is another.) The "Strategies" program has made nmany solid con-
tributions to understanding What actually goes on, and withwhat effects,
when conscious .efforts are mounted to improve schoolsr,organizational
functioning. (see Runkel and Schmuck 1974; ancIRUnkel et A, 1974, for
detailed descriptions of their efforts.)

Lastly, there is a schOol which one Might label the curramlurn theo-
rists. Their interests dO not pwclude attention tOinatters of concern to the
foregoing two schools, But tRey -pay more exPlicit attention to content as
traditionally defined. Tyler is generally acknowledged as the elder states-
man of this School, and Goodlad at the University al California at Los
Angeles has done much to bring greater clarity to it. More recent studies
by Fulbn and Others (1975) continue this emphasis. The curriculunt.t heory
school is somewhat less visible in the current arena; there.continue to be
difficulties in deiming curricUlum as a field, and -few of the .current
federally,sponsored program improvement efforts give it focus in 'the
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cOntekt of school-based change efforts. However, our experien.ce at The
NETWORK has showns-that without &Ireful attention to the curricular
dimension, the probability` of SUCC6* of any change intervention is drasti- ,

cally reduced. Schools are ju\ st.not prepared to deal with process issues
"alone, and Since most schools see-curriculum as opposed to commimi-
Cation/information 'flow or organizalional processes as their primary
fesponsibility, it seemS essential that Wes:incorporate this Orientation into
our thipking. S.

"\When one attemFits to change or improvehOols or school districts,
these tl-free orientations need to be synthesized. >t<people" focus--; whiSi\
acknowledges the irnportance of cairriculum, the K ace of inforMation
floW arid improved deCision-makihg, and the centrbali 4,:i.?f relationships
and organizational influences is indicated. Such a focus reflezts the emer;:
ing mainstream in the area of eduCational program impront ati3O

t 1

. should influence theldesign of training and sup'port mechanisms flidink--
ing agents.:' . ,

' It is also.esseritial that we ioCus on the overall pacess aSsociatecN,
witheffecting significant changes in human systerhs, whether the change
be the adoption of a new curricular program or a new way of thinking,
about-oneself and one's work. We need not oujy to stirdythe initial stages

i-
: of awareness'and interest-arousal but also to look 'more fully af=theodi, ,.."

namics of the implementation process. Developing this broad, lOng-rarige::
perspective should be a Oriority for linking agents concerned with ,pro,:
gram and,-system improvement. Further, we need to .deal with here-
Pncl7noW problems in schools and to challenge schools to go beyonaci the--,.-

. ; present by developing improved capacitY to cope with the anticipated and
unanticipated problems that will confront:them in the future.,

.

The .Resource System
9

Types of Res:Oil-tees Available to the Linking .Agent. the r.Orld of knowl-
edge production and utilization (KPU) is an exceptionally complex one, as .
Culbertsongnoted in his early chapter in this volume. It is inhabited by all.
;sorts of individuals, agencies, ideas; programs, products of-N.,aryinitat.igi-.

visibility,- and- utility to the educational practitioner. Bringing this
'maze of potential resources into focus and rebting thein to a .partit5Ular

. School's problem.s.O that the resources can be' effectively ulilized is the
_principal chiallenge facing linking agents. Asinterrnediaries between re-
soUrceS and clients, their skills in resource utilization are what distinguish'
them from Other comktent professionals. (This central skill of resourCe.'
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utilization and Other reqUired skills. are discussed in greater detail sub.:
,

sequently.) ..
Our .concern here then is tbfocus on the notion of"the resoutce

sYS,tent'' general parameters, its princiPalelernents, and their relative
importance to linking agents. A classification scheme which has consider-
able..heuristic utility is:presented in Figure.1. Adapted from" the report of
the DisseMination Analysis. Group (DAG) convened by the.Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Education, it represents the results of lung deliber-
ation by a highly qualified and diverse group.

The question theystappled with was, "What is to be disseminated?"
..Restated- in the context of this paper, ."What is fhe 'stuff,' that -is, the

resources, of.the transactions between linking agents and their clients?".
Oe,follOWing excerpt from theirreport,.With Minor editorial clarifications
(in italics), explains the preceding figure:

?,

Figtire 1 ' presents a schematic. display of the types of
"disSeminates" considered by ihe DAG, arrayed along
two diniension: degree of tangibility, independence,- and
separability; 'and the degree of disciplined inquiry on
Which they are based.

. .

13eginning ai the top left (Cell1) are the tangible products
Of research and .develoPment (R&D). PrOgressing to the

'' right the R&D prochicts--shade into R&D-based or -vali-
,- dated-programs. As' these..programs become increaSingly

intangible, they shade into "synthesized" (practice on-
entecl) research-based InOwledge (Cell .3), and then
finally nto highly intangible; abstract, and generalized _

knowledge loff the chart). Proceeding acrOss the next row
(Cells 4-6), the sadie kinds of Content are encounkered;
however, the"validity" of the contenf at this second level
is -based far less on the R&D (discipliited inquirYi process

.,and far mbie on pragmatism. Successful productS arc
usually those that are marketable, profitable, and able to
win and-maintain consumer kceptance. Promising prac-.
ices may be purely ractitioner innovations -that haV

:rteithei an R&D.base ror evalbation data to prove their
claims, but that ire judged, to'be prbmising or worthy by'
competent eduCators. COnS'ensual knowledge is not pro-
dUced by disciplined 'inquiry-Or scholarship; but it is ac-
cepted as valid and reliable by those who must rely on ft.

In-the last rpw (Cells 7-9) is encountered 'a vast "grey'..
area of relatiyely unvalidated .products; practices, and
knoWledge. Their validity depends primarily on the
prevalence Of their use -and oo their utility for. specific
users. Credibility and utility are the,operating criteria that
separate. the-useful from the useless. .
-

2 v 6
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. .

; I
Depending on he tyPe. (-)f re7source needed (i.e., which Cell of FigUrej),/ . ii. 1

.

. -.linking agents ,will turn to.individuals or agenciesorganizationsisysten
..fOr tangible prOdUcts or. artifacts (i.e., an information package) o'r.k)r lest;

tangible praCtices or ideas. .1-hus, linking agents need to be aWar.e 'of; tiS. i
4

:.__._,:. kno.w.how..tolaccess, and to use the full-array dependingOn a particular
.--: client situatio(n.

... . . . . . . . . I
1

'Sou'rcos of Produas and. Pro,vains fin. the Linking Agent. Thetraditien'al i

information/linker was.
1

concerned principally, if not exclusively, with at-, f
.,. 1

tempting to increase the use of ''reSearch-based knowledge" (Figureil; I

.Cell 3), priMarily that available. thmugh ERIC. While:undoubtedly thenf, I

have been, and. still .are, linkers- who maintain such a tight focus,. ihe .1

changing nature .(and improved quality and utility) of:the. ERIC data base 1.
combined with expanded'demands.floWirg from continued contact vt);ith I:

-, . .

school people leads inevitably. to linkers taking a broader "practice" fo(b.,. J,
Earlier .our.own experienc .! with the centrality of curriculuio in6..i9r

own dealing with sehool..people was noted The bulk of their cUrricult;^.'"c is
.Shaped by the consid'Z2ration and:use of tangible"resources (PrograMsand
products) as opposed to intangible resoUrces .(.research :knowled0,2 'and :

other information). This reality suggests these resource. tyPes be:treated'
' in a bit More detail to ensure clarity, ,.. . . ,.

The 'vast .majority of . curricula in us e. in the schools today ,are. pn
'1

duced by,commercial publishers (Figure ..1, Cells 4 and ...7). Since mbst
4 linking agents ,will strive to Create awareness and increase tiie .use of I

programs developed by loa and federal Sources, at first it Might .appear !.
irrelevant to examine the 'Acti..ities of those Who promote `commercial '

: I .
.

product's, yet th& success of cOmmercial .publishers demands such an.1
exaMinabon. For the linking agent, the feature .6(the coMmercial sector to :.
be kept.in mind is its cOncern with the efficient, profitable diStribution pf

:.
a high volumeof products, 'rather .than the. successful Implementation uf
programs., Analyses of clients probe those: factors that will affec(the pos'i-:-
tive decision to adopt a particular produCt.insufficient, quantity:to justifT...:..,
the producers' invesfment in advertising and other mdrketing. This isnot
to say that commercial programs are of low-quality. Indeed, many indi-.
viduals engaged in systematic research and development also contribute
to commercial product; of many kinds. , .. . , ., ..

Commercial publishers neea enough knowledge of the marketplace !
and the consumer groupto be sure that the prodUctstheyareprornoting '.

'have acceptability and credibility. They uSe salesmenvery effectively"and
have 'W th e. way in- Utilizing *dem technology enr i segmenting= and.
saturating markets. Typically, .th Irtextbooks'are formatted in a Way. that
makes it easy for the salespersi n taxespond -to queStions from/poten,tial
adOpters by simply flipping tc an appropriate chapter subheading and

2..0
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thatwe cover dangrig participleS very adequate-
.' .1y." .Experience with mon- compleN: products, such as the FarWest Lab's

MiniCoorses, has demonstrated ,th t. difficulties of educating:, textbook
salespersons to promote .productS /Which depart radically from the norms
of schools, 'which require Considerable -sUpplementary equipinent, and
which do not yield a premium .:comMisSion for the Salespersons. (See
'Turnbull et al., 1975,' for a more detailed discussiori of this case.)

The corhmercial sector cannot deal with "thin market" materiS, that
is, those Which do .nOt yield bigh enough revenues to warrant the invest-
ment in 'marketing. However, :there is much to learn from ktommercial

.successes, and recentstudies of the utility of the marketing.apOroach are
worthy of review by interested linking agents (see in particular Engel ct
al:, 1975; Kotler, 1975; Sikorski and Hutchins, 1974).

The second source .of :programs, of greater:concern to the linking
agent; is that of "R&D outcornes." At the kesent:time therois considera-
ble debate 'asto. just what constitutes an.R&D outcome:and enough vacil-

.lation exhibited 'so:that a rather broad definition (i.e., incorporating Cells 1
and 2 of Figure 1) i one that would probably be. Useful for the: linking
agent tb keep in mind..A recent Request for Proposal from NIE's School.
Practice and Service DivisiOn defined, educational R&D outcomes as.-fbl-

,
' lows:

Those curricula, products, skills, programs;instruments,
teaching and Management methoids and techniques and
the like that are produced by.disciplined inquiry involv-
ing activities .hormally considered part-Of the R&D pro-
cess 'such as/conceptualizing, hypothesizing, model de-
veloping, field testing,r'data gathering and analyzing:and

. evaluating. Evidence of 'effectiveness, judged according
.to professionally accepted 'standards, is alsa a hallmark

of.R&D outtornes.. 7'

' This definition is useful in.bighlighting the importance of a' systematic
process ending .in soMe :demonstrationof effectiveness. In some cases,
programs develOped by School-based educatorS,corifdrm to thiS definition
and are.able tO offer eVidence of effectiveness tO a quality control pane
such as. thejoint Dissemination-Review Panel (JDRP). The JDRP serve
the Education DiviSion as a .-vehicle whereby prOgramswhich individua
project officers feel are worthy are:reviewed by 'a panel of eiperts. O ,
some-250 projects/which haVe been submitted to the panersince its incep-1

..fion, 60% have been approved: Despite. a numbc:i of flawsnOw.receiVing.
attention by. its Members and the field,the'JDRF is likely to remain ,the1

,-.,principal means of formal Validation bY.Ihe Federal government. It/will1
,/.

1.
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..coritinue to'serve as a necessa.
,minatioil act;

n, hOrdle fot programs :expecting Federal
support for diss. 'While the Vast majority of programs
which' have been submitted t.vitie9. me those initiated by ESEA Title III,-u. date.
recent efforts have biought before the Panel foriconsi.deration a.variety of
crogranisinitially funded by Title 1, Bureau of/Education for the Hand-
icapped; Bilingual Education, TeTI-litiaStitmdening base bodes Well

have withstbod the scrutiny of
an.drerPrEe:s pool of programs whichfor the creation'of a More widov

hard-noSed.professionals. Educational Pro-
grams That Work.',(1976). a cata produced; by Far West Lab, for the
National Difftision Network; describes all prog'raMs approved by JDRP,

logue

The Output of divektly-sPonsOred fedeljal'kiD is currently detailed in the
two.volume NIE Produa 0975).-Cab,' .--..ogue

Lastly, thereare locally-Cieveioped programS (Figure], Cell 5) created..
in response to idiosyncratic lue.

s,al needs. One serious shortcoming of most
of these programs, whether -ronsored by federal or state-Money or sim-
-ply the result o.f local invention, appears to he theabseiice of a meaningful
evaluation' and dbcumentation. 'effort. Such efforts wotild allow objective
tu their originaldgment as to both t.1*
sites and their utilitY for other k

.

Because the motivation for most of.
,effectivebess of such programs in

Itings:
these projects is ameliorationt:0.- particular local .problem, not thecrea-.
tion of an entity. which con trib

11tes tbe greater good, this shortcoming is
not surrising. :,

Some interesting Fin
.

d1ngs

to
. r -r .

about the miture of.stkh. exemplary.pra6-
tices and the difficulties in tra sporthig thern. from pne site td!Fho; other. .

are disCussed by Turnbull et .a/., 0975).,
n:.

One prbmisin.g development:iS the
effort by Title III through its.1,1 Validation, afid.DiSsemination.
(IVD) encc!Yres state.proces:, which

--Aentificittion,
agencies to establish proceduresag

whereby localalyi;deexvteelopta

reviewed by
A- 'ojects supportedby Federal money can be

using a common .set of guidelines (see
Sharing Educational Soccess: ilandbook for. Villidation. of Educational Prac-

.

tices4 Though rather eXpL nsive for the Project'

.

the on-site evaluation team
' ./1
mode prOmoted by the IVD Prucess

inspection's

on inforMal evaluation. proced
mentsofoutcomes..:While the

i.40:c,),Zi'nd
7nle

prograrns,.,..suffers. budget and time constraints.

s4ures
IVOoffers

an alternative toPsimply relying
and generally incomplete measure-.
apprbach, like virtually all.: on.:site ..i..

. the. professional. judgni
i 'that produce a"..

ent. a
n:describing-an-elephant" ' phenomenon,f.-

Nnel of p.. reers nders afterrnco. prehending.
the. elephant ..offers clearif cl)stIy' improvernents over the Written re
port of a singlelobserver. Wht payoffs.are commensurate with the

-produced various coMpepdia o.f state-

her the

d and -.validated programs
investment is a' queStion in need of oan answer'. Individual states have ,

which May be of interest. ty I;
deyelopt.

nts 'i,seeConneCticut ESEA Title---nking age
.nr produced by ACES in *New. Haven,Connecticut, as one example). ..0.

i':4? . .

:e., ..
.,...a,-- .-2. 0.
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Viewing Resources.as Innovations. A recent insight whith has ..added
'clarity to the writer's" thinking. aboin,the difficultk;s of ,rriounting and
managing progran. improvement 'efforts in schools is.the r4ilization that
all pOtential (,C., currently unused) resources are ititionitiOits from the
clients' perspective and they represent something new to tliern. :Histori-
cally. innovations in edUcation have been thought of simplYias products
add practices..Diffusion researchers (Miles,..1964; Rogers, t962; Rogers
and Shdemaker, 1971) have pushed and probed the, phenom'ena relating::
to their introduction into an adopting unit. Recently, inquid'es 'into the
realities faieci..by human innovations, "information linkers"' 9vhose role
was initially patterned after the agr1cuitural extension agent/ have been
spqnsored..(Mik, Paisley, et. al., 973; SieUer, Seashore, 1972). In-
(*.ming attention, has been focused on the.dynamics of the adoptingunit
and the individuals Who:populate it (BenniS;Benne, and Chin, 1961;1969,
1976; Havelock, 1973; Lippitt, Watson, and Westley; 1958:SchmOck and
Miles, 1971).. All these. 'inquiries have enriched our still incomplete under-
standing of thi: thmplex of things., people, and perceptions Which.can be.:
innovatkins and of what it takes.: to bring about change, of, whatever
magnitUde, 2ersonal, programmatic, or organizational in human. syS-
terns (e.g., schools).

Forthe-present `discussion,. let us acknowledge that all the resources..
arrayed in Fignre 1, and their many sourceSand potehtial delivery modes,

.- are innOvatiOns.for clients which range frUm the seemingly concrete and
simple (a new .texthook' or product), to the exceedingly intangible (the..iden
of using sonieone'else as a resource, and the act.of initiating and maintain-
itig the relationship). It's-all new, it's scary, .andit all happens simultane-
ously (at multiple points on the tangible-intangible dimension ,(cf. Figure
1)] when a Wacher decides.to risk by exploring a new product/praCticelidea
or I?). adopting one: -

NOW, 'add to this'already complex equation the newest, strangest
-regource/innovation of all, "the linking ag6nt." Linking agents -(the idea ,o f
them, and the- u.se f them)'rep-resent an even larger innovation than the

'programs or ideas to which_ they hope to:',1ink the system. Few; if any,
clients know how to use any kind of helper. effectively (other than to

and,.many new linking agents
9.tacknowledge explic-

jadvance their own image as "innoVa.**.:I.
'are Sufficiently unsteady themselv4it

, .

it*,4his gap wia4.,:their clients.
*.4..-.1.7Prceivtd Attributes of Innovati

00fie wing all new.resourceseaS nt

itself. If linking agents are to be eff
faCets,of an innovation as perceiv'

. client/User. (The reader inierested'i

tf4 Aiced.the perspeetiVe
itio,to the innovation :

must uncle:rstand the many.,
!)otential adopter/consurneil

-de.011,,treatment of the impor-
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i 'tance of,the user's perspective on the innovative process' shoUld see Ful

'

-
.1 Ian 1972). The topie shall be touched so that the individual linking agent ,

i .

i can pursue_elsewhere those. facets of greatest relevance.
There is Mae disagreement in .the field that the attributes of an. inno7

-vation as perceived by the.potential user interact with 'the .user's view of
'. the setting to affect the rate and extent of adoption. (A parallel 'pheriorne-

non, is the effect of the linking 'agent's perceptions of the innqation and
.the setting on adoption.) Rogers and'Shoernaker (1971) identiOhe attri-
butec of intereSt as relative advantage, cotnpatability; ctomplexity, trialabil-
ity, and observability. All but compleXity are reported as positively related...6

'to the rate of adoption_ by the majority of the studies reported.' A!.;C:ime-
!. .. what more detailed consideration of attributes and their .effect on the

. innovation .process 'is provided by. Za.ltman et al., (1973). Nineteen attri:
tes of innovations are discussed including such, familiar ncitions as coSt,

rela e advantage, and compatibility and some unfamiliar notions.such
., as fermi1; itii, the number of points in time and the space between.theriv,

.bey'ond wh41it the adOption of .an innovation becomes less' rewarding;
status quo au.te, the cost or difficulty 'which must be risked relativuto :the .

..reversibilihj.Of the innovation or return to thei prior status quo;.and gakway :
capacity, the extent to which the adoption of an innovationopens avenues

, to.other (desire.d) innovations. Further,. they.suggest probable interaction
Of thes e. perceived attributes with different substages of the innovation
pkkess, which they .see as a .seiie5 of five decision stages from initial
knowledge..to sustained implemenration. The discuSsion is suMmarized
in Figure 2.' .,

. . ...

ArrayMithern in thislashion dearly demonstrates the jtiggling act
required cif the linking agent. Different attributeS are, going to affect ilw

!..

.Users vieWsat different times, and it.may r-Icit alWays.be clear a.t, what
point in time one is. It is unlikely that not only A givell innovation pro-.
cess,will.proceed through only une series of decision S'tages, but also the

. attributes mak interact across substages. The authors acknowledge this;
he "x's". are intended tO shoW their best guess as to that substage ,where
a particular attribute is most likely to have significant interaction. Thus,
they would sUggest that as the dynamicsof an initial.(adoption)dedsion
become crystallized. into a public deelaration of intent; the attributes of

k
cost,.soentifie status, relative advantage, and comMitrrent become domi- ,

riant. It seems .reasonable to belietie. that all thoseatt:ibutes which in- .

teracted With prior substages are still flOating around somewhere as well,
'only that their po.,..er as filters or Screens has diminished at thiSpointin
the j?rocess. . . . .

.:.
,

-... further, it is likely' that the language researchers use. n classifying;
attributes will not be meaningful to users, so linking agents' may need to

: 2
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create liSts! of' attributes using local' descriptors and:definitions. which.
would differ from site to site. To quote Zaltman; "The particular problem
and proposed solution(s), the nature of the. organization; and the general
cOhtext in which change is to occur are all factors in determining which
particular attributesare most salient at.various substages. The important'
point is that the various.attributes of innovatiOns Should be considered in
light'of the substages in which they are likely to be most important" (p.
165). Worthy of particular note in light of the findings reported by Rogers
and Shoemaker regarding the negatiVe. relationship oK-.omplexity- to rate

. ,

of adoption is the distinction' between the perceived complexity of the
innovation. Qn the idea.dimension versus its com.Olexity. in

.

FIGURE 2
PROBABLE INTE;?.ACTION OF ATTRIBUTES, W.TFF-I

. INNOVATION PROCESS SUBSTAGES

Decision Stages

Atti- Sus-
tude Initial tained

Attributes of 'Know!, Rinna- Deci- Imple- Imple-
Innovations ,edge lion . skin mentation nictitation

: '.tost X

.'Returns .ta.invesirnent X

Efficiency 0

X ..
....Risk and uncertainty X

, Communicability : X

: Cdmpatibility X

Complexity 6 X

Scientific status ' X

Perceived relative
advantage

Pointof origin X ,
'?TerminalitY

Status quo ante X

,Commitnwnt X

Antarpersonal rela-
. . . tionships .

Public vtirsus private
.Gatekeeper X ..,

Susceptibility to
'successive modi- .--

fication
Gateway capacity
Gate.way innovation

.
.

.t. -
Reprinted by.permission of the publisher from G. Zaltman, R. DunCan,,
and J. 1-.Iolbek, InnovatiOns dna Organizations. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1973, p.164. © 1973 by John Wiley and Sons.

x

X
X
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Thus, a given program may be difficult to understand but easy to use Or
cOnversdy, easy to understand but extremely difficult to implement. An
example of the latter are the programs described in the. Overt,iew of Project
Information Packaxes (1976), whose underlying ideas, at least thoseTe.lated
o the curriculum, are rathercOnventional and .quite compatible.with the
current practice. The difficulty comes 'When the other features of the pro-
gram required .for complete implementation and their likely effect on
current practices,ar ally unckestood. Fu faithful.implementation
of one of these pro, rams is anexceedingly complex process, callins for
different decision-making modes, staffing arravigements, space fealloca-....
tion. ;Ire. so on-,-moves that are likelyto bump up against the status quo
in most districts.

. Tho foregoin'g paragraphs deal:with a .single innovatic,n 'and with,She
myriad' attributes that play some uppredictable pars in its acceptance. arid
ultimate adoption by a school, whether facilithted by linking agents of-

.: nOt..For mOst tf th.2 endeavors in which linking agents will be engaged,
the probkms are yven greater, since .there is more than .one innovation

being introduk ed sirnultaneously. Typically this multiple:innovation
phenomenon I:: unacknowledged in the literature; one is fked with a
figure and ground problem where the curricular innovation, is empha-
sized to the exclusion of other features of the process. Despite its cerItral-
ity in theMindsOf clients, it is just6ne of the innovations with which they
are .confronted.

: In conclusion, it shyld ,be obvious that a prime requirement' kir
linking agents is not only greater underStanding of the tangible resources
Which thec, will he called upon to bring to, clients or themSelVeS but also.
increased sk in c`orkrehending and coPing with the motivations, Oper-
ating assumptions and preferred stylt s. of interactiOn of thOe'. in the re-
source system. The:simplit1tic view that aninnovation is a textbook should
he laid to st.Th linking agent's task_ as the intermedMry, playing
a transiation role Motive tO potential resoqcesis vastly Complicated by the
multiple-innovation phenomenon. The factors noted aboVe are but one
part of the universe With Which linking agents will interact, ond these
factors are in dynamic tension with the features of the client !.;vsfernjtg.elf,
the stibject of the following subsection.

The Client System

Moving now to the next leVel closer to the linking, agent, ye turn to
vieW of the clientsystem. Liebennan, in the preceding chapter, discuss-

.

,-2 4
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es in detail the school as a social system .and presents a series of undbi-- .

,standings deiived from her work id" many .Schoolsi: In this section, I shall
illustrate the complexity of the school culture and its subcomponents; my
pnrpOse is to stress the need for linking agents to comprehend the multi-
ple.faeets of their client systems: As SaraSon (1971) states. "Those respon-..
siT?le for Introducing change into the School culture tend to have no clear
conception of the.complexity of the process." Figure 3, "Educational Link:.
age of Sub,syStems within the School Cniture" presents one rather ele-
mentary perspective on the nature of the beast. it.arriNq three.prinapal .

Subcomponents relative to the school culture: SCHOOL, FAMILY, -and
.COMMUNITY and their relationship to three fiinction; provided by the
forM111.. Lineation system: Teaching .and Learning, Control and Policy-
Setting, and Other Services and Influentes.

The figirre illustrates, that Members of the various snbcomponenh,
participate in dettrmining or influencing the' major functions of education

.;in ways thaenced to.be acknowledged by outsiders attempting to a1ter the I
status quo.. Further, it suggests that the relative centrality Of particular role
groups in influencing.certain functions varies. Only the pritIcipal is poten-
tially Involved in all three functions of the educational enterprise. (This
analysis is predicated in large part on our own experience and is not
intended to disregai-d the pcssibility that in states'or districts organized
.differently,.the superintendent might be at the crucial intersect of all' the
relevant functions.) The point to be underscored is that the interests of the,
various constitut ndes within the larger school culture 'Mil be affectedliy.-

.any change intervention regardless of Its origin.
. Ashas beennoted previously, several strands must be synthesized

'when assessing the functioning of schools. As Miles (1964) among others
has bbseetred, and as the .field agents in :.the -Pilot State DisSeminatiOn
Program 'quickly discovered, educators are nOt farmers.acting as individu-
als with autonomylo make decisions based solely on reliable information.
The decion-making process for educators is substantially more complex,
given the organizational setting within 14;bieh they work. In Schools, once
*a decision to adopt an innovation has been made, cOmplex organikational
forces begin acting on thafdecision. These forces. require the qrs.e of new
knoWledge.and skills, lead to' the alteratkm 'of communication :patterns...,
anchinterpersona1relationships, and generally threaten the, organiiationali

, statns quo..In.this environmeni, diffusion theory is necessary but not
sufficient to manage a planned effort. Knowledge or organiz'ational
namics is essential. .

The pay-off to such an understanding is; according to Handy (1976).
"to substitute a coherent set of conceptual frameworks . . fovollections

2 1 5 .
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. _
of assumptions." He states that . . . these .concepts, properly used and
understood, should:

Help one to explain the Past which in turn
Helps one to understand the Present and thus
to Predict the Future which leads. to
More influence over future events and
Le Ss disturbance from the Unt.upected."

(Han4 1976, p. 14)

If one were able to reach the state of awareness suggested by. the .

foregoing statements, one could hardly ask for more return on one's
investment. Getting a bead on schools as organizations iS not a simple
ask,. The literature Specifically:related to schools as organizations is rather
limited, although this deficit is ')eing made up (see Baldridge and Deal; et
ai.,1975; Corwin, 1974; GiaCquinta, 1973). But if the linking agent is going
to attend-tn.more than the superficial aspects of Change and to work to
achieve inqeased organizational effectiveness with his school clients, this
broader perspective must be acqL;red. 'Handy (1976) illustrates the mill-
titude of factnrs that need to be taken into account (o'r consciously put.
aside) in Figure 4 on paw208.,

. The diagram suggests that the effectiveness ot an organization is"
determined by factors related to the individuals within it interacting witR

. itt immediate and surroundingenviron-ment. An organization's members'
motiwition to work iS affected by the' leadership available to' them -and
their group relations, as well as their individual roles and ability. Similarly, .

. an organization's systems andstructure are affected by the physical, eco-
nomic, and technologiear environments within which it operates.'.. As
noted in the diagram, clustersof subfactors:underlie each of these.princi-
pal factors. . - .

Using this information, as a -Means of,examining schools requires
minimal translation. The factOrs related to individuals represent a familiar
starting point; the environmental factors, especially the economic gnes,
have less obvious relevance in the .,-ontext of- the ,Schools. 'Perhaps the
rt1ader.can see the potential utiqty of such a view as a stepping-off point
and can aferupt,the translation. Additional stepping-of( points can be

-;--drawn from-mainstream organizationattheory, which views organiZation5'
as open systerns,..receivinginputsl_from the.enVirOnmen-affecting. or
procesSing these inputs in some ways and returning "outputs" to, the

in "Beyond Open System Models of Organizatibn," ma have 'special-
environment. (c)n.! more radical' perspective articulated.byPOndy 1.1976al

21_7
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FIGURE 4
SOME FACTORS AFFECTING ORGANIZATION EFFECTIVENESS
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..Reprinted by permission of the publisher, from C. J-landy,, Onde;vsfanding
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-relevance- for linkingV.agents and others who find each school with which
they mu_stsornehow establish a productive symbicitic -relationship,. a

. ...

nique reality constructed of the perctptions of the schoorS _inhabitants.
,

[See alo,Greenfielc1;1973:1974 for more on a teniimenological perspec-
tive.1) SchOOls as organizations are marked by difielences intheir degreelof
:openness from level to leVel. FOr example, theii.boundaries are relatively
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permeable to people who come into the schook, are affected by them, and
leave them with predictable re,gularity.

Aowever, tmost observers believe that schools do not have the saine
degree of oPentiesS to new ideas or practices. Zaltrnan (1973).posited
that schools typically resist innovation because of force' of habit, because
of piimacy .(it -worked Well the first time so we'll continue: doing it thiS
way), and because of the lack of needed ptfer support.

This jack of openness to new practices is understandable, given the
organizational characteristics of schools. Miles (1975) noted rather strict
role differentiation between teachers, a situation which resulted in their ,

serving in specialikd capacities, ttaditiOnally doing little but teaching and
.'unable-to generaliieio or adapt to new functions (e.g., that of curriculum

selector, program deVeloper, or evaluator). The lack of clariTy of educa:-
tional goals further serves.to inhibit new programs, coherent evaluation
1:)f teacher performance, and planning for ihe future.

According.to Pincus (1974), sehools have traditionally resisted change
and represertt self--perpetuating bureaucracies with a de facto Monopoly
on their constituencies."They are subject to the shifting desires of sChool
boards whoSe membership and philosorithy can change with frightening

!frequency. Schools are increasingly given the responsibility but n6t the
.wherewithal to solve sociarproblems, i.e., the teaching of moral values, in

.'additibn to their fundamental mission of teaching basic skills. Teachers
haVe a quasi-professional attitude, and it is virtually impossible'to detern
mine wWfactually constitutes good teaching.(Sieber, 1975).: The coordina;-
tion a'nd control mechanisriis of schools seem, on the one hand, to Firti-,

-.'!7duCe ease of introduction of an innovation, but produce! difficulty -during .

the irriplementation phase (Sieber, 1975; Zalti:stan, 1973).
Pespite.the complexities, and this not particularly optimiStic picture,

change is obviously taking place although it is snail-like. If the factors of
vulrierability, diffuSeness, quaSi-professionalism, and Structural looseness

'cited by Sieber (1975) are acknowledgea and accounted for when change'
sprogramS aTe designed, chen theie is much greater promise than might
appear at first glance. Further, that change agent's)bugaboo, the "resis-
tance to change" teachers7supposedly display, may be a very sensible .

response, given their perceptions of reality.
. Giacquinta (1975) -views-this perplexing problem as one of risking

status. There is.cértainly a fair amount of uncertainty, surrounding most
innovations, and it is reasonable to expect individuals to want to minimize

..theuneertainty and reduCe their tisk. This phenomenon seeniS related to.
what TOftler (1970) sees as a' need for "stability zoneS" in one's life and the
"mutual adaptation" noted in the Ran:i.Change Agent studies.:Certainly

-.some reshaping must occur in order for feelings of.ownership to be de-

21 9
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'Tloped, but it seems desirable to go beyond simple acceptance of this to,
understand why ,such adaptation might be necessary reshaping. Ciac-- '
quinta's explanatiOn is instructive:

The change literature on school' reform is committed to
the notion that participation of subordinates is central to
the süccess of an innovative effort. It is usually argued
this is criticfal because it leads to conimitment or a satis-

.. faction of 'Our democratic sensibilities. The status rii;k.
framework offers another eXplanation: participation acts
as an extinguisher of 'uncertainty and/or a suppressor of
'organizational, members: eStimation of 'fisk. It does this
through. the mechanism of communication. (pp.:1127113)

A provocative perspective on the power of language (communication) in a
context parallel to that discust!ed by Giacquinta is presented in. "Leader-
'ship as a Language Game" by.Louis Pondy (1976b).

. . .

The foregeing discussion abOut client systems and their compleXities,
the' multitude of factors which need to be accounted forand delirnited
before any .rnanageabk effort .can be moUnted, could be extended by
analogy to the oixanizations Within %Mich, linking agents are. housed. Of
courk, in one's own house the linking'agent is the insider, not the.eut77
sider, and ihus the Phenomena encounteiecfare sometimes thirrorimages
of those to \be found In .dealings with clients. Thus ,. while one many find
one's ClientS resPonding openly.and favorably. to advIce on increasing the
.amount :of nofi-judgmental" feedback between peers or principal.. and

..teaChers, it may be quite a different story when one tries toloffer advice on
.(and .promote change in)" siMilar-practices with one's superior and.,co-

'. workers.'

The Host Agency

tuin briefly now to the function of the host.agency within which the
.linking.agent will be housed; most linkers will iv found in agencies exter-,

nal to their client systems.._The. agencies will be state departments of
education, intermediate unitS which may or may not be legally connected
to state 'departments. R&D,Labs and Centers; institutions of higher edu-
cation, nomprofit eduCational service agencies, and other school districts'
.R&D units,-few-thoughtheY may be. Most of these agencies do not or-are
unlikely, to conceive of themselves self-consciously and primarily as "link-
ing agenci6s" as we bilvt.: at The NETWORK. `And even if they did, the
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"care and feeding of linking agents" would be difficult tp keep- on the
front.bunier as an organizational priority. (Our own difficultid in this
.regard. 6ndergird this conviction..)

Most agencies housing linking agents tend to think in terms olthe
agency's functions Vis-a-vis their clients and do-hot look eXpressly at their
expectations.for the linking agents themselves. As has been illustrated,
while linking agents may be primarily concerned with the client systems
with Which they are engaged, the realify of their host agency will .affect
their.day-to-day functioning and ultimate effectiveness. in Major ways..
AcknOwledging.that.the reality of the host: agency,. ns attention is a
miall but 'crucial first gtep. The importance of the' host agency in develop-.
jilg and 'Providing a ,support. system for linking agents that will enhance

..both their Short-term finictioning and long4erm effectiveness with clients
'and \their-personal satisfaction in the mile should be understobd.

Principal Probk,ms Faced by LinkinN Agents Whick.Neccssitate A Slipport
System., The role Of the linking.agent, a. noted by Farf(1971) and Havelock.

...(1%9), among others, is a marginal one. The role of.the Pilot .State field
'agents studied by'SiOber et al., (1972) *certainly verified that charz,leriza-.
hon. Owens (1970) stated the positiVe'aspect of margiriality by noting that

,1 the external agent "will never really be a part of the power structure' but is
privileged to .raise questions, to' suggest protedures, and to generally
facilitate the operations of the group more candidiy and Objectively than if
he/she were an'insider." But marginality carries-with it certain disadvan
tages. Working 'externally to the organization, a linking agent's socio-

.. .emotiOnal needs for inclusion; identity, feedback, and influenCe cannot be.
tully .met within the qstem without jeopardizing the agent's effective-
ness.. External linking agents who relinquish their marginality also 'lose
muCk of their potential for impact upon the system; so it is essential for

. the linking agent to maintain a Posture of "functional neutrality" to. best
.serve thi? long-term interests of the relationship.

Thns, the responsibility fot meeting' the 'linking agent's needs must
fall to hiS/her host agency. Linking agents obviouslylieed to be .Provided
with' the.basic amenities, but .with their potentially specialized jobs, they
also need certain atypical resourceS. After'adequate housing, heat; light,
paper;and pencils, the linking agent needs:accessto a. professional library

.of substantial propoitions and the. ERIC data-baseif at all possible. ThiS
last need ,not 'be thrbugh a computer, although access . to a terminal is
Certainly desiTable.' Beyond these resources, the linking agent needs an
array'of.colleial supports. Many uf them can be provided within t.he host
drganization;uthers will require researching.outside. Some of the.external
'connections will be formal, as in professional associations such as.AERA,
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ASCD, The'OD Network., ASTD, Phipelta Kappa; ASIS, etc) .

Working in teams Will often minimize some of the day-to-daydifficul-
ties expeenced by linking agents, but it kusually an expensive practice
not easily instituted in any but the most. well-financed 'situations, (not a
characteristic of most educational service organizations.) A less expensive ,

methoci,,is tb develop in-house.support ,teams, the'tnemberS of which
need nOt have the :same role as the. linking .agent.. They need not..be

rli.lcing with the same type of client or the sanie sort of problem to be an .

effective sounding board and "crying towel" for the individual member.
Through our experience at The NETWORK, triads mirk:relatively well

.and 'avoid one-id-one deadlocks. The support groups can arrange.to con-
vene on a scheduled basis or on a 'fUrvctiopalbaSis around Critical incidents

'that emerge during their individual ,4tivities.. In the case of:geographically
.(dispersed.enterprises, it is conceivable that ;some '(low level) supportcan.

..-- be pmvided long distance, facilitated,by contemporary teChriology, e.g.;
telephone, telecopier, computer terminals, tinct"the like, once .relation-

'-;`' ships are Well,estabhshed. ,

Linking agents also need relief, from overload: Havelock (1969) das-:.
sifies the overload problems as those.related to number,. complexity; and

(diffiCulty. It is easy;and subsequent sections of this paper will display this
in e.(e.Q starker detail, for linking agents to .be viewed by one and an as. ...

persons\apable of being all thingsto altpeople. Given the range Of clients'
. with whornthey'are likely to work, linking agents'are confronted withthe

problem .of Wearing Many h)ts, some Of them simultaneously. COmplex
linking agent roles magnify overload. Even aCthe beginning, the rnerely
changing one's current role to that.of linking agent may produce a.psy-

c.,chic <overload. .

. . . Havelock ,and Havelock in Training for Cliange.AgenN (1973) argue\for
:whole role training"fas opposed tdan erriphasis on skill sets or,fu,nctiOnS

.. and stress the impottance for extensive support within the hostagenCy.:'
Training fornew roles is far more difficult than training for Specific skilk
or funetions . . . a' whole new identitY needs to be. develbped. Also', jf
whcile role training is to be meaningful, it must be coupled with exten-A
sive institution& support arrangements in the back home situation. If the
training is to "stick," the returning change agentmust be officially and
informally accepted ,in the new tole by his/her superiorspeers, and sub- ;:.*

ordibates, (p. 41). . .

.

.

AERA (American Edwational.Research ./sociation); ASCD (Association for Supervision
and CuiricuIum.Development); The OD (Organiotiona[Deveiopment. Network; ASTD
(Arrkrican Spciety, for Trafning and DevelopmenI; ASIS (American Sodety Infoimation

'Sdence).., -
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. , . .

BUt:it is,unlikely that. Man'y linkirfi.I.agents will be able to take on one.
Or more roles.as'their exclusive domaii&Tliv best that can bt; heped for is.

,that one or more linking agent .roles will become, dominant segments .of
anJndividual's consdous concept of '!Myjob." Individuals taking on link-
ing agent,fOles need to 'gee those roles as relatively compatible with their
Concept of "self" as well as with their concept ofother roles that they.play, %

be.they societal, roles spouse, pareint, ohild; or professional Mies
program monitor, author, advisor'. Pareek (1976) suggests mapping all the
relevant- roleS and their distance relative to one another, thereby construct- .

ing a trole-space map."
It should be apparent that conflict of some sort to emerge

frbm such an analysis. Pareek identifies foui typical roltispace confliits:
self-rOle distance, intra-roledistance, rOle-growth stress, and inter-role.
conflict. He further suggests we attend to "role-set" conflicts w.hich
errierge from they relative proximity of-one's central .role to4he perceived

.rroles of relevant or 'significant others. A role-set niap can' be' treated lust
as can a role-space map. Typical role-set conflicts are.role ambiguity, role

- overload,' role-role distance, and role..erosion..
The relevan'cc of these notions to' a host' agency's support of the

linking agents it houses should be obvious. Linking agents will inVariably"
face Ongoing problems of marginality (role-lole distance) with both their
clients and their colleagues. They may suffer from a sizable gap between
their various' professional roles or their concept of self. It is the host
agency's -responsibility to build in support mechanisms .Which lead 'to
increasingrok linkage, defined as a relatiVely small perceived gap between
one's own iole and that of others'and of self. Pareek suggests a number of
coPing strategies which can .be employed to handle the, inevitable role
conflict.

He gees on tooutline briefly what.might-be.termed a "creative blend".
. coping strategy labeled "Inter-role Exploration." it is characterized by:

I. Mutuality versus exclusiveness

2. Creativity versus conformity

3. Confrontation versus avoidance

4. Exploration versus expeCtation of ready-made so1U-
tions,

2 2
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Such inter-role exploration would likely benefit from proCess assis-
tance by a third pai-ty and is a useful extensioirofthe technologies for role
negotiation proposed by Harrison (1972) and role renegotiatio6 proposed

-,..by:Sherwood,and Glidewell (1973). , .

In addition to these actiVe strategies for coping With this inevitable
role strain linking agents will face, support mechanisms can acknowledge
the.compensating benefits of "role accumulation' for which Sieber (1974a)
has put forward a theory.ln c6mmenting on an early draft of this chapter,.

FIGURE 5
TWO TYPES OF COPING STRATEGIES

Role Conflict

RoleSpace Conflicts
1. Self-role Di.stance

2, Intrarole Conflict

3. Role-Growth Stress.

4. Interrole Conflict

/

Avoidance: Dysfunctional, Confrontation: Functional
. , .,

.

De .6 r em i Strategies Regenerating Strategies
. . . ... .-

Self Role Rejection

Role Shrinkag.e

Rok Fi\ation

Rolb Elimination and
Rationalization

Role-Set Conflicts
I. Role Ambiguity .Role Prescription and

Role Taking

. ' 2. 'Role Overload. grioritizalion.

3. Role-Role Distance Rolv Houndness
(Efficient Isolation).

4. Rolc.:Ertion Fight for Rights and Rules

Fok iriteration

Role Lirikage. Creativity

Role Frfinsition .

ko le

Rote Clarification
: and Role Making

,
RI:ie Slimming

Rol Negotition

Role Enrichmer t

From Interrole Exploration by Udai Pareek. Reproduced from J, Willm
Pfeiffer :and John E. Jones (Eds.), 'Tlw 1976 AnnUal Handbook for Group
Facilitators. La Jolla, California: UrAiyersity .Associates, 1976. Used with
permission.
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he,noted that reWards such as "getting arotind and meeting lots of peopI6,
gaining prestige because of the many contacts that are m'ade, availability :
of resources gained in one role for us in other roleS, self growth . . .

definitely accrued to the extension agents in.the Pilot State program:"
Our own 'experience over seven years is:consistent ,with these obser-

'valions. Recognizing these potential payoffs and building ii ways to in-
.cluc them offers one or the most effective support strategies to enhance
role sati4action. Such rewards are one of the . reasons people "Put up
with" the job.of linking agent and love it. (Of coUrse, you can burn out
from an 'overbundance of pleasant, motivating stimuli, too.)

Linking agents, their managers and host agencies should recognize
the many problems inherent, in the finkfng agent role,' actively and con-

. sciously should anticipate the inevitable conflicts, explicitly address them.
initially, and confront them in the course of work. At the minimum, cloing
so requires some sort olperiodic reflection and analysis by relevant ,

ties and, under Optimal conditions, includes the use of sOrne of the same
'strategies and tactics proposed for linking agents to use With their own
clients, .perhaps vvith the assistance of an ,outsider.

This brief.discussiOn of the -importance of a support structure for.the
fUnctioning of a linking agent would not be com.plete without mentioning
the necl for professional development. In-serviee training rif professidn-
als all too frequently .bears an unhappy 'resemblance to the ado'ption of
innovations, with"much attention at the front end and.little or no attenfion
after the initial training is provided. Professional development in the form
Of formal learning' thrOugh college 'cours,es, access. to 'the ideas of others
,thrOugh the literature, participatiOn in 'training 'workshops and ofhCr
.short-terrn professional growth opportunities, sponsorship 'and legitimi-
Zation at prefessional organization conferences, and ,arinual celebra-
lions," are all a ,vital part of the suppprt needed by linking agents. It is
becoming increasingly pnibable that/the number Of linking agents will
increase; ad it isreasonable to hope that sOme (lithe formal and infor-

.
mal networking Which, has characterized other phenomena of equal vital-
ity, e.g., the teacher center Movement; will be .used with, linking agents,
Further, it is possible and necessary to organize a training prograin whin
.speCifies frec-standing clusters of skills to be developed, as well: as an
integrativii framework which allows the clusters to be melded into dynam-
ic roles; far individual' linkers..The section which follows attempt§ to pro-
vide an initial blueprint for doing so.
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THE LINKING AGENT
A SPECIALIZED GENERALIST

As 1,Ve focus on the individual linking agent, if is well-to remember
that we are talking about an .abstraction. There is certainly no single
idealized type of linking agent on which everyon6. could agree. The link-
ing agent is commonly thought of as an amalgam of the information linker
described Farr (1971) and of the change agent discussed by Havelock
and, others in the general literature of change..Havelock, whose linkage
modtil synthesized the dominant aFiproaches to educational, program im-
provement in the late 1960s, outlines at least four different roleg.,-- those
olcatalyst, resource linker, proCess helper, and solution giver. At no
point;. even in some of our ()vim writings, has thelerm "linking agent"
been accorded' any operational definition. A broad descriptibn that' can
accommodate a range orparticular roles is:

A linking agent is'an individual who helps others er4oged
in prOblem-solving by connecting them to<appropriate.
,resources.

This:. generic 'description is deliberately broad; on balance such
breadth .is an asset rather than a liability. Other terms which-could be
applied change agent, program improvement specialist, human rela-

tionS specialist risk negative connotation .. on the.part of the fiotential
client: Linking agent, on the other hand, carries almost no connotation
one way or the other for most.people, and that fact allows clients to focus
on the actual behaviors of an individualginking agent. For that reason;
the label linking agent is preferred although.o:her modifiers are needed to
facilitate examination of the training requirements of such individuals. In
this section some of the common variants of the generic role will be
described, and a range orrelated issues.will.be"explored;

Most observers of the current' scene 'agree that the multitude of futic-
titing the complete linking agent could be called upon to perform require
something of a super-person to execute..lt seems.to .follow that one can-
not talk in terms of single individuals but rather needs to Consider teams
or combinations of individuals. Indeed, the concept of the linking ii ency
seems a fruitful avenue for exploration. In'the preceding chapter, ,Liber-
man 'has touched on the processes .which may occur betsVeen li king
agencies anti client'systems.. Our own organization has been referred t'o
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.as a linking awncy since its inception. However, there seems little hope
'for the develoPment and support of linking agencies Oyer the next several..
.years, given the state of the field. More Apecifically,:1 do not 1:elieve that
sufficient "risk capital".will be, available in the short-run (five years) at.
either the federal 'or state levels to plan and build brand-new organiza-
tional entities or convert existing entities, i.e.,ntermediate service agert-
cies, into agencies which consciously and primarily view themselves as
linking agencies. Such entities may expand their functions to include an

.

array of linking functions and many are doingsowith. much promise. But
there is no tradition in education, much less the techlhology required, of

: building organizations purposefully. With luck, there will lie Support for
emergent units within "exiSting" agencies which have linking as their
primary mission...Since these will be small at first, relatively, few individu-
als wifl be involved in' any given unit. GiVen this reality, it is highly

...probable and certainly realistic:to expect renewed attention given to 'the
creation and trpinfrig of linking agents, so the iinking agent is treated as
an individoalin this chapte.r.

. .

Those W.ho'work in this, field.tend to function on a-daily basis largely
on their own, even if they have a range of colleagues or consultants to
assist them. Most training that is feasible economically and logistically is
likely to be designed and conducted with .a focus on individual partici-
pants, not on total organiiations, even if the individuals are team niem-
bes .from. a single agency. The organizational supports and :re-
sources: clearly'caonot be ignored, but focusing on the individual is more
promising for our present purposes.'

An.array of "archetypal" roles.can be Used initially to provide a way
of specifying narrower definitions and required skills for the roles will be-
outlined. The array in ale following subsections .represents personal con-
clusions. drawn firom observations of the current realityand each of the
roles identified is one which I believe to exist in fact. Mole is as eluSive as.
"Big Foe% all can sighted .easily; each canbe adequately distinguished
from the oth.ers. W}iile acknoWledging that a range of roles exists' at the
present time a 'cl.:%\fif continue to exist in the future, we need to set 'our
long-.range s hts on a somewhat "full" role. This..."full" role Would have
linking agen s armed with a full array ofskills to be employed as needed
by the particUlar client situation and relationship. However, a series of
iterations will...be necessary before we can point to anything approaching,..
all-army o full'isjale linking agents at work around the country.

For the firtit iteration we shourd concentrate.on recruiting and train-
ing gene'ralists Arho, with' ongoing support and continued training based
on their own e4eriences, .can play an increasingly broad range of roles
as appropriate in 4 given situation. Thereare some who will choose (and
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this should be a conscious, choice) to limit thetywlves. 'Fine, so long as'
there remain those committed to expanding their repertoir and so long
as new recruits can be attracted. while we continue tO retitle our vision.

Each .of The roles has different 'features and different .requirement:;.
Planners and managers should refink--their selection procedtires to better
Match potential linking agents with the roles they ,project'they Will hold

, and then begin to train them in a variety of skills, as well as in ways of
matching the skills to individual client sola..ons. The client whO needs,a
lesson for Thursday's class won't be . helped by a diagnoSis of his/hei''
o;rganization, and linking agents need to develop skill in using the optimal.
combination Of pelsonal and other resources in diverse client situations.
This; necessity of responding to contingencies on an ad hoc basis argues for
.acknowledging that there is a ratwe of acceptable role types which can eie.
articulated and eMployed as organizers for training designs. Or the differ-
ential skill requirements for working through longterrn relationships with
various client systems can 'be used as organizers.

The Multiple Roles of the Linking Agent and
Their Distinguishing Peatures..

As noted in the earlier.discussion, the prOcess Of program improve:
ment in schools is likely to involve the use of a varietY of resources. When
linking agents are involved in this process, they will find that they and
thy resources to which they can link the client, including themselves, will
tvpreSent innovations with a variety of perceived attributes. Clients' per-
ceptions of them and their resources may change in relative importance
depending On what substage of the innovation process they are in. This,.
innovation process and its substages, hough it can be usefully presented
and analyzed as a. sing16 linear sequence, is clearly not so straightforward
in practice: Rather, an observer Of thy scene in a typical school would see
somY preliminary exploration, perhaps an initial public decision to' go
fonvard, an iniiial flurry of activity, pauses, reverses,. restarts., and so.on.
This dynamic cycling and recycling, the making and remaking of deci-
sionS, is the.reality ofchange'in human systems..

At.the risk of being overly simplistic in light of this reality, and to
make the presentation a bit more manageable, readers might think of the
innovation program improvement) prOcess as having a front-end and a
back-end: Probably, observers Of. any setting where 'a planned effoil is
unc,,,way would reliably assign its relative progress, to one sector or the
other, and allow for fhe inevitable,disagreement as to just where front-
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,.,end shifts to back-end. For our purposes, readers need only accept the
simple distinction between tront-end and back-end as an heuristic device.

TheW are peopIC now working in the field who cOncentrate their'
- energies as linking agents 'on the Inmt-end of the innovation process ----
,that cOncemed with creating initial awareness of resources (be they ,in-
formation, programs, pople, or potentials), with prevoking interest, as-
sisting in ::oMe way (even if indirectly) in some kind of initial choice/
decisiOn which. eliminates some .options and sets the stage for the early
phas,-.! of any,,iMplementation efforts. In the pages which follow,' five
'front-end roles will be described, and' e\amples of their action-settings
and principal Strategie!; cited.

;The five front-end roles are:.

The Product Peddler

The fnformatkin Linker'

'the Trogram Facilitator

The Process Enabler

The Provocateur/Doer

Sirhilarly, th,re are fivt.`: back-end roles.which will be discussed. Link-
ing agents playing these roles concentrate on the 'later stages .of the pro-
gram improvementjprocess following some initial direction-setting deci-
sion (e.g., "Let's go with Program X," "Let's implement Program Y,"
".Lees pursue line-of-inquiry Z"). Generally described as theimplementa-
tion, 'institutionalization phase. it has only recently received attention in
the field. Nonetheless, readers will easily recognize temselves and their
colleagues and perhaps will find this simple mapping helpful.

Linking agent's who concentrate on the back-end of the process must
deal with the messy Cycling and recycling, starting and 'stopping, divert-
ing ,ind aborting which chara.:terize most effOits to do something differ- .
ent in human systehis, i.e,, school.. I have labeled these roles as follows:

The Restiurce Arranger

The lnfohnation Linker

The Technical Assister
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The Action ResearcheriData Feedbacker

The liducateur/Cap4ity Builder ,

Let me Mress that there are, can, and should be, single individuals
who can ply multiple liqking agent roles, including special blends of the
roles. They have been teased apart in this atomistic fashion in much the
same way as the innovation process is segmented, so )nore bite-siied
chunks can be inspected as a means of comprehending the gestalt.

DOinguishingreatures. Before presenting the ten linking agent roles
in more detail, several features:will be presented io distinguish the roles
one from thc other. fhese features will subsequently be related to each
of the roles within the two (front-end/back-end) subsets. Later sectionsof
the paper will present specific attributes and skills required of linking
agents and apply them to each of the ten roles. irst the distinguishing
features, case as questions:.

Who does the diagnosis?

Who is the source of help?.

What is being advocated?

What is the focus of the change effort?

, What is the target of the change effort?

What' is the degree of client targetedness?

What is'the extent of .emphasis on long-term, problem-
solving capability?

1.,WHO DOES THE DIAGNOSIS? The exterit tci which the client is
invoKd in the.diagnosis of the problem situation is an early and crucial

program-iinprovernent.effort. There is not a beSt answer
tO who should do the diagnosis in a given situation; rather, it is a function
of the match among the client, the linking agent, and the particular situa-
tion. The various roles tend to represent a range on this dimension from
total reliance on the client's assessment of the problem through some
collaborative problem identification to a situation in which the linking
agent alone makes the diagnosis. In-the latter case, data provided by the
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client may be used but typically are not shared so much as answered by a
particular solution. Thus, for purposes of distinguishing between the .

three points, they are client, joint, linking agent.
2. WHO IS THE SOURCE OF HELP? Related to the preceding dis-

'cussion regarding the locus of the, diagnosis is the question of the source
of help once the diagnosis is made. The twin concerns of diagnosis and
assistance are included in the discussion in order to highlight the probable
symmetry between the two factors. In many cases the operating assurnp-
tion, siMply stated, is that the linking agentor outsider is the only possi-

: ble source of assistance (and/or through him or her other outsiders). Con-
versely, there are other perspectiyes which would demand that the client
function agthe source of help for the .problem once al;lear diagno.iis has
been made. In a collaborative or joint situation, the, alscussion as to. the
source of help would likely be an open question framed by the parameters'
of the problem,situation. The simple distinctions, then, are betweenclient,
joint, and linking ageHt.

.3. WHAT IS BEING ADVOCATED?-Another dimension which 'dis-
tinguishes the roles is the nature of the advoCacy. Historically,-many of .

'the roles, have been viewed as essentially non-advocate 'positions; how-
is.,..thaLeach-of tbe rolos-does-have-a posture of

advocacy, .but that what is being advocated distinguiShes one from
another. The main distinctions are among,advocacy of the client's inherent
potential or capacity; advocacy of a particularprocess, e.g., the use of a
rational problem-solving process; advocacy of the use of infinmation as an
aid to.docision-making; or advocacy of a particularpmduct orsolution as an .

answer to a problem situation.
.

4. WHAT IS THE FOCU5 OF tHE CHANGE EFFOR1Z,Next, it is
important to recognize that the priMary focus is different for each of the
roles. These range across a foCus on the curriculum or program content
(typically including instructional methodology), on the decision-making
process and its relative rationality, and on the Organizational processes, espe-
daily relationships between working units and congruence betWeen indi-
vidual and organizational goals.

5. WHAT IS THE TARGET OF THE CHANGE EFFORT? Similarly,
there is a range related tO the level at which the intervention is targeted.
For present purposes, these range fromthe individual, through the group,
to the organization. A

'6..WHAT IS THE DEGREE OF MUTUAL GOAL-SETIING? Related
to the target of the intervention is the degree to which linking agents
derive the direction for their efforts from the perceptions; needs,'requiret
rnents, et cetera, ofthe client :tersus direction froM their own needs or
preferred .solutions. While some might wonder how professionals could
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not be responsive to the client's needs and situation,:a realistic ,msessment
suggests that the extent ofmutual goal-setting is a distinction worth not-
ing explicitly. The range is from low to medium to high,

WHAI IS THE EXTENT OF EMplIASIS, ON LONG-TERM
.PROBLEM-SOLVING CAMBILITY? The majority of linking agent roles
focuses on solving short-term, here-and-now problems. The press. of
day-to-day business and the rwmber and diversity . of real problems jus-
tifies and explains,the attention given to these problems. However, there ,.
is growing acknowledgement that it is not enough for a client, to simply
''experience" &particular stilution. There is no guarantee lilat the next
time around the client will be in ,any better position to diagnose the

.
situation or explore alternatives independent of the linking agent. Thus,
when possibleand appropriate, there needs to be explicit attention given
to the developmentof a long-term problem-solving capacity in the client
system. Different roles place different emphaes on the development of
this capability. The range is from little to some to much on this dimension.

Froht-Luti Roles. The linking agent roles which focus on the earl> !
stages of a program improvement process, which lead up to andincluded
an active decision about a particular problem Or program change, will not
b'eaddressealUMMing the dPiciairliTiVrtifth'e rOI0, they will be arrayed'
against the distinguishing features-just- presented and their relative pm-
phasis on each feature noted. The five front-end roles follow.

PRODUCT PEDDLER. The exeMplar of this role is the COmmerdal
book'salesperson. Interaction ,with potential clientsis directed solely to-
ward the closing of the sale in su'b a way that repeat bUsiness will occur.
Actual, face-to-face-contact is relatively infrequent. Principal strategies are
the: use of aesthetirally appealing promotional materials. These are typi-.,
catty one-way, -rather elemental presentations of features, bolstered by
references td other aciiipting organizations or individuals which are.be-
lieved.to have credibility with the potential buyer. Often the salesperson

T is able to offer quantity or prepublication discountS and bonus materials
with certain combination purchases. In-many cases, hisiher contact with
the individual client ceases as soon as the order is taken. In others, (s)he
-may follow through to be sure that Materials have arrived in good order
and.that the instructions for their use are clear.

2. INFORMATION LINKER, t hese individuals are typified by the
.information :specialists ficused in various ERIC Clearinghouses and
,formation Centers around the country. The typical interaction with clients
-is,by phone and generally at the client's initiative.,They seek to clarify'the
information needs of.the'client or the questiOn the 'client is attempting to
answer that.a strategy for searching a variety of data hases, either by
hand or bytimputer, can be developed. In.many cases the work of the'
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InfOnnation Linker.is facilitated by an arrangementbetween the..informa-
tion Center and the school 'district which eliminates most disCuSsion about
Cost and relateditems;depending on the nature cif the re-guest:The prod-
uct is delivered to the client.inan information packet whichMay contaih

.abstracts-derived fron-ia Compute:- oearch, bibliographies cOmpiled by.the
Inforniation Linker, copies of journal articles retrieVed; or sample micro-.
'fiche .Of highly :relevant. ocuments. Though in most transactions the In- .

formation Linker enga .s in a dialogoe with the client by phone., fre-
quently the only comM nication is through a written request form'. Where
dialogue does occur, its purpose is' fucusing and defining the questiOn in .
such a waythat it is manageable 'for, the Information. Linker as wiJi as
on4arget with respect tg..the inte.resis of the client....,

The questioning by the Information Linker is designed to elicit
..enough infOrmation to enablean efficiCnt and focused search to, be con-
.ducted. Under optimal conditions, there is a rnid-p.oint check with the
client to Tefocus.or refine the inquiry. This -practire adds substantially to
the cOrand is probably not emproyed on a regular basis by .rnost infor-
mation ,Centers; Given a reservoir of experience ancifOr some 'organiza-
tional history, the Information Linker typically builds up.a.rile o'fsearches,
bibliographies, and relevant materials which can bequickly and easily
'assembled to meet many information request's, therefore prluding the
need for an individualized solution to every inquiry. This improves the: :

hirriaround time and offers the possibility of focusing the client'S request
by.pufting.stimulus materials in their hands early in their decision cycle..:
Thegoal of Most Information Linkers ts to improve the quality of deci-
'Sion-making in schools by kimulating.the use of relevant research and '
other inforMation. Their efforts are grounded in thebelief that individuals".'..=,,
can become inCreasingly rational in their work and should draw upon the
eXA:vrience of others, as captured in information- docurnentS, in solving !.

their day4o-day.probleMs.
3. PROGRAM FACILITATOg. A relatively new arrival on the Scene

. is the Program 'Fadlitator, exemplified by the State Facilitators of the-". .4

7USOE-spOnsored National Diffusion Network (NDN)Tpindividuals
offet,schools a wide range of tested programs which ye undergone the.
'scrutiny of a Federal andior. State Review .1'am:1,11i-dike-the Product Ped-
416r, the 'Program Facilitator ,pn2sents the.elMt with a broad variety 'of

i rent curricular and instructionalag-Proaches,,often grounded in dif-
feren ..philgsophical assurtiptioryS-Aout learning and-tested under differ-
ing conditions:The vast jority of the offerings call for some kind
in-service training er to implement them effectively, in contrast to a
simple( product ire and use.

The cal operating strategy' of a Program Facilitator is to alert a
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wide Variety of Schools in a giyeri arta to the availability of a range of
programs, arrange for them to attend awareness conferences where a.
number of programs are introduced, provide opportunities for them to
inspect further either the materials or the programs themselves in opera:,
tion, and then arrange for initial training while being available to make
phone 'calls, collect additional information, and so on, as requested.

By and large, Program Facilitators are not explicitly concerned with
the qualit3i of the decision or the manner in whiCh it is made; rather, they
assume that these are the province of the- individual school district:Their
stance is generally neutral with respect to particular programs; instead
they promote the notion of choice from among many alternatives: Some'
may delimit their offerings based on state or regional priorities. On the
one hand, their pool is broad and cOvers a range of subject matter at many
grade levels, but, on the other hand, it is not all inclusive. Occasionally,
these Program Facilitators are housed in agencies which also function as
Informaticii Centers, thus offering an enriched situation for the client
system's decision-making and choice of programs. This situation is not,
however; widespread at the present time.,

4. PROCESS ENABLER. This role in its broadest form, is content-free
and concentrates on communication, decision-making, leadership, and
organizational structure problems with inevitably arise in attempts to
upgrade the efficiency andlor effectiveness of sChools. Generally, the Pro-
cess:Enabler beginis "where the client is" and attempts, through several
iterations, to assist the client in a clear defin,ition of the problem and
deiklopment of appropriateaction planS for solving it. In most cases, the
relationship with the client is one that extends over time and includes a
range of diagnostic conversations and/or groUp meetings,- sometimes

.complemented by formal data collection. Forthe purposes of this discus-
sion, their emphasis is still on the front-end. A common function of such a
person is to conduct or to critique faculty meetings or curriculum commit:-
tee deliberations. Teacher evaluation or program review issues also may
becbme the fOcus of the Process Enabler. Typically the initidor of the
relationship is a decision-maker in the sYstern, and relationship-issues
between faculty and administration almogt inevitably constitute a compo-
nent of the intervention. Their concern is on chelping the system do its
currently defined job better or more efficiently depending dn the deci-
sion-makers. .However, they typically have a value orientation .which

.favors widespread participation by those potentially affected by any deck
sion. This concentration usually results in greater involvement of teaching
personnel in assessing the current situation and delineating action alter-
natives.

The 00 consultant, communications specialist, process consultant,
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and group facilitator are typical examples of this role in action. Their
general goal is to work themselves out of a job and to leave the client
with some increased comfort and perhapsskill in solving the kind of
problem which precipitated the initiarrequeS1 for help. These individuals
are not necessarily well-received-by school faculties whose primary con-
cerns, at least on the surface, are less related to oi0nizational pro&ss
than to the teaching of kids: This means that a "pure" proces.; approach

. ,
employed by individuals unfamiliar or inexperienced with the content-of

_

schooling' will face certain difficulties froin the outset.
5. PROVOCATEUR/DOEIC Ali Of the foregoing roles generally pro-

Ceed from an acceptance of the status quo-of the client system, engaging
in various degrees ot adjustment to. improve its functioning 'without.

. modifying its generarstructure and direction. There is a 'role, though only
dimly conceived at this time, for individuals who have a vision of alterna-
tive futures in which.they havezonfidence and who have enough concern
for the state of'hunian systems that they attempt to initiate a more funda-
mental inspectioci,on the part of school people of what is possible. They
may kare or confuse most school people, but their position in the r.onstel-
lation should not be ignored. The critics of today's schools such. as Holt,
Kozol;.Illich, and Hentoff probably come to mind most readily. It seems

,clear, however, that as interesting and provocative as these,individuals'.
ideas are, these.individuals have not functioned as leaders Implementing 7
major changes except in a very few locations.

This has occurrecl; in large part, because of their inability to provide
concrete and workable alternatives Which can be seen as practicable by a
large enough number of school people. They have been unsuccessful in
"helping the orga,nization to make sense of its experiences so that it has a
confident basis forfuture. action," (Pondy, 1976b). They have not created
the hope that leads to action guided and energized by its initial but chang-
ing vision. We could identify "VrovocateUrs'! who are somewhat less shrill
than the'critics noted above and who.have the linguist's skill in creating
and .using 'Metaphors and myths to sustain individuals in ambiguous
settings. Some of the more effective exemplars who both talk about new
way's of eductiting and ad on t'heir beliefs include Dwight Allen, who was

/ able to produce a major transformation of a large component of a major
l uniVersity within a very short period of time, Warren Bennis who, %"Vith

1 the'assistance of Hendrick ideonse, has made major strides at the Uni-,

1

versity of Cincinnati, and Pe alin, whose International Management
c Training for Educatioaal Changtfforts in 'promoting functional tempor-

( ary structures bridging entire contirTnts should be better known and
emulated by the.AMencan school peo liti... That few if any "Provocateu'r/.

.Doers" corne to mind when thinking abo'utylementary and secondary
,/..--
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schopling isasad commentary aboUt.the present state of affairs:
. How these five roles elate' to the! distinguishing features noted ear-

lier is delineated in Figure 6.
Badc-Ord 'Roles. Similarly, there are five. roles which are evident in

the later phases of a program improVerrient effort. , 4

. 1. RESOURCE ARRANGER. The tirst role which comes into play'
when planned program mpre.iVement effort or change gets underway is
that of Resource Arranger. In its simplest forni .this indivjduaI simplY
assure's that the box of books or materials.acttially.arrives, iS the pmpj'r
quantity, 'and so forth.. In more elaborate .situations logistical arrange
ments for introductry trainingor constructiOn or modification 'Afacil--

- ities may.be called.for. In some cases, the Resource Arranger may.bring.in.:.1,.
..additional pebple. as consuRants. Although any of the 'roles desaibed in

the-preceding section, might find theMselves functioning 'as a' Resouri:e.
Arranger, it has been placed ori the. back=end side o'f the line to insure
-symmetry.

2. INFORMAHUN UM:ER. This role mirrors the role of the Infor-

.

mation Linker in the early phase, as therv.is.likely. to.be continued need
for.in formation following the Cfecii;ion to 'adopt a particular program or
course of action. Thus, the nature of the relationship with the client re-

mains the same, and the transictions would look virtually iditIntical.
However, the substance or nature of the questions will diffcf. Typical
questiOns might-incRide, "How., do I maintain records for this individual-
ized 'program 'i.-vhich I haVe adopted?. "How dO J keep the community

.informecOOf.my progress?' "J-low can I best evaluate this program and
present the:,findings to .the school board?" "My teachers seem to netd
additional training in.order to use this Curriculum; where can 1.get consul-
tants?" Again, many of the questions will elicit a response drawn from
research or other printed material.'Oftentimes the Inforrnation Linker will".

go to a human resource file or other. roster of perSon resource!.i.
The. nature of' the .questions 'which will emerge during the later

phases calls for linlOng"agentS to extend themselves a bit more, to 'inject
their oWn knowledge and expi:7ienceintOtransactions, and to be clightly
more 'aggressive.in order to,achieve maxirnom efkct. For example, know-
ing the conrox't of. tho.proram effort, the information linker can anticipate

'problems and.provide information in adVance of a formal request. The
linkers aye.likely to be Caught up more in solving Foblerns flowing from
implementation activihes than in'generating,alternatives for action'as thq.
did in the eartier phase of their njationship. Of course. they .may be just:
entering the process at this point and not have firsthand I-nowledgc of
what has coMe before.

3_ TECHNICAL ASSISTER. The role of tedinical assister is one that is
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;

increasingly seen- a5 vital to the successful implementation of a program.
The type of technical assistance offered can be of twb types: First, there is
that which is concerned with getting the kinks out of the particular pro-
gram and which requires a certain amount of content knowledge, either
of the program itself or of the subject matter; e.g., reading; math, science.
Equally impcirtant is general. problem7solving assistance. This type is,
.emplOy6d. as the'schbol personnel begin the processpf trying to change

./ their prior modus operandi to rneet the requirements of the neW prograrn.
In this type of technical assistance, technical assisters convene faculty
gtoups to look at the difficulties they're having in their individual class-
rooms, to share successes and failure andalternative strategies for coping,
and the-like..They also may marshall other adopters of sirnilar programs
for eXchange session.S 'and provide the psychological-support necessary to
get adopters over the bumps of any substantial change effort.-
:- 4. ACTION RESEARCHER/DATA-FEPDBACKER. .Goingone step

.beyond technical assisters who are primarily. concerned with the -success
of .the indiyidual programs they are facilitating, the.actiOn researcher is:
.concerned With learning and with helping the school' learn .the way in
whith the current ekperience can help solve future problems: The focus

on studying what is.going on, while assisting its implethentatiOn in .

order'to generalize.from it. to similar situations which May emerge later.
Typical techniques inckide feedback sessions based on'observation, s.ur-,
vey feedback procedures incorporating.information dr-awn from fOrrnal
'instruments coMpletedhyrespondentsinthe school, and combinations of
the' fdregoing. Typically, thete is some attempt .to learn mare.abóiit the.
ciiitent, Situation. Such. inquiries-often prbvide the. fodder .for spinoff.ef-
forts directed'at the generic 'processes of the school- pr system, e.g., cut-.
riculum development procedures.;.-staff development,...community .rela-
tions, 'anddecision-making, among others.

5. EDUCATEUR/CAPACITY BUILDER..TO accommodate the long-;.
term potential of schools as organizations capable of growth themselves

-,--and..capable 'of promoting growth' hit their 'members 'One miistenvisio'n.."
an eipandirig linking.agent role. In Western.Eutope,'there are individuat..
called "Educateurs". Who are, esgentially.: roving .systemS improvement
specialists (Barnes,....1975). They are legitimiied as generaliSts in the in-
structional pi.i?cess who engage with a particular School for a period of
tiMe and assist it in making a substantial leap .fdrward fiom, its current
plateau.. Inthe cohtempouiry American scene, the parallel notion-at the .

systernleveLis that.of "building.capacity." This generally entailS. pushing'
.beyond routine tesponses to specific here-and-now problems and estab-
fishing .a capacity ot i-eserve to cope With 'anticipated and unanticip'ated

problems inlhe.fUture.
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-
The number of organizations which are prepared to engage in this .

kind of process, and whic h ale' located in environment's which will sup- .

port capacity building effi ts is.rather small. It is clear that the shortrterm
requirements for linking agents are likely to be" in areas other than this
one. That we:should strive, to establish the capacity for capacity building
in our Uniting agents seems a worthy goal,, however. These individuals
need to bring together the vision and perspectives of the futurist, the .

comprehensive knowledgeof available human informational resources, a
wide repertoire of interpersonal and technical skills, and diversified ex-.
perience in a number of organizational settings su;-1h that a fange of alter-
natives 'Cari be presented to any giyen client for consideration and Modifi-
cation. The operational pararheters of capaCity building div unknown at.
4his time even if the terminology,is Widely uSed.

How these five roles relate to the other distinguishing features is
delineated in Figure 7 on page 228.

Linking 'Agent ,Types. The ten roles presented in, the foregoing pages
constitute two functional subsets which can be observed in the field. Each
successive role in each subset cduld overlap itS predecessor, and in that
senk they represent* a possible,continUum increasing in "fullness" and
complexity. From thyobservations and a belief that most 'external agents.
would agree to the importance Of continuity-with respect to the client

relatiOnship, the ten roles lend themselves to combination of symmetrical
. "types." That is, each of the roles arrayed on the front-end continuum is

mirrored by a role on the back-end Continuum. If a linking agent functions
primarily as an' information linker in early trcinsactions with the client,
(s)he is more likely to play a similar role in later phases of, the-relationship.
A graphic view of thek idealized symrhetrical types is illuStrated in Figure
8, Naturally, reality is probably not as tidy as that. However, it does show
us *some logical directions in Which to proceed when training linking
agents .whOse current role could be complemented by expansion.

-Pietequisite Attiibtites of Effective Linking Agents (Adapted .

from Crandall and Eiseman, 1971; Eiseman,1974; and Crandall ct
.

Each of the roles described in the. preceding subsections requires' a
mix of skills, manY'of which will not be pos. sessed by. potential linking
agenis andtherefore will become the fot'i of training programs for diem.
Additionally, it is worth stressing that the roles are not, for everyone.
Matching the potential linker to the reqUitements of the iob is every bit as
crucial as the need to match the proposed program to the client's needs
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and requirements. Selecting 'linking agents .is not. simple,. vhether an
. . .

agency is chbosing from among already existing staff or Whether it is
-hiring new Staff from the oUtside. kialif of the battle is won or.lost at 'the
point of initial selection.

-It is also worth distinguishing between. education and. training.
Stated most simply, 'the distinction is that training is job-specific while
education is person-specific. In this context, the preceding sections have
addressed components of the universe Within which the linking agent will
work..and suggested a need for eXtensive and ongoing understanding of
these Classes of entities and .their. dynamic interrelationships. Much of
this knowledge should be. the 'subject of an ongoing eduCational effort
initiated for or by linking agents. But many of these topiq are ones in .

which any highly competent educational professional 'desires i thorough
grounding. As such, they are the proper focus.of education ,for the indi-
vidual and are not exclu5.ively related to the requirements'of a particular
linking agent job or role:
. With respect to job-specific training, it is. necessary first to -determine.

'the 'particular roles one desires to take.or recruit for, to assess existing
skill levels, and then to design and implement a training program to fill in
whatever gaps exist in an indivichral's repertoire of skills. Training, then, °
is concerned primarily with.skill developrnen0hough most trainingde7
signs'will 'also incorporate segmentS which are of a general educational
nature. .

. At The NETWORK, we have found that many of the attributes neceS-
sary for success are not amenable to the type of training efforts that can
be mounted feasibly. A 'rather careful and systematic assessment of the
potential linking,agent's capabilities has proven essential.

We .have devised and refined a rather complicated; 7multi-stepped
selection process based on the work of the Office of StrategiC Services, and'
detailed in Assessment of Men: Selectitm.of Personnel for the Office of Strategic

.Sertiices (1969). It includes the design and structuring of simulated experi-
ences in which the candidate i5 called upon to-exhibit*tertain behavior
reflecting hisiher current levelof kill or understanding in specified areas.
We have employed the procedure a number of times over the last several-
years, andiit has been used in at least two other settings, one of which
was an agency hiring a team to work in.the NW-sponsored State Capacity
Building Program. .

Our experience has resulted in our being much more pessimistic,.
.about the possibility of training in the non-technical areas and verified

, the iinportance of selecting.(versus training) for certain .pi.,rsonal and.in-
terpersonal'attributes. I believe- that the successfalinking agent, operat-
ing in an environMent as complex as that suggested in this document;.is a
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a

very sPecial person Andeed. In particular it calls for an individual who,
Lippitt has suggested, needs. to possess an "increased awareness of Self,

'others, and the larger environment," allowing."for-a more conscious use
of self , . . as a professional tool rather than relying on actions :;temmirig
from an unexamined, intuitive baSe." (Lippitt, 1975a,.p. 217).

4
In this subsection those prerequisite attributes which we have cOn,

sidered in seletting linking agents will be sketched and followed by de-
scriptions of bask skill clusters amenable to training.

.

Cognititm Habits and Abilities. The requirements listed below are those,
we have found to bear on an individual's ability to operate in a cornplex
environment. They should be understood to be measurable only indi-
rectly by.means that are yet incomplete, imperfect, and generally subjec-
tive. A good linking agent:

1. abstracts and conceptualizes the basic elements of a
problem.

2. respxinds constructively to new information.

3. provides original ideas and fresh perspectives.

4. brine,s theory to bear on problems occurring in action
s.

5. resists premature.closure.but proceeds toward closure
when aPpropriate.

These items should be taken as suggestive; they reflect the writer's bias
Joward a problem-solving orientation for' linking agents.

intrapersonal Compefencies. TITese are general "life" competencies
which undergird one's actions and reactions. They are ,reflected, if not

, necessarily demonstrated, in interpersonal transattions: \,

1..PROACTIVITY. This is related to how one perceives .iilecisions, con-
sequences,' relationships; problems-, and options, The' distinction is be-
tween sitting back (mentally), at any stage in an intellectual situation ver-
sus taking the initiative to structure the circumStances or create a situation
.that will provoke -some outcome in 'a particular.direction; It is the differ- .

ence.between either accepting the status quo or waiting for new events to
impinge upon orie and, on the other hand, creating one's own reality.

Other manifestations o( proactiVity are the extent to which 'one ac-
. tively seeks problems versus waiting for them to arise. The point here is

. .
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that many problems will announce themselves to the, linking agent,
tiut in any given settingthere will be those relevant and worthy problems.
which, if actively sought,out, may hold more promise than those, that
annouhce themselves. The proactive person is in greater control of the
overall setting,than the reactive person who simplypassively reSponds to
theenvironment.

Related to the problem-seeking notion is the practice of expanding
boundaries. This requires challenging.assumptionsand testing whether or
.nOt apparent givens are actually givens in a situation. One does this by'
-making observations, asking questions, performing experiments or exert-
ing inflUence to 'alter those things initially intended as givens.

We inctea§ingly find ourSelves encouraged by our i:ulture' to accept
certain 'things s givens without -testing them explicitly. Perhaps the
simplest ilhistration of this phenomenon at work is the folloWing simple
puzzle:

a. Given the nine dots below:

b. Take a pencil and draw four straight' connected lines which. pass
-through all nine dots witbo'Ut lifting your pencil from' the paper or
retracting any lines. Try-td solve this puzzle before looking at the
answer on page 242..

George Peabody, who has developed an exceptiemally useful simula-
tion called Powerplay (1973), uses the puzzle aboVe to illustrate the short-
comings inherent in, the typical tactics employed by indiViduals in situa-
tiiihs where they. are called upon to. grapple with power issues.

He Says:

Most people arc, unable to solve.this problem. The
probable' reason for this is an assumption that one, must

,
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conform to iniplied boundaries (or rules) which in fact do
not exist. By playing within these imagined boundaries, a
person is powerless to solve this puzzle or the more impor-
tant pu=les of how to get iidwt you want or to get done what
you want to get done in life: (Emphasis added)

. It is self destructive to accept as the lirnits: of your
behavior the real or implied rules, the real or implied
expectations that others have of you, or-other such boun-
daries. Imagined bdundaries can tronecessarily limit your

'freedom and power if You let them. If, for instance, you
accept the fact that the world is flat, you won't get around
very much. ,

Real boundaries, however, necessarily limit your
reedom because they are maintained by real rewards'
and punishments, There is 'a price to pay for crossing
them.

Thus the primarY questions are:

a. Are tthe bounddries real or just in my imagination?
What are the realities?

b. How might I test them?

c. Do they restrict or sustain my freedom and power?

d. What are the costs and payoffs to rrie if I:
1. play the game, conform to expectations?
2. go outside the boundaries?
3. thange them?

As scion as you start asking these questions, you
have freedom to select froth a greater number of tactical
options. You can cross boundanes or stay within them as
you choose. (Peabody and Dietterich, 1971; 'pp. 11-12)

2. MATURITY, Given the context within which they .are working, linking
agents must make decisions and solve problems that result in actions
consistent with naature attitudes, and values. Jung, in developing a sche-
ma for the Preparing Educational Training Consultants (PETC) prograin at
.the Northwest Lab, has given considerable thought to the concept of
maturity for individuals and organizations. Figure 9, excerpted from those
materials, illustrates_his view of thephases of maturity._ .

While at first glance it might seem that the desirable' definition of
maturity would be that associated with either the existential or the crea-
tive phase as labeled by Jung, it is probably more useful' to work toward
helping individuals be demonstrably conscious of Where.theY are on the
continuuin in each particular situation, since the boundaries (between
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FIGURE 9
GROWTH AND MATURITY POSSIBILITIES
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phases and sra-ges). are relatively 'permeable and may well be situation-.
specific. There is,no "best" position, only an:.'informed' one. The notion..

_Qf .dynarnic movement presented by Ji.n*slsvcrnsistent with'the familiar
Maslovian hierarthy of needs in.that.it derSctibes.alconstantly'expanding

. .

set of goals toward which one. is Striving. .1 .

.

a. SYSTEMATIc REFLECTIYITY. This.competyncy'Jeferto the Way an
individual regularly uses past,experience toAnfluence and inform,. the'
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nature of the subsequent experience, It is the notion of livini; life as a set
of wOrking hypotheses which, as .an action researcher, one tests pn an on-
going basis, using each set of results to formulate additional working
hypotheses to be tested. Viewing problem situations from a long-term
perspective is also central. This long-term perspective entails moving
periodically from a relatively low level of analysis tO a higher level of
analysis, stepping back from the trees in order to see the forest, periodi-

lcally remindipg oneself of the ultimate objectives and viewing the gains or
losses that might accrue in the short run from taking certain action within
the larger Context..

The reflective yerson challenges .the common practice of organizing
the world into logic-tight compartments Where we often don't know;
what we know. A Persian proverb expresses the point beautifully:

There are .four kinds of men:
He who knows not and knows not he knows not; he is a
fool, shun him.
He who knows not and knows he knows not; he is sim-
'ple, teach him.
He who knows and.knows not he knows; he is asleep,
wake him. ,
He who knows and knows he knows.; he is, wise, follow
him. -

These three 'broad categories of intrapersonal competence -- proaetivity,,
maturity and systematic reflectivity are among those on which we caw,
assess,potential candidates and about whiah they can be educated and

'Supported in refining.
Work-Related Characteristics. While the. folloWing items many might

consider.to be'self-evident, they are_ included because it is essential that
we be explicit about Our expectations of people!. Those hiriigi training,
,and supporting linking agents sbo'Uld test their assumptions about the.
characteriStics they believe are important. Some suggested characteristics s.

which are. work-related.then, are that the linking:agent

1. takes initiative.

1 can be depended upon to foam through.

- 3. is productive, con be describedashaving high output.

.4. exhibits competence, accomplishes tasks effectively.

2
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5. displays . loyalty to the groups With which (s)he is as-
sociated mid the organization for which (s)he works.

Evidence regarding these attributes is usuallyavailable froin one's own
ex_perience or from previous employers.
. Nrsonal Qualities. There might be sonie argument as to tfw legitimacy
of' including persdnal qiialities in any cOnsideration of competencies.or
skills. They are important in the way in which professional staff are as-
sessed bv their superiors and colleagbes, as well as the way in whiCh they
are perceived and received by clients. It appears to be helpful to be explicit
about sortie of these qualities, and sharing them' with potential Staff gives
them a clearer picture of our .values and, eXpectations for them in their
interactions with us'and'ourclients. They are included as Suggestive of
the type of things to be considered. A gpod linking agent

I. expresses.' hintherself in an open, straight-forward,
and candid mahner.

2 appears self-directed, autonomous.

3. conveys that hil.her prior ex,perience has'been varied,
meaningfUL.and useful and that from it (s)he has de-

°
veloped a sense of pe-rspective.

4. displays a sense of.and i:oncern for justice.'

5. exhibits integrity.

u. demonstrates'a concern f6r-hiseher own'growth.

7. triggers enthusiasmqn and energies others.

8. exhibitsii sense of humor.

9. displayS social behavior.appropriate.to the client sys- z

, tern.

A

Sieber,- bas-e:(i on his extensive study of"the Pilot State extension agents,°
Suggests adding:

2 4 8
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-10. has low ego needs:

IL possesses high tolerance for frustration.

12,-exhibits orderliness.

13. has the ability to enjoy new experience.

14. can exploit multiple role relationships for achievement
of tasks.

15. maintains professional aloofness from internal poli-
tics. ,

.

16: has the ability to assess and exploit situatiOns for
achievement of tasks.

4

In the preceding paragraphs, four classes_of competencies or charac-
teristics seen as prerequisite to any technical.training for linking. agents
have been outlined. Khen selection decisions are btlin,g Made, such attriL
bates and appropriate others should, be consCiously explicated, cOnsid-
ered, moctifiecl and ranked to conform to the- requirements in an .indi:7
vidual situation. These attribLites are not the scirt of thing easily modified
by t1raining interventions. Of course, it is possible and desirable.to,provide
an environment the norms of which r6inforce and suppor'l these attri-

:

...butes. in linking agents. If one can secure. a group of linkikg,agents who
possess these attributes in appropriate measure, then the chances for
.succesSful training in the technical .skills required; the focus .of the'.next
.subsection, will be greatly? enhanced. Figurel0 arrays these diStinguishing
features in relationship to the ten linking agent roles described.and. de-
notes the author's estimate (if the relative importance of each cluster of
prerequisite attributes to each role.

Technical Skill Clusters for Linking Agents

We are all familiar with the phenomena embOdied in fhe statement of
"The beSt laid plans of mice and .men . . .," arid "The road to hell is paved
with good intentions." Oncb, we have a bead on the particular job of a
given linking agent, wircan then.be more precise in delineating the skills

o
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needed to execute the job and in assessing the extent to which t-hey Are
present or need to be develoNd. Skills can be defined as "effective be-
havioral irnplernentation of goals, intentiom and plans, and itffectively
.appropriate expression of feelings, x9alues, ideaA, opinions, and senOtivi-
ties." (Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt, 1973, p. 226.) Those who bemoan

FIGURE R)
RELAME IMPORTANCE OF PREREQUISITE AITIMUTES-

FOR VARMUS LINKIN'G AGENT ROLES
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the lackof a curriculum foCusing on behaviOral skill development in titicial
relatiOns and social problem-solving, especially. In school settings, have a
gOod poin.t..That a broad repertoire of behaVioral skills or implementatiOn
cotnpetencies is required of linking agents is 'not likely to receive argu-
ment from the readers Of this chapter. What is needed, is a series of
training episodes combined with multiple support systems where linking
agents can discover and be confronted bythe incongruities befween their'

,actionAntentions ,and their action effects. (Readers interested in an in- ,.

depth treatment of the difficulties'involyed in helping professionals per-
ceive the gap betw.een their espoused..theory-of-action .and 'their actual
theOry-iit-use so as to enhance..their prbfessional effectWeness should .

read Argyris 1964,.1976a; Argyris and Schon, .

'The laboratory approach has been. an exceptionally useful Vehicle for ,

such skill developm'ent. It provides the kind of feedback and motivation
to re-prictice,and to try, try again :in order tO develop greater clarity. and

. behavioral cotnpetence. The laboratory method Of experiential; learning,
ma simplified form, cart be portrayed as follows:

FIGURE 11
ELEMENTARY CONSTRUCTS OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

CQNCRETE EXPERIENCE
IN REAL SITUATION- .

r

TESTING IMPLICATIONS OBSERVA1 IONS AND
OF CONCEPTS IN NON-R1SK StTUATIONS, REFLECTIONS

FORMATION OF ABSTRACT CONCEM
AND GENERALIZATIONS
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This `approach i put forWard here as one recommended rr.wde for
training,- where appropriate. It has the.advantage of offering participants
a chance to try things out in settings where they are riot "playing for
keeps," to receive helpful feedback and critique about their performance,
to.practice a new iteration of the skill, and to develop increasing .confi-
dence before going out to the ri,al .world. Ifthe linking .agent's sUpport
system is designed appropriately, the concept of laboratory education cau
be applied..at the level of the actual job itself, with each transaction of
episode with a client being viewed as a trial, situation to be learned from.

Naturally, the learriing process is somewhat more complicated-than
the elementary diagraM above might suggest. See Lippitt's formulation of
the element's below in Figure 12 for added detail. It is useful in designing
training events and .in focusing..the specification Of r.equisite skill clusters.

In addition to the prerequisite coiripetencies and attributes- already
noted, and against the backdrop of a preferred method df providing train-
ing and education for linking agents; nine skiH dusters will be descdbed
briefly; clusten; which need operationalizatioh and incorporation in a
training program, depending* 'upon 'the spe-cific job of a given linking
agent. .

The nine are:
(0-Problem-Solving Skills
*I Communication Skills

Resource Utilization Skills
Plrining Skills,
Process Helping Skills
Implemotation Skills
Content/Subject Matter Knowledge
Evaluation and Documentation Skills
Survival Skills

.Probkm-Solving Skills. There are many generic app'roaches to
problern-solving, and the linking agent lia; an array of tools'which might

,
-7Answer to problem posed on page 234:

0

.)

Y,
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'FIGURE 12
PARTS OF LEARNING PROCESS INSIDE THE LEARNER
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Commentary on Diagram
One of theangredients inside ot us.that has to get linked somehow to behavior is Nome

kind of cognitiVe content; inliirmation or knowh.d.ge it is often called. A sectmd ingredient isca.
bejief that thy bit of information has relevance for the self. The sense of relevance may be
connected to or help generate.a gout or a value or, belief. And often) goal or value helps
generate an intentiim and cOmneitment t u t - at.t his point the internal pn,cesses of I hi self
are sneaking upon action, but we still have no guarantee that ideas will be converted into
overt action,.

Reprinted by permissioriof,ttie publisher from R. Lippitt, Linkage Prob-
.

lems and Process in. Laboratory-Education.-In K. Benrre, L. Bradford, J.
G.

.

ibb, and R. Lippitt (Eds.), The Laboratory Method of Changing and
Learning:Theory and Application. Palo Alki, California: Science and Be7
havior, 1975, p.1B-1-7.) 1975 by Science and Behavior!
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be of assistance in any given situation ( ee NTL's Problem-Solving Book-
Kauffman's Systematic Problem So loin Northwest Lab's Research Llttli-

zaIion Problem-Solvths, Schmuck's Situ, Hort-Target-Path (.51.P process).
'The .rational problem-solving sequence generally includes:

I. defining the problem (or diagnosing the situation),

'*2..,assessing the conditions surrounding the problem and
their...relative Weight (This is typically done using some
form of foive field analysi's), '

3. generating some set of action alternatives

4. choosing from among them and instituting ari action
plan,

b.

5. monitoring the implementaticinof the plan in such a
way that a feedback loop LAists:

This is a linear problem-.sol ving approach. Within it, or as a substitute
for it, thett are various non-linear (so-called "creative") strategies which
can be incorporated: Brainstorming, images of potentiality. Synectics, di-
vergent thinking these are labelg forscime of the main variations..

It istrucial that, linking agentg get a solid grip on the.general.problem
situation. Only, by delimiting their efforts 7iln they hoPe fo succeed: Clas-
sifying problem situations in'some way so as to ieduce the area of inquiry
is called for. Recent work at the Northwest Lab has made a rather..useful.
diStinction arrOng three types of problems that might call for different.
'sort!:; cif problem-solving techniques. First is technical problem-solvins,
wherein both the current state of affairs and the desired'end point are
knoWn and able to' be'specified. In this .instance a systems analysis or
bperatiOns thsearch:mode is an appropriate problem-soMng.approach:
SeCond is so-called theoretical problem-olving, where the current state of
affairs can be lithited, bukthe desired end state cannot be specified. This
type calls for an action research approach which will develop a .series of
iterations leading to 'an agreeable end point (the RUPS procesg is one
operati6nal version of this .action reSearch -appreach).. The third .type is
philosophical problem s(iiving, where there is clarity as to the currenkstate of
affaii.s as well as desired multiple end states, but fundamental disagree-
Ment'as to thedesirability of one or more of the possible end states..In thiS
instanCe, the problem-solVing approach Of choice is conflict resolution and
negotiation procedures. ,
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Eiseman (1074) suggests that virtually any situation in a human sys-
tem can be viewed ant.. auu1 1 ressed as ,1 potentially solvable problem,or set

problems of one of the following types:

1. Distorted or non-eistent perceptions of relevant real-
ity

2: Distorted or n'on-existent communications among
subsystems that need to collaborate

3. Feelings of frustration

4. Feelings of impotence

5, Undifferentiated dissatisfaction with the situation as it
is.

6. Vagueness or confusion regarding direction of major
'objectives.

7. Minimal or non-existent eomtnitment to explicitly
stated high priority goals

8. Inadequate ability to formulate plans to achieve ex-
plicitly stated high priOrity goals

.

9..Inadequak, ability to make di:cisions relating to explic-.
itly stated high priority goals

10: inadequate abijity to implement high priority Minn
. plans

I 1. Inadequate
the system

attention devoted to the maintenance of

12. ExiStence of untapped, surplus, valuable re:sources

Koberg and Bagnall provide several 'hundred useful tools and techniques
in a conipendium entitled The Universal TravelenA Companion for Those on
Problem-Soleins lournqs.

There is a need for-linking agents to dev..lop a repertoire of usable

' 5 5
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problem-solving appwaches, to 1x. able to classify problem situations so
that the appropriate technology can be emplovedmd to knoty when to .

call tor help in any one of the substages ot the prOblOm-solving process,
ComMunication Skills. .1'his cluster.,of skills concentrates on generic

communication processes, Linking agents need to have well-developed
oral, written, and other (mediated) communication skills, In certain situa-
tions they will be called upon to make presentations to individuals.or
groups that will require the use of presentation 'aids.. There will be situa-
tions where are necessary in order to move productively
forward on an'agenda. In most situations, activo.listenhix skills are impera-
tive:for effective communication', 'ftere are situations where a one-way
Mode of comMuQication, though not the preferred mode.for many linking
agents given. their likely value set, will by called for. M1rious aids are
available for developing and refining orld Collifnunieation :4kills; there are
several excellent resourees for developing and refining skills in written
communication (see Writin 'Or Results, 1974;. Far Wesi Lab's Module on*,
Technica! Writing, tki74). 'the subcomponents of effectkfe.interpersonal
'communication ,haT also been captured in various training programs,' in-
cluding those developed by. Northwest Lab and the Center for Educa-
tional Policy.and Management. .

Resource Utilization Skills. At,several points in thy process of interact-
ing with a client group, linking agelits are likely to iteed to call tipon
resources other than therriselves. Sensitivity innknowing when to "refer"
as opposed' to offering oneself as the resource is an essential ingredient in__
successful resource utilization and, is likely to be enhanced to the extent
that the linking agent is fully conveq:ant with the resources available and
.the circumstances tindtcr which their uSe would be z!ip,propriate.

The backbone of the linking agent's formal information reSources
..remains the ERIC data base and its coMpanions, -now accessible by corn-
put& inJticOons in:almo,:t every state. The more than thirty data bases
(in addition to ERIC) t. iiich can now bu accessed via computer pdd im-
meastirably to the inf.:a-nation that the linking agent car, bring to the,.
client. Unfortunately; these sonrces are not free; cost.may become a factor
as well as turnaround time. Linking agents net!cl not develop retrieval
skills to The point v here they would ,qualify as full-tim,e. retrieval
speciatists, but introductory ti4ining in the use .of a computer terminal
and familiarit5' with the main indexes used in educatjon, RIE (Resotirces"
in Education) and CUE (Current Index to Journals in riducation); as well a"s'
some actuatexperience fingering microfiche and tOng a microfiche reader .

andior reader printer will be' invaluable to effective functioning. A recent
aimpendium, A Guide to Sources vf Ed.ucational hiformation, by Woodbury
(1976), should be on the shelf of every linking agent. It is th12 best to date,

a1-- e
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though noLabsolutely current ,as of this writing. .

In addition to formal information resources, the linking agent should
be able to access other programmatic resources, either products or programs
themselves or informatiOn about projects in which, products hav t. been
used. Most large scaleinformation centers have developed procedures for
cataloguink so7calkd "fugitive" data of this sort. There .are specialized
centers which inventory'a variety of curricular materials. EPIE (Educa-
tional;Products Information Exchange, New York, NY) is an exemplary
source, of "consumer-oriented" information oh products of interest to
edticators. Additionally, the linking agent would do well to either develop
or gain a&ess to some bank of human resources. The maintenance of such.
files is .an almost overwhelming., task, and initially linking agents will
probably rely on their personal contacts. But as one's clientele expands, it
becomes .necessary to draw upon a larger and larger pool of human talent
to sUpplement one's own resoUrces. Various meaps have been employed,
for thiS purpose. RISE in Pennsylvania has published a direct6ry of
human resources for their state. The' National Learning Disahilities Assis-
tance Project (NaLDAP) at The Network maint*s an active file on McBee
cards of several hundred consultants in vanooS amas.

Based on our own experience, the difficulties with using huma.n re-
source files effectively, other than the normal storage, currency, and qual-
ity control issue's, extend to such difficult matters as: How: to provide
adequate incentives to the consultants who make up the poolwhen-any
one of them may be used very little if at all? How to share in the success of
a referral that really succeeds yet disown the failures, Most knotty of all,
how to get people (i.e., linking agents) who are rather good consultant in
their awn right to avoid feeling less than successful if they have to refer to
an outsider,. especially one who couldn't posibly be aS good as they
would be if they only had time. .

To date, the most complete 'training .program directly related to re7
source utilization in education remains the Educational Information Con:
sultant (EC) developecLby Far West Lab.

c Planning Skills. The cluster of skills associated with planning focuses
on the "getting ready" ,vork necessary to asSure success, during imple-
mentatiim of an improvement effort. It calls for a systematic and cautibus
look at the job ahead and a delineation of the action steps to be. taken, the
resources required. at each point, the' anticipation of probable pitfalls and
"crunch!" 'points, determination of budget and other resource allocation re-

... quireMents, the ability.to move from global statements of intent to opera-
tional statements that are actionable. It is helpful fOr linking agent's to
haye at least.a rudimentary knowledge of various systethatic charting proce-
dures, including flow'charting, PERT charting, fault-free analysis, and the
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like, in order to array a picture of the impending effort for their own use
andior the clients. 'Abilities in "organizing foi: work" those who will be
implementing a program are also desirabk.. Examplus might include en-
gaging in review and reflection sessions concerning the plan or engaging
in role plays related to anticipated dilemmas (in order to practice the
bellaviors film may be needed in the real situation in a simulatiOn Where,
failure will not, jeopardize the actual effort). The preceding three skill

. clusters obviously are integral paits of this cluster.
Linking agents ,ibk, to .employ systematic planning will also benefit

by using .various Means of diagnosing relevant organizational compO-
nents So as to locate the twtimal entry points and discern the best path for
the ultimate change effort. Though there are a number of tools available
to the linking agent, all require some understanding.of their underlying
principles and practice in their use in order to be used effectively.=

Process Helping Skills. At virtually every point of contact %.ith a client
'group, use of curtain process skills holds the promise of vastly improVing
the effectiveness and.degree of satisfaction of the overall effort. The link-
ing agent should strive to develop a complex of skills including: com-
municating feelings appropriately; actiVe listening and feeding back of implicit
and explicit cues'regarding understanding and satisfaction; providing affec-
tive' sapport and legitimizing openness when appropriate; confronting

. When necessary to resolve problems or surface underlying issues; and

'Among the most helpful source's which should be inspected by the interesteefreader are
Diagnosing the Professumal Climaie of Schoigsby Fox' et al. (1973). a series of instruments
.developed for use in. the COPED Project and the series of checklists developed .by
Havelock to accompany A Guide to Innovation (availablinly in ERIC. ED056256). .

kgroup of reference tools or iMmense utility to ihose with a behavioral science.
orienration or inclination are the. Annual Handbooks fir Group Facilitatorsand Handbooks. of
Structured Lyperiences tiir Human Relations Mulling by Pfeiffer and Jones. There are now sis
Volumes of the. former and seven volumes of the. latter. The. Schmuck and Runlyel Handbool.
of Organization Development in Schools (1972) is also a valuable. source of diagnostic instru-.
ments. 1,ake and Miles. in their recent compendium. Measuring Human Behavior (1973),
bring together and review a vast array ot instruments useful to change practitkrners, as do
Pfeiffer anti Heslin in their Instrumentation in Human Relat:,-1, 1*.nning(1973, 1976).

These are other sources..,of .particular instruments seah ...trying degree's of focus,
irOuding the prinCipal instruments developed by the, .N-sponsored. League of.
Cooperoting Schook in Southern California headed by ( aioeilad, and the Organizational
Needs Inventory (ONI) developed at The NEFWORK and based on Havelock's early wtirk.
Some of fhesecan be easily used and hand-scored while. others, dependingon the number
of respondents' and the. perseverance. of the linking agents. require. access to computer

For those. with acei.ss to a computer, there are. at least two computerized programs
which profess:to measure organizational characteristics in 4 comprehensive way: the
CHAMPUS.Program under development by Bowers and his colleagues at Michigan and
the PROFILE Procedure developed by Bass. Both utilize.a questionnaire as input'to
program and both are. based on factor analytically developed models of organizational
variables which must be taken into account in a major change effort.

e:
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rtde-taking, in the sense of developing .empathy, coupkd with the ability to
pirtray the position of others in a Way that does not make them feel as if
they are being-psychoanalyzed.

More specifically, it's very desirable that thelinking agent develop the
ability to make a 'pnieess intervention" directed at increasingthe clients'
awareness of what they are doing and enhancing 'their sense of sontrol
bver their actions. This calls for observational sensitivity and the ability to
induce refleCtivini in others so that they can examine their actions in a way
that is not threatening. Question-asking directed at vhecking progress and
fot:us are ingredients in process interventions. Recent work in -education
has highlighted the'imPortance of Values..andlheir centrality to individu-
als'. attitudes and actions. Thus, it would be useful fop linking agents to
dOelopi a fathiliarity with values clarification kchniques and exercises, g
wide range of uSeful tools for process helping is available, including many
from the Pfeiffer and Jones series and the CEPM "Strategies of Organiia-
tional Change"- program repOrts.

Sometimes, process problems. arise which require far more than:
well-timed interrelations of, ongoing behavior or data collection and
feedback cycles. For example, the teachers and principal may find them-
selves repeatedly engaging in patterns of interactions which everyone
agrees are debilitating. Eiseman (in preparation). has developed proce.
duresWhich take linking agents step-by-step throup th`e process of de-:
signing a full-fIrdged intervention plan to cope with such counter-pro-
ductive interaction patterns. Because of their usefulness in resolving the
kihds of conflict which school people continually encounter, his 'transi-
tion'procedures are espeCially relevant to linking agents,:.

implementation Skills. As has been noted by recent observers of the
scene (e.g., Fullan; 1975b), the bulk of attention in bc)th research and
practice has been eelated to the steps leading up to and including the
decision to.adopt a program. Some preplanning may occur and be more
or less syStematic, but it is increasingly obvious (Berman and McLaughlin,
1974) that the implementation phase is critical to the success:of a program
iinprovement effort. Runkel (personal communication) called attentionlo
the .striking convergence of these findings with some in other fields as.'
reported by Coleman (1971), Fairweather (1972), Glaser and Taylor (1973),
and theNational. Institute of Mental.,Health (1971). .

The linking, agent,- in order to be of assistance at thit stage of the
process, needs to be. able to employ the skills listed above in .situations
that will, in all likelihood, be more hectic than those that preceded the
actual implern.entalion. During implementation,Auestions Oflogistics and
resource allocatiOn, often .shrouding emerging value issues, etcy com6 to
the fore in a;;Vay often difficult to dealwith. Hall and his colleagues have
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empirkally derived a hierarchy of concerns whkh need to be. taken into
account during implementation (Ilan et 01., 1976), It is hitIst probable. that
power and status issues (( iacquinta. 19721) will also COW to the fore
.during impkwentation and require iioiil pt attention by t he; link1t7g
agent.

A compelling.case can be mack for including t hP collection Of data
thmugh relatively formal nwans as ,I.centra I ctimponent in program
pr)vement efforts, whether or not such efforts iiivoive linking agents.
N4ilesel al., (1%9) have. described the utility of a survey feedback approach
to organizational change. and Bowers (1971) has demonstrated its effec-
tiveness.

useful for the linking agent to develop a perspective on oiganiza-
tions' capacity for growth. Some of.the mores promising approaches to this
are those develtqled by Jung arid his colleagues at Northwest Lab and
presented as part oillwir III Training, wherein organizations are
Characterized as to their rejative maturity in LI schema paralleling that of
developmental psychology. for individuals, Likert's Systems 1-4 Frames-
work (1975) presents a well known continuum of organization types..
Eisernan (1974) presents an outline for air optimally functioning organiza-
tion which is determined by the estent to which it is "dynamically
homeostatic," :rational," "autonomous," "collaborative," and "commit-
ted to improving the quality of

Each of these schemas offers a useful way for viewing organizations
as whole. creature.s having dynamic capabilitk.s. Each offers the advantage
of being applicable whether the unit of analysis is the. district, the build.:
ihg, or the subcinit within a building. Unfortunately, Likert's is the only
one that tel date has specific instrumentation.keyed to the. model.

During inipleMentation it is probable that one-or more people will
need to assume a leadership role in order to assure the effort's forward
progress. Familiarity.with leadership style arid issues related to it should be
in the store of knowledge of the linking agent: Reviewing the work of
Hersey and Blanchard (1972) is perhaPs the most efficient way for the.
interested agent to develop a greater understanding of the: function lec-id-
ership style can play in the success of an etfort. Further, it is probable that
someone, in many cases the linking agent, willrieed to play acoordination
.function, engaging in activities such as division of labor,- adjustment of
reseurces, and clarifitation of roles. Alsoimportant are providing.snPPort
pthe action efforts through commun4itionto individuals in the hierarchy .
who can endorse or applaud the effort,.- as well as to those who can
facilitates movement- to or ,from the kiesired direction; soliciting feedback
regarding interim success as well as expresSions of concem about emerg-
ing'problems; orchi.strating -periodic "celebratii;ns" so that'participiints feel a

.2
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sense of dynamic movement toward the desired goals; and facilitating goal
-"ratatement and adjustment. .

-Centjnt1Subject Matter Knowledge. This clustetof ;kills relates to con-
tent 'or Subject matter as typically defined. It is lmpOrtaM to view process as "

content at appropriate p9ints, and in many cases the only content exper-
tise that the linking agent-must be sure to be on top of is that related to
procesS. The biggest danger for linking agents is the Creation of ekpecta-

. dons on the part of the client, as to the content, expertise of the linking
agent, expertise oh which deliVery cannot ultimately be relied. One musts
convey clearly that one iS an expert in identifying and drawing ori re-

,
. sources in reading, notthat one is a reading exPez,t (unless one is). For the

Product Peddler knowledge of only a specific set of tangibles is called for.
For the InforAation Linker; the content is typicallj, of formal data bases
and collections of information: The Program Facilitator is expected to

:possess a range of superficial knowledge about a variety of programs and
may have in-depth knowledge in knowing where to get it, by employing
Skills which w9uld be classified In the preceding Resource Utilization skill
cluster.

When.linking agents find themselves in situations with both long-
.

term potential (e.g., multi-year efforts), and a particular content focus
such as reading or special edutation, it is essential that they develop; as a
minimum, familiarity with the main issues in the field, an understanding of
the historical trends and roots which have led up to the cilfrent state of
the art; a grasp of the distinguishing features of particular approaches or
conceptual subdivisions in the content area, and knowledge of the' ac-
knowledged experts who have name recognition with practitioners and
other audiences.

Given that the work of the linking agent is gping to occur in school
settings where the curriculum is the ranking priority, a cluster of elemen-
tal knowledge and skillS related to 'the generic process of curriculum devel-
opment -is, essential.3 Additionally, it is well to have some sense of the
distinction between, ctirriculum as the content of education and instruc-
tion as the process. Instructional prdctice and technology is an area Where.
much w.ork has been.d9nethat the linking agent can take ready. advan,
tage of. The Work ',Jf Ely arid others in the Instructional Developm'ent
Institute project is exemplary in this rwrd.

Not all the work of the linking agent-will be focused on the classroom.
as an isolated tinit. Therefore, knowledge of, and sensitiVity to, the reality'

3.As an Mitial text, Tyler's classic Basic Principks of Ccirricuium and lust ructio49691 remains
.aS gond a starting point as any. c.00dlad (1966) has vxtended th-e early work of Tyler in a.
.usefurway.
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of administrators is desirable. Lipham's work in the field is well known,
ahd.the 1964 yearbook of NSSE, Behavioral Science and Educational Administ-
ration,' presents a reaionable perspective 'on developments, as Well as
trAcing the history of the-field. Since many linking agents will themselves..,
have been former teachers or adininistrators, the issue of perceived
homophily or heterophily should not be ignored in their preparation.
These terms refer to the extent to which they are likely to be seen as "more
like," i.e., homophilous with, or,"mpre unlike," i.e., heterophilous with, .

their potential clients. (These terms and their variations shoirld probably
head the list of jargon which linking agents should conimit to memory
for use at profeSsional meetings.)

In addition to the sets of content knowledge notA, given the re-
quirements of most full-bore program iniprovement efforts, the linking
agents shcruld develop a basic. understanding 'of the process of planned

,
chanxe in education.4

. , .

, 'Seminal works reflecting the dominantsocial psychological perspective include Lippitt,'
Watson, and Westley's Dynamics of Planned Change (1958); Miles'. Innovations in Education
(1964); and Benni,s, Benne, anti Chin's The Planning of Change. Volume I (1961), Volume 11
(1969), Volume Ilf (1976). Another iinportant entry in this tradition is The Laboratory Method
of dhanging and 1..earning:-Theory and Application (1975) 1?y Benne, Bradford, Cibb,. and
.Lippitt. .

In. terms of research specifically direLted at program improvement efforts in Schools,
.the most notable are Sieber and Seashore's study of the Pilot State Dissemination effort
p972); Goodlad*s study of.the. Pilot State Dissemination effort (1972); CoOdlad'S 1/DIDA
series (1975.) based on the five years.olthe League of Cooperating Schools in SoUthem
California: and the Rand Change,Agent.Studies (1975) of federally-sponsored innovative
projects. Relatckl entries are the oft-ignored Orekon Studies (Schaloi-..k et al.. 1972) and
Schmuck et nk Handbook of Organk:ational Devdoment in Sclwols (1972). Piele's recent sum-
mary is.also of particular interest to linking agents.. . I

There are also 6 few useful educational or training packages Or programs. Virtually all
have been supported with federal Money. Havelcxk'sChange Agent's Guide to Innovation in
Education (1973) and Havelock arid Havcilock'S Training for Change Agent: (1973) draw. upon
the vast compendium of reseatch conducted by him and his colleagues ac the Institute for
Social Research in its Centr for ReSearch on. Utilizatkm of Scientific'Knowledge (CRUSK).
Mick. Paisley, et al.; produced three Volumes as a part of 'an early (aborted) effort ttk,
establish'a training program fur educational extension agents (1973). Banathy et al., at the
Far West Lab, developed an-extensive 'six-volume modular series direCted at para-
pmfessionals in.Development, Dissemination, and Evaluation (1972). Previously noted is
the output of Northwest Regional Laboratories Improving Teacher Competencies 'Pro:
gram, prsently packaged as the PODS Program (Preparing 013 Specialists). The Lab's
products constitute an extensive sequential ,training effort for individuals whd wish to
work as change agents in educational settings.

Fortunately, a eurrent effort 'funded by NIE will enable these products tb be Mod=
ularized and tailored to the 'specific needs tof linking agents. The Center for Educational
Policy and Management (CEPM. formerly CASEA) as well as Research for,Better Schools,

(RBS) have also proOuced.publications or training materials of interest to linking
agents. A usefulguide to thew .and other materials developed by the Labs and Centers is
tN Educational Disseinination and Linking Agent Source Book (1976), a product 9f the Cooperat
five Interlab Project currently sponsored by.NIE.
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Evaluation and Documentation Skills. In this cluster are skills related to:
designing arid conductinglormative maluations, prOduting data useful to
the redirection of the project effort; (oc6sionally) providing for some sort
of summative or impact assesSmen t of,outcorheS; and documenting fhe'7''
work effort..

Evaluation tends to be viewed. negatively by many practitioners. Most'
of their experi.ences are bad ones: eyaluation activities are disruptive,.
insensitive to ipstructional needs and time-consuming, taking time away
from teaching; the information provided is over their heads, technically
and rareiyislf-evidently useful to,the system, building, or teathers; eval-0
uation is Used for "political" purposes, i.e., "proving" minorities are in-
ferior. But ihereasingly, external.agenth are able to neutralize these histori-

cally. negative.tonnotations. Close work with clients has enabled theM to
elevate, the level of disc9urse, usefully expiOre ongoing project activities
arid ulamate impact as.' Well as fruitfully examining the implicatioris of one
effort to others.

Linking agents do notnegd.to have an. advanced degree hi 2valuation
or research methodology but: snould possess some fundamental under-.:
standing of evaluation concepts, alternative approaches, emerged issues
.in thelield.,4urces of technical assistance, and tools or instruments for`use at
variop4oints in the procesS.5

>-,---Docutnentation calls' kir designing, in appropriate detail, some stan-
>: dardized way of describing events of interest in the effort, analyzing them'

for insights:teasing out critical incidents which haVe special.relevance for
the various audiences of the project, proctucing written reports at differ-,
gnt tages of The Proess, and identifying potential soirii-ie-nts of the
project. Which might be more fully described in some, kihd of packaged
material. Stime of tle foregoing skill dusters are interrelated, ao there are
ingredients 'of communication, planning, and problem-solving-involved
in any evaluation 'and' docummtatiori worki .

Survival-Skills. This cluster is, as much as anYthing else, directed at
increasing the. level of awareness andygitirhizing the everpresent need to
"stayaliye" in a professional situation. For many peopk the focus in the
shoit-rundxill be on toping with crises and foul-upS in the prograM or
dealing with hostile group members in a school. In the king-run, Survival
takes on a professional' development focus on ,ongoing training and eau-
cation and of expanding the group of colleagues and friends to whom one

..3The 1969 yearbook of tbe National Society for the Stu4 of Education, edited by Ralph W.
'Tyler, Educational Evaluation: New Roles, New Means, provides a useful introduction. The.
Dffice of Planning, Butigeting.and Evaluation of USOE has recently .published two vi.2ry:
,helpful inonographs. A Practical Guide tO Measuring Pny!,tt Impact on Student Achievement,
nunribers 1 and. 2.
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can turn for counsel.and solace abOut Various matters in one's work and
life;Survival.also requires maintaining appropriate commUnication with
different levels of the client syStem, the resource system, .and one's own
host agency as to one's progress .and plans (cf. Arends, 1976).

.Herb Shepherd; in a ddightful article, "Rules of Thumb for Change
Agents," offers the following .statement:

Staying alive means staying.in.touch With your purpose. ,

IF means using your skills, your emotions, your Libels
iind ,sitions, rather than being used by them. It means
'not .being trapped in other peOple's games. It means turn-,
i\-ig yourself on and off rather than being dependent on
the situation. It means choosing with a view to the con-
sequences as well a's the impulse. It means going with the
fh'iw even while. swimming against it. It means living in
several worlds without being 'swallowed up in any. It
Means seeing dilemmas as opportunitiesIor creativity. It
nwans greeting absurdity with laughter %Yhile trying tp
unsCramble it. It means capturing the mon-lent in theJight
of tl\e. future. It means seeing the enviromnent through
the eyes of your purpose.

,

C.k offers "several coroIL-tries under a -GENERAL RULE NO. 3:
NEVER ViiORK UpHILL." t hest: aro:

1. DOn't.build hills ers you go.

2. Work in the most promng arena.

3. Don't u.se,one when two could do it.

4. Don't overorganize.

5. Don't:argue if you-can't

6. RlaYT;od a little.
-

For linkirlg agents. who will generallview themselves and be
vieWed byothers as the expendable factor in theequation, the importance
of deVeloping and refining survival skills should be\underscored. Natur-

lly theirs importance, is reLated to the type of situation in, which one' is '.
working, but-awareness of their.existence and importance

These nine primary teChnical 'skill :IiistersProblernliSlolving Skills;
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Communication Skills; Resource Utilization. Skills;. Planning Skills; Pro-
cess. Helping Skill-s;. Impleinentation Skills; Content/Subject., Matter
Knowledge; Evaluation and Documentation Skills; Sn.rvival Skills haVe.
differential irriportance for the various linking agen, roles previously de-
scribed. Figure,13 summarizes the writer's best guess of the relative priL

.--'-niacy of the skill ckisters for effective performance of the ten linking agent
roles, In virtually every area, adequate materials exist to prtivide the
knawkdge aqd understanding linking agents need, and suitable training'

materials 61h be' adapted from existing elements and combined in °way§
.most pertinent to needed skill develtipment for a given linking agent's
role(s). Reconceptualization of the elements and their interrelationships .

by those with an optimistic vision will move us tnward the-creative blend
solutions which are within our`reach.

Just as i,'vas illustrated earlier,by the overlap of the ten foles noted in
Figure 8 ,which concluded the third part of the chapter,'-an inspection of
Figures lOand 13 Shows the complementarity of the attributes 'and re- :
'quirements for effective performance of the. roles. Thus, linking agents
should sbe able to discern qualities and skills in their colleagues Which are
incorporated in their own primary role(s), that is, there.iS a bit of them in
each of their counterparts. Understanding and appreciating, how this
connects all linking agents together is a subtle piece of the reconceptuali-

..zation.needed for the contraption tO work.

The Einking Agenk in Action.

In the preceding substxtions, a number of issues related to the multi-
ple roles-of linking agents, attributes to be assessed in their initial selec-
tion; and primary technical skill clusters fo be developed through ah
ongoing training program have, been presented. Sections I and II painted
.the lzuger context in broad strokes and called for attentionto knowing the
resource system; diagnosing and cOmprehending a complex client system;
and functioning in a productive way within a host agency whose'prirnary
mission was not likely to be that of linking. It would be possible o..t this
.pOint for' uS to have a squadron of fully-knowledgeable and well-trained
linkihg agents ready to work with an array of client systems and able .to
draw on a' rii:h reservoir of resources1 Even with a squadron, "the whole
thing" could never come together in 'an integrated effort.

The contraption can wOrk, both in particular program improvement
. effortS and in larger systems for preparing and. supporting Such individu-
als and efforts.(see Culbertson's chapter which follows). At this point in

.
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RELATIVE PRIivIACY OF TECHNICAL SKILL dUSTERS FOR VARIOUS LINKING AGENT ROLES
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the document it may be helpful to discuss four issues relating to putting
the schema in 'motion and maximizing itSchance for success. These fotir
issues are:

1. Assessing why action:intents do not lead to action-
effects

2. The.funcfion of collaboration and the developMent of
an 'inside/outside team

3. The phasesof the relationship with the client system

4. The complexity of ace implementation, process. .

Each of theSe issues could, in itself, be the subject of an entire chapter, and
so they will simply be sketched out..here. They constitute matters which
need, attention by the linking agent and those concerned with both man-
agernent and policy. ,

' Assessirig Why Action-lntents Do Not Lead to Actipn-Effects. This phe-
nomenon characterizes More of human endeavor than most of us would
care to acknoWledge. Despite the most well-conceived and carefully ar-
ticulated plan on the part of linking agents, the intended outcomes will
almost never be .achieifed. Rather. than loWering our expectations -and
resigning ourselves to never achieving our goals, it is more productive to
refinethe ways we examine what is going on so that adjustments can be
.made from one time to the next. Eiseman (in preparation),has formulated
,the following diagrarn to explain this phenomenon.

- In the corners of Figure 14 are four primary clusters into which virtually
all aspects of a transaction involving one or more people can be assigned.
The three generic problems that result in intention-effects discrepancies are,

1. There may be a lack of clarity with respect to .the'ele7.'
. merits of 'any one of the four major clusters.

2. There may be a conflict within a cluster between its ele-
men ts.

3. 1f.there is clarity and np within-cluster conflict, there
may be lack of congruerce between any of the four clus-
tefs.
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FIGURE .14.
WHY ACTION-INTENTS DO NOT LEAD

TO ACTION-EFFECTS
_ _--

.

104/
1-1

In orLir for action-intents to lead to the cles,ired action-effectS, all four
clusters.must bc'elear, internally cOnsistent, and congruent..11 one vieow
thern'in a logical sequence, while recognizing that in any given instance

° their interactions do not necessarily follow this SequenCe, one can see that
the goqls and values underlying an effort .provide the momentum. leading to

. the aclion 4;tcps. These, when taken:push up against.the situational demands
and pi)tentialities in a way which, depending On'the feedback mechanismS,
may modify any of the preceding steps. As the action steps are ineVitably
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' transformed by the situational factors, 'the explicit and implicit evaluation
criteria influence the perception .Of relative success ornchievement Of the

outcome(s) for the actor as well as the observer.- Any breakdown
or lack of congruence between .or within' a n y of the four clusters as they

') 'interact in a dynamic process will, in more 'cases than not, produce a
shortfall.. And; of course, We can only have-an imperfecrknowledge of
the future.

Like all-elementary paradigms, this one can serve as an eaSy-t6-em-
ploy checklist which linking agents can use to review the completenesS of
each.clusbir and of the probable interaction of the essential elements, or at
least their (and.relevant others') understanding of each cluster. Proce-
dures. drawn from the skill clusters noted earlier could be employed to

. prodnce clarity on the content.of each cluster; as well as to check and
recheck for congruence between clusters.

, Developing aninside-Outside Team. Virtually all of thc, major writers in
the field and observers of the education& change process encourage the
development of, an inside-outside team in any intervention. (Havelock,
1973; Jeing, d.u.; Schindler-Rainmanand Lip-pitt,1975). In alti§-t-c-ases the
linking agent. is the outsider to the, system; the insiders are those -partici-
pants relevant t9 a particular effort. These authors discuss theadvantages
and disadvantages of the insider versus the Outsider as .a change agent;
they suggest that the. optiinal solution is one which combines both so as to
derive the benefits.and avoid the disadvantageS.Of each.

:Among the operational difficultiéS for linking agents will be identify:.
ing appropriate members of the team, assisting them in becoining more
skillful in using external .resources (including-the linking agent); expand-
ing or'contracting the.compdsition of the'1eam to take into accountchang.-.
ing requirements of the ongoing process, maintaining commnnication
witl-rthe constituencies represented bythe inside members so, that the

. 'inside team does not become,AeWed as a special interest group' bent on,
achieving its own individual purposes, guarding against the group be-
coming captivated by its own good relations in a way that effectiwly
impedes actiye work on the. original -purpose, and shifting the. linking
isen-ts role within the group as the .relationship develops in order to
maXimize. its !Ong:term effectiveness (see Cartwright and Zander, 1968).

. In our own work at The NETWORK, we have been confronted "tvith
a reality related to participation. Like.inany Of our colleagues, we believe
in increased involvement .of. teachers .and parent/community members in
educational decision-making. Thus in a number of our projects We have,
specified involvement of repreqentative members Of these constituencies
as a quid pro quo (of our engagement with the school. Our experience' has
demonstrated the necessity of being flexible on this point. Many prograrn
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v.,

. innovations are of such modeS scope that 'either extensive, involvenitmt
with a number of teachers or any involvemtmt at all by paiimts or corn-
munity members is dysfunctional: These publics simply do .not have a
meaningful role if the matter under consideration is an innOvation or a set
of possible thnovations.whiCh can be adopted by a single teacher and
implemented without any fundamental shift in the values, promoted by
the prograin. Hence, conscious reflection upon one'.s values and the ex-
tent to'which they impose inappropriate conditions on a given situation
should be urged: .

The notion that the inside-outside team is a tremendously useful
vehicle for ensuring the success of change effort is usually accompanied
by a belief that collaboration is a preferable mode of behavior between -

professionals engaged in such efforts. Many of us espouSe collaboration
in our work with schools and try to promote it. What is increasingly clear
is -that there is substantial ambiguity about exactly what collaboration is.6

Collabbration seen-is to aim for a win-win situation as bpposed to One
in which there is a single victor or everyone loses. The winning or losing
can apply to goals (of a project) or any other components or activities: AS
sUch, it is a phenomenon at work at several different levels simultane-
ously, and a favOrite forum for promoting it is decision-making settings or
group meeting. Here, most professionals attempt to effect "consensus:"
The "consensus," though rarely actually tested, is often ascribed to
groups which produce near unanimous decisions on one or more iSsues.
However, the main point to be made:at this juncture, given the con-
straints of space., iS that collaboration is not the strategy of choice in every
instance; pros and cons can and should be articulated befOrelt is pro-.
mote& Indeed, there are many instances where a, collaborative strat-
egy is counter-productive. Eiseman (JABS, forthcoming), drawing from
Thomas, identifies five strategies (avoidance, competition, accommoda-

: tion, compromise,. and collaboration) and suggests they be employed:.
selectively depending upon the favorability of "the collaborative climate."
,l'eabody and Dietterich (1973) identify three strategies: collaboration;
negOtiation, and coercion, to be employed under different circumstances.
Again, the primary point is that virtually all aspeCts of the .indMdual
situation, including explicft identification of the self-interests of relevant
parties, especially the linking agent, need to be assessed before we de-
velop collaborative skills fof ourselves and our clients and work to dk
velop conditions favorable to collaboration in our work. However, the

',Indeed, a recent search itf.the literature did.not turn up atiy operational definitkm of the
term, let alone good descriptions or analyse.s of ih practice.
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realities Ln contenipora6, schopls are simply not presently as rosy .as we
might wish.1

Phase of the Relationship.with the Client System. Stressing that what is of
critical importance is the awareness with which the linking agents view all
aspects of their workig situation, let us turn, to the :sipic of the phases
of the relationship. It is possible to look at iiny relationship between two
people, break it into (either a. few or a great many) comPonent parts, and
then array them in a chronological sequence. Awareness of where one is
in One's relationship with a client will aid linking agents in determining
the best move to make-at a given point. The important thing is not what
the particular framework is, but that it is a planful one, workable and
useful for particular linking agents. Lippitt and Lippitt (1975) identifY four
major phases in the consultation process:.

1. The phase of contact, entry, and relationship estab-
lishment. -

2.'The phase of contract formulation and establishment of
a work relationship. (It should .be.noted here that con-
tract does nofnecessarily imply a legal document only,
but also includes the psychological contract.)

3. A phase of planning the goals and steps of problem-
solving for the change effort.

it. A phase of the adion-taking and continuity of effort.

... Under each of these four major phases, the authors outline 14 specific
."Work foci" such as: Helping identify. and clarify the need for Change,
exploring the readiness for ch Inge, planning for involvement. They dis-
cuss these in light of the advantages or disadvantages facing the inside or
the outside consultant. In an earlier version (1973) of this document, the
Lippitts dt:IIneated some 26 specific dilemmas arid related.. them to 11
major..phases of the relationship. These dilemmas include- the power di-
lemma, legitimization 'dilemma, and entry dilemma:

nsAy recent.case study of our experience with collaboration in the NETWORK, 'An Elv,:cu-
five Director's,Strugglp to Actualize His Commitment to Collaboration" revieWs our frus-
Aration (JABS, forthcoMing).
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Havelock (1973) has desoked six major stages of the planned change
process:.

1. Building the relationship

2. Diagnosis

3. Acquiring relevant resources

.4. Choosing the. solution

5. Gaining acceptance

b. Stabilizing the innovation antigen,A-ating self-renewal.

These stages are viewed as sequential but have permeable boundaries
between them os suggested by Figure 15 on the next page.

Implementation Issues. The increasing importanife being given to un-'
derstanding the process of implementation was noted earlier. In part, this
increased attentiCin Is dde to the realization that often the Annovation
which is reported to be in- place is not upon inspection, being imple-
mented. (Goodlad, 1975; Gross t:t al., 1971; Hall and Loucks, 1975). A
related difficulty, not addressed here, lies in specifying exactly what the
core components of the inniwation are so that upon .observation one
knOws what one should be seeing. Fullan (1975), in a. useful paper com-
missioned by the International Management Training for Eciticational
Change (IMTEC)Project in Europe, addressed the question of implemen-
tation as "The ptping info practice of t h . essential characteristics of inno--
vation." He iden`iified four dimension's as related to,detennining the ex-.
tent to which an innovation has been implemented::' ..:

1. The structure _.
2. The role andior behavior of participants

.3. Knowledge and understanding as related to the irino7,.
vation

4. Value internalized

272
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FIGURE 15
PHASES OF THE RELATIONSHIP.

. .

Reprinted by permission of the publisher from .R. Havelock, The ehange
Agent's.Guide to Jnnovation in Education. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:-
.EducatiOnal Technology Publications, Inc., 1973, cover. © 1973 by Educa-

' tionaMchnology PUblications, Inc.

He. notes that the first two dimensions are directly Observable, while
the second two require drawing inferences fnim observation or interro-
gation. Fullan makes the.point that much attention to date has been, on
studying outcomes. These studies attempt to ascertain, by observation or
questioning whether the innovation, which is rarely defined fully in terms
of the four dimensions noted above, can be said to be in place. What.is nOt
typically studied ig the implementation process, leading Up to or con-
tributing.to the attainment of the outcome.
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Ten factors are important to implementation, according to .Ftx Ilan
. and Pomfret: Worthy of special emphasis is the desirability of establighing

mechanisms to
'

Co-define the nature of the. inniwation .in *practice, con-
tinuing in-service traihing-duringinitial implementation,
providing. resource ',support dining implementation as
well'as in the predecisional, phase, establishing feedback
mechanisms to allay anxiety and address powe,c relation-
ships between the givers .and receivers.of feeeback, the
iMportance of developing' a;capacitr to use "the innoya-
don," utilizing alternative evaluation approaches so that
data facilitates impleMentation and involves clients in, the
process..,(Fullan 'andgionifret, 1975)

Also noted, <and related to a ,recent -study by. Pincus (1974), is the
cr ..
matter of providing incentives: While Pincus .has spoken to the need to
provide incentives for school districts to do what they don't want to do,
Gross (1971) as well as Fullan focus on creating explicit payoffs foi- teachers. .

and adopters so that they will be motivated to go beyond 'a superficial or
routine adoption (see Hall et al., 4975) co

.. .

These issues, of course, will be of primary concern to linking agents :

who concentrate on later phases of program improvement efforis. But
anyone entering the school settg should at least be cognizant of these
issues to avoid bethg.tripped up by fantasies!, about the rationality and

° realities of schools as innovating unils. .

WHEIkE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

c

In this chapter, r haVe attempted tO present a relatively complete
. overview of the issues which, in my opin m, need to be considered in

developing training programs and support nechanims for an anticipated
crop of linking agents. For some this paper will suifice; for others, con-
cerned with the collection of inaTérials and design aexperiences related to
creating new knowledge for theyriselves or for linking agents, attention
shoUld be focused on developing edUcational experiences based on any
one of the subsy-'ems discussed earlier.

For those Concerned 1,vidf recruiting and selecting linking agents,
'attention should be focused first on developing a tailored set Of prerequi-
site attributes. These can then'be related to selected technical skill clUstergi
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chosen for their relevanCe to. particular ,linking agent 'roles, e.g., those
described previously 'or C.ombinations therehf. For those concerned with
skill development itself, attention should be directed to acquiring a thor- \
nugh grasp of the available resourceS for those skill dusters that'are
'pent to the given situati6n athc.Lciesigning training programs which build
upon them. Individuals exist, Tho can themselves be categorized in one
of the ten roles described and who can assist in any one or more of these
war In all cases, purposeful efforts must be mounted to develop a
support system fur linking.agents and to sustain it.

In this chapter, i have attempted to argue that our best opportunity
. lies in establishing a pragmatic, eclectic and flexible framework which.
Maxiiniies the Sdaptation of.existing tesOnrces and induces tolerance for a
range of suitable solutions to the problem of training and supporting
linking agents. What we need are great groups of generalists who special-
ize in Resource Utilization, and among the critical resources which theY

._must know bow to utilize are blends of other teChnical skills drawn on as
appropriate it given client situations. At a minimum, it is .necessary to
knOw what one does not know, and at the maximum, to begin working
for oneseiland others in order to expand one's repertoires of knowledge
and of skill. So one who wishes to become the cornphtc linkinv agent

.'develops 'a plan to acquire a brOad array of 'understandMgs and skills,
including:

A sense of ,istory about the field of dissemination, and
educational program improvement.

Knowledge of past, current, and emerging federal and
state programs concerned with these topics.

Knowledge 'of the literatuie of planned change, be-
havioral science, and curriculum theory.

Knowledge of and access to sources of programs,
products and informaticin..

Understanding of the. quality .control issues, ethibal
issues, and value issues inherent in such work.

:

Understanding the many facets of an jrf/ novatideas
perceived* by potential clients.

. .

Awareness of oneself as ari innovation.
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v

/ 0. Developing and using a systematic view of the client
system,

Developing and refining 'a knovledge of organizational
dynamics, especially those peculiar.to' schools.

Developing an understanding of, and skills in manag-
ing, the "mutual adaptation" process,

Developing skills in diagnosing various aspects of or-
ganizations.

Develuping means of assessing and,. promoting the
growth of the clients with whoni they. work.

Fostering the developMent of a collaborative iimate
within which to work and be 'housed.

Employing data collection and feedback pi.ocedures to
guidi. an effort and to elevate the level of discourse.

Developing a consciousness as to the prysence and rel-
evance of various personal and intrapersonal attributes
of oneself and others.

Developing mechanisms for clarifying,..:ogotiating,
and renegotiating one's own role(s).. "

Securing and refining a.range of techm-il skills ,ap-
propriate to one's role.

Developing and effectively using a yange of formal and
informal support mechanisms.

STAYING ALI1/E!

- Clearly the arena is sufficiently large that it is impossible to describe
ope,single 'solution. The means presently exist whereby .those interested

.
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can move to action with somewhat greater clarity as to where they are
headed. Leadership is needed to mobilize the available resources to take
the next steps'.

We:May be on the verge of achieving a major breakthrough in the
artAa of educational proArain improvement; From my vantage point, thy
true meaure and significance of,our efforts now %yin be determined by

:the extent to which we build on the best of the past. We Must continue.
to WOrk toward the ambitious goal of substantially improving the ed'uca-
tional enterprise. Where there are surely places for linking.-agents of all
sorts,..1 hold that we ,have.an obligation to work toward .a future whare.
linking.agents will be capable of: .

' Interacting with client systems and their kcy members in
ways thatiead to

'.. Identifying/specifying high priority problems collabora-
'Jively, the t;olutions to which call.for

Mobilizing internal or external resources. (people, pro-
grams, informatkm, etc.) which are brought to bear on
ttie problems by .

implementing a collaboratively developed plan which
takes into account

L'.the.history 'and current.context of the organization
Z. the interests of those affected by the change, even

When undrticUlated
3. the riecLi for adequate.documentation so that

others may learn from the experience.

Challenging the client system to retied upon its experi-
ences in such ways as are likely to endure a long-terrn
problem-solving capacity.

With good fortune ,and concentrated efforts, we can create such-a.
future. How to do so is a problem more complex than many, but every bit
as:solvabte.
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A Nationwide Training System
for Linking Agents in Education

Jack Culbertson

The time is 1985, The place is .Washington, D.C. The occasion is
the conclu'Oon 'Of a conference on linking agent training and
support for training. Leaders from a dozen nations attended the
confrrence which examined the origins, development, structure
and fimctioning.of a nationwide training and support system for
linking agents m the United States...Papers on the origins, and
development of the nationwide system during 'the 1965-85
period have been discussed,.as have descriptions and analyses of
the operational and organizational aspects of the nationwide
system. 'Dr. 1nlia Courtney, the final speaker, has reached the
podium and is ready to summarize the major findings and con-
elusions of the confrrence. The paper winch follows represents
an edited version of Dr. Courtney's msentation.

The evidence presented at this conferen ws that progress dur-
ing the 1965-85 period in achieving a nations n for training link-
ers has been made; however, the system has e very slowly, is not
yet complete, and is stW evolving. In documenting these conclusions and
in summarizing major conference findings, I shall organize my remarks
around the Wowing topics: The concept of the linking agent; the forces
affecting linking agents and linking agencies, the structure and functions
of the nationwide training system; and the structure and functions of the
system to support training.
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THE LINKING AGENT CONCEPT

Various writers shaped and ,transmitted the linking agent concept, to
the educational commimity in the 1960s and the earlv 1970s. Havelock's
synthesis of.pertinentIconcepts and findings hild a major impact on those
interested in educational change. Sieber's pioneering-documentaty study
in the,early..1970s was also influential in helping leaders see the signifi-
sarice of linking concepts w ithin the context of state disseMination pro-
grams (1972). Within several years, many scholars had accepted the link-
ingi.agent concept (and refinements of it) and saw in it potential for ad-
vancing as well as shedding light on what was called "educational innova-
tion".in the 1960s and "educational improvement" in the 1970s.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the linker tended to be defined in
general terms as, for example,one Who helps others engaged in iiduca-
tionalimprovement by connecting them with needed human and knowl
edge-based resources. Through the 1970s and into the.1980s, the concept
became much more complex: Different types of linkers were postulated,
various kinds of linkihagencies were identified, and differing systems
toward which linking..agents could direct their efforts were defined. In
fact, the key development during the 1965-85 periOd with regard to the
concept of linking was its increased differentiation to encompass differing
'classes of linkers and a broad range of specialized functions.

External and Internal Linkers

During the late sixties and first part of the seventies, the distinction
between internal and external linkers was clearly drawn. While both types
of linkers pursued the same general goal of educational improvement,
their bases Of operation varied. Internal linkers resided within school
Systems, while extei nal linkers worked from agencies outside these sys-
tems as, for example, intermediate service agencies and educational- -

laboratories.
.

Most of the attention of scholars in the first half of the seventies,was
directed at defining the unique features of'the external linker. The margi-

1For the must comprehensive !:yntheis see Ronald Havelock, Planning for Innovation
Throughpissernination and Utiliwtion of Knowlrdge. Ahn Arbor, Michigan: Center for Re-
search on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge. 1974.
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nality of the linking role, for example, was one of the fe.,ures highlighted.
ltwas argued that the effective external linker could brin?., it school sys-
tems an objectivity and a detachment which members ,,f thest sYstems
could not display. Because external linkers were marginal, they were not
seefi as vested in situations in the same way others in the situation were. .

In contrast to internal linkers, the thinking and action of external linking
agents could be less constrained or, at least, constrained differently. As a
result, these agents had a special capacity to identify and help others

'identify potential for educational improvement and, in turn, the resources
needed to realize potential.

While Unique capacities were ascribed to external agents., there was
'also the view that the Tole was an extremely demanding one fraught with
ambiguity, susceptible to conflicting expectations, and highly vulnerable
to overload. Paradoxically, thy relative objectivity associated with the role
carried with,it a lack of intimate' knowledge of the Organizations to Which .

links were' made. In addition, the linkers, in order to preserve the "exter-
nal" role had to forego belongingness and- to confront related emotional
demands. Another special demand on external linkers stemmed from the
'great need for a base of both broad knowledge and skill. Because these

_agent's used knowledge based products and serVices as the key instru-

1

ments of improvement, they were pressed to acquire much information
.

from many sources for application in a wide variety of. contexts.:
As the seventies.unfolded, more and more attention was given to the

concePt of the "internal" linker. StUdies conducted by James Becker,
'Gerald' Marker, Carole Hahn, Ernest House, Richard Schmuck, Philip
Runkel, and other scholars and leaders,highlighted the significance of the.'
internal linker role in improvement activities. Becker and Hahn, for
extmple,' in 1975 made the case for the "internal" linker aS follows:

Change agents are more likely to be helpful when they
are a part of the system they are seeking to change. Un-
derstanding of particular situations and of specific needs
of ottferg in the system increases the likelihood that
change agents will .succeed. Being on hand to provide
advice and support for teachers as they 'seek to imple-
ment n innovation also increases the likelihood of suc-

-.._cess.

The view that principals were in a highly strategic position to encour-
.age and influence change through an internal linking rok at the school
level was documented in a range of studies. Highlighted in the studies
were the legitimizing and gatekeeping roles of principals in change ef-

2 8 7
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torts.' Systematic literature reviews such as that conducted by Garth
/ones (19h9) bolstered such conclusions that the inside agept wds some-
what more etkclive than die oubatle agent in brin"gmg about change.

As the seventk.s ended and the eighth., began, writers were giving
mOre systematic attention to the cunt ept ot internal and external linking
agents as pattiers in improvement. As the complementary capacities of
the hvo liolm.4 types were recogni/ed, advantages of Joint endeavors 1,x,-
CM,'" CIVarl'r. I nikers external to school systems, for exampk. braight
both general commitment and a w itie range of information resourco.s to
improvement activities; linkers inside school systems orought cOmmit-
ment to specific improvements and an intimat . enderstandiri,.; of the
change variables in ...chook communinc, in which the schools
,were embedded, While the ii hilLer's power derived Wort! from a
specialired knowledge base than trom organi/ational position, theinter2
nal linker, had the advantage of special or eamed position in the organiza-
him to lx. changed. "Fxternal" linkers drew upon a wAt. range.of knowl7
edge-based pnidut ts and services the "internal" linkers had o'vailable a
wide range of tacit.or clinical know:..dge related 'to educational improve-
ment. Given an outside base and the need to perform a facilitative role,
the external agent had a niore limited capacity for advocating specific
problems to be addrecsed or t hanges to be initiated. On the other hand,
because of a base of established or emergent policy in the organization
served andthe growing availability of data from local needs assessment
efforts, .the internal linking agent had a -greater capacity for advocacy of
this type. In the late seventies and eightie,, then, a growing number of
improvement efforts which involved teaming efforts and which capital-

more,systematic ways upon, the differing skills and capacities'of
internal and external linking agents were begun. .

Subsystems to be Improved

In the sixties and most of the seventies, the sub-systems in school
districts toward which linkers could direct their efforts had not been
explicitly defined.,However, in the early1980s, tRfucational improvement
activities began to be defined more widely and more frequently in terms
of activities in thice sub-systems: those dirccted at improving teaching
and learning systems in which principals; teachers, and teacher associa-
tion leader were key actors; those focused upon improving managenient

2See, for e;tainple, PaufBerman, Milhrey MeLaghtin.and others, F:ede;:a Pwams Support=
ing but-at:anal Change. Vol, I-V. Santa Monica. The Rand Corporation, 1975. .
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and leadership systems supportive of teaching and learning in which
st4perintendents, and other educational leaders played a role;

and those direoted'at policy decisions designed to bring about educational
improvement in which school board membeis, superintendents, directors
of educational planning and other school and community leaders were
central participants.

By 1985, internal and external linking agents were choosing to
specialize,in the sub-system activities much more 'frequently than-ip the
1970s. Thus, mon_ clear cut sub-system emphases tended to increSse the
-effectiveness of both internal and external linkers by making it easier to
organize needs assessment inforMation inventories pf training materials,
human resource banks, and other kindsof linker support in more efficient
ways and in ways which served given classes of specialists. more-effec-
tively. .

Schema I summarizes information on linker specializations within
the context of the three sub-systems noted above. It is worth emphasizing
that the types listed in Schema I qualified as linkers only if they met all'
three of the following criteria: They were engaged in educational im-
provement activities, -they used knowledge (e.g.,. ideas or productS) as
instruments of improvements, and they acquired knowledge from or-
ganizations external to school systems for use if they were internal linkers
or provided knowledge to school system leaders if they were. external
linkers.

As linkers developed sub-system specializations and sought im-
provements from internal or externa1bases, their roles became more.dif-..
ferentiated and more 'complex. Very, few linkers, for example, could
engage in activities designed to improve the many functions performed in
the sub-systems of teaching-learning, management-leadership, and
policy-making. In fact, linkers specializing in the improvement of only
one sub-system often tended to concentrate upon selected, rather than ail
of, the pertinent functions.

The trend toward Specialization contributed to the grOwth of linking
agencies which housed person:lel performing a variety ,of linkage func-*
tions. Stated differently, the practke of individuals performing varied
linking functions.on an-independent and entrepreneurial basis a pat-
tern, which dominated the 1960s and early 1970s --- began to diminish
sloWly in the latter part of the seventies. In, the eighties .the number of
linking agencies staffed by full-time specialists slowly increased. Schema
II summarizes some of the developments leading to greater differentiation
in linking agent roles and encouraging'establishment of linking agencies
staffed by specialists.
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Internal Linkers Internal Liners Internal Linkers

SCHEMA

CLASSIFICATION OF LINKERS IN THE 1980s

1-
r7

School District Sub-Systems to be Improved by Linkers

4,. .1.1.1. 7.161.1. .,01

Management-Leadership Policy-Making

(a) Techer association leaders
'194

(b) Picipals

[

(a) Principals (a) Superintendents

(b) Directors of staff developmeiit (b) Directors of reseairh and planning

7 External Linkers External Linkers External Linkers

(a) Trainer from an intermediate (a) Educational Laboratory specialist (a) Policy analyst from a university

, service agency in linker strategies
..1

(b) peveloper of training materials (b) Professor specializing in (h) Developer from an R and D

from an educational laboratog management stratesies center
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FORCES AFFECTING LINKING
AGENTS AND LINKING AGENCIES

Forces of Decline
. , ..

.

During the 1965-85 period, the practice of linki.ng agents and .agencies
was influenced by a variety of forces, only a few of which can be treated
here. Perhaps; the m6st influential force promotim; linking agentry was
the sllift from a long Period of. rapid enn)llment growth and resource
expansion,in the late 1960s to a period of decline in the Wills and 80s. The
number ofschook, for exaMple, increased by more than 50 per cent in the
1960s. However, by 1985 thtnkands of schools pre.sent in 1970 had been '-
closed.. Educational leaders in the seVenties and eighties had to deal with
a nwy pl-inomenon in American education, the management of decline.
Scholars such,as Kenneth 13otilding (1975)'emphasized that the risks as-

. sociated with decision making'in a contracting environment were consid-
erably greater than the risks in an expanding one. Iiitrther, in anenviron-
ment of dedine, it is much more difVult to correOt for decision ,errors
beCause of resource constraints. ' '

The diminishing resource and client base caused policy makers and
administrators to look at educational organizations and their imProve-
ment in new ways and to search for a wider range of viable responses to
critical decision situations..Greater attention was given to planning, a' 1
the resulting search for alternatives Caused 'educational leaders to link
more frequently with individuals and informationsoukes beyond their
own educational institutionS and, in turn; to 'place greatbr emphasis uVon
the internal linking role in improvement efforts. The external linking
agent bc_ame more important to schowl systems,' andi opportunities for

1encouraging cooperation between internal and external linkers in im-
provement endeavors increased. .

i

As the enyironment of decline became more 1.-)ervhsive in school dis- ,./
trick, the attainment of organizational renewal thro igh new position
and facilities,and thiough personnel mobility was no ongerfeasible. 13q
cause the Capacities of educational institutions to adi. new and yourr1r
personnel were limited, the staffs of school systems became smaV: r,
older, and less mobile. 71

Many educational leaders recognized this problem and begiih a
search for alternative modes ohirganizational renewal. A widely adti ted

r.strategy for renewal was the pi.ovision of increased staff developmqi.. t for
school leaders already on the job. Consequently, many school sys4Ms in
the seventies employed directors of staff deVelopment- and gavii them

rY
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responsibility for promoting organizational renewal through the ontinu-
ing learning of personnel learning that was intended to cause educa-
timid! improvement. Again, this strategy caused leaders in school sydems
to look outside. for pertinent materials, ideas, and information and for
personnel who ceuld provide assistance in the'design andor implementa-
tion of .staff developmeht programs. l'Atemal linkers proved to be a very
impOrtant source of assistance to staff devekpment directors who turned
to them for help.

3

Mandates and Court Decisions

Another important influence on schools and their increasing reliance
on linkin'g agents wa's the groWing number of legislative mandates and
court decisions in the l9b5.85 period -- mandates which required special
improvement efforts on the part of odUcational leaders. !4onie of these
were directed at edtitation generally as, for t`Villaple, im prevenient pro-
grams for reading. How,ever, most were concerned with impreving edu-
cation and learning oppOrtunities for special groups in society. For exaM-
pie, in the first half o(the seventies,. most states enacted legislation to
improve education for the handicapped, and these were extended and
reinforced drafnaticallY in the latter part of the decade by the far-reaching
Public Law ,94-142 directed at special edtication. Legislation, often buttres-
sed by court decisions, addressed such areas as women's equity, school
desegregation, and ,education for the poor. The unprecedented number
of court decisions and legislativeniandates placed demands upon schools
to'improve education and educational opportunity. Again; school leaders
were force!d to reaA beyonytheir own institutionS for ideas, services and
'prodacts and!this condition'imprOed the climate for those functioning as
internal and external linking agents.

. ,

DifftisiOn-and Use of Linking Concepts

Havelock's concepts of linking agents and agencies not only a ffeded
.the scholarly community but Aso impacted upon national educational
policy. Leaders in federal agencies made policy and program decisions in
the seventies which were strongly influenced by linking agent concepts.
These decisions had a slibstantial impact upon programs affecting educa'-.
tional regional laboratorieS and research and development centers and
they infruenced efforts to improve education in leading school systems,
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sti te education agencies, intermediate service agencies, and institutions
of higher education. Since many of the programs supported and encour-
aged by federal igencies..were shaped by linking agent concepts, they had
widespread influence on prograins to improve education. 'In addition,
national leaders were influential in the seventies and eighties in expand-
ing the products and services available to linking agents engaged in edu-
cational improvement, an expansion Which furthiq enhanced the work of

linking agents.
As the decades unfolded, the beneficial aspects of the linking agent

role were more clearly recOgnized. In a. society inereasingly devoted tO
learning, linkers, as participants in improvement activities, were acquir-
ingnew learnings constantly. 'Fhese learnings required contacts with di-

verse individuals, organizations, and subjects.Consetiuently, the role car-
ried with it a 'certain challenge and excitement not often found in'other '

roles during a period of decline, and' this attractive feature was increas,
ingly recognized in the I980s. The status of linkers was also enharved
because of the growing number of full-Aimi linkers in. education and the
.growing attention to.the concept of linking agencies in education. The
support provided for the roleby all levels of educational gOvernment was
another positive factor adding to the status and competence of linkers.
Finally, .the technical demands on linkers to master a Wide and growing
body ofinformation diminished because information systems to, ;;upport
their Work were developed, and these ,had. increasing use,' In turn, this
access to systematically organized information increased the effectiveness
and, statuS of linking agents.

The forces noted above also contributed to an.expansion and a
strengthening of linking ageneies. In the 1970s, leaders in regional labs

and ri & D centers gave important intellectual and functional leadership to
linkage efforts and programs. A key achieyement, for example, was the
creation of a regional exchange system ikithe- late .1970s which served a

.growing number of internal linkers and other educational practitioners. In
the mid-seventies; the state capacity building programs, supported by the
National Institute of Education, Created substantial press among state

education agencies for idvancing the role and functioning of linking
agents. There was a visible trend during the 1965-85 period for states,
especially the larger ones, to strengthen, expand, or Create intermediate
service .ncies and, in the process, n; add positions for linking agents.3
Smaller states appointed agent's within state edui:ation agencies to work
with school district 'personnel in improvement efforts. States MS() gave

encouragement and suppiat to.leagues, networks, and otheriinter-school

'See Robert Stephen,,, Regional. Laucatvnal tiervier,, Washington, Educational Re-'
search Service: Inc., 107b.
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district.arrangements concerned with the use of linking agencies to facili-
tate educational improvement. As already noted, many school systems
placed .growing emphasis upOn internal linker functions and the training
of linkers, All of these deVelo'pments increased the number and influence

,-.linking agents..

An nhanced Role for Higher EduCation Institutions

During the I965-75.decade, relationships between school systems and
universitiescharacterized by tension, became even more strained. School
system leaders sometimeS felt they owereexploited because the research
efforts in which universities vece involved frequently .required their
cooperation, while the perceived benefits to them were limited. Sonw
leaders also believed thatt hey could not Obtain the assistance they needed
from institutions of higher education in confronting the unpr:cedented
challenges before themi Still 'others concluded that the i- stitutions of
higher education were flot providing them the kind of trained personnel
needed for the new'conditions in education. The dissatisfaction resulted
in a tendency.on the part of Zme school system leaders in the early I970s
to detach themselves frorn leading institutions of higher education. They
began to carry out their own research, to condtict their own staff devel-
opment, and to consider taking on the pre-sehlce training of teachers a
development that was not unrelated to the fact that institutions of higher
education in the late!fifties and sixties had prepared some very versatile
and able individualS who assumed influential leadership positions in'
schoo' vstems in the late siXties and seventies.

As school system leaders became more deeply inVolved in staff de-
velopment and research in the seventies, they saw complexities involved
in these fUnctions;nd the limitations Of independent efforts more clearly:
As a result,In the Fatter part of the seventiesthey had powedul reasons to
seek help from thOse institutions of 'higher education whose motivation
and perceived need for cooperation with school systems in an environ-
ment of dedine had also increased. Significantly, states such as Colorado,.
Texas, and Iowa ;required that personnel in intermediate service agencies
work with institutions of higher education (Stephens, 1977). Governmen-
taLagencies became more supportive of institutions of higher education
after,such individuals as Ernest Boyer and Mary Berry accepted important
educatiorial leadership poSis in the Carter administration in 1977 and
went on record in support of improved research in universes. In addi-
tion, as state, local, and federal leaders became more involved in linkage
endeavors, the need for new ideas to deal with the challenges of educa-
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tionalimproVl';Illent ht`CallIC k`Odullt, toward the end of th decad0 there
wa,s an increase in hinds tor diversity resean.h, in part because leaders.
recognized that no class of organiz,aions in sliciety %\.,is as lquiplvd
to generate ideas as higher Oducotion institutions, and hecauSe institu-
tions st..rving ...;ociety generally iitoolid continuing floW of neW ideas. As
described below, universities also adapted their rk.,search and develop-
ment programs, to serVe the needs of internal and external linkers more
directly.

Lven though the number of prolesors of education had dropped
from 34,000 in 1°F 7 to 30,000 in 1982 (( uLa and (..lark, 1977), hundreds still
served as effecti-,.0 external linkers; howek'Or; most of these.linkers funcT

honed on an individual and Ontropreneurial basis. At the same time, there
was an increase in the number of external linkers in higher education With
such institutional bases as R & D centers, school study .councils, and other
units .which Provided opportunities for competent individ oak to perform
full-time linking fAnctions.

A major constraint affecting the use of linking strategies during the
1965-85 period was the limited number of truly'outstanding linking agents
and agencies. The cadre of linkers possessing the Motivation, skill, and
knowledge to p,:rform with excellence, in other words, was a relatively
small one. The more talented linkers were not limited to any one agency
but were thinly distributed among intermediate service agencies, regional
laboratories, state agencies, institutions of higher education and related
organizations. During the:1975-85 period, representatives of differing
groups in education advocated that some of th: agenci,s just noted
shoUld assume the major respOnsibility for linking function. However,
by 1985 Onking agents were operating in a variety of agencies, and no one
type of linking agency clearly dominated efforts to improve education
through linkage.

THE STRUCTUfiE AND FUNCTIONS
OF THE NATIONWIDE TRAINING SYSTEM

As:the number of internal and external linkers increased And their
functions became More specialized, the dertajr1 for training also grew.
Consequently, training activities of various kinds were iniiated in the
sixties and were expanded in the seventies. These activities and the needs
toward-which they were directed inevitably led to kiiscUssions about
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nationally-orie ited training pmgrams for linki rs. As early. as 19(6, a

pmposal was Il ade for a federally supported and Cent vali/od agency to
prepare a select d cadre of leaders skilled in dti ca tional impmvement
((ulbertson, 196 ). A decade later. tlu, Interstate Project on I )issemination
wcommended (I.97b),that "a plan for a nationwide !vstern for sharing
eiloCational knowkdge be developed and implemented. A sub-recom-
mendation of the Interstate Project w,is that prograMs of in-service and
pre-service training should be developed and funded, n arrangement
which, among other things, would provide trainees the concepts and
skills needed to use "information from research, developnhmt, and prac-
tice in decision-making and in professioithl development." Other organi-
zations recognized the need for more systematic training for linkers and
proposed additional arrangements to meet training needs as, fore\ample,
regional consortia composed ot state agencies. Various levels of educa-
tional government encouraged the systematic examination of training al-
ternatives, and by the.latter half of the I970s, thenationwide dece`ntralized
system of training, buttressed by national support and leadershiP, wns
widely accepted as the'rnost desirable alternative. Four assumptions pro-
vided support for this alternative:

I. net.-',11.1se the training weds of internal and external link-
ing agents in the United States were highly diverse, a
decimtralized nationwide system of training could best
capitalize upon and respond to that diversity;

2. Because a wide variety of training arrangements in
education already existed in local settings, a strategy
of adapting these arrangemen.s .o new uses seemed
more viable,trian creating a totally new national sys-
tem;.

3. Because almost.all 1:totential trainers and linking agents
worked in local or state settings across the nation,
many more individuals could be trained for the same
expenditures in a decentralized than in a centrali/ed
system,'

. Because more Oxpemimentation in linker agent training
programs could be achieved through the use of many
varied settings, the art and science of linker 'agent
training could better be advanced in a decentralized
than in a centralized approach.
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Major Elements and Functions of the System

In the late seventies ,md early eighties, three somewhat distinct ele-
ments in the structure of the system became apparent. At the national
level ,1 number of federal apincv and cong.ressional leaders helped initiate
and provided support foc the nationwide training system, and their, ef-
forts ,were closely linked with that of leaders'in state agencies and state
legislatures. This elernent tiame to becalled the federal-state sub-struc-
ture. A second element in the structun. wati responsible for the actual
delivery of decentralized tmi.ning. It was represt nted in 'such organiza-
tions. as educational laboratories, i itermediate service agencies, and in-
stitutions of higher ed ica0on and vas labeled thtNecentralized training
sub-strut tyre. 'I'he third !lertient'i -.the structurt`.' was interstitial in the.
sense that it was located ..it.tween the training and the federal-state sub-
structures. 1 his element ,provided training for trainers and other system
upport; ii was called the intermediary sub-structure.

The Foleral-State Sub-Structure. The federal-state element in the late
seventies and early eighties played an important 'nile in bringing the
nationwidc system into being. Among other things, various agencies in
the Department of 1-14Ith, Education, and Welfare encouraged and sup-
ported early ,!fforts to conceptualize the sYstem, coordinated the efforts of
leaders responsible f6r programs which supported training, supported
proposals to train linkers through a variety of federal legislation directed
at general objectives (women's equity, improved learning of students from
backgrounds of poverty, better education for the handicapped, ,nore ef-
fective voeational edwational training and so forth), and invested in the
improvement of state capacities to Use knowledge and .to achieve more
effective linking agency endeavors, Congressional leaders contributed to
the dovelopment of the system by passing pertinent legislation, 1.1!' ap-.

propriating monies for a variety of federal programs requiring training, by
providing special funds in the late 1970s for:selected internal linkers
through the "te,, her center" legislation, and' by passing legislation tO

support the training of external linkers in the early 1980s.
Leaders in the various states made substantial contributions to the

emergence of the nationwide. system of training, and their efforts were
linked with, .but not limit it J. fet_-1 e ral initiatives. In the years of the late.

seventies and early eighties, major leader,hip initiatives were unfolded in
various states. In some caSes, these were e:xpressed through state educa-
tion agencies and in other cases, through governors' offices and state
legislat u res. .

In the sixties, state education agencies grew in size anti 'strength as
federal.programs grew. /.3'Y the seventies, the states were making effective
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litie of federal -Ilow-through" monies for training. Sonw, by the mid:.
seventies, were ako very effective,in buildin.; their cap icities lor carrying
out knowledge u'A strategies to improve education. Leader:lull was also
expressed thniugh the expansion and development of intermediate ser-
vice agencies and through work with the state kgislatures to interpret
linker training needs and to acquire state and federal funds to support
linkage 'tratogies and linker training.

In the early 1980s, there were new initiatives at the highest of
state go% ernment directed at the improvement of education. twlected
goveriors, in cool"eration with leading legislators in several mid-sized
states, arrived at new designs and new resources for educational im-
pnwement. Those designs featured, among other things, educational im-
provement centers using linker strategies and serving differing regions
within states. The centers facilitated both experimentation and training,
and their design was influenced in certain ways by concepts and mecha-
nisms drawn from knowledge-use, strategies in the field of agriculture.

Deowtralized Trainbn: Sub-Stnwture, Since the nationwide system
was a decentralized one, ,various agencies assumed responsibility for
training. Prominent organizations engaged in training internal andlor ex-
ten al linkers were intermediate service agencies, institutions of higher.
education, educational laboratories, school systems with well organized
staff development programs, and special associations concerned with link-
ing as, for example, league', networks, and Cooratives made up of
various school systems. Some states, particularly the Smaller ones, of-
fered training directly for linkers through state education agency person-
nel. However, the predominant pattern, es1Jecially in the 1980s, was for
states to provide back-up support for intermediate agenjes engaged in
the training for linkers..

Agencies comprising the training sub-structure drew upon existing
arrangementi; and upon training experiences gained during the 1965-75
period. The key functions performed through this sub-struLture and di-
rected at the design and dolivery of training were:

1. Acquiring pertinent strategies, ire.truments or proce-
dures for assessing the training roeds Of linkers;

2. Facilitating er conducting the asse.,sment of the train-
ing needs of given linker populations;

3. Gathering information pertinent to the design of pro-
grams for linkers on such knowledge-based products
and services as the foLowing.
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the Intermediani A third lumpoilent in the structutv ut
the nationwide training system, As already noted, was a class of organiza-
tions %vhich was interstitial (i.e , linked both to the federal agencies and to

,units directly enaged in ,training).
The`,C oi-ganizations performed important functions associated -with

the training of trainers and the pnivision of dissemination support for the
training system.'Illustrative ore,anizations in this cjtegory were the Coun-

cil of Chief State School Officers, the National Council for Staff Develop-

ment and the Council for Fducational Development and Research. These
and (J!iir organizations possessed communication channels that enabled
them to reach linkers and linking agencies within thc.ir membership. The
Council of Chief State School Officers, fOr e \ample, in the late seventies

provided training for selected linkers from carious states across the na-
tion. 'hi take another e \ample, the American Association of School Ad-
ministrators in the late seventies established a special division of inter-
mediate service agencies which provided dissemination and other sup-
port for ',linkers in the,;e agencies. Schema III illustrates and summarizes'
the three structural elements-kg the system along with the major functitms
performed. An e \amination of the chema will likely make clear why
those who subsc.ribed to theuirles of -loosely coupled" organizations saw
in the system an illustration ot these theories (Weick. l976).
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SCHEMA III

STRUCTURES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SYSTEM
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Structuies with illustrative Coiiiponents Functions
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J.
Federal-Stale Sub-Structure

A. HEW and state agendes using linking strategies

1. Bureau of Education for the Handkapped

2, National Institute of Education

3. State Education Agencies

B. National and State Legislatures

Legislative progra.ms

2. Funds to; suprt legislation

int,erntediarl Sub-Structure

A, Organizations with individual linkers as members

1. The National Education Assodation

2. National Academy for School Executives

Provided Leadership and

Financial SupporL;

Provided Training for Trainers and

.....

13, OrganOons with linking agendes as members
(1

1. American Assodation4or the Accreditation of Teacher Education

2. Council of Chief,State School Officers

7

o

Decet,yruli,:ed Tritin:ulcirSIrtoire,

Al Internal to School Systems

I. Staff LevelopMent Divisions

'13. External to School Distrids.

LEducational LabOratOries and .Mtice'hters

2. lnierniediate service agencies _

3* Institutions.4 higher education

. .

Prbvided Training for Linkers
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In sum, then, the nationwide system was made up of three key
sub-structures, each of which perforrned irnPortant functions: the feder-
al-state sub-structure, the training sub-structure, and the intermediary
sub-structure:The specifiC functions.performed.through the federal-state .
and the intermediary sub-structutes will be described in rnOre detail later
in this paper in .the section entitled "The Support System for Training__
Linkers." The sub-strUcture which delivered training deserves a more .

detailed treatment at this point.

Goals and Objectives of the Nation-Wide Training System.

A primary.question in establishing the nationwide system had to di,
with its training goals. What training outcomes, in other words, should

.the system seek? This question was discussed largely from tWo perspec-
tives types and. numbers of clients to be trained, and the understand-
ings, attitudes; and skills- linkers needed to function more effectively.
Although the qUestion of goak received con tinuing debate, some consen-

:sus began to be aChieved by-the-1980s.

Clients to be St.ved

One major client ksue had to do with whethel both external .and
internal linkers should be trained through the system...As the key role of
these twd' types of linkers carne. to be Understoo d. and as the potential for
cooperativeiMprovement efforts by them wo.s more clearly identified, the
argument to include both internal and external linkers in training became
more persuasive.

." Internal linkers, by definition, resided in schoOl systems, and the
largest population of potential trainees consisted of those teachers, princi-
pals, and other lealers engaged in improving 'teaching-learning throiigh
the use of linking_LOJLaiegieq The_smallest_papitlation served-vv-as-whou
board-members and other leaders engaged in policy-making, and the
middle-sized-group was Made up of..principals and other school district
personnel concerned with improving 'teaching and learning systems
thrOUgh more effective management and leadership.

For a. variety of teasqns, the actual number of principals, teachers,
and other ,leaders served by the systeiri wifs relatively Small. First, the
number.of personnel systematically engaged at any one time in linking
efforts to improve.education in any of the sub-systems noted.above was a
relatively small per cent of thetotal number of personnei at work Most .of
the personnel, in other words, spent their time in maintaining rather than
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in improving the system where they worked. Even those Who Sought to
improve education did not alwayS rely upon linkage .strategies and did
not seek knowledge-based products and practices external tO their-school
systems. Many 'of them relied upon strategies of political influence to.
'bring about change, rather than upon knowledge-based linking strate-
gies:-Finally,--many -of -those who did use linkage strategies in educational
improvement were not motivated or were not able to'participate in formal
training activities. Thus, the nationwide system during the 1965:85 period
provided training .to fewer than five per cent of the total number of
teachers and administrators employed by school systems.

The potential number of external linkers in _intermedlate...sermice.__
educatioiTaTTaboratones, R & D. centers, instifutions of higher

ed.ucation, and related agencies to be trained was substantially fewer than
the number of potential internal linkerS..The largest groups of external
linkers were in institutions of higher education and in intermediate ser-
vice agencies. The smallest number of external linkers was located in
educational laboratories, research and-development centers, and associ-

, ated agencies. Thus, the number Of external linkers participatingtn-the
training offered by' the nationwide system during the 1975-85 period was
*measured in thousands, in sharp contrast to the number-of internal link-
ers measured in tens of thousands. .

The DeriyatiOn of Goals froin Sub-System 'Functions.

What were the goals which shaped the content of training programs
for linkers? Throughout most of the seventies, the content usiici in proT
grams for 'linkers was not derived-- from systematically, developed goal
statements. Howeve.r, in the late seventies more 'careful attention Ikas
given to the 'use of explicitly articulated goals for -content selection in-
training. Thinkers began to make more explicit the functions performed in
the three sub-systems toward which improvement actiVities coulckbe
rectpci nnd these .functions provided-one-important base for systeinati-
cally selecting tent for training. Another source of goal statements was.
implicit 'in the three general functions performed by linkers: improving
educatipn; spanning the boundaries between one's own organization and
another organization in ord er_f_o_acquire-anclior-pr'ovideicn-owledge-b-ased-7
products, ideas, or services for use'in improvement activities; and.using.
and/or helping others use knowledge-based products, ideas, or services
for educational. improvement. The:general linker functions and the sub-
systems through which education could be improved are summarized in
Scholia IV. The concepts presented in Schema IV provided one frame-.
work for deriving goals and objectives for the training of linkers.

Each of the three sub-sYstems in Schema IV offered linkers a.means

. !
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SCHEMA IV
A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZING AND DERIVING

TRAINING GOALS FOR LINKERS

Systems

Management-
2 Leadership

. Systems :

>,
'..r) systems

Improving
Education

Spanning
Organ ilationa

Boundaries

Providing, Acquiring_
and Using Knowledge
--Based--Products and

Services

-a-

for improving education. In each system relatively discrete functions were
perforrned (See Schema V- for. a detailed listing of functions.) Since one
strategy fbr linkers interested in improvement was to make The fiinctions
within the sub-systems more effective, these functions provided impor-
tant bases for determining training objectives and content for internal and

external linkvrs.
Schema V suggests that there were several differences in the various

:sub-systems ,which had iMplications for training. First, the functions per-
formed-by--pe-mionnel in4e-t-h-re ,.. sub sy-t4t-ms-d:t:ffC-red-:-Srcond-,--by-im-p1+---
cation,, the technologies and theory used to perform system functions
were dissimilar. Third, the contexts in ,which the functions were per-
formed and, in turn, the personnel involed were different..as were the
Ibldng_structures required. All these dissimilarities .contained_criteria_for____
designing programs differentiated to linkers' needs in thi.` differing sub:-
Systems. Such criteria in the late seventies and eighties were used increas-
ingly to articulate specialized ,training objectives and to select specific
content related to the objectives..

As greater understanding about the differenses. developed in the
-.-I980s and, as training was differentiated accordingly, linking became more
'specialized, and more effective. To bc,: sure, training was not toally differen-
tiated for linkers concerned with improving given functions, in the various
sub.-systems. As both internal and externarlinkers sought improvements,
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suB.s.ysTEM EDUCAtIONAL

SubiSystth Functions

Teaching-Learning System

Management-Le idership System

Policy-Making System;

1. Diagnosiog students needs and learning difficulties'

2. Devising karning objectives and programs to meet needs

3. Asking types of questions which require a differentlype of thought process

4. Effectively rewarding certain, kinds of student behavior.

3. Using various kinds, of audiOvisual, and instructional aids

6..,40tua1ingstudent performance.

7. Effectively using different kinds of 1(nowledge to teach curriculum content

8. Instructing individuals, small groups and largegroups

.---Eibragrarrairrailintilristruction'

2. Managing'staff personnel

3. Managing student personnel

Managing finance and business ftinctions

5. Managing school facilities

6. Managing school cOmmunity relations

I. Analyzing discrepancies b,etween goals and accomplishments

2. Deducing objectives, fron discrepancy analysis

3, Assessing which objectives, if.attainedr, would offer the.best cost:benOt ratios

4. Determining policy objectives

5. Generating aItermflives to achieve chosen objectites

t. Choos,ing mo'St effective alteniative(s)

7. Developing plans,to achieve chosen objective(s)

'Adapted from' ComniissW on POlic School Personnel Policies in Ohio, Rtvohdion in l'elicbtir GreateT

Cleveland'Associated IoUndation, 1972, 'p, 15.

Adapied,from Lipman, I. Hoen, j. A,, Jr.; Ihe Principalship; Foundations and Functions: New YOrk: Harper '& iRa, 1974,

,t
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they cOnfronted essentially the same philosophiCal, psychological, and
educational issues in...the making of decisions o's well as a host of similar
leadership issites. For example, a, secondary school teacher concerned
with using linking strategies to help teacheis in the math department
_become. more diagnOsing- learning-difficulties- encountered is-
sues similar to those a principal encountered in using linking strategies to
improve the management of curriculum and instruction in a school. An

NI+ Tr-esottrees ter-the-t- lTkTth
teacher and the Principal) confronted similar issues. While the isSues
confronted were 4imilar and whik their confrontation, did result in com-
mon learnings for linkers, the applications had somew,hat.different mean-
ings because of differences in the three ;AM-systems. Trainers generally

Jecognized the need to produce learning;s which would enable different
specialists to understand and appreciak their respective roles and fiinc:.
dons. This wa:. particubrly true in scho0 districts which undertook, often
in cooperation With external linkeN, "whole-system" training for internal
linkers.

The Derivation of Coals from General Linker Functions

- Schema. IV contains vithin it another rubric for ,examining training
objec.tives, namely, the, three general functions performed by linkers.
Those functions focus on the use of knowledge, the spanning of organiza-
tional bouridaries, and edui:ational improvernent. These general functions
were critical ones lx).th forinternal and external linkers, but before specifiC,
training objectives, based on these functions are articulated; they need
further definition.

Within theThree subsystems toward which linkers ,'onki dirp6 their
'efforts (see Schema V), -indicators of educational improvement were re-
flected in iMproved systern Perform. ance or, more specificall ,in more
effecfive or e'fficient Carrying out of functions within the three sub-
syStems, Ira this 'apprciach, the outcomes sought through subTsystem per-
form-an-c-oTaild remain the same; butithe perfOrmance.of ate functions to
produce the outcorries would be changed .and iniprovedi, The other
strategy of improvement was to change the objectives of the various sub-
systems,. In this approach there was the assumption that existing sub-
systern 'objectives were discrepant with client or .societal needs.

Whether linkers:were concerned more with improving the endswr
the Means of education, knowledge of, commitment to,'and skill in edua-
tional and organizational change vere required. From those requirements
in the late seventies. a range of goals to guide the traininkof linkers was.
developed (see.Schema VI for one series of goals). These goals were used
to generate cha3ge7re1ated training content for both internal and external
linkers.
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Linking strategies 'al:k) required the ,:ffectiiv spanning of organiia-
tional boundaries. Theinitial purpOse of such spanning wiis to increase
the knowledge-based oPtions available to thOse concerned with improv-
ing education in given Sub-systems a; the following illustration. suggests.6
.In the early eighties a :.ichool superintendent concerned with the attain-
ment of new Policies and more 'effective desegregation looked beyond the
school system she headed to a professor responsible for a deSegregation
center in a near-by university. The initial- purpoe was to achieVe a larger
number of knowledge-based options than those immediately available
within the'school system. The professor provided a range of options and
later became an external linker to the school system. Throught he external
role, the professor helped the school superintendent and other internal
linkers to get knowledgejused and, as a result of a series of activities, to

.achieve new .policieS for the district.
There.were sorne differences in bOundary-spanning for internal ond

external linkers. The direction of initiation differed, for example, as exter-
nal linkers directed communications toWard .internal linkers and vice-
versa. An initial activity of the internal linker, to take another instance,
.tended tti be the seareh for information and options, while an early activ-
ity. of the external linker was often that Of providing information and
alternatives. "More- fundamentally, hoWevtr, there were more similarities
in the two boundary=spanning,roles,.:than differences. Schema VII sets
forth a series of/general understandings, attjtudes, and skills required of
thOse engaged in boundary-spanning activities.

The third general function of linkerS was the acquisition and ti'se of
ideas,. expert Services, .research findings, deseriptions of practice, and
otherT(nowledge-based:productS and services'in improvement 'activities.
This function tended..tb be similor for both internal ond external 'linkers.
Stited in .another'way, linker differences which seemed marked on first
eXamination,lafter careful:examination often proved much less significant.
Thus, internal linkers, aS already; noted, tended to Search for prOducts
and services/in initiating improvement activities from sources external to
school districts.. However, inteMal linkers, after acquiring knowledge,
had an imploi'tant role in transmitting knoWledge to personnel in given

I j
°In th6 late 1930s, lalcott Parsons postulated three key functions of the txiundary spanner:
mediating -riAations Iwitki..e receiving an organization's outputs; controlling technical
units of an 'irganizationpeziiiif procuring facilities or resources for tirganizatiOnal activities.
(See Talcotf ParsOns, 'Ch'eory in. Socioldgy" in Leonard Broom and Leonard

.Cattrell (Eds.), Socioh,gy liday. New York Basic Books, 1,459, pp. 3-38.) The third functiOn
proct,iring knowledge resources) waS emphasized in analyses, of the.intemal linker

role.while/ the first function (i.e., mediating relations) reeeived.More:attention by those
exarriining the external linker role: The second funition (i.e., controlBng technical unitS).
'began to eceive some study in the 1980s within the context of linking agencies.
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SCHEMA VP
LINKER UNDERSTANDINGS, ATTITUDES, AND SKILLS

FOR' IMPROVING EDUCATION
.

LINKER UNDERSTANDINGS

-Models of change
Strategies of change
Barriers to change
Processes of.change

:Effects of change
Types and :Ittribute.§ ct-f innovations
Levels or stages in/innovation implementation
Educational and organizational goal-setting
Planning for change
Organizational development and health

3

. LINKER ATTITUDES

Commitment to educational improvement
Favorable self7concept and low ego needs
'Tolerance fox' ainbigdity
Positive vieWs toward risk
AcCeptance of complexity
Flexible orientation'to problem-solving

.f
LINKER-SKILLS.

Helping clients conduct needs':assessments
Employing data- c011ection and feedbaCk procedures
Developing support and reinforcement sy.stems
Diagnosingimprovement problems.
Helping clarify group or organizational goals
Fostering:a climate for'.change
Generating alternative solutions to problems
Attaining and helping others attain effective plannin
Provoking thought on new alternatives or new pers
Helping identify developmental potential in grotips,

ganizations

pectiVes
individuals and or:7

. .

7ldeas included in Schema Vl were drawn from suh wriier s David Crandall, Ronald
Flavelock, Ann. Lieb..rrnan, Douglas Paul, Philip Pie le, Philip Runkel and Richard M.

Schmuck. r/
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SCHEMA VII8
LINKER UNDERSTANDINGS, ATTITUDES, AND SKILLS IN

. BOUNDARY-SPANNING. -

'LINKER UNDERSTANDINGS .

The nature of complex organizations
Organizational dependency and inter-dependency
Organization-environment relationships
Inter-organization communkjtion
Types and 'attributes of relevant agencies
Organizational.contact and entry
Pmblems of boundary-spanning
TactiCs of boundary-Spanning

CLINKER ATTITUDES

Opennes:% to ideas
lolerance for diversity
Acceptance of uncertainty
Positive perspectives on conflict

. CommitMent to a seatvh for alternatives

LINKER SKILLS .

Selecting the organization to be spanned
Gaining entry and acceptance,'
.Establishing trust relation.7..hips _

. Clarifying and negOtiatingorganiLtional and individual rok
Achieving collaborative endeavors
Managing the "mutual'adaptation" prOcess
Handling critical aspeCts of inter-dependence
,Coping with divided loyalties
Dealing with conflict

. _ .

"Ideas included in Schema VIrwerv dra.wn trorn ,uch' ritec,. (krg kr, Paul Flood;
Matthew ivliksInci James Thompson.

sub-systems and working with them to facilitate effective knowledge use.
zthe early stages of interaction external,linkers tended to specialize int

the transmission of informatiorNibout man9 sources' of knowledge-based
products anti .sevices o'f potential use to interrial iinkers in various sChool
systems. On the-clther hand, external linkers, in working more intensiyely
with internal 'linkers to improve education continued to gather clinical
knowledge as vy,ell as systematic knowledge' related to 'improvement.
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Thus, while there were sOme di erenct.'s in the performance of the.func-
tion by internal and e\ternal linkers which stemnwd from differingl.con-
texts and perspectives. the differences were less.fundamental than.they
often appand at first .glance. St.'herna VIII Presents more specific training
objectiyes related to the knowledge acquisition ard use function:

SCHEMA VIII"
UNDERSTANDINuS, AFTruutimis,.AND SILLS IN USING

KNOWLEDGE-BASED PRODUCTS A 1.) SERVICES
-

LINKER UNDFI:STANDINGS

InfOrmation science concepts
Sources of knowledge and its uses
Quality control and related professional issues
Origin and development of federal ;Ind state dissemination

systems in education
On-going and emerging state and federal improvement programs
Inventories of human and information n:,..,,unes

LINKER ATTITUDES

Commitment to knowledge utilization as a ineansfor improving
education

Appreciation for diverse ideas arid perspectives
Motivation to-acquire. new ideas and prOducts
Poi;itive views about iapplYing theory td practice
Pcisitive- views both of producers aRd users of knowledge

LINKER SKILLS,

Responding constructively to new information
Retrieving tisefUl informOon from a wide range of sources
Describing and.evaluating for clients relevant pniducts and services
Linking partidpar;ts engaged in inprovement processes with

pertinent information sources
Providing tehnical:lassistance to those involved in improvemont
Arranging the needed:mix" ofresourc&S
Advancing the learning and development of those seeking improvement

'Ideas includcd in Schema VIII were dratv'n from swift writers as I..ounor Carter, David
Clark, Ronald Ilovelockr, Tool flood, and SIM Sk-ber.
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.

Cshnmonality vs. Uniqueness in Vaining

The concepts in Schemas VI, VII, and VIII, as already implied, posed
a major que:;tion tO trainers.and designers in.the late seventies: .To what
degrc, z-iould training for internal and e.xternal liners be jifferentiated
'for the.. throe linker functions, and to what degree thould the content,
provided and the skills developed be similar for both groOps? Since the
level of knowledge development about the three functions was still liM-
ited even by 1985, the basic content in training programs designed to-
advance ur,der:tandings tended to be similar for both internal and exter-

. nal 'linkers, even though. the applications of the cOntent differed as the
organi.zknal piTspectives and con'exts of these two types of linkers
differed. .

For exempie, those seeking understandings of change found syn-
theses of knowledge such as the ones develoVed by Douglas Paul and
Joseph Giacouinta in the latter, part of the ,Tev,2nties pertinent whether
they were 'internal or external linkers.'" Scholrly papers of this type and
the many relevences encompassed in them provided on-the-job linkers an
awareness of the different diniensions of change, alternative .models of
change, and insight into its processes and effects among other things.

BeCause the conteXts in which.the three functions were pc:rformed.,
differed both for internal and external linkers and because the knowledge
available on the linker functions was general in lature, the appliCations of
learnings acquired by linkers' were often distinctive, both. with regard to
understandings and skills. Illustrative differ,mces during the 1980-85
period in the application-of relevant concepts can usefully *be identified
evjr: at the risk of over:simplification. Schema I:\ highlights selected and
illustrated differences related'to the training of internal.and external link-

Content such as that in Schema TX indicated that the conte.,f and the.
perspective of linkers were very important in determining the concepts
chosen for application and tlie meaning attached to them. ils .differing
applications of concepts and skills were made ,by external and internal
linkers, and as they shared the differenceS with one another, they
achieved a greater degree:of common understandings and greater effec-
tiveness in working with one another.

'"See Douglas Paul, "Change Processes at the Elementary. Seconaary, and Post Secondary
'.Levt;ts of Edugtion" in this volume. Also see Joseph Giacquinta, "OrganiiMional Change

in Schools uf Education: A Review of 'Several Models and Agents fiat. Research" in D.
Griffiths arid D. McCarty.(Eds.). The Deanship in Elisher Education Danville, Ill.: Interstate.
Printers & Publishers, l978.
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SCHEMA IX

,DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF LEARMNGS BY INTEPNAL AND EXTESNAL LINKERS

Iniemal Linkers

1. Becat internal linkers worked in more 'politicized environments,

they made greater use of "normative re-educative" 'strategies of

change than did external

2:Most hulal linkers found the problem.solving
model of change

0 more meani4ful than other models kcatise it enabled them to

address constraints and
opportunities in !:ieir Own si'llatOils,

3, Internal linkers needed sources of information and search strate

gies which could help them locate prcducts or services pertinent

to spedfic improvement objectives.

.4. Internal linkers used
boundary-spanning skills to obtain relevant

human or knowledge-based bouices from orgafflzations external

to Khoo! systems,

5. Since 'internal linkers broughisommitmeot specifk improve-

ment objectives and an intimate understanding of the change var.

iables in local situations, they needed a general knowledge of

resources external to thf school system.

6, (*nal lthkers had special needs for knowlege and skill in goal.

'setting because of their kq legitimation roles,

7,'Internal link'ers needed greater
knowledge about the types Ad

attributes of agencies which could provide information on

knowledge.based products and services.

8. Internal linkers needed greater understanding of infonnation

.about the products ernanating &Om knowledge uses so that they

could apply them in improvement activities;

Edema! Linkers' ,

-,*4./.

1. External linkers vt,.hose chief tools were knowledgebased pro

ducts and services made greater use of the "empirkai-rationa

approach to change than did internal linkers.

2. 'External linkeN valued linkage and social interaction models of

change because they in contrast to internal linkers, worked in

varW settings an_ d h d oppor.t un.es to see the impact of knowl

edge diffusion processes-in different school systems.

3. External linkers needed to be familiar with a wide atray of knowl-

edge-based products and services so that they could respond to

'information requests related to varied improvemen.t objectives.

4. External linkers applied houndary.spanning skills to provide in-

formation and services to diverse educational organizations en-

gaged in improvement activities.

5, Since external
linkers brought to bear a wide range of information,

resources and improvement activities, the); needed clinical

knowledge about key variables 'affecting educational 'improve-

ment in specific systems,

6. External linkers needed knowledge sind skill for use in bringing to

hear a wide range of means, to achkve goals.

7.. External linkers needed greater knoWledge of the types and altri.

butes of agencies within which e'ducatjtmal improvement h-

tivities take place. .

8. External linkers needed a grater uriderstanding of the processes

used to create knoWedge-based pro ucts and systems.
40

.0 IP

.

"For distinctions between the "normative re-educative'', and the "emcal.rational" see
Robert Chin and kenneih Benne, ."General Sfiategies

fot AffectinsChange within Human Systelns,' in The Plannitig of Chanxe, New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1960, pp. 3259,
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Patterns of Training

The .1975-85 period .was marked by much diversity in the training of
linkers. However, as the nationwide system of training slow ly emerged,
certain patterns in training emerge d. In 1975, for example, the typical
.pattern was to offer separate programs for internal and external linkers. In
the late seventies and early'eighties-1 number of programs served both'
internal and external linkers simultaneously. This mix enabled internal
linkers to understand educational improvement from the.'perspective of
the eXternal linker and vice-versa. Internal and external linkerS, in attain-:
ing better understandings of their respective roles and resources, canw to
see more clearly .why they should collaborate and how they could collabo-
rate with one another in improvement efforts. Training ses ions them-
selves :frequently stimulated and facilitated c'ooperative follow-up ac-
tivities on the part of internal and external. linkers. State education agen-
cies, large systems, and institutions of higher educatiol weie im-
portant leaders in stimulating joint training patternS forinternal and ex-
trnal linkers.

In the, ,mid-seventies, training programs tended to concentrate rnor 2
upon providing linkers information on useful training Materials and on'
concepts of linkage. Towards the end of the seventies and eighties, greater
emphasis was placed upon providing concepts and skills:needed in un-
dertakingschange prOcesses and/to a lesser degree, on skills and concepts
needed to perform boundary-spanning roles effectively. Two major-de-
velopments helped to account for this trend. First; inforMation on training
materials began to be presented in .atalogues, inventories, and resource
banks of various kinds, all of which made it feasible forrlinkers td actluire
such infoi-mation more easily outside training programs. Secondly, as

t&inational organizations were confronted with declining enrollments,
stable staffs and scarce resources, those tVeking change were faced with .
major -challenges. Consequently, the motivation among- linkers.to have %.
greater understanding and skill in change processes grew, and those offer-
ing programs adapted them to meet the needs perceived by linkers.

In the seventies, the major emphAsis was upon programs designed
for those, coneFrned with improving teaching-learning systems,. This em-
phasis Was reinforeed by federal legislation in 1975 'which supported
teacher centers. In the late seventies and eighties, an increaSing amour,: of
attention was given to improving management-leadership and -policy-
Making sr:terns. This trend also was suppol'ted by the growing need for
effective leadership. More specifically, the positiveor negative roles which
scnool principals and other administrators could play in helping' teachcrs
imprae learning ,w/Lre documented in the 1970s, an'd the results were
disseminated Widely..One result WaS that prMcipals participated increas-
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ingly with teachers in training programs for linkers offerei through
teacher centers.

The shift toward an increased emphasis on programs concerned with
improving pohcy-making systems was clearly centerrd in needs for
diange. State and federal mandates, declining enrollments; retrenchment
tendencies, deSegregation decisions, energy shortages, and many 'other
forces impinged upon school systems, and they in turn, created needs to
assess and to change policy. A major challenge which confronted those
designing 'programs was to offer learnings which would help improve
policy-making in school systeths. This required types of content and
trainers different from those training linker specialists responsible forim-
pluVing teaching-learning systems. Much of the content and many of the
trainers came from policy, centers in univerSities and from non-profit or-
ganizations specializing in policy. studies.

In 1973, Ronald and Mary Havelock discussed "breadth of goal" al-
ternatives bearing Upon the training of linking agents. Alternatives posed
were "specific skill learnings,"-Skill sets and functions, "whole-role train-
ing," and "whole-system training." During the 1975-85 period, the trend
was to deal with the "whole-role training" option in pre-service pro-
grams. It was not possible for linkers to learn all of the skill sets and
understandings associated with a new occupational .rhle in ,irt-term,..
in-service programs or even ih a series of planned sequenti .--service
programs offered through the nationwide training systk ,wever,
training programs offered through the nationwide system very ef,
fective in .dealing with "specific skill learning". and with I :s and
functions." Both these alternatives could be dealt with within the context
of sub-system functions (see Schema V) or the three genoral functions of
linkers (see Schema IV). "Skill sets and functions" weie more effectively
dealt with through sequential programs. Through a series.of 10 three-day
training sessions, linkerscould incrvase their competence in many'a the,
skihSassociated with the general function of change, for example, as listed

Schema VI. The same goal was. also achieved in some cases through
intensive five-week.suMmer workshops.

The option of "whole-system training" by1985 still remained an ideal
for almoit all school districts wnere "whosystem" encompassed both
central and school units. However, an increasing number of school sys-
terns 'during the 1975-85 period did undertake traininadirected at organiT
zational change. However, these efforts, rather than corwentrating upon
the total system, tended .o concentrate Upon particular divisions within

1.
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the central Units of ,school districts or on given schools within a district.
°. In the late seventies and eighties, a growing number of the trainers
participating in the system were outstanding linking.specialists. All of
these trainers brought tacit knowledge and clinical insights about linkage
to the training sEtuation; many brought extensive knowledge of the litera-
ture on linking.

Two kinds of teaching team patterns emerged in the eightieS. The
first was a linker team comprised of one internal and one external linker.
This team operated principally in training sessions which involved both
internal and external linkerS where the focus was onskill learning. An-
other kind of team serving in a variety of training situations was com-
prised of a scholar versed in research and' concepts on linkage and an
articulate linker skilled in the technology Of linkage. This tatter team con-
centrated more on'Fdeveloping understandings than skills. Both teams
noted drew upon additional resources, beyond themselves. A number of
the intermediate service agencies, for example, involved scholars and
practitioners from the'areas of manObwer training, health, and welfare as
they sponsored training sessions directed at issues of, educational policy
intertwined with other public policy issues.

As linking became more specialized, ,there was a trend toward dis-
tinguishing between training for generalists an6 specialists. Generalists in
external agencies tended 'to be those:Who coOrdinated a staff performing
variectand specialized linking functions os, for example, information pro-
cessing, oiganiziffidnal entry.and role negotiation, product diffusion, and
trainirig..Internal linkers serving generalists' roles tended lo be principals,
llbders in professional associations, departnaent heads, superintendents,
and others Who were giving leadership to irriprovement efforts in the
system in which they worked."One general set of objectives which guided
the design of aining programs for generalists was great& awarepess of

:new developments in specializations, new products apd service's, and
'new findings about effective linking roles within and across organiza-'
tionalcontexts. Training for those serving in specialized roles tended to be
directed increasingly in the 1980s at functional skills and concepts in such':
areas as training, product diffusion, and 'organization-al entry and role
negotiations in the case of external linkers and knowleage acquisition, t
training, and irriplementation in the case of internal linkers. The content
of such training was inevitably linked with more general content affecting
all linkers as, for example; new knowledge of educational change proces-
ses.
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THE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR
TRAINING LINKERS

As the nationwide system for traininglinkage agents developed, a
series of functions and technologies emerged which were supportive o
the training system. These helped to nurture and facilitate the growth of
the nationwide system; significantly, the scope and quality of the func-
tions and technologies expanded in the 1980s; Three general functionS,
all supportiveof the training systern, were established during the 1975-85
period:

1. Providing leadership to extend and improve the na-
tionwide training anchsuPport system;,,

2: Providing funds for training innovations and for re-
searchand development to improve training;

3. Providing technical assistance to the system's program
designers and implementers;

Schema X presents the functions and, sob-functions of the syste m to
support linker training which' emerged during the 1975-85 period. 12 These

.
various functions will.be described in more detail as Will the agencies
which participated in the development and performanCe of particular
functions and sub-functions.

3-- The Leadership Function

Leadership for initiating and developing the nationwide trqining sys,
tem, as already noted, had no single locus or expression but was evident
in all part'S of the system's structure, including the federal:state, the in-

.
tennediary, and the training components. A brief summaryof leadership
functions performed in .the 1970s is in 6.rder before comments about de-'
veloprnents in the '80s are made.

'2This schema is adapted from Paula Silver, "Summary, Conclusions, and Recommenda-/
tions:" in William Davis, Jack Culbertson, and Paula Silver (Eds.), The Professional Develop=

ment of Title I Principrils: Concepts, Materials, and Strdfrsio. Washington: Ray Littlejohn
Associates, 1977.



SCHEMA X

FUNCTIONS SUPPORTIVE OF THE fRAINING SYSTEM
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Initiatives to Develop Ow System. Leaders within the federal-state qruc-
t ire played key roles in helping legitimize the nationwide system .during
t e 1975-80 period. State and Federal officials did this first by encouraging
i terested organizations ahd their leaders to define-and explore the poten-
tiial in the prdjected system and other 'support for thoe in federaj-state
!arena concerned with legitimizing, interpreting, and obtainirig financial
'support for the system; Leaders in the intermediary structure alSo played
/important roles in helping their respective members understand and, in

.1 some cases, to test 'out concepts related to the nationwide system Of
training.

leaders in the.training component 'of the systern als6 provided im-
.

I po,-tant initiatives. School superintendents, et;pecially in school districts
1 with 'staff development divisions, were very persUasive in articulating the

I need for the training of' internal linkers, and they obtained support frbm
school bOards in many cases to increase investments in training. In addi-
tion; many of them were successful in providing leaders at the state and
federal levels support in articulating to legislatures the need for linker
training and in gaining legislative action to expand the nationwide train-
ing system.

Fiinding the System. During the 1980-85 period, leaders committed to
the development of the nationwide system achieved a number of irnpor- .
tant results, one of which was an increase in the funds available for linker
training. By 1985, more than half of the states providing funds from their
own resources tO support linker training. Most were providing funds
through intermediate service agencies, institutions of higher education,
and through such newly established structures as educational improve-
ment centers. A half doen states providecrsupport for state academies to
conductStaff development programs in different regions and for different
clients. .

Federal resources for linker training increased during the 1K3.0-.85,
period.. The amount of "flow-thrOugh" dollars provided states .which
were used for training increased,in the early '80s. In addition, the, funds
which were made available through' teacher center legislation were,-.in--
creased substantially about the saine tirne..'As noted earlier, new federal
legislation to train external linkers was enacted in the .early- 1980s and
appropriationS to implement the legiSlation increased annually during the
19$1-85 period.

As federal and state funds increased,..an implicit message Was com-
municated to localities that linker training was.valuable-and significant.
This message encouraged arid helped leaders obtain more tocal monies to
train internal linkers. Consequently, in many districts, there '.vas some
increase in training funds during the 1980-85 period for internal linkers.
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Co-ordination Within the :iystent. Another expression of leadership, .
especially duting_the 19,80-85 riud, was more effective coordination (If .

training resources and activit.es at 'all levels of educational government.
At the federal level, there was a distinct trend.in the early eighties toWard
more effective coordination of ,:ducation-related programs generally
through the. Office of the Assistant Socretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. This coordination was 'especially important for the nationwide
training system, since a number of federal agencies provided financial .

support for the system.
. Coordination of educatkmal programs at the state level was positively

affected by trends and actions at the federal level. In addition, there was
presS to coordinate ,public pOlicies and programs more generally on..such
matters as manpower development, unemployment, welfare, eduCation,
and health. This press not only led to greater coordination of training for
linkers in education, but also to more sjil;,tematic coordination of the train-
ing of public seryants mOre generally.

Cf.00rdination of training for linkers was improved in local schools for
two -reasOns. In tht first placc,, greater federal and state coordination
requirecl 'greater coordination locally, and secondly, as school.. t4ystems
established staff development divisions:one of their 'important functiOns
was to coordinate the- various training activities conducted, including
thase involving internal linking agents.. .

Asthe nationwide system emerged'and aS greater coordination was
effected at the local, state, and federal .kvels, the need for coordination
among the different levels of educational government became .more ap-
parent. Consequently, in the early 1980s, leaders in the executive branch
olthe federal government created a coordinating council for the nation-
wide systeM. This council was made up of representatiyes from all levels
of educational government, from national professional associations and
other agencies committed to the imp-rovement of education through link-
ing strategies, from leading citizens' groups, and from agencies actUally
involved in delivering training. This council helped to set directions and
targets:' for improving the nationwide system and helped- stimulatt:, the
systeM's leaders to-undertake needed improvements. While the work of
'the council proved to be complex, leaders agreed that by 1985 it had
performed significant leadership functions.

Providing Support for Improving the System

As the nationwide system grew, The perceived need for its improve-
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ment also greev.1Consequently, three major improvenient strategies w'ere
latinched in The late seventies.-- attaining training innovations, producing
research' findings and creating Ilt.'1N Products' and ideas. Three types of
federal funds for implementing these strategics were .proyided: grants

from specific agencies"with Capacities tO, support linker training as, for
example, the. Bureau of Nducatiim for the I landicapped; indirect funding
in the form of rflow-threitigh' dollars:to states which, in some instances,
suppo`rted linker training; and appropriations from teacher center legisla-

tion and hum legislation designed to prepare external linkers.
State suppo,rt was directed more at improving education in scho'ol

systems through training than at producing reSearch, de% elopment, :and

inelovations in training for national diffusion. However, some state
monies allocated to intermediate service agencies, institutions of higher
educatinn, and re..lated agencie;s were use.1 for the support of linker train-
ing. In addition, fundsappropriated for educational imprOVement centers
and related innovations in the eighties were,: also used to produce.training
innovation research ond development supportive of training.

Institutions of higher education in the seventies and. eighties.allo-

cated an inc'reasing amount of their human and financial resources io ,

support staff development programs in contrast to supporting pre-service'.
programs for principals, teachers and-others. Local school districts in-.,
vested largely in' the training of personnel through their 6wn staff de-
velopment program or through offerings by such external organizations
as the National. Academy for SChool Executive.ts and the NatiOnal Staff;
DevelOpment Council.

Achievinx IraininN Inmwatimis. Training innovations ernerged in dif
ferent Settings as a result of the investments made. During the 1975-80
period, for example, the hrst state academy for training educators was
established. Supported and 'managed at the state level, the academy pro-
vided training to various leaders, including iinkers in different regions of
the state,.By 1985, several states had developed such academies, and sonie
served linkers coni.'crned with interrelated public policy issues in .different

departments of state government.
In the late seventies. and eightie.s a number of universities designed

pre-service programs for preparing linkers which required on-eampus
study supplemented by field ex'peri6nce and a year's internship in a link-

ing ag'ency. Theseeprograms enabled participants to acquire not only a
wider range of content and skills but also greater depth in learning than

"The enzph.r. .r, in the imnicdiately following I. liii functional and :4truciural

Innovation, in the program. Innovation, in training techiurtygie!, .111' di,cossed late..r in the

chapter.
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was possible in in-servi& programs. They also produced a cadre of linkers
who possessed a range of new skills and understandings which proved
yery useful to linking agencies in the 1980-85 period..

Federal gencies Supported collaborative arrangements to produce
inntwations. In the late seventies, for example, grants were made to sup-
port collaborative programs for internal linkers through university-school
system7state educ'ation agency partnerships. While this approach to train-
ing was compleX and required major boundary-spanning efforts, it had
hvo major,advantages: It enabled trainers to draw upon a wide range oF
training resources in systematic ways, and it facilitated the establishment
of "third parties" to assist in the attainment of innovations..

In the late seventies and early 6ighties, "travelling workshops" were
packaged to achieve specific training objectives, and these were diffused
widely by national associations and organizations for use in many states.
.The packages focusedupon a specifictopic as, for example, role negotia-
tion by linking agents and could be adapted for use with both internal and
external linkers. They were also sufficiently standardized to enable. train-
.ers to learn to .use them efficiently.

As noted earlier, in the early1980s, a variety of programs which were
directed at the joint training of internal and external linkers eMerged,
Institutions of higher education in a-number of instances were'successful
in designing prograins for internal and external linkers, as were some
directors of staff development in large city school distritts and leaders in-
selected state education agencieS. A major dynamic for le-Zuming in these
workshops stemmed frcim the interaction Of internal linkers and external
.linkers who shared different perspectives and 'possessed different experi-
ence bases.

Producing Reseatth, The strategy of research support was carried out
largely by professors and their graduate students from various disciplines
in higher education institutions. Research-not only illuminated aspects of
teaching, management, and policy-making systems, but it als.o shedlight
on a range of questions bearing upon linkage processes. Only a few
illUstrations can be offered at this point.

In the late1970s, almost no studies had been done ,directed at the
internal dynamics of linking.agencies, including the key variables which
affeckd -linker produCtivity and morale in these organizations. This area
of study attracted .a number of investigators in the l980s. Studies of this
type were especially important tö,those who had responsibilitieg.for man-
aging and leading linking agencies.

A question which ontinued to intrigue scholars and leaders during
the 1980-85 period was the degree to which the performance of internal
and external linkt!rs was similar and the 'degree towhich it was different:
Bo"th survey research and theoretically-guided inquiry unfolded on this
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subject. TN.. findings had important implications not Only tor training but
for the .development of prOducts 'to support the training of internal and
extemai: linkers.

As more attention was directed toward the training of linkers, ques-
tions arose about the recruitment and selection 'of individuals to enter this
field of endeavor...C.' riteria of effectiveness OS they related to linkage' be-
came a salient ilue:stion. The quest.ion was raised not only for its implica-
tions for recruitment and selection but also 1.ar the performance appraisal
,of linkers and the de'.finition of linker training needs. Uoth logical analyses
of effectiveness and studies to test theoretically derived criteria were pro-
dticed.

In the eighties, a number of studies were conducted to examine rela-
tionships between the technical units of linking agencies and defined
aspects of their environments. For example', the relationship between
information services of an agency and, the clients the system served was
investig,ated. The results of such inquiries began to illuminate ways.agen-

: cies exercised contrOl over the funtAioning of technical units, given
specified demand's and opportunities in. the environment. Such research
also began to shed light on organizahonal and cnVironmental relation-
ships and the boundarY-spanning behavior of linkers..

Creating -Nezi., Products. More funds every ..available for development
than for research, although they Were still limited. National intermediarj,
organizations whose.member units had developnwntal capabilities played
an important role in creating new products to support training. For
example, the ,Center for Development' and..Research ,(C[DaR) and- its
members joined together to create cooperatively a range of training mate-
rials to support the nationwide -system tor linkers. Another illu..4ration
was the American Educational Rese'arch' Association which, in coopera-
tion with its membership, produced developme'ntal support for the
nationwide .'Aystem. Universities and other organizations with develor-
mental capaeitie,s also produced a multiplicity of important products to
,supporttiliining. Only a few illustrations of pertinent development car:
be offered at this point.

Thrtaigh the encouragement of the National Institute of Education
:mei a number ot regional educational laboratories and research develop-
ment center', a catalOg (1.ducational Dissemination and LinkinN,ANent Source
Book) was deVeloped. in the latter part of the seventies. This and,others
which followed contained information supportive of those designing and
impiementing programs for linkers..As inventori.es of training materials
were developed, greater attention was giyen to the attainment of more
comprehensive and user-oriented systemS for classifying those materials.-

Another innovation which emerged in the lat-e seventies was a prod-
uct called human. resource banks which supported linkers, linking agen-
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cies, and, linker, trainers. With thy complexity 'of improvement activities
and the need .for expertise of various kinds, systematic and easily accessi-
ble information on human resources related to Mint LI training needs
proved useful to leaders in the system. Although problems were encoun-..
tered in operationalizing and using these data banks, they provided in-
formation on a wide range of.poteotial talent and expertise for designers
and trainers.

,In the seventies, needs assessment proCedures tended to be based
upon the perceptions of linkers and those responsible for traininglinkers.
FlOwever, in the late seventies and eighties, more sophisticated ap-
proaches to the evaluation of training needs developed'as a support to the'
trang system. These included performance appraisal based upon job
anikses, the identification of discrepancies between organizational objec-
tives and .performance, normative forecasting, theory-based models, and
trend analysis.

Still another kind of product to suppOrt the nationwide system was
new training materials: Many of these training materials were reality-
oriented (e.g., cases, sirpulations and films) and were designed to facili- .

tate skill learning and to offer knowledge application exercises. Other
materialS More conceptual in nature ranged from'bibliographies to syn-
theses of information on exemplary practices andsyntheses of knowledge
on salient aspects of practice.

In the early 1980s, video:-tape became prominent as the medium for .'
communicating exemplary practice. The capacity of this medium fOr cap:-
turing and diffusing exemplary ftractice ineXpensively mad6 it an impor-
tant support in linker training. Some of the tapes presented 'sequenced
learning e)*(periences. For exaMple, one pattern involved first a trigger
taPe simulating a problem;.second, a tape ckpicting an exemplary,practice
related to the problem;.and, third, a tape discussing the conCepts shaping
the exemplary practice.

Recently, two.additiona1technologies began to be used in the training
oflinkers'. The first of these vas communication satellites, able to ...each
large numbers of individuak in specified regions of the country. Certaa
universities developed the capability to utilize communication satellites in'.
training andacquired the necessary equipment tti do so-this approach .
proved to be cost-effective:because of the large number of individuals who
could be reached.

Asecond technology wa- the video-disc: In the late 1970s, a number .'
.of universities cooperated tti test out the use Of video-discs in transmitting .

ideas and infOrMation in .training. This technology tended to be used
initially in large urban settings where it proved to be effective, especially
with small groups of various kinds: Later, it was diffused for use in
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suburban and rural areas and had been used in varied settings for the

training of linkOrs by 1985...
To sum up, leaders in the late seventies ana, eighties; increasingly

agreed that the emergent nationwide systemlneeded to be improved
through programs of research, development, and training innoVations.

Limited resources were made..available from various levels of edu6tional
development to fund these programs. The result was research findings,

varied products, and .a range of training innovations which impacted
positively upon the nat'ionwide system in the late seventies and eighties

Providing Technical Assistance to
Support Training Programs

As the nationwide system emerged and as training innovations, re-
search findings, and development products were achieved, the demand
for technical assistane to support the training,of internal and'.external
linking agents.increased. The response to the request for technical assis-
tance was provided partly by training units working with other units 'and
partly by/intermediary organizations 'with special links to trainers of link-
ers..As -noted earlier, intermediary agencies were in direct contact v.vith

linkers through individual memberships in some cases and through in-
stitutional membership in others: The National Academy of School Execu-
fives, for example,, had unique channels fOr reaching individual school

''superintendents pratticing or desiring to practice linkage strategies in,.
change, and such organizations as the American Association of CollegeS

for Teacher Education with institutional membership w'.ere.able to reach a

range of linkers in their member institutions:
thtermediary agencies were aniquely equipped to monitor the de-

Nrelopment orresources nationwide, to.organize information on resources
and to-disseminate results to linker trainers and linkers through annual

:conferenceS, special seminars or workshops, and a variety of .Wriften and
auaiovisual Media. As linker trainers in school systems, interrrukliate ser-
vice agencies, institutions of higher education, andcooperatives of vari-
ous kinds acquired information and knowledge-baSed products and ser-
vices; and'skills in their use, they utilized the information and skillsin a
variety of internal or externat.technical assistance activities.

Other kinds of technical assistance. were .also priwided the educa-
tional community as, .for example, the facilitation of 'personnel exchange
for staff development purposes..In the early eighties, the trend to facilitate
exchange between internal and extern linkers in linking agencies ,de-
veloped. Internal Enkers, by spending time in external linking agencies
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acquired. in 'a ivlaticelv efficient manner, informatioo on a wide range ot
knowledge-based prliducts and So.rvices relevant to sclh)ol improvement.
baernal linkers, by spending time in school systems on e \change ,u--
ranAements, acquired clini,a1 kiinvledge on problems or o.ducatiorial im-
provement related 'to policy-making, teaching, and manownientil; of
which increased their competence and the oompotence of their agencies.

Summary

During the 19n5--85 period, a natiomvide wstem for the training of
linkers emerged. By 1980, the Major elements and functions of the system
were relatively clear. The key elements were found in ,1 federal-state
structur. involving leaders from both the e \ecutive and legislative
branches of government; a training structure responsible for delivering
!earnings to linking agents; ond an intermediary structure made up of
organizations with special responsibilities for disseminating information
and providing training to those with major responsibilities for training
linkers.

During the 1975-85 perioa,' a system to suvport the nationwide train-
ing system emerged. This system was based upt,n the functions Of re-
search, development, and training innovations. Technical assistance and
dissemination systems were also created to communicate information and
to facilitate the use of ..new products, services, training innovations, and
research findings to improve for linkers and trainers of linkers. In 1985,
both the nationwide system and its support system are 'firmly in place.
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